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1. INTRODUCTION



The C3 1 System FORCE APPLICATION

A FORCE MULTIPLIER & DECISIVE
ELEMENT IN PRESERVING PEACE. z/e
& IF NECESSARY, IN WINNING
THE WAR.

COMMUNICATIONS 
I

COMMAND & CONTROL COMMUNICATIONS

IOH INTELLIGENCE
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The Rome Laboratory is the Air Force's center of expertise that a sy•t-'i approach, integrating efforts across the

for advancing the state-of-the-art in command, control, corn- Laboratory -,rganizational stnrcture, is required to develop ef-

munications, and intelligence (C 31). This mission is accom fective C3I systems.

plished by: As an Air Force laboratory, we are committed to provide the

1. Conducting vigorous research, development, and test pro- technical leadership in the transition of new technology to

gratm in all applicable tec, iogies. warfighting systems. This is accomplished by:

2. Transitioning technology to current and future Air Force • Conducting long-term, high-payoff research

systems to improve operational capability, readiness, and . Developing technologies for product development and

supportability, maintenance, and

3. Providing a full range of technical support to AFSC prod- ° Providing in-house technical expertise for the Air Force.

uct divisions and other Air Force organizations. We create Science and Technology (S&T) programs in re-

4. Conducting selected acquisition programs for low vohume, sponse to our users' requirements, higher headquarters

limited quantity intelligence and software systems. guidance, and our own enlightened view of high-payoff

The Laboratory maintains leading edge technological exper- technologies.

tise in the following areas: surveillance, communications, corn- The Rome Laboratory Journal is published annually to ac-

mand & control, intelligence, reliability science, electromag- quaint the technical community with the outstanding research

netic technology, photonics, signal processing, and computa- and development carried out by this laboratory. The papers con-
tional science. tained in Section II are reprints of publications that appeared in

The Laboratory is organized into four major staff directorates refereed journals in 1991. We have also included in the Journal

and four mission directorates: Surveillance and Photonics, abstracts of other publications (Section III ), abstracts of patents is-

Command Control & Communications, Intelligence & Recon- sued to Rome Liboratory personnel in 1991 (Section IV), and a

naissance and Electromagnetics & Reliability. We recognize listing of Rome Laboratory Technical Reports (Section V).
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OPTICAL SWITC'U NG WITH PHOTOREFRACTIVE POLARIZATION
HOLOGRAMS

Q.W. Song, M.C. Ixc, and P.J. "'albt, llcpartinet of Electrical and Computer Enginecering, Syracuse University

published in Optics Letters, 16, #16, 1228, 15 August 1991

Abstract - A switching technique using the polarization sensitivity of (extraordinary light) then the corresponding wave vector inside
photorefractive holograms in crystals is experimentally demonstrated The
design is capable ofhandling a large number of 2x2 switching channels with the crystal will be KI'. The KI' beam reads the hologram K3.
only four holograms. The concept is applicable to either synchronous or Bragg's condition requires that the diffracted wave vector K2'
asynchronous swaitching and also to a varety ofphotorefractve materials. form a closed triangle with KI'and K3 (i.e., momentum conser-

vation). However, the normal surface of the crystal prohibits

K2'. This mismatch, AK as indicated in Fig. I (a), results in a
.INTRODUCTION sharp decrease in diffraction efficiency. Referring to the

coupled-wave theory derived by Kogelnikt 5 ), the dephasing

As the needs for more complex and higher bandwidth net- measurement - is given as

works in communication and computing continues, the re- i = K3cos(4) - Os) - =K3cos(

search into high performance optical interconnection networks - 2K

has become more and more active 0,2). The unique features of where 4) is the angle between grating K3 and the propagation

optical interconnection such as high bandwidth and parallelism direction (y axis in Fig. 1), 0s is the angle between the signal

make it very attractive for many applications. Currently, many beam and the propagation axis, k is the diffracted wave vector

practical interconnection architectures are based on a large K2' in Fig. 1 (a). Note that when the Bragg condition is satis-

number of 2x2 switches(3). fled, 1 equals zero. When the Bragg condition is not met, we

In this paper we describe a massive switching architecture can expand 1 in a Taylor expansion to the first order. There-

which can implement a large number of 2x2 switches in a single fore, 0 in the above case can be approximated as2
crystal. The method of switching is based upon the polarization __ = K3_Ak (2)

sensitivity of crystal volume holograms. The advantage of a 2K2

polarization switch is its symmetry with respect to binary logic Let's further assumne that the multiple diffraction process can
and its theoretical cascadability and energy conservation 4 ). be neglected for a multi-exposure hologram. The problem can

While the reconfiguration time of the system is limited by the be treated with the weak coupling approximation. Thus the
speed of available spatial light modulators ( currently in ms to nonnalized diffraction efficiency for transmission holograms

ps range ), the large bandwidth (GHz) and the simplicity of the can be expressed as
architecture makes it applicable to a number of applications. sin 2 v 2+ ( 2

2 (3)
2. PROPERTIES OF CRYSTAL VOLUME 2+__

HOLOGRAMS v
where v= tnld/IX •cosO, cosOR , • =0 d/2cosO, , nl is the

We first discuss some basic properties of crystal volume amplitude of the spatial modulation of the refraction index, 2, is

holograms. For transmission holograms, we assume that two the wavelength, OR and Os are the angles between propagation

writing beams, R (reference beam) and S (signal beam), enter a direction and reference and signal beams respectively, d is the

photorefractive (Z cut) material as shown in Fig. I (a). thickness of crystal, and 0 is the dephasing measurement as

In the recording process, two vertically polarized laser beams defined in equation (1). For the weak coupling approximation

(ordinary light), represented by their wave vector KI and K2 (i.e., lvi << I(I ) equation (3) can be simplified, giving

respectively, interfere within the photorefractive crystal. A q = v2 sinc 2. (4)
volume hologram represented by the wave vector K3 is

generated as shown in Fig. I (a). In the reading process, if we In designing an optical switch using the polarization sen-

read the hologram with beam Ki then the beam represented by sitivity of the crystal hologram the parameter of interest is the
the wave vector K2 is reconstructed. However, if the polariza- diffraction efficiency ratio, that is, the ratio of the diffraction ef-
tion of the reading beam is changed to the horizontal direction ficiency for vertical polarization vs. that for horizontal

7



polarization. Note that the Bragg condition is Ferfectly The mismatch Ak can be expressed as
matched when writing and reading using the same reference
beam. Referring to Fig. 1 (a), if we read the hologram using the I A•I = I OBI - I OPj =

KI beam (vertical polarization) then AK equals zero and so does
C_ . On the other hand, if we read the hologram using K1 ' Fp 2 (9)z P -[ - , ., - 1] (9)
(horizontal polarization), AK does not equal zero. So we can nPP- + n0"-PY
write the di,--iction efficiency ratio as

r - v I I 2sinc 2, _ v j 2sinc 2 • (5) The first null of the diffraction efficiency ratio occurs at a= n
T_ I" i,0 v_ and is given by

In order tc. u.ie the holograms as binary optical switches, we dKj Ak
must find the angle where the diffraction efficiency ratio is as 4cos0sk2  k (10)
small as possible. In other words, when the polarization is
changed from vertical to horizontal the diffracted light is 2 2 2

where K3= K, +K isth amplitude square of the grating vec-
"turned off". The selectivity of the hologram can be obtained as

follows. For transmission holograms, referring to Fig. I (a) and tor. From equation (6), (7) and (9) we can calculate the incident
using Snell's law, we can calculate the y and z component ( Ky, angles, ,ts and a,: , where the diffraction efficiency ratio is zero.Kz) for grating K3 as For example, with nou 2.286, m- 2.200 for a LiNbO3 crystal of

d= I cm and X= 633 nim the first null occurs at axs= 30°,ctR=

(Ky, Kz) = 34.10.

Similarly, for reflection holograms, the nornalized diffrac-
(sin as - sin aRn fl( -sin 2os - Vno 2-sin 2aj) . (6) tion efficiency can be expressed as

Let the y and z component of the desired vector K2' be (Py, 1
P/); using vector algebra we find (Py, P.) easily I -- 2,/v2

1+

(Py,P,)=K 1'+ K3 = 
sinh - • 2

where
I sinain 2 at + - n 2 _ sin2(x . (7) 2

no v= j hind/, sin0s , =0d2 C, J= dKý' x .x

Forthe weak coupling case (i.e., I v ( < ), equation (8) can
However, the normal surface of the refractive index ellipse be reduced to the following expression

allows only the wave vector OB. The index ellipse is given
as(6) qi=1 v I2 sinc2•- (12)

Z2 y 2  Referring to Fig. I (b), the selectivity of the hologram can be
--n0 2 + 11 2 (8) derived as for the transmission hologram. The resulting equa-

tions follow

2 2 .2
Solving the equations (7) and (8), we have (P/,,Py) = [sinats,Vi' - sin2 as - n2 - sin2 aj

no _

Po 2 _ p" 22
n k- X + no -Py O B I n0 io

anid nl)p/2 14- n2pv

lOP P/2+Py2 . Op T+ Pý py

8



and wave vector inside tile crystal is OB and the corresponding dif-

fracted wave vector is changed to PD.

I Ak I I OB - I OP I = Thus, by changing the polarization of the reading beam, we

can read different gratings inside the crystal. Since different

gratings result in diffracted beams in different directions, an op-

p, 2 + py-, [ - I. (13) tical directional coupling switch can be realized in this simple

n0o2P' + nP.2py2 fashion. Notice that in the above process, the direction of the

reading beam before entering the crystal is unchanged. Cur-

The nulls of diffraction efficiency ratio occurs at ii = nt and is rently, there exist a number of spatial light modulators available

given by to achieve this end, such as electrically addressed MOD, LCTV,

and optically addressed LCLV and MSLM. Referring to

dK.i Fig.3(a), we have expanded the above concept in recording four

40k 2 Ak + nn . such gratings in the crystal. They are designed in such a way

cs that by changing the polarization of reading beam RI, the dif-

fracted beam goes in the A or B direction, respectively. Simi-

larly, by changing the polarization of reading beam R2, the dif-

fracted beam also goes to A or B direction, respectively.
Again the first null of the sinc function of reflection hologram Therefore, by changing the polarization of a single beam, we

occurs at (= n. For example, wilh no=2.286, n,=2.200 for a can switch (or direct) it to either one of the two predetennined

LiNbO3 crystal of d= I cm and X= 633 tim tile first null occurs directions. In other words, the crystal holograms function as a

at cxs= 30' and ai,• 32.20. From the above calculations, we see 2x2 switch that can connect any one of the two inputs to any

that the width of the first lobe of the transmission hologram is a one of the two outputs. The circuit analogy of the above is

little larger than that of reflection hologram at (x,= 30'. This is given in Fig.3(b). The total number of switch channels that can

due to the fact that the orientation of tile refractive index ellipse be handled by the crystal hologram is basically limited by the

of transmnission and reflection holograms are different. As e number of resolvable spots of the diffracted beams. According

can see from tile above discussion, the diffraction efficiency of l criterion 7 ). the minimum angle, an1 1, between

crystal volume hologram is very sensitive to the polarization of beams is . t he re , is t e tween
two resolvable basi .1.r hr .i h aeegh

the reading beam. If tile wave %,_ctor of the hologram and that

of the reading beam are carefully chosen, the diffracted beam's atd r is the diameter of the diffracted beam. Consider two par-

allel circular optical beams that are incident on a crystal surface.intetnsity virtually drops to zero whetn the polarizatioti of the

reading beami is changed. This phionoienion is exactly what W Assume that tile output beams emerging froni the other side of

want to achieve from ain optical directional coupling switch. the crystal arealso parallel. If an observation plane is placed at

a distance z from the back plane of the crystal then the mini-

niuin separation between these two circular beanms is given by

d1. 1,,1 10.61 Xz/r. Tile number of optical switch channels is deter-

mined by the radius of the optical beam, the size of tile crystal,
the distance between tile crystal and the observation plan, and

COUPLING SWITCH the wavelength. For example, if we require the observation

plane to be 5 mun away from tile crystal, the resolution on tile

The principle of an optical polarization coupling switch using plane to be dlnin = 0.01 mim, and use an Argon laser (X=-512 tim)

holograms is illustrated in Fig.2. The grating vectors APand fIl the diameter of the signal beams would be r = 150 pin. There-

are written in the photorefractive crystal with vertical and hori- fore, for a crystal of area 1.5 cix 1.5 cm about 10 signal chian-

zontal polarizations, respectively. When tile grating AP is read nels cati be achieved. Further, tei number of channels could be

out with wave vector OA using vertical polarization, the dif- draniatically increased by using a larger crystal.

fracted beam is denoted by its wave vector PC. On the other Because of the storage capacity and resolution of a crystal

hand, this vertically polarized reading beam contributes alnost hologram, millions of 2x2 switches canl be built on a small crys-

no light in the PD direction. This results because the mismatch tal. These switches can be addressed either synchronously by a

AK is so large that the diffraction efficiency in the PD directioi thick beam of light, or asynchronously through spatial light

is virtually zero. Similarly, if the grating BP is read out with the modulators. The fornier methdxl has the advantage of massive

sanie reference beam R butl iii the horizontal p;olarization, the parallelisii while the latter is more flexible.



4. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

Tair-ne = sii2(XR X sin2OR
sin2(otR + 0a~ ) X cos2( atR - OR )

To illustrate the feasibility of the above discussed concept, we

measured the switching behavior of the crystal hologram using
the experimental setup as shown in Fig.4. The laser beam is di- Tne -- air =
vided into two parts by a polarizing beam splitter. Two half- sin2(crs + Os ) X cos-(axs - Os)

wave plates were placed at the two outputs of the beam splitter
to rotate the polarization of the optical beams. In the recording The optintun performance for switching is achieved by find-

process, the polarization of both reference and signal beams are ing the minimum of the above equation. For clarity and due to

the same. In the reading process, we first blocked out the signal the window size of the crystal only two sets of data are pre-

be,-m; then, we measured the diffracted light from the reference sented in Fig. 5, 2(x= 18.40 and 2a=23.2'.

beam in vertical and horizontal polarizations, respectively. A The two curves in Fig.5 follow essentially the sinc function.

piece of Z cut LiNbO 3 crystal (I cm 3) was employed as the re- As can be see from equation (14), the diffracted efficiency ratio

cording medium. Because of the sensitivity and high accuracy is about one when the normal angle is at 90W and it decreases

of volume holograms two parameters were being used to de- rapidly to zero when the normal angle approaches 105'. That

scribe the incidental laser beams instead of as and cuR in figure the experimental values are less than the theoretical ones is due

1. One is the write-in angle which is the angle between the ref- to assumptions made in the associated coupling wave theory.

erence beamn R and the signal beam S (2at in Fig. 4). The other The assumption is that there is a small absorption loss and a

parameter is the nornal angle which is the angle between the slow energy interchange between the coupled waves (R and S)

crystal surface and the line that bisects R and S (1P in Fig.4). and the theory does not consider the second order terms in the

The write-in angle was confined at between 18.40 and 23.2 0 wave equations (R" and S"). Furthermore the laser beam is

This angle limitation is due to the diameter of the laser beam Gaussian; where as, the coupled wave theory assumes plane

(0.5 cm) and the size of the crystal (I cm3). For each of the waves.

write-in angles given above, seven measurements were con- The significant role of AK in the evaluation of the diffraction

ducted by rotating the crystal at 20 steps. The wavelength was efficiency ratio is apparent from our results. At a fixed nornal

633 nm (He-Ne Laser). The intensity of diffracted beam was angle the larger the write-in angle the higher the AK which in
measured by a power detector. turn gives a smaller efficiency ratio. Also, at a fixed write-in

Figure 5 plots the theoretical and experimental diffraction ef- angle the larger thc difference between the normal angle and

ficiency ratio of vertical polarization over horizontal polariza- 90 the larger the AK which again gives a smaller efficiency

tion vs nonnal angle P3. Eq.(5) modified by the transmittance ratio. In this polarization optical switch, a small efficiency ratio

behavior at the two boundary planes is employed to provide the results in a the large signal to noise ratio, that is a large distinc-

theoretical prediction as given by tion between signal "on" and noise "off'. In practice, the choice
is limited by the configuration of the optical system and the size

r Tair-,n. XTw•w-air X v1 [2sinc 2c of the crystal. As demonstrated in our experiment for a I cm 2

2 (14) LiNbO3 crystal, an efficiency ratio of less than 0.01 ( i.e., the
91 Tair-•'n XTnoair X VjL "on" and "off' ratio larger than 100) can be easily achieved.

This is adequate for many binary operations.
where Tair-.Ik) is the transmittance for a vertical polarized refer-

ence beam from air to crystal, T,)o -air is the transmittance for a
vertical polarized signal beam from crystal to air, Tair-neq is the
transmittance for a horizontal polarized reference beam from air The technique of using polarization sensitive hologramns to
to crystal, and Tjxý-air is tile transmittance for a horizontal po- implement a large number of 2 optical switches on a single
larized signal beam from air to crystal. Referring to Fig. I (a), crystal has been described. The method has several positive at-
these values can be obtained as following tributes. First, polarization optical switching provides theoreti-

sin2ctR x sin20R cal cascadability and energy conservation. Second, the free
Tair--no sin2(QR + OR, ) space optics offers a very large bandwidth. Finally, the design

requires only four holograms which can yield high diffraction

sin2cts x sin2Os efficiency. The development of better and larger photorefrac-
Tno--air sin2((xs + Os ) tive crystals may further improve the technique.

10
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OPTICAL BAND GAP OF THE TERNARY SEMICONDUCTOR Sii-x-yGexCy

Richard A. Sorff, `.h':trtolltglK-iC.s & Rcliabiliy I)irAecorate, Rome Laboratory

Phublished in Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 70, No. 4, 15 August 1991

Abstract -Single-crystal alloys oftdiamond with Si andGe are investigatedthe- near Ai and Xi with the minimum lying - 5% lower than the Xi
oretically. An intdirect band gap r25' - A1 isfoundfor the new semiconttuc- zone boundary value. In Table I we use the experimental indi-
tor Sit , - yGe.Cy over most compositions x and y, with an indirectr~ 5  -. L'1 ga fo nd or tim re ai ing co m osiio s. he st m at d b nd re c t g a p s o f 1. 13 e V fo r S i a n d 5 .5 e V fo r C to re p re se n t th er2,5" - IL1 gap founudfor the remtaining compositions•. 7he estimzated band

gaps span the 0.62-5.5-cV-range. Predictions are nzade for banvd gap versus XI-Ai saddle point, while 0.72 eV is assumed for Ge at Xi-Ai.
katticeparitneierinithe newalloy semicoomlctors Sij Can.,audGCj C•., Gernanium has a (I 11) conduction-band minimum at the

L-zone boundary (0.62 eV). The light- and heavy-hole valence

bands are degenerate at the FY5' valence-band maximum in Si,
Diamond is an elemental group-IV insulator (wide-gap semi- C, and Ge. Now, we follow the same procedure as in Ref. I to

conductor) with a lattice parameter of 3.545 A, a parameter generate diagrams of critical-point energies, estimated band gap
much smaller than the lattice size of Si (5.431 A) or Ge (5.646 versus lattice parameter, and ternary band gap versus composi-
A). In this communication, we investigate an optical property tion.
(the minimum-energy gap) ofcrystalline alloys of diamond with Si In Fig. I the critical-point energies are arrayed in a vertical
and Ge, including the new ternary semiconductor Sil - x-)(GexCy. column for each elemental semiconductor. Then, the corre-
The interpolation approach of Soref and Perry, which was de- sponding points are connected by straight lines to yield the in-
veloped for Si -x-yGexSny, is used here, with the energy bands terpolated values for the binary semiconductor alloys
of diamond replacing the at-Sn bands in the calculation.

Although the semiconductor SiWe take F•5, as the zero refer-
ence for each material, a procedure that is accyutable for deter-grown, modem heteroepitaxy techniques will probably allow a

thin layer of crystal SiGeC to be grown on a Si, Ge, or diamond mining the forbidden band. However, in a heterostructure de-
vice it would be important to know the Si/Ge, Si/C, and C/Gesubstrate. The epilayer would be colmmensurately strained, or

strain relieved, depending upon its composition and thickness, valence-band offsets, as well as the conduction-band offsets.

Coherent strain in a Sil -x-yGesCy epilayer might be facilitated Next, in Fig. 2, we show a magnified view of Fig. I that in-

by growing the layer on an alloy buffer layer of Si1 - xCx or cludes only the highest-lying valence band and lowest-lying

Sii- p- (GepCq, etc. In this communication we shall investigate conduction band. Again, a linear fit between the elemental data

the properties of bulk unstrained SiGeC at room temperature. points was used. The lightly shaded areas in Fig. 2 reveal that

The band-gap narrowing or dilation that occurs due to strain is the gap is indirect ry5" -- Aci for most compositions (x) of the
a subject for future study. three binary alloys. The darkly shaded areas near the Ge line

The energy-band structure of diamond was calculated in show that the gap is indirect rY5 -- 'i for the compositions
1975 by Brenert using the screened-exchange-phls-Coulomb- 0< x < 0.16 in GexSii _x and 0.96 < x < 1.00 in Ge.%Ci-x.
hole method. His approach gave good agreement betweenthe- Having estimated the energy gap versus composition x for

ory and experiment, especially for the important r25'- F15 the three alloys, we employ the well-known approximation that
transition [7.6 eV (theory) versus 7.3 eV (experiment)] and the the lattice constant a5 of the binary alloy A I-B.Bx is ( I - x) aAt +

FY5m- Ac transition [5.6 eV (theory) versus 5.5 eV (experi- xaT. This rule enabled us to plot the fundamental gap as a
ment)]. Therefore, starting with Fig. 3 of Brener,2 we obtained function of lattice parameter for the crystalline alloys
realistic valence- and conduction-band energies at several criti- Gei-xSir, Sii _Cr, and Cl-xGex. To check the accuracy of our
cal points in the Brillouin zone, as listed in Table I. [The 1983 method, we plotted Eg vs ar on linear-verstus-linear scale, and
calculation of Jones and King3 gives an incorrect value (6 eV) we compared the calculated value of Eg for SiO.5CO.5 material

for the direct gap of diamond, but their L6, X4", Lc, 02 with the experimental E, value (at 300K) for the stoichioinetric
eigenvalues may beI more accurate than those in Table I.] The IV-IV semiconductor P3-SiC. It was found that the calculated
table also contains the corresponding energies for Si and Ge that value of 3.4 eV was 50% larger than the observed 5 2.25-eV in-
wAere taken from Li and Lin-Chung 4 as explained in Ref I. In Si direct gap of cubic SiC, which called into question the validity
and C, the conduction-band minitauan is in the (100) direction of the linear interpolation.
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TABLE 1. Condtuction- aukd valence-hand energies (cV) at critical pxmins in-
Bnilkxunr zow r". is used as the tero of enkergy 100K

L YI X1us FY5, F '0 X'j - Ac L', r~
Si C

0x 1-x
Ge -2.28 - 3.10 0.00 2.66 0.72 0.62 0.75 1 I

Si -2.44 -3.37 0.00 2.66 1.13 1.71 2.88 uGo C
C -3.50 -7.50 0.00 7.60 5.50 13.50 18.10 x_ I Nz

20 Si Ge
.G E

20

"e 0.5 . ...-- .. .. . .

L • 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6

ý10 
LATTICE CONSTANT (A)

J* C

/ ," ". "Fig. 3. hidlirnet haji gap of die alloy scemiconkductors Ge•Ct ý, Siud .. , and
5 Ge•-Sii . as a funiction of lattice paraleter- An exponential fit of

Cr. XGe-C-Si data was used.
wzj 0. , ;, -.

To obtain better agreement between theory and practice, we
-. 5. tried a nonlinear curve fitting of the elemental Al-gap data

X,
""--. ~points. We plotted Eg as a function of (x,, on logarithmic-ver--_0 sus-linear scales, and we used straight-line segments to connect

Ge Si C Ge the AI gap points, with the result shown in Fig. 3. Here, the gap

increases exponentially with increasing carbon concentration.

Fig I. Contipsite energy-band diagran for Ge, Si. and diamond, showing In Fig. 3 it is seen that SiO.5C0.5 material (whose lattice constant
critical-point cncrgies arryed on ome linw for each clent-nlal nmterial. is 4.488 A) has a predicted gap of 2.5 eV, which is close to the
l[nergie., for Ibina,' alloy sen iconldct~cor are al.,o itidicated. actual n-SiC value of 2.25 eV. This agreement gave us confi-

dence in the validity of the Fig. 3 exponential approach; thus we

attempted to predict the band gap of a new semiconductor,

6
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oi.,-, s /,• • .*
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uC2I- 1-X X
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GeX Six
0 X
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Fig 2 E nlarged view of Fig. I showing the indircct gaps 1'5' -- Y, and Fig 4. lndin'41 cnergy gap of Ih ii.'w Itniary sctniconduclor Si , G(CAe',
-',, -I r(dianioilil latticc) as a flUaction of cOmilliit"tioni x atik y.
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cubic GeC, which has never been grown6. If we examine the violet ranges, a property that should be useful for electro-opuical

Geo.sCo.5 alloy in Fig. 3, whose lattice constant is 4.596 A, we device applications.

predict a band gap of 2.1 eV for cubic GeC. Further, if we apply In summary, we have used interpolation between the critical-

the exponential fit to an alloy of diamond and tin we find that point band energies of diamond, silicon, and germanium to

Eg(Ai)~ 1.2 eV for cubic SnC at the 5.017-A lattice. estimate the fundamental band gap of a new crystalline semi-

Finally, we can estimate the band gap of the ternary semicon- conductor alloy Si -x-yGexCy.

ductor Sit-x-yGexCy from our Fig. 3 result for the gaps of binary I wish to thank F Namavar of Spire Corporation for helpful

alloys. On a three dimensional (3D) graph (Fig. 4), the band and stimulating discussions of ternary diamond alloys. I am

gap of the ternary is displayed on the vertical axis, while the also grateful to C. H. Penry of Northeastern University for help-

horizontal axes represent composition x and y. All compositions ful comments on the manuscript.

are located within an (x,y) triangle: The line (O,y) signifies

Si-byCy, the line (x,0) signifies Sii-.xGex, and the line x* y = 1 REFERENCES
represents GexCl-x. The 3D surface of ternary gap in Fig. 4

consists of a "wire frame" with an elastic sheet stretched be- 1. R. A. Sord and C. 11. Perry, J. Appl. Phys. 69,539(1991).

tween the three wires. Each wire is a 2D representation of Eg 2. N. E. Breirr, Phys. Rev. B 11, 929 (1975).
3. R. ]ones wAnT. King, Philos. Mag. B 47,481(1983).

for one of the three binary alloys. We find in Fig. 4 that all ter- 4. Y. .i and P 1. Lin-Chung, Phys. Rev. 13 27, 3465 (1983).

nary gaps are indirect, primarily to AI, the remainder being in- 5 Ii R. Plullip and E. A. Taft, in Silicon Carbide, A I lighli Temperattur Selu-

direct to LI. Since visible light spans the photon energies of conductor, eAdited by J. O'Connr and I. Snultes (Perg•i•.mi, New York.
1960O), Pp. 306r-370.

1.77-3. 10 eV, we see that the absorption edges of the materials 6. A), Ku a, arxt T. Su,,, lihys. Mag. 33

in Figs. 3 and 4 cover the near-infrared, visible, and near-ultra- 50,517 (1984).
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PREDICTED BAND GAP OF THE NEW SEMICONDUCTOR SiGeSn

Richard A. Soref and Clive H. Perry'), Electromagnltics & Reliability Directorate, Rome Laboratory

Published in Joutnal of Applied Physics, Vol. 69, No. 1, 1 January 1991

Abstract - The direct and indirect band gaps of Sil.,_-, GekSn), are inferred structure of Ge and Si.4 From their results (Figs. 1-3 of Ref. 3),
from the calculated energy- band structure of cr-Sn and from the known struc-
tures of Ge and Si. Our assumptions are: that the energy-band shapes of the
binaries Sni-Ge•,Ge-i Siy and Sii ,Snychange smoothly withxand y, and that (x-Sni-xGex,GeI.ySiy, and SiI-z ox-Snz as a function of composi-
the energy gap of SiGeSn can be estimated by interpolation from the gaps of tion x, y, and z. In this figure, we show the energies of the high-
SnGe, GeSi, and SiSn. The optical indices of refraction of SiGeSn are also
estimated est lying valence bands (v.b.) and the lowest lying conduction

bands (c.b.) for the at-Sn-Ge-Si system at the F-, X-, and L-crit-
ical points, respectively. For each element (a-Sn, Ge, Si), the
eigenvalues are displayed on a vertical line. Line segments are

Efforts have been made in recent years to alloy at-Sn with Ge used to connect the corresponding critical-point energies, a pro-
or Si, but it has been difficult to stabilize Sn in the alloy lattice cedure that reveals our assumption that the v.b. and c.b. shapes
because the lattice parameter of grey tin is 6.489 A compared to change smoothly with composition; x, y, and z.
5.646 A for Ge and 5.431 Afor Si. Nevertheless, there is hope By convention, FY5 ' is taken to be zero eV. In Fig. 1 the solid
of stabilizing Sn by growing a thin, strained layer of SnGe or
SiSn ona substrate ofSi orGe or Sn. Such growth would prob- lines show the Eg direct gap (Fc'- Fr5'), while the El gap

ably require chemical beam epitaxy or metalorganic chemical (Le' - LN') is encompassed by the dashed lines and the E2 gap
vapor deposition. (X'j - XA) by the dotted lines. The E'g indirect gap is defined

Strained layers of Sn-alloy semiconductors would undoubt- as the lowest point of the conduction band not at the F point
edly find application in optoelectronics, judging from the suc- with respect to the zero-energy I'5' point. The El gap is vety
cess of the related material Gel-xSix, which has been grown on(100 Si 1W spculae i ths cmmuicaton hatthenew close to the L point in all three elements.5 The E2 gap is situated
(100) Si. We speculate in this com unication that the newalong the [100 directionternary semiconductor SiGeSn will prove to be a useful ma- 346 a 1. 3oint between hold for th e 5)00nd
terial in both optics and electronics. We propose that for 0<ycm. 4, This E2 behavior holds for ai-Sn (Ref 5) and
Sil-x-yGexSny, could be grown on Si or Ge (with or without presumably for compositions x and z.
buffer layers to take up some of the strain), and we suggest that Dispersion curves similar to those calculated by Li and Lin-

heteroepitaxy could be used to make ternary heterostructures Chung3 have been obtained by a numnber of authors using local

Sil-x-yGexSny/SiI p-qGepSnq (including superlattices) for opto- density theory of electron systems. Wang and Klein6 compare

electronic devices. Recently, Wegscheider er al.2 have reported 3

the growth, structure, and optical properties of single-crystal

SnGe superlattices on Ge(100) substrates.
In assessing the usefulness of SiGeSn for optoelectronics, it......;_* ....

is important to understand the energy-band structure of the ter- -
nary, and to predict the compositional dependence of the funda- so,--
mental optical band gap (Eg), including the range over which >C F .V -

the gap is indirect (Eg). The second step is to determine the op- W .1 , 1 2tical properties of SiGeSn, especially the index of refraction (n), " " --
so that the prospects for optical waveguiding can be assessed. -2 .---.-.
We shall make theoretical predictions for both Eg and n in this
paper. The case of bulk, unstrained SiGeSn is investigated, and
th e m od ifi catio ns d ue to stra in are d iscussed . _ ,-- _ Go , S ........ o-- -" S1 ......... Go.....

Energy-band calculations for ax-Sn were made by Li and Lin- ct-Sn Ge Si ct-Sn Ge
Chung3 using the Slater-Koster parameter (SKP) model. In
order to check their technique, they reproduced the known band Fig. I. Composite energy-haind diagram for thrrc elemental s'nmicomrlimch r.

Si, Ge, anil a-Sn, showing projection of critical-jwrini cigenvaltws oil
one line for each imaterial. En-rgics for hImiry ' inicoixidictomrs at alsko

a) Permanent Address: Physics Department, Northeastern Uni- indicated.

versity, Boston, MA 02115.
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their calculations with others and with the experimentally 1 2

measured 4 indirect gaps for Si and Ge. In both cases, the

theoretical gaps fall below the experimental values. The same 0i

is true for Li and Lin-Chung 3; they point out that they have not 08 roite KSmde fra-n it_

the optical data5 ' as their calculations include no spin-orbit in- 06 G

teraction, which is larger in Sn than in Ge or Si. However, the
Z 04

SKP approach allows a meaningful interpolation scheme from

material to material. 02[j 1  1 .
In Fig. 2, we have slightly modified their data to make the

.5 00rý' conduction band degenerate with the r2"5' valence band. 5 4 56 58 60 62 64 6 6
However, the electroreflectance data of Cardona etal.5 indicate LATTICE CONSTANT tAflgst7058

some discrepancy with our zero-gap assunmption as they suggest F~ig. 3. C. iciitatedttbandulipoft'iehbiionyA.1iicrdoindlics(ei ,. Stn,.Sii ýC
a spin-orbit splitting of - 0.35 eV between the top two valence anid Sit Sjiz in hullk inistrainied alloy crystals. Solid liiie&s dired gil

Daished lilnes: indirect gapl Willi n-reprscitting Ai - X ito 1725 aidtu L.
bands. It should be understood that there is a margin Of Uncer- signifying 1.1 to r25
tainty in the relative locations of the L~l and Fr2' points with

respect to r~s'. 0 < -z < 0.4 in Sit i z~ only. The gap is "direct- for the ranges
The indirect gap of Si originates from the 1. 13-eV conduc- 0.9 < z < I and] 0 < x < 0.45 in Si I ..Sn_ and Sn I , Ge I, respec -

tion band minimumi located between At and X1, while the cor- tively. However, Tufte and Ewald 8 suggest that the electrons in
responding c.b. minimum for Ge is at 0.68 eV. In order to ob- at-Sn at room temperature belong miostly in the conduction
tamn good estimates of the indirect gap values from Fig. 2, we band minimia centered close to the Li point along the [Il 111
shall multiply the X1 values of Ref. 3 (1.32,0.88, and 1. 17 eV in direction. Also, a value of 0.08 eV for the thermial energy gap
Fig. I1) by the scale factor 0.82 in Fig. 2, which gives 1. 13,0.72, of ac-Sn at 0 K has been found from galvanometric Studies, 8

and 0.96 eV for the saddle-point At - Xt in Si, Ge, and ac-Sn, Consequently, it takes only a small modification of the Ll and
respectively. From Fig. 2 we now determine the direct and in- r2' lines in Fig. 2 for the direct gap to become indirect close to
direct energy gaps of the binary materials. The estimated band Lt for all x and z.
gaps are illustrated by the shaded regions in Fig. 2. The Fig. 2 Using the result of Fig. 2, we have constructed in Fig. 3 (a)
plots imply that E'g would be situated near the Li point ill plot of energy gap) as a function of lattice constant for the coni-
Gel . YS i- forO0 <y< 0. 16, in Si I z Srz for 0.4< z < 0.9, and in

Sr'i-. Gex for 0.45 < x < 1. However, E'g would be at the

Ai-Xi, saddle point for 0.16< y < I in Get.5 .5iv.and for

ASi Ge, Sn_
>

0i6.Sur sFg xetta l 1 vts o i e n -i n ci- Fg . lrdeidIiu a fli-tnuysuucrliirs ,~t;s 1
to G."07, n .6 V 5p1tv ,anS,` o aSii.stt04V iicioio QrioiitiX.Ik'tpe seti heidrct~-it
Thi 0 i4 r so sE s4,ri~sioitrtehnns 2%gj.teiiuul he sleI~ o£. irie. a.gs

ZIT ster i ~ ietgptevria ie hwI~ioi i
coioiin itU
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pound semiconductors Snl-xGexr and Sij-zSnz (not previously where M is the lattice misfit (in percent) of SiGe relative to Si
known), and for GeI-ySiy (known frorn the literature). In Fig. 3, and to is a curve-fitting parameter. The value to = 1200 A gives
we used a piece-wise linear approximation for the Eg values a good fit to the experimental data. 10 !if we postulate that this t,

taken from Fig. 2. The lattice constant of each binary alloy was relation holds for Gel-xSrn.Si and for Sit-xSrtnSi (where M can

assumed to follow Vegard's law. reach 19.4%), then the critical thickness will fall rapidly from

The Fig. 3 predictions now form the basis for determining Eg 3.6 pin to 9 A as the Sn content is increased from 2% to 20%.

in the ternary Sil-x-yGexSny. We have constructed a three- Thus, for Sn concentrations greater than 20% in SiGeSn, it is

dimensional diagram in which the z axis represents Eg of the likely that a ternary epilayer on Si will be relaxed rather than
ternary, the x axis represents Ge concentration, and the y axis coherently strained for film thicknesses greater than a few

shows Sn concentration. All possible temarys are found within monolayers.

the triangle bounded by the x = 0 line, the y = 0 line and the In swuinary, we have calculated the direct and indirect band

x + y = I line. Starting with a display of the binary results of gaps of the new ternary semiconductor Sii-xyGexSnv. Inter-

Fig. 3 on the 3D plot, we then connected the perimeters of the polation between the critical-point energies of Si, Ge, and ax-Sn
Eq sheet with a set of planes (a piece-wise planar approxima- was used to estimate the gaps of the binary semiconductors

tion). The planes represent regions of direct gap, indirect A -X SnI-xGex, Ge1-vSiy., and SiI-zSnz, and the ternary gap was found
gap, and indirect L gap. This is shown in Fig. 4, which il- from interpolation on the binaries. The gap was determined as

lustrates the linear interpolations between our SnGe, GeSi, and a function of composition and lattice constant. The calculation

SiSn findings, was for unstrained crystals, although strain is expected to play

Turning to the optical properties of SiGeSn, we can estimate an important role in optoelectronic applications where strained-

the refractive index using a simplified Lorentz oscillator model layer heterostnictures would be constructed on a Si or Ge sub-

for the electrons at subgap photon energies hv(< Ed. We can strate. C. H. Perry was supported by an National Research

write n2; + 2/E3, where Ed, is the effective value of the Council Associateship (Air Force Systems Command).

direct gap 9 and Q is the effective value of the plasma frequency

of the valence band electrons. According to Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) REFERENCE
of Wang and Klein,9 n2 = 11.8 and Ed = 4.0 eV for Si, n2= 16 and

Ed = 3.6 eV for Ge, yielding an average value of 22 = 184 (eV)2 1 R. A. Sonf,. F Nariiavar.and J. P I AWr1t1o, Op. [It. 5,270 (191)0)

for the two materials (Ed = 0 for ax-Sn). This relation is valid for 2. W Wegscieider, K. Vlwrl, If. Menc/igar, and G. Absirviter, Appi. iys.

low-to-mnoderate concentrations of tin. Consequently, we shall 3. Y. l.i ad Ii J. l.i-('h4uig, Xlivs Rev. 327, 3465(1983).

consider only the cases for which Ed > 2 eV. Using interpolated 4. W. A. I ltinison•. -e•riimcSirucure and the Properties ofSoIdL (Frtec-

Edi values, we predict (for examnple) that n=4.46 for Sio.6 Geo.2 man, San lraiciisco, 1980)

S10.2, n = 4.63 for Sio.3 Geo.5 Sn0.2 , n= 3.70 for Sio.sGeo0.5, 5. M. (ardoi, P Mel lroy. 11. Pollack, and K. L Shaklec, Sold Stale
(oinuiuiu. 4,319 (1900).

nl= 4.36 for Sio.8Sno.2, and n= 4.82 for Geo.8 SnO.2. 6. C. S. W;iug and II. NM. Ki'in, Pthys. Rcv. B 24.3393 (1981).

Coherent strain in GeSi is known to reduce the indirect band 7. M. ('ardaia oand 1) I.. ('r'ilnaway, Phys. Rcv. 125, 1291 (1961).
of the unstrained alloy. A thin GeSi layer 8. 0. N. tufle and A. W. Iwalid, Phys. Rev. 122, 1431 (1961).

gapcomparedtoE'g, ohu ed o. h e9. C. S. Waigand BI. NI Klem, lhys. Rev 1t 24,3417 (1981),

on Si will be coherently strained if its thickness lies below a 10. G;. AlIsn-cler, K. l'Hwrl. V. l:ne,s, W. W-g.,iia'ld'r, and R Zaluih, J (Cry

critical thickness t, given by an empirical relation t,. = toM"36 Growth 95,431 (198)).
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LARGE SINGLE-MODE RIB WAVEGUIDES IN GeSi-Si AND Si-on-SiO2

Richard A. Sowf, Electroinagnciics & Reliability Dimctorate, Romne Laboratory
loachiin Schinidtchen and Klaus Petcm•na•,i "rchnisclhe Universital Berlin, histitut fur ltoclfrequenziechnik

Published in IFEE Journal of Quantumi Electronics, 'Vl. 27, No. 8, August 1991 (1EEE Log Number 9101351)

Abstrac, "ode-inatchimg and beam -propagation methods are used to analyze
siAgle-mode operation of optical GeSi-Si and Si-SiO2 semiconductor rib 2aX
waveguides. We determined the waveguide dimensions that will allow only the

fundamental HEoo or EHoo mode to propagate. For both material systems, we

find that the rib can be several microns wide and several microns high, thus al-
lowing efficient coupling to single-mode fibers. air n°

S~2bX.
2brX, ni

1. INTRODUCTION I

It is often assumed that the cross-section dimensions of a 3-D

rib waveguide must be similar to the thickness of a single-mode
slab waveguide (made from the same material) in order to allow
only the lowest-order optical mode to propagate. This assump- Fig. 1. Cross-section of rib waveguide.

tion is incorrect, as demonstrated in this letter. The single-
mode-slab condition is quite restrictive; hence, it is fortunate

that the slab criterion is not essential for monomode rib Fig. 1 shows the cross section of the rib guide analyzed here.

propagation. For example, if the slab criterion were applied The rib width is designated as 20tX and the inner rib height is

to a Si-on-SiO2 rib guide, the Si guiding layer would be less 2bX where ? is the free-space optical wavJ!ngth. The outer

than 0.3 pin thick, which would prevent low-loss coupling of regions of the rib have a thickness of 2brXý where r is the frac-

light from a single-mode glass fiber into the semiconductor rib. tional height of the side regions compared to the rib center (the

outer-inner ratio). The three dielectric materials have refractive

The problem of finding single-mode rib conditions is similar indices of no, nl, and 112, respectively, at the wavelength of in-

to the task of determining single-mode propagation in single- terest. The 3-D rib-guide modes are denoted as HEn0 , or EH 0n,
where n = 0, 1,2,"-, in = 0, 1,2," with H en oiotl

material fibers. Such fibers were investigated about 15 years , , , HE being horizontal-

ago [ 1]-[4], showing that indeed single-mode waveguides with ly polarized and EH being vertically polarized.

"large" cross sections are possible even for a large index step Rib waveguides have been analyzed in [4], [5] using a mode-

between core and cladding. The fact that a single-mode rib matching technique. Petennann's results [4] have been given in

guide can be several microns high and several microns wide has a simple normalized form which will be used for the analysis in

not been recognized generally in the optics literature. To ren- this letter. The analysis is applicable to rib guides with a large

edy this deficiency, we shall present illustrations that reveal the cross section satisfying the condition 2b n2 j - !_ I which is

specific dimensions of large single-mode ribs in real semicon- assumed in this letter. The rib height parameters Wi and w-

ductor systems. were defined in [4]. Here, we shall also define an effective rib

height hi inside of the rib, and an effective rib height ho outside

2. ANALYSIS of the rib. These quantities, which account for decaying optical

fields in the cladding, are given by: hi = 2bX/w 1 and

We shall focus on two types of semiconductor wave-guides: h,, = 2brX/v2. For the rib guide, it is convenient to introduce an

silicon-on- insulator (SOl) and GeSi-Si hetero-structures. effective waveguide parameter [41:

Numerical examples will be given for mono-mode guiding in

group-IV materials, but the results apply with little modification V = 7t awi - (1)

to III-V semiconductor ribs. Generally, we find that mtonomode 2 b

propagation of the HEmx or EHmx) mode is feasible at multi-

micron dimensions provided that the ratio of rib width to rib

height is properly chosen.
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Here, 5 is a geometric parameter relating the effective inner 2.5-

and outer rib heights as follows: 2.4 j
2.3- approximation -r -_,
2.2 -

(2) 2.1

By manipulating (5) and (6) of [41, we find that / - snumerical,., [I Solutuon --

4rob I 6Y I

w 4n (3) '.5. __.
q + 4ib 0 0.5 1 1i 2 7 S

8
t 4 rb (4) Fig. 2. Nlaxiniiui wavwguide parnniw-cr for singl)-CiRXIC O ';lt, iLo.

q + 4nrb

'0 Y2 [4] is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of 6 using the solid-line
q + (5)

F2, 2 -21 _2 curve. We call make a good approximation to this curve using
the relation

where 0.2= 1 for HE modes and Yo.2= (no.21n1) 2 for EH modes.
The V-guiding parameter in the rib arises from an effective- , = - (I + 0.3-6-)

index approach that takes into account the fundamental slab 2

modes of the central ridge slab and the two side slabs (Fig. 1).
Thus, for sufficiently small V, the second-order modes HEOm as indicated by the dashed-line curve in Fig. 2. Equation (6) will
and Eli0t will not fit laterally tinder the rib. Those modes will aid us below. Using the V< Vs single-mode condition, we can
be cut off, assuring singlemode behavior in the horizontal direc- solve (1) for the aspect ratio aib as follows:

tion. We will restrict our consideration to rib guides with
0.5 • r < 1.0. Bearing this assumption in mind, higher-order a < (7)
modes in the vertical direction will be cut off because the b -n/-7

higher-order modes in the central rib section will be coupled to
the fundamental mode of tile slab section, which becomes This equation can be rewritten by substituting (2)-(4) and (0)
leaky for r - 0.5. This happens at r _ 0.5 because the effective into (7) as follows:
index of the fundamental slab mode becomes higher than the ef-
fective index of any higher-order vertical mode in the central rib
region 4nb-od rm d si ievria 1 ÷ O.3 _

Intuitively speaking, tile second-order modes in the vertical [ +4 "b
direction, HEim and EHI0, have a double-peaked intensity dis- a <

tribution along the vertical axis. For r >_ 0.5, one of the two b 4b t(8b
peaks (the lobe near the bottom of the guide) will couple out
into the fundamental slab mode of the rib side regions. This lat-
eral leakage ensures that the HEio and Ellio modxes will not tq nb J -

propagate. That is why the condition 0.5 _< r < 1.0 guarantees
single-mode operation of the rib in the vertical direct ion.

Actually, single-mode rib guides may also arise for r < 0.5 yielding
[2]. However, the analysis becomes much more complicated
and therefore we restrict our considerations to ribs with r _ 0.5. a r
In other words, deeply etched ribs are not treated here. - - 0.3 f (.)

For r Ž 0.5, it is found that the ElIm1, IlFuq, modes and the b

higher-order ElHi•,1 , FoEn1 modes will cease to propagate if the
parameter Vis less than a critical value If where the V, solution in the limit of large b.
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3.56-
SiO24902 HEoo asr/GeSiSi

3 14 " HEoo

I.I -- EHoo I ---t EHoo

0 MULTI-MDE REGION 4 1
J I 2- W MULTI-MODE REGION

1 . .t . - -- .

I--
ra0 i.O.

" "-- r .•0.5
S0.5 S:''ýING'SlhtLE-MODE REGION :"I

' ". ."SINGLE-MODE REGION
0 1 I0-

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2,5 3 3.5 4
RIB HEIGHT FACTOR, b RIB HEIGHT FACTOR. b

hlg. 3 Cntical al b ratio versus b for all SiO 2-Si-SiO 2 rib guide. Fig. 6. Critical a / b ratio vers-us b for an air-(co. i Su -Si nb guide

3.5- /Si&2' I -... L Hlayer; 2) Si-on-Si02 with air cladding, 3) Ge.,Sil-.-on-Si with

S3- an Si capping layer; 4) Ge1 Sij-x-on-Si with air cladding. At the
.--Eoo 1.3 pmn wavelength, the no, nt, n2 indexes are as follows: case I

S2.5 -MULTI-MODE REGION--(1.45, 3.5, 1.45); case 2 (1.00, 3.5, 1.45); case 3 (3.5, 3.6, 3.5);
W
; 2- rcase 4 (1.00, 3.6, 3.5). Considering the HEuti and EHot) modes

in turn, we obtain from (5) the following q-values: case IS1.5- - w w w T

X I, V i 5(0.628,0.108); case 2 (0.612,0.078); case 3 (2.37, 2.24); case 4k- r 0.5

3 - --, -.. , - _- '_L __-__ (1.48, 1.14).

,, 0. 5 - I.G"EMD REGION In cases 3 and 4, the 3.6 index corresponds to a waveguide

core layer of Ge0.lSio.9, an alloy that is transparent at 1.3 pm.

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 This Geo.1Sio.9 layer is assumed to be thick enough
RIB HEIGHT FACTOR, b (2bk> 1.4 pmn) so that the strain induced at the Si substrate in-

Fig 4. Critical a I b ratio versus b for an air2-Si-Si02 rib guide. terface is relieved within the layer (the layer is essentially tin-

strained). Note in case 3 that the 0. 1 index step between the

core and upper-lower claddings is of the samne magnitude as that
9- found in GaAs-AlGaAs-GaAs or InGaAs-InAlAs-InP

IsirG.S6~ +-- "--HEoo

a-8II----. -EH~o waveguides. So, our calculations apply to III-V rib

.7- waveguides. The SOl cases are examples of ribs with a vetr

-- large (2.05) core-clad index step.
"MULTI-MODE REGION Taking the rib-height factor b to be the independent variable

t 4-11 11in the fight-hand side of (8), we have plotted in Figs. 3-6 the

X 3- critical value of the ratio a/b as a function of b, using the ridge
Q - 0step factor - as a parameter (either r = 0.5 or r = 0.8). Predic-
Lm r ,, 0.5 tions are given for cases 1-4. The guide is single mode for a/b

SINGLE-MODE REGION less than a critical value as shown by the shaded region for
0 ,

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 r = 0. 5. (For r 0.8, the single-mode region is intended to ex-
RIB HEIGHT FACTOR. b tend from a/b = 0 up to the upper curves). When b is increased

rg. 5 ('niical a/ b ratio versus b for an Si-Ceo iSio ,-Si rib guide. above 2.0, the critical width-height ratio a/b approaches an as-

yrnptote according to (9). Previous studies of single-mode ribs

have considered values of b = 0. 1 for which a %% idth factor
3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES a = 2b or 3b was predicted. Fig. 3-6 agree with those studies;

thus, our results connect with the prior art.

Equation (8) is our main result. Now we shall give nunmerical The results from Figs. 3-6 show that there is a simple way to

examnples of (8) that illuminate the consequences of this relation. end-couple a single-mode glass fiber to a singleinode semicon-

Four cases are considered: 1) Si-on-Si02 with an Si0 2 capping ductor channel waveguide. The semiconductor rib would be
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whether the leakage loss of the higher-order modes is sufficient

n, a i.00 •to make these rib guides useful in practical integrated-optic net-A1
works. To resolve this issue, we have applied a newly
developed efficient beam-propagation algorithm [6] which can

z 0 pmeasily handle large index steps. We used a 3-D fornialisin
n = 1.45 with 32 x 32 grid points and 0.5 pm grid spacing. An SOI rib

waveguide was investigated, with to = 1.00, ni = 3.5, n2 = 1.45
[7M" as in Fig. 4, and 2bX = 4 pm, r =0.625,alb= I , andX 1.3 pm.

Sz 2The propagation distance in the guide is denoted as z.
z = 250 jzmn In a nominally single-mode rib, we deliberately launched a

high-order mode by off-axis excitation as shown in Fig. 7. The
drawing for z = 0 pm shows the launch. In the Fig. 7 BPM cal-

culation, contours of constant optical intensity (10 ..- 100% of

maximum intensity) are shown for different propagation distan-
z = 500 M/M ces z. It can be clearly recognized that energy is leaking out

laterally along the slab until at z = 2000 pm the field intensity is
close to the fundamental mode of the rib waveguide. Thus, it is

shown that single-mode rib guides with large cross sections are

really feasible, as long as the waveguide is at least several mil-
z = 1000 ym limeters long, which is satisfied for most integrated-optic ap-

plications.

z = 5. CONCLUSION

In sunmmary, we have used a mode-matching technique and a

beam-propagation analysis of GexSil-x-on-Si and Si-on-SiO2
rib waveguides to predict that single-mode HEOO or EHOO

Fig. 7. Beam-propogation evaluation of a Fib guide with 2ak - 4 pm and propagation will occur for rib width/height ratios less than a
a-b - 1. critical value in the range 1-5 for guides whose rib side regions

are more than 50% of the inner rib height. The rib width/height
built with a "square" aspect ratio of ,/b w 1, producing a nearly

circular mode profile, and, for efficient coupling, the mode sizes ratio is less than 0.3 + rd I - r2 for rib heights greater than

would be matched by choosing the rib factors 2a?, and 2bX to be about 4k.

comparable to the fiber core diameter. Propagation losses of

the monomode semiconductor ribs are expected to be low be- 6. REFERENCES
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Abstract - We presentacalculation oftheforce onastationary three-level atom P= P(Ei, E2) = tr (pp) is the polarization induced in the atom,
excited by a nearly resonant Raman light field, which may be composed of an
arbitrary combination ofswtnding- and traveling- wavefields. The effects of the where p and p are the density-matrix and vector dipole

ground-state coherences are explicitly included and are shown to playa crucial operators, respectively. Thus we solve for F by solving the
role in the nature of the force on the atom. We show that the force contains OBE's 8 for the off-diagonal elements of p in the steady-state
terms that vary on length scales both shorter and longer than the optical
wavelength and that the magnitude of these terms can be made arbitrarily limit by using the rotating-wave approximation. However, the
large, physical significance of F may be more easily interpreted in

terms of states I -), I +), and I e> derived from I a>, I b), and I e) by
a unitary transformation Ri where

Recently there has been considerable interest in the force due [cos(0) - sin() 0]
to the interaction between three-level atoms and nearly resonant R = sin(e) cos(e) 0 . (1)
optical fields.1

-4 It has been suggested that three-level forces 0 0 1
may explain some of the differences between observations on
real trapped atoms and predictions for two-level atoms1.5 Here 0 is a measure of the relative strengths of El and E2,
(TLA) or incoherent processes in multilevel atoms. The three- givenbygi = I (pea Ei)/,h I = gl(x) =gsin0, and
level A system is of particular interest because of the effects of 92I (Peb E2)/fi = g2(x)=gcos0 are the Rabi fre-

coherent population trapping. Recently, velocity-selective quencies, with g (g12+ g22)1/2

coherent population trapping has been used to cool atoms

below the single-photon recoil limit.6 In this Letter we calculate The + ) and states are the eigenstates of the atom field

the net average force F on a stationary atom in a A configura- system in the absence of spontaneous emission and are some-the et verge orc F o a tatonay aom i a cofigra- times referred to as the dressed states.9 The OBE's can then be

tion excited by two fields El and E2 each in an arbitrary com-

bination of standing and traveling waves. We calculate F by derived by applying R to all the matrices that describe the time

solving the optical Bloch equations (OBE's) in the steady-state evolution of the I a ), I b ), I e ) system. In the dressed-state

limit. For pure traveling waves, F is spatially invariant, and the basis the Hamiltonian for the OBE's, Hm, is

direction of the spontaneous force Fsp depends only on the

wave vectors of Ei and E2. For pure standing waves, the solu- H [ Acos(20) Asin(20) 01
tions predict that the stimulated force can have spatial com- 2 0 -c 9 _2

ponents that vary on scales both shorter and longer than the op- _ I

tical wavelength (opt).7 For experimentally attainable where coa (cob) is the resonant frequency of the I a>) ---' e )
parameters, the size of these force terms can be substantially

larger than the maximum Fsp on a TLA. We interpret ourt -e t etrnin .a = (ol - cr)- (W2 - cob) is the
results in a dressed atom picture and show that many important difern detuning, and 1) l e2[ resse- sourc ait

aspects of F can be attributed to the effects of the ground-state common detuning (see Fig. 1). The dressed-state source and

coherences. decay matrices8 can be obtained by a similar transformation.

We consider the A system shown in Fig. I (left), which Since the only important components of F are Pea(EI, E2)

interacts with two fields El- I Ell X exp[i(colt + tl>)] and E2 VE I and Peb(El, E2) • VE 2, F can be expressed in terms of

"- I E21 x exp[i(co2t + tý2)] that have frequencies cow and co2, the field gradients c, = (l/gj) (bl&), 1, =

where the A system is closed and r = 2yea = 2yeb. We con-

fine ourselves to the case where El (E2) interacts only with

the I a) -, j e) (I b) -"1 e)) transition. We derive F using F = [Csumm(cti + a 2) + Cdif(Ca, - a2) + C.P(f5I + P32) ] (3)

the Lorentz expression F1 = P " VjE, wherej = x, y, z.
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S i r" excited-state population Pee, and it will be zero if the two fields

E>. (a.) I->,, - r have the same gradient. Consider the 1-) and + ) to e ) cou-

yes7LL.. plings. Unlike I + ,) which is directly coupled to I e ), >-) is
W2 Z>r never coupled directly to I e). Since c="yeb, ibf A =0,tfie only

coupling is a source tern that transfers population from Pee to
ja> W2z p. - at a rate r/2. Thus, independent of any other parameter, if

A = 0, an atom will be optically pumped into I -) and will re-
Fig, I eft, irce-lcvel A system in Ranian excitation field. Right: main there forever. This is why I - ) is often referred to as thecoupling bo'wren'l dile staitc-' of" dic A system in tlw dre'.st-od-state baxsis 1

Isc) lt 1I. (2)1, trapped or dark-resonance state. In the steady state, then, there

is no population in I e ) ; therefore the off-diagonal matrix ele-
and C, = 2A 2 FCo. ments are all zero (i.e., P-e -0 - p~c). Thus F = 0 indepen-

Here Co= 4h 19g2 g22 /D and D = g + dent ofthe field gradients (i.e., a and 13) and of b, g, andg2.

4 4 +2gl A 22 ( 2 IfA * 0, then there is a coupling betweenj- ) and I + ), given
86A[(g24 - gi) + 2A2(gi2 - g22)] + 4A2[g2(42 + F + A2) - by an effective Rabi flopping rate A sin(20). The I - ) state is no

(gi - 4g 2g22 +g2 4)].0 The ax's are nornalized gradients of longer a trapped state, since atoms in I-) can precess intoI +),
the field amplitudes. The a terms are associated with stimu- which is in turn coupled to I e ) by g. Thus Pee * 0 and there
lated processesII and are not proportional to r. Cstun and Cdif can be a force associated with the population in the I-) state. In
are derived from the different contributions of p to P. Cdif is de- fact, F can be dominated by the Cdif term. For example, this
rived from P-e, which is a weighted average of the componei its occurs if 5 = 0.
of Pae that are 1800 out of phase with Pbe. This tern is associ- If both fields are traveling waves, then oxj = 0 and
ated with p-. and thus is related to the correlation between the F = Csi,(Pi + 132) , a purely spontaneous force. If the fields are
populations in I - ) and I e ). In contrast, Csti,,1 , which is associ- counterpropagating, F = # (ki - k2)g12g22A2F/D. Surpris-
ated only with p e, is derived from P.,e. P.e is a weighted aver-
age of the components of Pae that are in phase with Pb,,9,12 and ingly, the direction ofF is determined entirely by (ki - k2 ). Tie

it i reate tothecorelaionbetwen he opuatins n I+ > atom is not necessarily pushed in the direction of propagation ofit is related to the correlation between the populations in t +p) the stronger field or the field nearer resonance. If I kil = I k:',
and [ e ). The ] + ) population also contributes aforce term pro- then F = 0 is independent ofA , 6, gi, and g2. This result

portional to (Pi I 132), which can be associated with spontane- can b undersod by ntg a n one of test
ou rcse.I1I'eei oPI-P em can be understood by noting that when one of the tran-

ousproesss.Thee i noPr- 12 trmsitions (say I al) --, e>)) is much more strongly driven than
We can gain some physical insight into F by considering the other (s EI > - I E1), almost all of the population accumu-

Csiun, Cdfif, and C%-), which are determined by the correlations teohr( l >IE1,ams l ftepplto cuu
between the steandyC-stwhichare populatindstermindbyhtions alates in the ground state of the weakly driven transition, I b).
between the steady-state population distributions among the

dressed states. We can estimate these correlation by consider- Hence the Pea - 0 such that PeaVE PebVE 2 and F = 0.

ing the coupling (i.e., the population transfer rate) between the If g is increased while A is held fixed, then Csp -- 0 since all the
I + >,I - ), and [ e>) states. population will accumulate in I- ). This is in striking contrast to

Consider first the coupling between I + ) and the other states. Fs5 for a TEA, which approachest k&7/2.

The Rabi flopping rate between the I + ) and I e ) states is given
by g, and 17/2 is the rate at which spontaneous emissions returns

atoms from I e ) to I + ) (see Fig. 1, right). This is analogous to
the coupling between the TLA states. The force on a TLA is 1 7

0F-TL.A - pee [13o - 2(Wo - wo)) ao], where wo is the TLA resonant - .- --------
frequency. Similarly, the contribution to F associated with [ W)

can be written as F5,ui1 = hIpee[F(13I + 132) - 26(axI + a2)]. 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Positon in Optical Wavcelengthrs

Thusjust as there is no semiclassical stimulated force on a TLA
Fig. 2. Simidaled force for b - 0, a - g,/2 - 417, and X - ni4. F", - At r,/kojwhen w - w = 0, in the A system, Cs = 0 if T = 0. Note 7hr dashed line is the spatially averaged fiorce. Note that the force is

that the CA.l1 force component will be zero if Ei and E2 have completely rectified (wuipolar). For other clhoice-s of parutrteris, tr
force is not completely rectified, and there are potential initinia

opposite gradients- assoxiated with the sharp featurms
In contrast, the contribution to F associated with > ) does not

have a simple TEA analogy. It is not directly proportional to the
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population will accumulate in -). This is in striking contrast to In sunm, we have shown that for a stationary atom 19 a steady-

Fsp for a TLA, which approacheskF1/2. state solution to the OBE's predicts that there can indeed be a

Now consider the case where Ei and E2 are standing waves finite force associated with the population in the antisymmetric

(P3 - - P2) with equal maximum Rabi frequencies go. (I - )) ground state and that, moreover, this force component can

If I kl - k21 << I ki + k21, then let k = ki and k2x = (k2 - kl)x dominate the total force on the atom.

+ kx - x + kx. Thusgi = = go + x). This research was supported in part through Office of Naval

Then Research grant ONR-N0014-91-J-1808 and Rome Laboratory

contract F19628-89-K-0300. We are grateful to S. Ezekiel and
2 • kg~oAT&T Bell Laboratories.

F = [cos(x) + cos(2kx + X)](Fdif + Fsum), (4)
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Abstract - The room-temprature nonlinear absorption spectra of a 40 A 2. EXPERIMENT
GainAs/A I InAs and a 90 A GaA IInAs/A I lnAs multiple quantum well
(MQW) were measured near 1.3 pm using a pump and probe technique. Sat-
uration carrier densities at the heavy-hole exciton peak were determined to be With modem crystal growth techniques such as molecular
1.2 X tOll "1. OX 1018l 3 Wih, coverytuisof -rSnswid - 750ps
for the two samples, respectively. These measured saturation carrier densities beam epitaxy (MBE), growth of high quality MQW structures

are close to the reported valuesfor GaAs/A I GaAs MQWS. Fabry-Perot eta- with precise layer thickness and high uniformity is
Ions with integrated mirrors grown by molecular beam epitaxy with possible. MBE-grown Gao.471n0_53As/A l0.481n0.52As,
GaInAsA 1 lnAs MQWs as spacer layers were also fabricated as optical logic
gate devices. We demonstrate a 125-ps recovery time for the etalon switching Gao.376AI0.094In.53As/ AIo.48hL0.52As MQW structures and
device at room temperature. an integrated mirror Fabry-Perot etalon were used in this exper-

iment. The detailed growth conditions of the samples were pre-
viously described.9't 0 The GainAs/AllnAs MQW consists of

100 periods of 40-A GaInAs wells and 68-A A I nAs barriers.
1. INTRODUCTION The quaternary GaAIInAs/AlInAs MQW sample has 100 pe-

riods of 90A GaA 1I1nAs wells and 69-A A 11nAs barriers. Both
Semiconductor materials have been studied extensively for MQWs have heavy-hole exciton peaks near 1.3 pm at room

potential applications in optoelectronic and all-optical devices. I temperature. In the ternary system, the transition energy of the
Because GainAs and its related materials are expected to have exciton can be adjusted mainly by changing the quantunm well
large optical nonlinearities in the wave-length region from 1.3 thickness. For the quaternary system, both the well thickness
to 1.55 aim, their ncnlinear optical properties are crucially ira- and the Ga/Al ratio can be used to shift the exciton absorption
portant for designing opto-electronic devices in optical fiber peak. The latter affords the opportunity to tailor other paramne-
communication systems. Previous studies have been made of ters such as the carrier lifetime or exciton sharpness while main-

optical nonlinearities in both GaInAs/AlInAs (Ref. 2) and taining the exciton at the same wavelength.9

GaIlnAsInP (Refs. 3 and 4) multiple quantum wells (MQW) The absorption spectra of both samples were examined in a
near 1.5 pm. Transient nonlinear absorption spectra of pump-probe geometry. The 1.064-pm line from a Q- switched
GalnAs/AlInAs near 1.3 pm at 10K have been reported. '6 An Nd:YAG laser with a 10-Hz repetition rate was used for the
optical logic etalon of a GaInAsfInP MQW at 1.55 pin operat- pump beam. The pump-beam frequency was far enough above
ing at 77 K has also been demonstrated with a 20:1 contrast and

nanoecod reovey tme. A oomtempratre pticllybi- the absorption band edge of all samples to efficiently generatenanosecond recovery time.7 A room-temperature optically bi- eeto n oepis h rb a eeae ydfeec

stable device in a GaInAs/A I InAs MQW etalon at 1.5 pm wasdifference

also demonstrated.9 However, there has been no report to date frequency ming of the 1.064 pmo line of a YAG laser and the
on the room-temperature optical nonlinearities of GaAs/Al-a tunable Rhodaine 6 dye laser in a 103 cystl.
o nd the room-temperature optic a d n o pin tiesl lofic de esA- The tunable range of the infrared beam, from 1220 to 1350 nin,
InAs and GaAIInAs/AIlnAs MQWs and optical logic devices covered the band-edge region of all samples. The ptump pulse

made from these materials at 1.3 pm. In this letter we report and poe puls e reg10 an 4 s atoesp The

room-temperature measurements of the nonlinear absorption and probe pulse were 10 and 4 ns in duration, respectively. The

spectra, saturation carrier densities and carrier recovery timples were mounted on a rotation stage which was adjusted

for both a 40-A GalnAs/AlinAs and a 90-A for Brewster's angle to minimize Fabry-Perot oscillations in the

GaA I lnAs/A I InAs MQW sample and demonstrate a high- absorption spectra. The pump and probe beams were over-

speed, all integrated GalnAs/AlInAs optical logic Fabry-Perot lapped on the sample in both space and time with spot diame-

etalon device at 1.3 pm. ters of 135 and 37 pmn, respectively. The large pump beam elim-
inated diffusion of the carriers from the probed region. The po-a) Present address: Physics Department, University of To- larization of the pump beam was orthogonal to that of the probe

ronto, Ontario, Canada. beam so that an analyzer could selectively block the pump
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Fig.I. (a) The absorbtion spectra of the 40-A GalnAs/AllAs MQW for Fig. 2. (a) Optical absorbtion dependence of carriers density in the 40-A

vigI. (a)iThs abso-beton itesties b ofGalnAs/AlInAs MQW. The black points are experimental data and
vanous PUMP-beam intensities. (b) The absorbion spectra of the the solid curve is the best fit of the experimental data. (b) Same as (a)
WA GaA I AgI InAs MQW for various punp-beam intensities. bt for the 90-W GaA lInAs/A I lnAs MQW.

3. DISCUSSION
beam. The probe beam was divided with one beam focused on
a Ge detector as the reference signal and the other beam focused
on the sample, then imaged onto another Ge detector which In the linear absorption spectrum of the 40-A MQW, we ob-
measured the transmitted signal. The reference and transmitted served well-resolved heavy-hole and light-hole excitonic
signals were averaged over 100 laser shots by a boxcar in- resonances located at 1315 and 1225 nm, respectively. The
tegrater. The relative transmission values for the samples were half-width of the lowest exciton peak is about 14 meV.9 As
obtained from the ratios between the transmitted and the refer- shown in Fig. I (a), the exciton resonances bleach and broaden

ence signals. The absolute transmission value for the samples with increasing pump-beam intensities. Phase-space filling and
was obtained from the ratio of the relative transmission with
and without the sample. exchange effects are believed to be the dominant nonlinear

The nonlinear absorption spectra measured at room tempera- mechanisms for saturation of the excitons in MQWs' Note
ture with pump intensities of 0, 1.6, 3. 1, and 17.0 kW/cm2 on that the influence of Coulomb screening in quasi two-dimen-

the 40-A GalnAsIAlinAs MQW are shown in Fig. I (a). The sional MQWs is relatively weak in comparison to the three-

latter three pump-beam intensities correspond to dimensional case. I

photogenerated carrier densities of 6.4 X 1017, 1.2 X 1018, and Because the changes of absorption at the exciton peak depend

6.7 X 10 18cm 3 using the well-known rate equation. For this on the pump-beam intensity only through photogenerated car-
calculation, we used our measured electron-hole pair lifetime riers, we computed the saturation carrier densities for these
values T and the reflection loss of pump beam at the sample sur- samples instead of the saturation intensities. The saturation car-
face was taken into account. tier density at the heavy-hole exciton peak was determined by
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where a•o and ab are the linear and background absorption coef- Fig 4. Tranisusioii of t• M~l':-grown iiitegracs' (;aliiA/AlIliAs,, ctliii

ficients at the heavy-hole exciton peak, respectively, L is the device. (b) Measaurd switching iirii of tre nX)ili-teljmi-raturr optical

well thickness of the MQW and Ns is the saturation carrier den- logic gate of(a).

sity. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the optical absorption decreases as increasing pump-beam intensity bleaches exciton peaks of
the carrier density increases. The solid curve is the best fit to GaA 1InAs/AlInAs MQW as a result of plase-space filling and
the experimental data. The saturation carrier density, linear ab- exchange effects. The saturation carrier density, linear absorp-
sorption (a0tL), and background absorption (atbL) were found to tion, and background absorption were determined to be
be 1.2 X 10 cm" 0.88, and 0.88, respectively. The computed 1.Ox 10 cm 0.84, and 0.43, respectively. The computed satu-

saturation carrier density for the GaInAs/A 1 InAs MQW is ration carrier density for the GaA I InAs/A I InAs MQW is close
close to the reported values for GaAs/A IGaAs MQWs. 12  to the GahnAs/AlInAs MQW. The dependence of optical ab

Figure I (b) shows the room temperature nonlinear absorp sorption on the carrier density in the 90-A GaA I Inhs/A I InAs
tion spectra of the GaA I InAs/A I InAs MQW sample for pumnp- MQW is shown in Fig. 2(b).
beam intensities of 0, 1.7, 5.0, and 21.2 kW/cm 2. These pump- The carrier recovery dynamics of the sanmples were measured
beam intensities generated carrier densities of 2. 1 X 1017, 6.2 X with a picosecond pump-probe setup. The experiments were
1017, and 2.6 X 10 18cm 3 , respectively. Note that in Figs. I(a) performed with a pulse compressed mode-locked Nd:YAG
and I(b), the residual background absorption of ob - 0.8 and laser at a 100-MHz repetition rate. Both pump and probe
0.4, respectively, at energies below tie exciton originates front beanms had a 2-ps duration at a wave-length of 1319 nui which
the reflection and scattering from the sample surfaces. The lin coincides with the heavy-hole exciton peak. The puntl and

ear absorption spectrum of the sample also shows two well re- probe beatms were overlapped on the samples with a 26 pin di
solved exciton peaks. The half-width of the lowest exciton ameter. The pumnp beam was polarized orthogonal to the probxe
peak is about 12 meV.9 The exciton peaks of the quaternary beam. The time delay between the pump beam and probe Ibeam

MQW are less pronounced than those of the ternary, presunm was varied from -50 to 450 ps. Figure 3 shows the probe trans
ably because 90-A wells have less confinement than 40-A mission as a function of the pump probe delay for a ptunplng
wells.9 As in the GaInAs/A I InAs MQW case, the presence of power of 20 mW of the 90 A GaA I InAs/A I InAs MQW This
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pumping power corresponds to a photogenerated carrier density epitaxially-grown GaA I InAs/A I InAs and GalnAs/A I InAs at
of 1.7 X 10' cm'3  The exponential fit of th)e&data resulted ita room temperature. Nonlinear integrated Fabry-Prteao
7 50-ps lifetime for thle 90-A MQW. The lifetime for the 40-A logic gates were fabricated and a high-speed switching timle

terniary MQW is longer with a value of -5 ns. The lifetime for was demonstrated. These devices are potentially useful for de-
thle quaternary MQW is shorter than that for the terniary MQW, velopment of multi-giga-bit optical timle-division
probably due to the presence of aluminumi in the quaternary demultiplexed interconnection system at 1.3 pml where uiltrafast
MQW, which may affect the carrier lifetime. Tocheck the ef- optical processing elements are needed.
fects of lateral diffusion oil the absorption recovery time, the

diffusion equation 13 was used to detenmine changes in the av- 5. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
erage carrier density. In this calculation, the anibipolar diffu-

sion constant D IS1 cmi /s was deteninined by carrier mobilit- The Arizona group would like to acknowledge support from
ies of 10 500 cimf Vs for electrons and 300 cin 2/Vs for holes. 14 Romle Laboratory, Photonics Center, AFOSR, ARO, NSF
Trhe diffusion calculation indicates that 500 ps after excitation, Lightwave Technology, and thle Optical Circuitry Co-operative
the average carrer density decreases less than I Tc for a 26-pnti of thle University of Arizona. C. C. H-su acknowledges fruuful
diameter spot. Thus, the small lateral diffusion of the carrier discussions with S. G. Lee and the preparation of samples by C
does not play an important role in thle pico-second recovery of L. Chuang. S.TI. gratefully thanks E. Toughlian for useful dis-
the absorption changes. cussions.
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Abstract - We report self-pumped optical phase conjugation in which the tions are 10 mTorr of He buffer gas pressure and a high enough
pumps are self-induced as standing waves in a linear Raman laser. Self- temperature to obtain approximately 50% absorption at
pumped reflectivities approaching 5% are obtained for input intensities of 6
20 W/cm2. This low optical input intensity combined with predicted sub- resonance for the input pump power of 240 mW.
microsecond response times suggests that the resonant Raman interaction may To evaluate system performance, we simultaneously monitor
provide the basis for a promising new class of nonlinear-optical material four beams as shown in Fig. 1. 1he measured optical power in

these four beams as a function of pump laser detuning to the

blue of the sodium Dl line is shown in Fig. 2. From top to bot-

Recently there has been increased interest in the use of tom, the data traces in this figure are the transmitted pump

resonant atomic systems for performing optical wave-front beam, the diffracted beam (discussed below), the Raman laser

conjugation.' This is because resonant atomic systems are in- output beam, and the phase-conjugate beam. Optical powers in

herently fast. However, resonant systems tend to have lower ef- all four beams are expressed as a percentage of the input pump

ficiency and greater optical power requirements than power of 240 mW.

photorefractive crystals such as BaTiO3. To trade a portion of Examination of Fig. 2 shows that a peak conjugate reflec-

the speed for higher efficiency and much lower optical power tivity of nearly 5% occurs at approximately 2 GHz from

requirements, we propose the use of a three-level atomic system resonance.7 Again, these data were obtained for an input pump
in the resonance Raman configuration. This system is expected power of 240 mW, which translates to a peak intensity of ap-

2
to have advantages over conventional two-level atomic systems proximately 20 W/cm , assuming a Gaussian laser beam of

because it is possible to induce total transparency 2 while still 1-mm FWHM spot size. Of course, the exact intensity inside

maintaining gratinglike sensitivity 3 to the relative phases of the the sodium cell is not known owing to the competing effects of

two exciting fields. To demonstrate the feasibility of resonance resonant absorption and mild self-focusing.

Raman systems for nonlinear-optics applications, we have per- Further examination of Fig. 2 shows a matching comblike

formed self-pumped optical phase conjugation, with pumps structure in optical power versus laser frequency in both the

self-induced, in a sodium-vapor Raman laser, conjugate and Raman laser beams. This comblike structure,

The sodium Raman laser was first demonstrated by Kumar which was first observed by Kumar and Shapiro,4 is attributed

and Shapiro4 with a ring laser geometry. In this demonstration, to the fact that the Raman gain curve is more narrow band than

Raman-shifted unidirectional lasing was observed at pump the cavity free spectral range of 52 MHz. When the cavity out-

powers of less than 40 W/cm 2. We adapted this Raman ring put is beat against the pump beam, a single 3-MHz-wide beat

laser to a standing-wave configuration similar to that used by note is observed near 1772 MHz. This single narrow beat note

Gaeta etal.5 in their initial demonstration of self-pumped phase at the Raman frequency 8 is the characteristic signature of a

conjugation using two-level interactions in sodium vapor. Raman laser in sodium. The conjugate beam in our experiment

A schematic of our experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The was found to be doubly Raman shifted from the pump frequen-

sodium cell is a heat-pipe oven of 13-cm active length, with cy in the same sense as the Raman laser beam (farther from

a 6.4-amm-diameter optical aperture. The Raman laser cavity resonance).

has a length of 2.6 m with a 2-m focal-length lens inserted to Finally, for a linearly polarized pump beam, the Raman laser

make the resonator stable. Both lenses and cell windows are beam polarization was predominantly linear but perpendicular

multilayer antireflection coated to reduce cavity losses. The to the pumnp, whereas the conjugate polarization was linear and

measured cavity loss is 6% per round trip (including the loss parallel to the punp. This is expected for a Ramnan interaction

from the 98% Raman laser output coupling mirror shown in the in sodittm owing to the selection rules for the dipole transitions.

figure). A 2-m lens is also placed in the pump-beam path to The circulating optical power in the Ramnan resonator (Fig. 2,

limit divergence. The pump laser beam has a I -mm FW1IM third trace) is as much as twice the input pump power. Sin" ' the

spot size at the sodium cell, and its angle of incidence relative to tneasured spot size of the Ramaan laser output beam is the samne

the cavity optic axis is typically 0.20. Standard operating condi- as that of the input pump ( 1 mnmn FB IM), the intensity of the
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Pump fromn a moving grating. Its intensity -versus -frequency charac-

teristics most closely resemble those of the Ramian laser.
Phase The mnechanismn responsible for the Ranman laser, as proposed

N eII2m / 100tby Kumnar and Shapiro,4 is illustrated in Fig. 3. In this figure the

Dot pumip beamn interacts simultaneously with both ground states of
It +ýthe three-level system and generates two additional laser fields

Dot 2m 98Xat the frequencies indicated. One of these is Ran-ian shifted far-

Boom face Bo ther fromn resonance than the pumip and produces the Ramnan
laser output. The other is Rarnan shifted closer to resonance and

Fig I.Swiai~igiCwxxniiltIesiieir has the same frequency as the diffracted beami (Figs. I and 2).

Figure 3 suggests that the Ramian gain process is the result of a

100% tnondegenerate four-wave mixing process wherein the pumnp

Pump -. beam provides two of the waves. This has yet to be shown thle-

oretically. If the above mnechanismi is correct, the phlase-conju-

0 gate output would be viewed as the result of a niondegenerate

Di ffrac ted six-w.ave mixing process (not shown) wherein the pumip and
Boom 2%Ramian laser beamis provide four of the six fields.

One of the major advantages of being able to performn self-
0 -- pumnped optical phase conjugation with anl unfocused pumip

200%

CavityA

0 e
4%

C o nt j u ga t e 0LJLW

Frequency CGHz)

Fig. 2 Da1ta StIKWilig Oili.AI jiV1 1xwr ' i~i~s punp laser tthicii) di liuilig troiii / P
F)i ill each of folir inoiiiliirvi laser tx-aiiis. Fro~ii top to tIXtioiii the
tract'S are tlii rIiiisii iiiid pilin Fieaiii, thie ditifrtoied tx-ini fii,1 Ratiuini
IliMr ou lpin iv aiii, andi it ile pitise-ot iji igate Ftcin Iie rccs \wi(re
obtiaiinet by ,catinling itie stabiizedi piiiup frequenicy (5-NtIF, -

intracavity oscillation is actually twice that of thle input punip. Fig 3. FAVC d iagrnin Iilhiraling proiijAd ii iectuiai uaii for it Kc Rai ianl laswr

This illustrates the high efficiency of the Ramian interaction at (friii Ref 4)

these low pumip intensities. Also of interest is thle transmitted

ptimp beami power (Fig. 2, to1) trace). In the abseiice of lasing,
the resonance punip absorption is approximately 5517c How-

vtNr, %%lien lasi ng and phase conj ugation commn iitce, t ie( put up
ablsorptioni abruptly increases to nearly 100('/c This indicates

thiat the Rainan laser transfers- energy out of the punip at least as V.J'
otficient ly ais (foes resoliant abisorption. Fiinally'. thle optical
pox~ er in) thio diffracted beam (see Fig. I) is shown inii lk' second
trace o~f Fig. 2. A~s call be seen, this diffracted beam contains as

tinuchi as 20'7 of tite in~put puaamp poo and therefore acts as a
loss for thle phase conjuigate liroce s. Thiis diffracted beatti hias

lwoiti otbsoedvc only in thle t( rxtarl dlirectl(ion Its tre(1l n N .e c is 1 1) .1 C"0 g1alc lilgip tilowiiilg the ii1uiiiiil 3.4,'111 dti -IFiiites tie 1I.111 ol

Rami an sI ii fted in 't ie oppositFe seinse to thiat ot the( Rata i l~iIaser iiS3 iii ii Air Foc iro- ooliiio don J iiS hnIiiiiiii

and is th e re fore cotnsi sten t ýt it fi trst ordecr I ~ra g (ilItracnti o
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beam is the ability to conjugate images easily. Self-pumped threshold allowed us to conjugate images easily. Thus we have

image conjugation at these low optical intensities has been pre- demonstrated the potential of the resonant Ratnan system as the
viously demonstrated only in photorefractives. To demonstrate basis for a new class of high-speed nonlinear-optical material.

self-pumped image conjugation in our system, we imaged a In addition, we expect similar reductions in laser power require-

positive U.S. Air Force resolution chart into the sodium cell. ments for non-self-pumped geometries wherein the pump
This was accomplished using a 40-cm focal-length lens and a beams are generated by an acousto-optic or electro-optic mod-
4f object to image distance. A positive rather than a negative ulator. Finally, the resonant Raman processes in Li, Rb, or Cs

resolution chart was used to keep the total input laser power vapors can be excited with semiconductor lasers for which the
above the 100-mW threshold needed for the production of a low laser power requirements are especially important. In fact,
conjugate beam. The conjugate image produced by this system non-self-pumped schemes would be much simpler for seinicon-

is shown in Fig. 4. The nuneral 3 marks the start of series 3 on ductor laser excitation because the Ramnan-shifted frequencies

the bar chart, which has a resolution of 8 lines/mm. The conju- needed could be easily produced by high-speed modulation of

gate reflectivity was only approximately 0.5% for the image the lasers.
shown in the figure. To obtain higher reflectivity, it was neces- The authors acknowledge the invaluable contribution of John

sary to tune closer to resonance. However, in this case, resolu- Kierstead of Parke Mathematical Laboratories to this research.
tion was degraded because of the absorption of higher diffrac- This research was performed at the Rome Laboratory electro-

tion orders in the 13-crm-long cell. Mild aberrators were also in- optics facility at Hanscom Air Force Base. The Tufts Univer-

serted in the pump-beam path after the input image. The result- sity portion was funded by Rome Laboratory contract F 19628-
ing conjugate output image (not shown) was free of aberrations, 88-K-0043.

but the intensity envelope was no longer a smooth Gaussian.
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Abstract - We describe an opticalfingerprint identification system that optical- Placement of a finger on the hypotenuse side of the prismn,
ly reads a latent fingerprint for correlation using a binary joint transform cor-
relator The fingerprint is read using the total internal reflection property of a shown in Fig. 1(a), changes the boundary conditions such that
prism. The system was built, tested and the experimental results are presented where the ridges of the fingerprint make contact with the glass,

the natural oils of the skin make a good optical bond and the
light wave is transmitted and largely attenuated by the skin.

Where the ridges do not make contact, the light is totally inter-

1. INTRODUCTION nally reflected by the interface and captured by the input

camera. An example of the captured print is shown in Fig. I(b).

The purpose of research efforts in optical signal processing is Figure 1(c) shows the print binarized around its mean value.

to develop techniques leading to systems that optically process This print is sent to the BJTC for comparison with a data base

data at very high rates of speed, preferably with smaller volume of fingerprints to determine the individual's identity.

and low power requirements. Image processing systems based

on the joint Fourier transform correlatorI (JTC) have been

shown to perform well.2-5 Binarizing the joint power spectrun 2.2. Binary joint transform correlator
of the JTC provides significantly higher peak intensity, larger

peak-to-secondary ratios, delta-like correlations, and better

cross-correlation discrimination.6 We present a system that uses For the JTC architecture shown in Fig. 2, the reference and

a prism operating in the total intenal reflection mode to generate target images are placed on their respective halves of the input

optically a high-contrast image of a fingerprint 7' 8 that is used as spatial light modulator (SLM) and are denoted by r(x + x0, y)

an input to the binary JTC (BJTC) for comparison with a data and s(x -xo, y). The Fourier transform of this input, called the

base. Our system is compact, operates in near real time, and has jointpower spectrun (JPS), is captured by a square law detector

good discrimination capability. This system is ideally suited for
secure entry systems to identify individuals for access to a

restricted area or for mobile and remote surveillance by law en-

forcement agencies.

2. THEORY

2.1. Prism: total internal reflection

High-contrast images of a fingerprint can be read optically

using a standard 90-deg prism where the read beam is directed (.)

at the critical angle,7'8 When the laser beam enters one side of a

90-deg prism and strikes the hypotenuse at an angle given by

0c arcsin(ndn,), (1) "1

the transmitted light will travel tangential to the glass mediun '" .

interface. Incident angles beyond 0c will cause the light to be - "

totally internally reflected in the prism and pass out the oppos- )(A ) te
Fi 1 () nexaggerated vw(i1w ngrncxtalwith tlw pnsmr (b)

ing side. This assumes n, > nf where n, and tit are the indices of l ytvial f(a)A n tagetn niage.and (c) 1w" fingernnt bittancw d ar"UNd its

refraction of the prism glass and external mediunn. 1-all vahlu

1'5



and Fourier transformed. The resulting correlation signal is ing tile nonlinearity k, the sensitivity of the system to tarpt
given by image distortions can be changed. We feel this concept of v,,.Y-

ing the sensitivity ý extremely important in this system. Com-

h(xi,yt) = RRl(xt,yIJ) + &s(xlyl) parison of images at either extreme of the scale presented here
+RRS(X - 2,xo.)j) + gRXl + 2xVY). (2) is probably not ideal. Ifk= I , the system is likely to be fairly

insensitive and false alarms will occur, while ifk = 0 the system

The first two terms are on-axis autocorrelation tenns, the cor- will be too sensitive, requiring the target print to be extremely

relation of reference and target signals with themselves, and the similar to the reference for correct identification. In the next

third and fourth temis are the correlations of the reference with section, we describe the experimental results derived from corin-

the target. paring fingerprints from several individuals. We have success-

Javidi6 was the first to binarize the JPS and formalize the k'th fully identified individuals using a system employing a binary

law nonlinearity, revealing an interesting family of correlation SLM, encouraging us to pursue this research with a gray-scale

types varying in sensitivity.9 Although our work is performed device.

using a binary SLM, the full potential of the fingerprint cot-
relator should probably be realized by means of a gray-scale 3. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND
device. By applying a nonlinear operation on JPS and follow- RSULTS

ing the theoretical development of Ref. (9), we find that the out-
put field of the nonlinear system is made up of harnonics with
the first term containing the correct phase information and Tile compact optical BJTC system is shown in Fig. 2. A 10-

largest intensity. The general equation for this first harmonic is mW He-Ne ,aser is the source and the SLM used is the Semetex

given by 9  128 x 128 binary electrically addressed device. A dc block is used
in the Fourier plane to capture the JPS more accurately. I0 We have

21p(k + 1) [R(r,1)S(0X,[)] previously shown that the correlation peak intensity can increase
g9k (E) - F[kI k 1 2)] F[I + (1 + k12)-] by a factor of 2 using the dc block. A comparison of the

3) -fingerpintsof five individualsis done toe% alate the effectivenes
* •(af3) - t(atl3)]. (3) of this system. Tlo distinct fingerprints from the right-hand index

finger of each individual are obtained. Each print is separatelyTo understand the nonlinear process better, let us vary k and fnegabdatrcenn h rs ufc n trdi 2

compare the field in Eq. (3) to the field exiting the filter of a fre- 12 bin ary data f le acingerprint s c a red it 128 o

quency plane correlator. ' Assunming the target and reference fingerprints in the data base. Th e two fingerprint images to be

to be identical and letting k = 1, Eq. (3) reduces to the field ex- compred ar e s ate b a re d around erprepti v a eage

pected to leave the Fourier plane of a frequency plane correlator vacle ,ad reduced to 64 x 64 images that are placed together on the

employing a classical matched filter. If k = 0. 5 the field is SLM. Tle JPS is captured by a CCD c6n a ner and binanzced around

similar to a phase-only filter based correlator; if k = 0, the itsaverage value. Tee binarized JPS is displayed on the SLM, and

hardclip binarization we use here, the analogy is to the inverse the resulting correlation observed.
filter correlator since all amplitude information of both the input Table I shows the results; each entry FI through 1:5 repre-
and reference signals has been eliminated. These filters are suc- sents the two distinct fingerprints taken from each test in
cessively more sensitive to input object distortions, so by vary- dividual. A plus sign indicates a proper identification a•hile a

minus sign indicates a correct "no match" response. Tile itndicatiolnBEAM REFERENCE CCD

SPLITTER TARGFT CAMERA was simply the presence or lack of a clear and distinguiishable

tat,, I [I:Iyv~rmtt comimprisonI rcsmnIk Ititri' 1:1 throughk [5 wp-ýn fli
LASER LE S S M(X gw tiyrr o himliii Ini'11, Cad[k - ~ -:1110 ofi~an

S MFingerprint. F lA F2A F3A 174A PS5A

FlB +

CAMERA F2B - - -

F3B + - -

F4B -+-
Fig 2 (t ) II ii I r ~m'uhadur¢• u~igu~oi F5B - - I- I

3t)



on ttic pnisii ini wtarly th- .uiK- angular ocniation,

cot-relat ion peak. In our limited trials, we had no false alarmis. ~ 4
We should mention that a guide was fashioned onl the prism to

help the individuals place their finger in nearly the same angular

orientation for each measurement. A guide, such as the( one

sllom it fin Fig. 3, is essential when dealing with the sensitive

I3JTc.

Figure 4(a) show.s the binarized fingerprints of arn individual
placed on the SLM. T7he print on the left is the stored reference b

whiile the fingerprint on the right is optically read and fed into

the system. The binarized JPS of this input is showni in Fig. 4(b)

w- itl the corresponding correlation shown in 4(c). The correla-

tion nearest the dc block are from the zeroth order While thle ou~t-
side correlations are from the first replicated orders. The peak-

to-secondary ratio of the correlation is 3-to- I while the signal-

to ntiose ratio (SNR) is 27 using thle inettict)0

.SXR - Co (4
N mv

%k here C()t and Nm are thfe peak height and rnts of the noise inl

tI ie correlat t ot platie "I tost- v teat haIs been si ji-tracted. To sit n -
ph fy thle calcullation, we considered all points except the cor-
relation peak as noise. The typical peak is only a1 few pixels
"x ideý it its bNIas SO counting these l)OiiitS aS nt-ois (loeks not ap
preciably affect the- calculation. Fly 4t GO tiiin/ t -Iti-ri-ik i, vai tiryvi- triti ot I1K 111, hhlviIL1t ptIuL~'

Fi gutre 5(a) shows thle bitta n ed f-it igerpri tits of t%,,o di fferetnt o 11H. SIAM (bI) itm Kointl jx% 'wr xtkt inn hit'1 i in /(-It mo'i ind tIK- I k-ui

tItdividuials displayed ott the SLIM. Figure 5(b) shows tlite re'

stiltitig cross5 correlation paitternt with etiergy dhistrlhibted fit thte

ci wre ltt ii i p1,1t ",fwilt ito discerntible peak obs5erved(. 'I lle eýx be fore hinat-iuting . Ra isintg tIle( IIS to I owers gre- iter thI at un1itv

tsertit ent a coniitOtios for t lis res potnse are thle sat ie as I :ip Sh outld( accenttuiate tilte lo'.m er. ore- intetnse, spatial tre Itet cw es
4(c). The response in Fig. 5(lh) is rep~resenitative of all cross cor xk t hel sup~pressintg higher ones yielding less setis--itiv it% in) thle

rel~ttionis "t, 'XIXt-rittwtltalhv olmserv edl correlatioti phatie ('0ot )lt(mte Stuilatiot10s showe0d aI IVAk inl thle

Itt at iti ipt Itlty to re(-t ice 0 the set-ist i% vity Of tR lie 13VIweti*Ia S NR as k was vat-ied, hiut it was Otnty miiproved 1y a fe "% per
fie' alpproach We applied a Vilt lat, ntioiihtiearitv otn the. IIS Cetlt I:1tiitlhr IMtivstigationl of' this approach is undser \%;I,



and target images. The hybrid optical/digital system uses a PC

to store the reference data base and control tie electrically ad-
dressed SLM. This system operates well using the binary SLM
and we had no false alarms in our trials. Using a gray-scale
SLM would unlock the full potential of this system permitting

(a) the sensitivity of this system to be varied to enhance perfor-

mance.
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Abstract - A new type of guided-wave electro-optical intensity modulator is 34-mim P layer at 6 X 1017 cm -3 is followed by a 4-pm PJ layer
proposed and analyzed The waveguide consists of an N-type Si core layer on at 4 Xi10 18 cm- 3 and a lower contact maintaine at voltage V1 = 0.
a P-type Si substrate. Foward bias on the N*-N-P-P diode decreases the
refractive index of the core and displaces the fundamental guided mode At equilibrium ( V1 = V2 = 0), the index of refraction and ab-
downward into the substrate. However, the mode is not extinguished because sorption coefficient of crystalline silicon at 1.3 pm are given by
the substrate is bounded by a P* contact. A spatialfilter at the output converts the free-carrier plasma relations
the mode displacement into optical intensity modulation. A Poisson and con-
tinuity equation solver and multilayer waveguide simulation were used to ob-
tain numerical estinates of mode displacement in a realistic structure, n (1.3) = no - 6.2 X 10-22 (cm 3 )N - 6.0

18 2.4 0.8X 10" (cm2) P

1. INTRODUCTION a(l.3,cm-)= 00+ 5.9X 1018 (cM2)N+ 2.8

It has been established that elemental silicon can be used for X to-20 (cm2.39)p 1.13, ()
optical waveguiding at the optical communication wavelength

of 1.3 pm. 1,2 Several active devices have been proposed as light where N and P are the electron and hole concentrations, respec-
modulators. These have generally been of two kinds: phase and tively, and no = 3.504, ato = 0. 1 cm - 1. Thus, for uniform
amplitude modulators. In the former, a large change in phase doping profiles given, the permanent index and absorption
ideally occurs for a minimal increase in attenuation. When coefficient profiles vertically through the device (i.e., normal to
used with an interferometer or coupler, this can provide the junctions) are as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). From the fig-
amplitude modulation or optical switching. For the amplitude ure it is seen that the fundamental mode in the guided n layer is
modulator, a voltage-controlled free-carer absorption is used. confined by an index difference of An - 8 X 10.-4

The present paper concerns a different means of controlling The question of the existence of higher-order modes in a
the optical mode. The original idea was that of the mode-ex- structure of such large dimensions is of importance and has
tinction modulator. Here, an optical mode is weakly confined been investigated. To investigate this question, we employ a
by an adjacent substrate whose index of refraction is slightly three-layer model. Denoting the N%, N, and P regions by 1,2,
less than that of the "core"-guided wave region. If charge injec- and 3 respectively, at equilibrium we have
tion is mainly into the guided region, the core-substrate index
difference may be reduced sufficiently by the plasma dispersion ni (1.3 ptrh) = 3.502 760,
effect that the mode is no longer confined but radiates into the
substrate. However, for the specific device structure inves-
tigated below, mode extinction does not strictly occur under
conditions of high injection. Rather, the mode is displaced n3 (1.3/am) = 3 .502 998,
towards the substrate such that a significant loss of intensity is
seen for propagation in the core. Hence this device is called the and so
mode-displacement modulator.

Anl2= -n2-ni= 1.023 X10 3

2. DEVICE STRUCTURE AT EQUILIBRIUM
An23 = n2 - n3 = 7.85 X 104,

The all-silicon device geometry is shown in the perspective
view of Fig. I (a) and the cross-section end view of Fig. I (b). An3 = -n3 - nl= 2.38 X 10

An ohmic contact at voltage V2 is in contact with a I-pm N÷
layer at 2 X 1018 cm-3. This is followed by a 5-pm N layer So, approximately, we have a symmetric waveguide (ni n3).
doped to 3.5 X 10 17cm'3 in the ridge geometry shown, then a For this case, the condition for a guided mode is
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Fig. 1. (a) Perspective view of mode-displacement modulator. (b) 0

Cross-sectional view of device geometry with dimensions and dopant
concentrations. 550

An =M2-fnl>mn2 /4t 2 (n22-nln) , m= 0,1,2,..., (2)
0.0.........

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
where X•is the wavelength of light in vacuum, and t is the thick- (b) Depth Below Surface (j~m)
ness of the guiding layer (layer 2). In the approximation of a
symmetric guide, the fundamental (m = 0) mode is always sup-portd. Sbstiutin •.=1.3/m, = 5pm, nd n andn2 gven Fig. 2. (a) Index of refraction at V,2 - 0 and ). - 1.3 pmnas a function of depth
potted. Substituting X= 1.3 pm, t = 5 pm, and n Iand n2 given below the surface. (b) Absorbtion coefficient at V2 - 0 and X - 1.3 pm

above, the first excited mode (m = 1) is supported if as a function of depth below surface.

3 higher than that of the fundamental mode, similar to the attenu-
An2l > 2.41X10 . ation of the fundamental displaced mode discussed below.

This is not satisfied, though only barely, suggesting that only
the fundamental (m = 0) mode is supported. This argument is 3. ELECTRICAL AND OPTICAL
only approximate, however. The plane-waveguide simulations SIMULATIONS
reveal the possible existence of higher-order modes with many
zeros in intensity uniformly distributed throughout the struc- Next, the situation under foward bias ( V1 = 0, V2 < 0) will
ture. However, these higher-order modes are believed to be of be examined. Increasing foward biases ranging from 0.8 to 1.1
subsidiary importance because (i) the relative intensity of the
mode in the guided N region is small, and (ii) the attenuation is s in Fig. s wer applied.lTh e o-dim nsiona icstructure shown in Fig. 1 (b) was simulated on PIl,;cFus-2B at

each value of foward bias. For the purposes of the present
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study, the output data of importance are the two-dimensional 70

electron and hole concentrations at each mesh point, N(xy) and Holes

P(x,y), respectively. At each mesh point (xy) the local index '" 6.0

and absorption coefficient n(xy) and a(xy) at 1.3 pmn are given E

by Eq. (1) with N = N(xy) and P= P(xy).

The subsequent optical simulations were performed on the3x

plane-waveguide program3 provided to us by Ritter of the Mar- 4.0 ElectronsC
tin Marietta Corporation. This program calculates the modes of .2

a multilayer slab waveguide and is therefore one dimensional. 3.0o

Each slab is characterized by a thickness (except for the semi- "'
infinite boundary layers), an index of refraction fi, and an ab- 2.0

sorption coefficient aj. In order to obtain these input data from E

the IPisci.s-2B simulations, the electron and hole concentrations U 1.0
were spatially averaged over the horizontal x dimension of each

row to obtain 0.0 0 1 0 •

Depth Below Surface (Anm)

N(y) = -• 0dxN (xy), Fig.3. Electron and hole concentrationsat V2 - -0.9 Vailnai.- 1.3 pi asa

L(y)J ' ftunction of depth below surface..

P (Y) = "-&JOdxP (x,y), (3) and 4 show N(yi) and P(y1 ) at 1.3 pm at 0.9 and 1. 1 V, respec

where L (y) is the length of the slab at point y. In discretized tively, in the vicinity of the p-n junction. The enhanced values
form, of these quantities are noted. It is also noted that under condi-

tions of high-level injection operative here (V < 14,i), major-
1 = N (xyj), ity-carrier injection is as important as minority-cardier injection,•y :mi .

i i.e., the majority-carrier distribution follows the minority-car-

S = ( rier distribution in order to insure local charge neutralility. Fig-
•yin) = j (x,,yy) . (4) ures 5(a), 5(b), 6(a), and 6(b) show the index and absorption co-

efficient at 1.3 pm, as obtained from Eq. (5), at 0.9 and 1. 1 V.

The pointwise index and absorption coefficient data shown in
For each y,, the local index of refraction n (yi) and absorp- these figures served as input data to the plane-waveguide opti-

tion coefficient ot(yi) ate then obtained as cal simulations. Also, the data described by Eq. (1) and shown

n(yi) = no - aNl(yi) - J=(yi)O. , 8.0

ot(y=) :tO - cN(yi) - dP(yi)'" 3  (5) E 7.0 "A. Holes' E
U

22 3 6.0where, at 1.3 pm, no = 3.504, a 6.2 XIO 2 cm, b = 6.0
18 24 - 1 20 20X 10 1 cm ,ao= 0.1 cm-, c = 5.9XlO2 cm ,and d =2.8X X 5.0 Electrons

20 2.310' cm.
The values of n (yi) and ct(y'i) so generated serve as input pa- 4. 4.

ramneters to the plane-waveguide program. A five-layer system+ •3.0
was simulated, the layers being: air (n = 1.0, ct = 0), N, N, P, i .

and P'. The bounding air and P' regions are semi-infinite in , 2.0

extent. As output, the program provides the structure's modal E
index (propagation constant) 13, the attenuation constant cr, and 1.0
the spatial distribution of the optical intensity as a function ofyi. -
Forward biases of 0.9 and 1. 1 V will be examined. As noted 0.0 ' . .. . 10 " --

earlier, smaller voltages were also employed, but appreciable Depth Below Surfoce (jm)
perturbations of the carrier densities only occurred for voltages Fg. 4. Electr-on and hole conce'ntratiogi at V2 - -.1 IV ard at X - 1 3 pm as a

less than, but of the order of, the built-in voltage ji. Figures 3 finction of dcpth.
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Fig. 5. (a) Index ofrefractionfor V2 - -0.9Vand - 1.3PMasafmdctionof Fig. 6. (a) Index of refraction for V2 - -1.1 Vand X - 1.3 pinasa fumnilon of
depth. (b) Absorbtion coefficient for V2 - -0.9 V and X - 1.3 Prm as a depth. (b) Absorbtion coefficient for V2 - -1.1 V and X. - 1.3 pial as a

function of depth. frnction of depth.

in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) served as input for the device structure at the voltage applied to the N* contact, negative.) For this bias, it

equilibrium ( Vi = V2 = 0) is seen in Fig. 7 that the optical intensity of the fundamental

mode is substantially displaced from the N-waveguiditig region

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION into the P substrate. The modal index is decreased to P = 3.502

92 and the attenuation is increased to 15.62 dB/cm. The behav-
ior of the TMo mode was essentially identical to that of the TE0

The results of the optical simulations are shown in Fig. 7. Fig- mode.

ure 7 shows the optical intensity distribution of the TEo funda- mode.

mental mode at the modulation voltages of zero and 1.1 V. Con- The important effect of the applied bias is the displacement of

sidering first the zero-bias case, the intensity is seen to be the fundanental mode over a distance sufficiently large ( - 19 pm)

largely confined to the waveguiding N layer. The modal index that the loss of optical intensity in the N-waveguiding region is

here is 13 = 3.503 12 and the attenuation is 12-36 dB/cm. easily detected. Higher-order modes were not seen in the pres-

Only the larger foward bias of 1. 1 V will be considered here. ent example, but it has been argued that their possible existence

(Foward bias is here achieved by setting Vi = 0 and setting V2, would not obviate our conclusions. The effect of the applied
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Hig. 7. Tto tmode intetlmsity for X - 1.3 pin at V2 - 0 and V2  I I V as a hole injection into a planar air-clad silicon N*-N-P-P' -diode
fuanction of depth below siface, rib guide during foward bias. The carrier-induced index de-

crease in the N-type core displaces the fundamental guided
bias on the modulation of the phase and intensity are of lesser mode downward into the substrate, but the mode is not cut
importance. The change in modal index is AP - 2 X 10 cor off because the P-type substrate is bounded by a lower-index
responding to L (n) - 3.25 mm, while the attenuation increase is P+ contact. At zero bias, the mode's core-substrate intensity
3.26 dB/cm. Neitherof these would qualify the device asanef- distribution is about 55%/45%, while at full bias (VapIq-d
fective phase or amplitude modulator. VbI I V) the distribution changes to about 5%/95%. A spa-

The electrical current density is an important electrical char- tial filter at the end of the active electroded region will trans-
acteristic that must be checked to insure that there is not exces- form the mode's spatial displacement into optical intensity
sive dissipation. The I-Vcharacteristic of the diode is shown in modulation. For example, an aperture that blocks the substrate
Fig. 8. A foward bias of 0.9 V corresponds to a current density light but passes the core light is a suitable filter. Alteniatively,
Of the active guide could be end coupled to a more tightly bound
j 10- 4/12 X 10-8 = 833 A/cm2. guide with a similar core height, such as a silicon-on-insulator

or GeSi/Si guide. The second guide would discriminate against

substrate light. Dual-aperture filters would produce I X 2 opti-At 1.1! V, this will increase by approximately a factor of 4 cor-
2 cal switching.

responding to a current density of 3333 A/cm . To limit j to
2000 A/cm2 , the bias would have to not exceed 1.0 V
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Abstract - Planar optical waveguides have been formed in SIMOX structures
and their propagation characteristics have been determined All the samples
were found to support both TE and 7M modes at both 1. 15 pm and 1.523 Pm
with a lowest propagation loss of 8 dB/cm. This loss was measured at a
wavelength of l.15 im for the TEo mode of a planar waveguide with a 2.0-prm- s ,
thick Si guiding layer $

St Substrate

1. INTRODUCTION Fig I SIMOX .aMple h" .hurt-

Optical waveguiding in SIMOX structures was first layerthickness of 0.15 p [5]. Subsequently a 2 pim thick layer

demonstrated by Soref etal. [I] in 1989. With silicon (Si) being of epitaxial Si, with a carrier concentration of - 10 cm- , was

transparent above a wavelength of 1.05 pm and with the refrac- grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on the sample str-

tive indexes of Si and silicon dioxide (SiO2) being 3.5 and 1.5, face. In order to investigate the effect of the thickness of the top

respectively, this material system is suitable for strongly con- silicon layer (i.e., the guiding layer) on the propagation charac-

fined passive optical waveguiding structures. Active devices, teristics of the waveguide, the samples were annealed at 1000I7C

such as modulators based on carrier injection, have been in N2 for periods up to 18 h in dry oxygen to oxidize varying

proposed (2] and developed [3] although they have yet to reach thicknesses of the top Si layer. This sample structure is shown

the point where they are useful for communications applica- in Fig. 1.

tions. This technology is also suitable for the development of Waveguide measurements were carried out using He-Ne

intrachip optical interconnects, lasers operating at 1.15 and 1.523 pm, respectively. The

SIMOX structures are Si-based and have a surface silicon samples were cleaved and the endfaces were polished to

layer isolated from the Si substrate by a layer of SiO 2 , which is produce flat parallel surfaces through which the light was

formed by the high dose implantation of oxygen. Post implan- coupled into and out of the waveguide using X40 microscope

tation annealing is required to remove the implantation induced objectives. The output beam intensity and mode profile were

damage by regrowth from the top Si layer, resulting in the for- measured using a Ge diode and an IR camera interfaced to a

mation of a high quality epitaxial Si layer. It has been shown video analyzer, respectively, to enable the waveguide loss and

that this Si layer has extremely good electrical properties and intensity profile of the propagating modes to be deternined.

has been used to fabricate some state of the art devices [4]. The number of modes was predicted from a simple computer

In this work SIMOX waveguide structures have been fabri- simulation of the waveguide structure, assuming abrupt SiSiO2

cated and the propagation characteristics have been determined interfaces. The waveguide excitation was optimized to excite a

both experimentally and theoretically and it is the first report of single propagating mode, which was confirmed by examination

waveguiding being obtained in SIMOX structures at a of the waveguide output beam using the camera.

wavelength above 1.15 pm. The results show that the The number of modes supported by the waveguides and their

waveguides support both TE and TM modes at wavelengths of intensity profiles were predicted by a solution of Maxwell's

1. 15 and 1.52 pm with the lowest propagation loss of 8 dB/cm equations, assuming abrupt Si-SiO 2 interfaces and uniform Si

being obtained for the TEO mode at a wavelength of 1.15 pm. and SiC 2 refractive indexes.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Samples of Si were implanted with 160 keY oxygen ions to The results of the modeling showed that all the waveguides

a dose of 1.6 x 10 18cm2 and annealed at 13000C for 6 h, which studied here were multimode for the wavelengths used. It
produced a buried oxide layer thickness of 0.4 pm and a top Si showed that they support three TE modes for a 0.55 pm thick-
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Si-guiding layer and eleven TE modes for a2 pfl thick Si-guid- Table. I.The in,,sertion loss values for waveguides with various values of

ing layer at a wavelength of 1.15 p5. At a wavelength of 1.523 Si-Guiding layer thickness.

pm these values decreased to two and nine for the 0.55 and the p Guidinglayer 05 Waveleng5th 13ser.1on L13s(d)

2.0 pm Si guiding layer thicknesses respectively. a Thicfss

The profile of the waveguide mode at the output is basically _ (mm) (

that of a single mode waveguide. However, with regard o.0 i2 11e 9(1 10 t

studying the waveguide propagation loss, since the mode 22 154 1.15 120 13.4

profile has an approximately Gaussian shape, the approximate 2.0 117 1.15 Tu12.0 12.8

mode overlap loss between the input laser beamt and the 2.1 055 1.15 12.4 12.9

propagating mode for one dimension (the depth) only has been .. . - -2.1) 2.0 1.523 ! 10.0 11.0

made. Thisenablesr a more accurate calculation ofthepropaga- 2.2 be 1.523 13.1 14.e

tion loss to be made. 2.0 1.i7 th1.523 13.8 14.3

The variationiof the fundamental mode propagation loss with 2.1 I 0.55 s e1.523 13.1 13.8
Si-guiding layer thickness is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for

wavelengths of 1.15 and 1.523 pmo, respectively. These results

have been calculated by sul.xracting the F'resnel reflectioniloss (-. 3 loss are considerably greater than the waveguide propagation

dB)and an estimate of the mode overlap loss from the measured loss. Therefore, any changes in the coupling of the laser bemue
insertion loss. Due to the very large ntumerical aperture of the into the waveguiide, which is difficult for the reason described

Si waveguide, the angle of divergence of the waveguide output above, r oug l result in an increase in the propagation loss of the
beam is very large, making it very difficult in practice to collect wavegtide becauise of the method ttsed to calculate the

all of the waveguide output beam and measure its intensity, propagation loss. Thus, the vahles of the propagation loss
Consequently, it is likely that the intensity of the output beam is presented here are probably larger than the actual values in the

greater than the measured value, in which case the measured wavegtuide.

values of insertion loss, and therefore propagation loss will be We believe that the observed waveguide propagatioti loss is

higher than the actual value in the waveguide due to the meas- caused primarily by the optical scatterinlg loss, including

urement technique, volume scattering due to crystal lattice defects in the Si-guiding

A comparison of the insertion loss of the wavegtuides, given layer (mainly threading dislocations) and surface scattering due

in 'fable I , and their propagation los~s, given in Figs, 2 and 3, in- to rotughness at the Si -S1O2 interfaces. Our samples had a

dicate that the mode overlap loss awl the' waveguide coupling defect density of approximately 108"cm 2 , a densitytlut31canbe•_
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reduced below 105 cm 2 by using multiple low-dose 0' im- (n = 1.0) and Si02 (n = 1.5) is not nearly as large as is the refrac-

plants 16]. Our samples also had Si twinning defects extending tive index difference between Si (n = 3.5) and these materials.
200 A from the buried Si-SiO2 interface. These twins can be Computer simulation of the TEo mode profiles shows that this
avoided by different sample processing. The reasons for the assumption is correct. They also show that the amount of light

higher losses found at 1.523 pm wavelength are not fully under- coupled into the Si substrate is small since the amplitude of the

stood. There are two loss contributions which increase with in- evanescent field at the Si-SO2 interface is smala.

creasing wavelength. The fust is free carrier absorption in the

Si-guiding layer. The second is the finite thickness of the buried 4. CONCLUSIONS
oxide layer which results in some energy of the propagating

mode being coupled into the Si substrate. In other words, the The results show that low loss single mode waveguides may

evanescent field penetration into the oxide layer increases with be fabricated in SIMOX structures. These waveguides support

increasing wavelength, as reported by Kurdi et al. 17]. The ab- both TE and TM modes at both 1. 15 and 1.523 pm and have a

sorption and mode penetration factors offer a partial explana- minimum propagation loss of 8 dB/cmn for the TEo polarization

tion of the 1.523 pm results. at 1. 15 pm.

The effect of the surface oxide layer is not expected to be sig-
nificant because the refractive index difference between air
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VERTICALLY INTEGRATED SILICON-ON-INSULATOR WAVEGUIDES
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Abstract - A new SiO 2-Si-SiO2 -Si-SiO2-Si structure produced by the SIMOX

process is used for dual. vertically integrated waveguiding in silicon at X = 1.3 Hm

pint Independent waiteguiding is observed when 2-pm-thick Si cores are sep-
arated by 0.36-pm-thick SiO. Coupled waveguiding is found for an 0. 12 pm
intercore oxide thickness. (

IN (d,)

1. INTRODUCTION

Techniques for three-dimensional (3-D) integration of 1.3•

waveguides are needed to expand the capabilities of silicon- Fig. I. Six-layer stnctitue for vertical 3-1) integration of SO waveguidcs.

based integrated optics. This paper reports waveguiding in ver-

tically integrated pairs of Si guides in a new six-layer SiO2-Si-

SiO2-Si-SiO2-Si structure. Dual waveguiding in Si at 1.3 pm 10 __pm_ . - - _-

was observed. Vertical directional couplers and uncoupled -__,_.
guides were examined. The multilayer structure was fabricated ,

by a repeated sequence of oxygen-ion implantation, annealing, - __

and Si epitaxy. Vertical 3-D integration of silicon-on-insulator r.C . .- ,

(SOI) waveguides has potential applications in opto-electronic . T, 1.3C6 o.1--

integration, including wafer-scale optical interconnects. --

Fig. I shows our double SOI structure in which optical guid-

ing occurs in two Si levels. In this structure, the layer thickness 0.01 -

is designated as to for the Si0 2 cap layer, dl for the first Si core 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3
interguide oxide thickness, t,. (t m)

layer, tj for the first buried oxide layer, d2 for the second Si core

layer, and t2 for the second buried oxide layer. Fig. 2. Calculated coupling length versus ti for dual wavefiding ir, Fig. I
with to - I pin, dl - d2 - 2 pin, and t2 - 0.37 pm.

2. THEORY discussed below. It is found that TE modes couple more

strongly than TM modes, which agree with an earlier finding
A range of physical behavior occurs when intercore oxide that the rate of optical leakage into the substrate of a simple SOI

thickness ti is increased from 50 to 500 A, and then from 500 to waveguide is greater for TE light than for TM light when
5000 A. At 50 A, leaky mode guiding occurs [ I]. The confine- di > 0.4 ptn [2]. For samples with tl = 1200 A (discussed
ment at - 500 A changes to conventional-mode guiding with below) the coupling lengths in Fig.2 range from 0.6 to 1.2 mnm

strong mutual coupling of the Si cores. Finally, at 5000 A, the (TE) and 3-6 mim (TM). The calculation of coupling length L-
cores becomes independent and the guides are uncoupled. The was repeated for thinner cores, dl = d2 = 1 pm, and it was found

computer progran of Soref and Ritter [ I ] was used to calculate that the ratio LctIl was 1/9 of that for 2 pm cores. Our calcula-
the effect of tl upon coupling strength. Results for the Fig. I tions also show that intrinsic propagation losses due to leakage

structure are presented in Fig. 2 for the TE and TM polanza- of light through to and t2 are less than 0.02 db/cm for Fig. 2.

tions at the optical wavelengths of 1.3 and 1.55 pin. Fig. 2, the

predicted coupling length (the propagation length needed to

transfer 100% of the optical power from core I to core 2) is 3. SAMPLE PREPARATION
plotted as a function of tl. In this calculation, it was assumed

that both cores were 2 pin thick, that to = 1 pin, and that 12 = The SIMOX process produced good results. Starting with a
3700 A. These numbers correspond to experimental samples 100-mm-diam p-type (100)-Si substrate, an ion fluence of 1.6X
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by injection, acCtUnulation, depletion, or inversion of charge

(a) Vut toSi #1 ( the free carrier plasmra effeci ). The voltage-controlled charge-
carrier manipulation is produced by an MOS or pn diode-

Optical interconnects are another potential application for the

dual SOL One can envision a two-level interconnect in which

electronic circuits are located in the top Si layer. Optical chan-
nel waveguides situated in the lower Si layer would pass
beneath the circuits. There could also be channel waveguides in

the top Si layer, and those guides could communicate at

selected locations with circuits in the top level or with guides in

the lower level, shuttling light from 1 to 2 and/or from 2 to 1. In
this manner, a cotmplex 3-D optoelectronic interconnect could

be created.

(a) irj~ut to Si #2

6. CONCLUSION

We have demionsti-ated siull~taneouis wkaveguiding at 1.3 pum,

either coupled or uncoupled, in two Si layers of a new Si02--Si

5i0 2,-Si-Si0 2-Si structure. Coupled mode theory h-is been
worked out for this structure. The 3-D vertically integrated

Fig, 4. Coiupled. verimialty slacked 2 pin Si gifides with tj - 0. 12 pill. I'liX structure is believed to have applications in two-level optical
on right shoiw near-field radiatioi patternmi outiput. Photos at left show networks, interlevel optical switches, and optoeleetronic in-
Video line~m ofn outptim intetesity. (a) is for laser input to iiiuniier 1 . tertinncungoialneco ets
(b) is for input ito intihexr 2 ertoinldgopcaitroiets
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ACTIVE SEMICONDUCTOR OPTICAL SWITCHES WITH BLUE-SHIFt ED
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Abstract - This paper presents a theoretical design study (if active optical 2. A BRIEF HISTORY
switches constructed from Ill- V semiconductor multiple-quantum-well
waveguides. New designs are given for 4 X 4 matris switches, I X 4 tree
switches, and 4-delay optical transversal filters. 77e designs feature - 0 dB Active optical switching in monolithic semiconductor struc-
insertion loss and - 30 dB crosstalk isolation. Low injection currents are pre-
dicted because pumping is eliminated on - 70 percent of the channel wavegu- tures was discussed in previous papers by Ikeda [4-6] and Thy-
ide area by an induced-disorder treatment that blue-shifts the materials ab- len et al. [7-9]. Soref and Lau elaborated on those ideas in their
sorption edge. The active networks alsofeature etched facet reflectors thatfa- 1988 proposal [10] for 2 X 2 and N X N optical switches in I1-
cilitate the dense packing ofguides. V multiple quantum-well (MQW) material. White et al. [11]

built and tested an active 2 X 2 switch in bulk InGaAsP/InP op-
erating at the 1.5 pm wavelength. These authors introduced the

use of etched facet reflectors on the rib waveguide structures,
1. INTRODUCTION that produced a very compact device. The layout of their

switch is similar to that given in Soref and Lau (compare Fig. I

of Ref. 11 with Figs. 5 and 6 of Ref. 10). A problem in White's
The use of erbium-doped fiber-optical amplifiers in fiber- switch is the dc pumping (injection current) required on - 70

optic communication networks is an important and growing percent of the waveguide area in order to attain transparency for
trend. A related trend is the coupling of glass fibers with dis- the guided lead-ins and lead-outs to the switch. This problem is
crete semiconductor optical amplifiers (1-3], although an all- overcome in the designs discussed here.
fiber gain network includes a more natural marriage of compo- Lindgren et al. [ 12] constructed an InP-based Y-branched I X
nents. When integrating gain elements and optical circuit func- 2 switch containing active waveguides whose core was an 0.6
tions on a semiconductor chips, the best approach is to integrate pam layer of bulk InGaAsP ( Eg = 0.96 e P). The core was bun-
semiconductor amplifiers with semiconductor channel died with an 0.3 prm passive cladding of wide-gap InGaAsP (Eg
waveguides. All-semiconductor networks like these are dis- = 1.08 e4'). Outside the active zones, the 1.08 eVlayer was ex-
cussed in this paper. panded to become core material.The problem with Lindgren's

We shall present new designs for 4 X 4 and I X 4 optical switch is the complicated manufacturing process needed to
switches that use traveling-wave optical amplifiers to compens- bind active and passive materials together. The solution is the
ate for any optical losses incurred in the network, thereby re- simple process proposed here.
storing the optical signal levels to their input values. All of the
designs are scaleable to higher order, which suggests that active
semiconductor networks are capable of large-scale optical inte- 3. QUANTUM WELLS

gration on a small chip. Switching networks 32 X 32 in size, or
larger, should be feasible. The packing density and the scale of We pointed out in Ref. 10 that MQW waveguides give more
integration are larger than in Ti:LiNbO3 integrated optics, and optical gain per unit of injection current than bulk heterostruc-

the semiconductor networks feature - 0 dB insertion loss with - ture guides. In addition, when active switching stages are cas-
30 dB crosstalk isolation. caded, the spontaneous emission noise builds up at a slower rate

Electric current consumption and electrical power dissipation in MQW gain stages than in active bulk stages Consequently,
can be uncomfortably large in some semiconductor active net- more switching stages can be cascaded in the MQW case before
works. We propose to minimize current and power by using the final amplifier stages become saturated by optical noise[10].
quantum-%ell gain media, and by interconnecting gain regions For these reasons, MQW construction is preferred for the net-
with unpumped blue-shifted waveguides. T'Ve manufacturing works.
of such interconnects can be done with a simple process in Semiconductor laser media are highly attenuating at the laser
which a uniformly microlayered wafer is treated in selected wavelength when the pumping current is turned off. To modify
areas to induce disorder in the wells. This treatment shifts the the residual absorption, Tang et al. [ 13] performed experiments
unbiased absorption edge of the wells to shorter wavelengths, on a single-quantum-well AIGaAs/GaAs laser waveguide.
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2-facet
reflector channel waveguidc duced disorder, or with vacancy induced disorder, making those

"sections highly transmissive at zero bias at the gain wavelength.
1-fact .,(11) The width of a channel guide can be varied within the

reflector,, , Iswitch without affecting the switch's operation.
rc -2 (12) The guides are continuous between active and passive

regions.
S(13) Antireflection coatings are applied to the input and

output ends of the chip.

/- 4 Now, we shall apply these rules and give eight examples of 4
unpumped / \ X 4 and 1 X 4 electro-optical guided-wave switches in Figs. 1-8.regions "-------

transparent % All of these are space division switches. In all figures, we see a

due to 5 top view of the channel-waveguide network. The shaded areas
induced
disorder represent active p-i-n electroded areas, and all shaded areas

have the same construction. Either forward-bias or zero-bias
gain region loss region

(forward biascd) (absorption can be applied to any electroded area. To avoid cluttering the di-
at zero bias) agramn, we did not show the electrical connections to the active

Fig 1. Tree-struciturd I X 4 electro-optical guided-wave switc|k zones. There are three possibilities for electrical leads: (1) a

They used a combination of impurity-induced layer disordering

and vacancy-induced disordering of the native quantum wells.

They found that the absorption edge of the waveguide could be
shifted from 800 nra to 860 nra while preserving very high
transmission in the guide for X > 860 nam. Their work proves
that a simple manufacturing process is available for inducing
transparency at zero bias in III-V MQW gain guides at the cen-
tral gain wavelength. 8-4- -4-2

4. DESIGN RULES

Here is a list of thirteen design rules that were used in this _ 2

paper:

(1) The cross-section of the channel waveguides closely re- 4 -G-

seinbles that of a p-i-n IlI-V index-guided MQW laser diode.

(2) The same microlayering is used throughout the wafer.
(3) The electroded regions on these gain guides are 50 to

100 pm long in densely packed switches.

(4) The integrated network is monolithic and planar.
(5) The switches do not use mode interference or mode 4t

evaluation. 7
Fig. 2. Trrc-stnictured 4 X 4 matrix switch with cntral symnWliry.(6) The waveguides are multimode.

(7) Optical beam splitting and optical beam combining are

obtained with Y-branched guides or with pairs of etched facet
mirrors [14] that give total internal reflection of light. metalization extends from each active area to an individual

(8) Optical amplitude is routed by absorption-induced wire-bond pad at the periphery of the chip; (2) a drive transistor
blocking of undesired optical paths and gain-induced selection is integrated opto-electronically on the chip next to each active
of desired paths. optical zone; (3) an array of drive transistors on a separate chip

(9) Waveguide bends of 900 are used wherever possible, as is btunp-solder-bounded to the optical chip. The drawings also

provided by 450 facet mirrors. do not show opto-electronic tap-off components and sensor
(10) All of the lead-in waveguides and all of the waveguide components that could be integrated on the chip for self-routing

lengths connecting active regions are treated with inmpurity-in- [6] of optical signals.
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Fig. 5. 4 X 4 shuffle-exchange nmtrix switch with I X 2, 2 X 2, and 2 X I Fig. 6. 4 X 4 Sawaki-architectuwe matrix switch with I X 2. 2 X 2, and 2 X I
constihient switches, components.

5. PROPOSED NETWORKS ports 1-4 and four 4 X I switches at output ports 5-8. Each of

these building-block switches is tree-structured like Fig. 1.

To begin, let us look at the operation of the simplest device, However, unlike Fig. 1, each branch of the tree is deployed 900
the 1 X 4 binary tree switch as shown in Fig. 1. We have labeled to the preceding thicker branch. Having arrayed the 1 X 4s and
the transparent channel waveguides (that require no current) the 4 X Is around the perimeter of a square, we then intercon-
and the active lengths of waveguide (that are switched between nect the eight trees with a perfect-shuffle exchange network of
a - 6 dB amplifying condition and a - 30 dB attenuating condi- channel waveguides, thereby completing the 4 X 4 matrix.
tion, the latter requiring no current). Each of the right-angle The permutation-matrix architecture is a simple architecture
waveguide bends is given a 450 intermal-reflection facet mirror. with simple addressing algorithms. This matrix is constructed
Two successive divisions of the input optical beam (port 1) give from 2 X 2 exchange switches (crosspoints). There are only N
four-fold splitting. A trio of 2-facet internal reflectors divides stages and (I/2)N(N - 1) crosspoints in an N X N, although the
the guided beam. The four optical outports (ports 2-5) can be in- network is blocking. For the 4 X 4, we draw upon the 2 X 2
dividually selected by the four independent electroded regions. switch design from Refs. 10 and 11, which includes a 90'

Figs. 2-6 show 4 X 4 optical matrix switches, three of which waveguide crossover oriented at 450 to the input/output chan-
are nonblocking networks. Fig. 2 is a centrally symmetric tree- nels. The two outer arms of the 2 X 2 are addressed with a bias
structured network. We start with four 1 X 4 switches at input opposite to the crossover bias. Using transparent interconnects,

variable gain or attenuation

optical optical
signal signal
input output

Fig 7 Progminunable optical tnraLuvcrsa filter with finite impulse Ihspx)uosC.
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Fig, 8. Progranunable optical transversal filter with infinite impulse response.

we cascade these 2 X 2s to make the 4 X 4 optical switch of Fig. column, the 2 X 2s (of the 90' crossover type) are stacked in a

3, a simple and cost-effective structure, central column, and the 2 X Is are stacked in an output column.

Recently, we conceived of a new 2 X 2 bidirectional active A series of facet mirrors direct the guided light within the inter-
switch, and we found that those bidirectional exchange connect pattern. Some of the waveguide crossovers are at - 60'
switches could be used to cast the N X N permutaton matrix while others are at 900. The facet pairs in the 2 X 1 switches are
into a more compact form. Figure 4 shows the compact 4 X 4 oriented at - +300. This matrix is a fairly simple compact struc-

matrix switch. Each 2 X 2 switch is oriented vertically with ture with 12 constituent switches.
short horizontal input and output leads. Each 2 X 2 includes a Figure 6 shows our proposal for an active 4 X 4 switch based

pair of four-facet corner reflectors [14] and a pair of waveguide on Sawaki's architecture. There are 16 constituent switches:
end reflectors (rectangular trenches). The middle waveguide one column of I X 2s, two columns of 2 X 2s (of the 900 cross-
segment in the 2 X 2 is equivalent to an unusual 00 waveguide over type), and one column of 2 X Is. This network has a regu-

crossover in which up-traveling and down-traveling light lar structure with 90' crossovers.
beams pass through each other (without interaction) in the same Our last two designs deal with programmable optical trans-
waveguide. The other two waveguide segments are folded up- versal filters. In the filters, light is routed among parallel spatial

and-down paths. An input light beam in the 2 X 2 is split into paths, but the primary function of these devices is optical signal
up-and-down beams. If the folded path is transmissive (forward processing rather than matrix switching. Goodman and Dias

bias), the end-mirror returns one beam to the same four-facet [17] have proposed filters with finite impulse response (FIR) or

mirror, where it exits the switch. (Half of the light is deflected with infinite impulse response (IPR). Those authors are pres-
back to the input where it is absorbed by an optical isolator). If ently constructing filters in single-mode glass fibers, but, we

the fold is opaque (zero bias), the beam launched into the trans- show how FIR and IIR filters could be implemented in a mono-

missive 00 crossover (forward bias) is sent to the adjacent 4- lithic integrated-optic chip using III-V semiconductors. In Figs.
facet mirror where the beam goes out the adjacent port. So, the 7 and 8, the Goodmnan-Dias architecture serves as a guideline

light is exchanged at the 2 X 2's output ports if the folded guides for the layout of agile active filter networks. Figures 7 and 8

are opaque and the crossover is transparent. Alternatively, light have four active parallel optical paths of different lengths (time

is not exchanged if the folds are clear and the crossover is delays of T, 2T, 3T, 47), and the variable-gain region within
opaque. As in prior-art 2 X 2 active crosspoints, the 3 dB split- each path offers adjustable tap weighting for the filter as well as

ting and combining losses in the bidirectional 2 X 2 are corn- optical aunplification.
pensated by the active areas whose gain is approximately 6 dB. Figures 7 and 8 show the FIT and IIR filters, respectively.

Now, we turn to other architectures for a 4 X 4 matrix: the The filter's input channel is narrowed or expanded by a stair-

shuffle-exchange [151 and Sawaki [161 architectures. These case of facets that extract or insert a series of optical signals. In
networks use an interconnection of I X 2, 2 X 2, and 2 X I func- Fig. 8, a set of N - I feed-backward channels with gain act as
tional building blocks. The latter architecture was proposed by optical feedback paths for the first stage of delays. The second

Sawaki et al. [ 16] as a rectangular rearrangement of an N X N stage of delays recirculates the forward-traveling light pulses.

crossbar. Figure 5 shows our version of an active 4 X 4 shuffle- As pulses circulate repeatedly in the filter, the various amplifi-

exchange switch. The I X 2 switches are stacked in an input ers maintain constant amplitude within the optical pulse train.
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N XN AND 1XN SWITCHING WITH CHIRAL NEMATIC LIQUID CRYSTALS
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ABSTRACT- New designs are presentedfor 4 X 4, 1 X 4, and I X 16 electro- I x 16 swItch
optical switches that utilize chiral nenatics.

A recent publication by Shankar et al. 1 reported a new 2 X 2
fiber optic switch using selective reflection from a layer of chi- *A"

ral nematic liquid crystal (CLC) and voltage-variable retarda-
tion from homogeneous layers of nematic liquid crystal (NLC).
The purpose of this Technical Note is to show how Shankar's Ix 4s

structure can be extended to higher-order switching functions, wide-spaced

New designs for 4 X 4, 1 X 4, and 1 X 16 electro-optical (EO) I x 4 SWitCh I x 4 switch

switches are presented. UM -=Pa

The principle of cascading and interconnecting 2 X 2 ele- v.

ments in a rectangular array is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows
a proposed 4 X 4 permutation switch. Here all the optical paths
lie on one plane. The input and output beams are unpolarized.
A disadvantage of Fig. 1 is that 3(N - 1) liquid crystal layers are
required. (An alternative switch that uses fewer layers is dis-
cussed.) Each passive CLC layer selectively reflects right circu-
lar polarized (RCP) light and transmits left circular polarized
(LCP) light, a beam splitting operation discussed in Ref. 1. ,• , A-,

Each NLC layer is sandwiched between glass plates that are ,"

coated with transparent electrode material such as indium-tin Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of a I X 16 EO switch and its corntituent I X 4

oxide (ITO). Photolithographic etching of the ITO is used to switches. The lower drawings show cross-sectional side views of wide

bracket each NLC layer in Fig. 1 with several pairs of localized spaced and compact I X 4 switches. The LC layers, electrodes,
mirrors, and light paths are illustrated.

electrodes.

ct-1 CWithin a 2 X 2 cell in Fig. 1, the same voltage is applied to
-in-4 electrode pairs in both NLC layers. However, the six 2 X 2 cells

in the Fig. I matrix are addressed by six independent voltage
sources (not shown in Fig. I to keep the diagram simple). Each

2)(2 cell has two switching states. To select either state, a volt-
age of either Va - 2V rms or Vb = 6V rms is applied to the
NLCs. At V - Va, the NLC has parallel alignment, which pro-

mirror Iduces a quarterwave delay in the light transmitted through theNLC. At V = Vb, the NLC becomes homeotropic (perpendicu-

lar), which changes the delay to zero delay. On reflection from
the 1800 mirror and passage through two zero delay NLCS, an

RCP beam is converted to LCP and vice versa. Alternatively, a
o0-! NI.C ,' , OUt-4 double pass through a quarterwave NLC layer plus the 1800

mirror retardation leaves the RCP and LCP unchanged. Hence
the NLC addressing allows RCP and LCP beams to be recomi-

oul-2 oul-3 bined at their second CLC encounter as either a forward-travel-
Fig. 1. Layout of EO 4 X 4 permutation matrix switch. This cross-sectional

side view shows liquid crystal layers, electrodes, mirrors, and ing or reverse-traveling unpolarized beam.
collimated light paths.
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Each I X 2 switching cell in Fig. 2 is actuated by a two- level

supply, Va or Vb for each of the four sources Vj... V4. This gives

a localized delay of A/4 or zero at each NLC pair, which emnbles
the combined RCP and LCP beams to travel to the next I X 2
element or exit the I X 4 switch at that point. The upper dia-
grain in Fig. 2 shows a I X16 switch comprised of a widely

spaced I X 4 switch that feeds a quartet of compact I X 4
switches. The four I X 4s are integrated end to end in the same

three LC layers.

Finally, in Fig. 3, we show a nonblocking 4 X 4 matrix switch
that relies on replicated versions of the 1 X 4 switches in Fig. 2.

The matrix uses a 3-D architecture similar to the 3-D perfect
Fig 3 lay(out of a 4 X 4 rratrix switch txsed on tl-" I X 4 switcwts of HP. 2 shuffle switch in Ref. 2. The 4 X 4 switch consists of a 4 X 16

switch in optical cascade with a 16 X 4 switch. The 16 X 4 is
spatially rotated 9C0 with respect to the 4 X 16, so that rows of

We note in Fig. I that the input and output beam as well as the the 4 X 16's output array are mapped onto columns of the 16 X

interstage beams pass through parallel aligned (V = 0) regions 4's input array. Both the 4 X 16 and the 16 X 4 are constructed

of nematic liquid. This is acceptable because the unpolarized monolithically in three LC layers using a plane-parallel array of
four I X 4s. Thus there are only six LC Iayers in this N X N nia-

light beanms are not affected by the homogeneous liquid. In ad- y y

dition to the Fig. I architectute, it is possible to construct a chi- tnx switch,

mal 4 X 4 crossbar matrix switch. However, the CLC crossbar The collimated light beam devices of Figs. 1-3 can be con-
verted easily to fiber optic switches by inserting a quarter-pitch

does not appear to be practical because it requires twenty-one

liquid layers for the 4 X 4 switch and 3(2N - I) layers for an N grinrod lens at each input port and at each output port in Figs.

X N device. 1-3. Each grinrod would be pigtailed to a fiber.

Our proposed 1 X 4 switch is shown in Fig.2 (lower dia-
grains). Here only three LC layers are needed because the ar- References
chitecture is a folded unbalanced tree. Again we split and re-

combine collimated RCP and LCP components using the I N.K. Shankar, JAMoms, C. P. Yakymyshyn, arni CR. Pollock, "A2 X 2

CLCs, mirrors, and tunable NLCs. There are four independent Fiber Optic Switch Using Chiral liqkud Crystals," Pho"on l)edu)0l. IA-11

voltge oures i .. V4 whch rivefou ses o traspaentlo- 2,147-149 (199%)y
voltage sources VI... V4, which drive four sets of transparent lo- 2 R. A Sorrf, "Electrooptic 4 X 4 Matinx Switch for Midtinuxle Filbcr-Optic

calized electrodes spaced at regular intervals on the NLCs. Systcm.s," Appi Opt 21,138M-1393 (1982)
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OPTICAL WAVEGUIDING IN Si/Sil-xGex/Si HETEROSTRUCTURES

F Narnavar, Spire Corporation
R.A. Soref, Electromagnetic & Reliability Directorate, Rome Laboratory

Published in Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 70, No. 6, 15 September 1991
Abstract - Waveguiding at 1.3 pm has been observed in a submicrometer /am2 area.4,5 High-resolution electron and x-ray diffraction as

strained layer of Sir ._ie. sandwiched between a Si capping layer anda Si sub- 6
strafe. This structure is a precursor of the waveguided Si/Sil i well as Raman spectroscopy clearly indicate that the
heterojunctaon bipolar transistor The buried alloy layer, grown by chemical Sio.92Geo.og layer is nearly 100% strained. Raman and
vapor deposition, had a Ge content of either 8% or 18%. The SiGclayer w electron-diffraction results for a sample with 18% Ge show that
- 1500A thick beneath a 2-pm Si cap. The observed TEo mode profile agreed the Sio.gGeo.is layer is 80% strained and 20% relaxed. Small
with theory.

area plan view TEM of the 18% sample shows no defects; a
!arge area has yet to be evaluated. We believe that the SiGe
layers in both types of samples are commensurately strained be-

The ultrafast Si/SiI-xGe.'Si heterojunction bipolar transistor cause identical strained layers have been used to confine the
(HBT) now being developed for large-scale integrationI has an threading dislocations in SIMOX material.7

optical counterpart: the waveguided HBT proposed and In theory, the Sil-xGex layer will be coherently strained if its
analyzed by Lareau, Friedman, and Soref.2 This elongated thickness t is less than a critical value tc given by the empirical
transistor offers high-speed optical phase and amplitude relation c = tOx-36 , where to= 8.2A and x is the Ge fraction.8

modulation by carrier injection or depletion in the Sii-xGex Thus, our samples x = 0.08, t = 1200 Aandx = 0.18,t = 1500 A
base layer. (A waveguided HBT has already been are below the critical thickness and should be strained. The ex-
demonstrated in III-V semiconductors. 3 ) It is shown in this periments agreed with this theory.
communication that the infrared guidedmode power will peak The optical index of refraction of coherently strained and bulk
in the Sil-.xGex base region of the Si/Sil-xGex/Si HBT, even unstrained Sil-.,Gex alloy material is plotted in Fig. 2 versus the
though that region is only 1200-1500 A thick. We present mole fraction of Ge. We estimated the index values from the band-
theoretical and experimental results on the 1.3pm gap interpolation formula presented in Ref. 2usingsftained-layer
waveguide profile in Si/Sil-xGex/Si grown by high-tempera- band-gap values for the topcurve and bulk unstained gaps for the
ture chemical vapor deposition (CVD). To our knowledge, lower curve. The SiGe index can be written as n(Sil.1Gex) = n(Si)
this is the first demonstration of waveguiding in a buried, sub- + An(x), and for x < 0.25, the linear approximation An(x) - ax is
micrometer layer of Si1-xGex in Si. useful. An oscillator model for n (SiGe) was introduced by Soref

Figure I ilhsratesthewaveguidesamples. Epitaxial S/Siil-,Ge/Si and Perry 8 who found that An(x) = 0.33x. This index increase
thin-layer structures were grown by CVD on Si(100) substrates is smaller than the An (n) = 0.8x result given by the Fig. 2 band-
using an Applied Materials 1200 vertical epitaxy reactor, gap model for relaxed material. A red-shift model for n(SiGe)
Silane (Sil-t) and germanium tetrachloride (GeCl4) were used presented in Ref 9 gave an even smaller index enhancement,
as the Si and Ge sources, respectively. SiGe layers were grown A n(x) 0.09x, for unstrained alloys. Turning to strained layers, the
with concentrations from 0-20 at. % and with layer thicknesses Fig. 2 index difference between a strained alloy core and the Si
from 1000to 1500 A. The growth temperature typically ranged claddings(An- 1.45x) ranges from 0.015 atx = 0.01 to0.36 atx =
from 800 to 10000C and the growth rate varied from 0.5 to 1.0 0.25; hence, the waveguide designer has a choice of strongly or
ptm/min, both depending upon Ge concentration. The growth weakly confining guides. An example of the latter is the
rate for the 2-prm Si capping layer was about I prm/min. Si/Sio.99Geo.ol/Si waveguide which would be suitable for a mode
Waveguiding was attempted and observed in two groups of extinction modulator because An - 0.01.
samples: one batch withx = 0.08, and the other withx = 0.18.

Si/SiGe/Si samples were studied using RBS/ channeling, The planar Si/Sil.sv3e4Si guide is symmetric and the in = 0
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Raman spectros- mode (TEO or TM0) is not cut off, even though the SiGe core layer
copy, and high-resolution x-ray diffractometry. Also, cross- thickness is only - 10% of the free-space optical wavelength. Clas-
sectional electron-diffraction measurements at the SiGe/Si in- sical theory, and the indices of Fig. 2, indicate that the guide is
terfaces were performed to determine changes in the dspacing single moded at t1 1500Asince the m - 1,2,3,..., modes are cut off
of the SiGe layer with respect to the Si. for t < 0.46 pm in SiO.g2Geo.lg and for t < 0.7 pm in Sio.92Ge0.0a.

The defect density in a sample with 8% Ge was less than The multilayer waveguide theory of Soref and Ritter, 10

10 4 cm -2, as determined by plan view TEM of a 100 X 100- together with Fig. 2, was used to calculate the TEO
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and TM0 intensity profiles in the four-layer air/Si/SiGe/Si
guide. The result for TEo at X = 1.3 pm is shown in Fig. 3 for air Si Si substrate
the examples of x = 0.08 and 0. 18. 1

Our samples were 8-15 mm long. For end-fire coupling, the G eSi l.x
sample ends were polished with diamond paste. Polarized light Fig.3. Calculatedmode-intensityprofileofaSi/SilGeJSi planarguide

from a 1.3-pm semiconductor laser was focused into one end of witha 0. 15-al buried Sin .nGet alloy layer and a 2-"i Si cap layer

the sample, and the light emerging from the waveguide was im-
aged onto an infrared vidicon. A video line analyzer was used to ory of Ref. 10. There is little difference between the widths of
determine the optical power distribution across the waveguide. TEo and TMo. We see from Figs. 3 and 4 that more than 50%

For the 8% Ge samples, the numerical aperture (NA) of the of the guided optical energy is located in the upper and lower Si
guide was not large enough to capture all of the incoming light claddings. Thus, in an HBT, the free-carrier absorption loss of
focused by the 0.66 NA 40X lens, and some light traveled un- the doped emitter and doped collector regions will play a role in
guided in the substrate. At the output, the depolarized substrate determining the waveguide propagation loss. In Ref. 2, it is es-
light complicated the loss measurement. We did not measure timated that the TEo loss reaches nearly 20 dB/cm in a fully
the propagation loss in these samples. However, because our doped npn device at 1.55 pm. An actual HBT would have a Si
samples were not intentionally doped, we anticipate that the cap layer much thinner than the 2- pm cap used here (2 pm was
losses will be similar to the 2-3 dB/cm losses measured for non-
buried SiGe/Si in Ref. 9. M00.

As shown in Fig. 4, the experimental TEo mode widths FWHM

(FWHM) of 0.7 and 0.35 pm for the 8% and 18% samples are 12000
in fairly good agreement with the theoretical curve obtained TMo X- 1.55 pIm
from both the band-gap model of Fig. 2 and the multilayer the- Eo X 1.55 pm

3.9. .... .10000
GCxSii-x k, 1. in

- 3 .8 -- - i.0 _.O ~~~cohotorntly I00

7 '.;tra ind

"O 3.6 -- --.... . .-..L..r. itod.

(U I 4000

200
3.4 - - -

o ! 10 1t 20X ?S Ge concentration (%)

Fig. 4. Theory(--) and experinmt ( O ) for the mode-inlensity width as a
Fig. 2 Optical index ofmfractionofSil ,Gc, at 1.3 pmasa fiictionofGe function of x in the Si/Silt GeSi waveguide of Fig. 3. The

content. experimental points are for TE0 at 1.3 pmn. Thk photo insert shows the
observed mode profile for the 18% Ge sample.
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Abstract - A photorefractive time correlation motion detector is demonstrated 2. THEORY
This device overcomes the naterial response time limitation associated with
other photorefractive motion detectors. Two techniques have been proposed to
increase and tune the bandwidth of the motion detection device. Consider three input beams of the same wavelength AI, A2,

and A4 intersecting within a photorefractive medium as shown
in Fig. 1. Al and A4 are coherent so they combine to induce a

hologram within the material: while A2 and A3 are coherent

1. INTRODUCTION with themselves, but not with At and A4.

Mathematically the amplitudes are

Motion detection has been achieved, in the last few years, by A l = Ei (t) exp [i(ki r-ot )], (1)
using photorefractive novelty filters. Some of these novelty fil-
ters need phase images as an input and others can work with A2 = E2 (r) exp [i(k2r- cot)], (2)
amplitude and phase images [ 1-3 ]. One significant shortcom-
ing in all of these novelty filters is that none of them can A4 = E4 (t) exp [i(k4 r- wt (3)
respond to sustained fast motions which exceed the limitation
imposed by the response time of the material. In this paper we In the steady state case (i.e. beam AI and A4 not varying in
present a time correlation motion detector which can detect time) a hologram is written, and a phase conjugate is generated.
moving phase objects without any limitations placed on it by This phase conjugate is counterpropagating with respect to
the response of the material. beam A4. Treatment of time varying input beams necessitates

The time correlation motion detector operates through nearly the solution of the photorefractive space charge field in the
degenerate four-wave mixing where a reference beam and a dynamic regime. For the sake of simplicity we will assume that
signal beam interact within a photorefractive medium to the total intensity of the beams incident on the crystal is con-
generate a hologram. The hologram is read by a beam that is (i) stant. (i.e. Any amplitude variation in the input beams is con-
incoherent with respect to the two writing beams, and (ii) sidered small compared to the summation of the intensities of
counterpropagating with respect to the reference beam. The all the beams.)

diffracted readout beam travels in the phase conjugate direction The development of the space charge field c within the

of the signal beam. In this scheme, a fast phase modulation is Tai described by [4.5]

placed on the reference beam so the hologram is destroyed and

no phase conjugate beam is generated. However, by introduc-
ing moving phase objects in the signal beam the phase con- + -E G A (4)
jugate reappears. at T T I0

The theory of this method, developed from time varying
photorefractive theory for a general signal, shows that the where "i is the response time for grating formation, G is a
operation results from the cross correlation in time between the parameter related to the photorefractive characteristics and lo isthe total intensity. Eq. (4) assumes that the readout beanm is suf-two input signals. The sensitivity of this device to object ficiently weak so that it does not affect the grating.
velocities is a function of a system dependent resonant frequen- fieieneal solution of eq c (4) in

cy response which can be tuned through the use of an electric The general solution of eq. (4) is
field applied to the crystal and through changing the phase
modulation frequency in the reference beam. Ec(t) = Ce+ l/T + e+ I/ GAI(t )A4(f) el/Tdt (5)

We demonstrated this device using a square wave temporal -'o T

signal to piezoelectrically modulate the phase in the reference
beam. In addition we introduced two techniques to increase the

bandwidth of the motion detector.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement.

Eq. (5) can be treated by assuming that Ai(t) and A4(t) are sig- the space charge field described by eq. (10) above will be in-

rnals with Fourier transforms such that duced. The associated photorefractive grating reveals the mo-gtion by diffraction of the read out beams. The applied field has

Ai(t) = Sl(oi) exp(-iolt) dto) (6) two additional effects: first it increases the diffraction efficiency

and second it shifts the operating point by ug.
In order to enlarge the bandwidth of the motion detector, it is

A4(t) = S4((02) exp(-io2t) dGw2 . (7) necessary to increase the overlap between the motion spectrumn
S4((02) and the grating destroying spectrum of the reference

beam SI (o I). This may be achieved in at least two ways. For
Substituting eqs. (6) and (7) into eq. (5) yields example we can choose SI (wi1) to be a bandlimited spectrum of

white noise. Another method is to choose Si (coi) to be a comb
Esc(t) = G SI(*ol) S4(M2 ) function of frequencies which are separated by intervals equal

_ _ -i(o1-0o2) + l/T to (2n)2 / T (which is twice the spread in the spectrum as-
sociated with finite material response). This choice for a comb

X exp[ -i(toI-0) 2)t ] doI d(02 (8) separation was made to prevent beating between signal com-

ponents riding on neighboring comb teeth, i.e.

in the diffusion limit where r is real number. With a dc
electric field applied to the crystal, r becomes complex [4]: 16Si(wi1) =A Z b(toi + 4ltn/Tr) . (11)

l/T' = /T + iog . (9) n

This yields Increasing the bandwidth of the device in these ways will
decrease the reflectivity. To explain this, we consider the

Er [(G/IoXi/Ti + i+og)] second technique. With Si(wl) depicted as a comb function,
assume without loss of generality that the output is generated
from the overlap of the first delta function with the signal

x1C SI(tow S+(W+2 , spectrum. It is clear that the other delta functions will tend to
_- _. -i(o-o)2 + tog) + I/ri destroy the grating and decrease the reflectivity.

X exp[ - i(tol-to2 + tog) t] dwldw02 . (10)
3. EXPERIMENTAL 

RESULTS

In the context of motion detection, eq. (10) signifies the follow-
ing. When motion of the object induces a temporal frequency Fig. I shows the experimental arrangement used. Essentially,
component in the signal beam that matches the difference in it was the standard configuration for four-wave mixing modi-
carrier frequencies of the two writing beams, a dc component to fled by two piezoelectric transducers (PZT). The two PZTs
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were driven by two separate function generators. The source the diffuser is translated in any direction, a phase conjugate
was a HeNe laser operating in multilongitudinal mode with an image appears as shown in Fig. 4c. The irradiance of the output
output power of 30 mW and wavelength X = 632.8 nm. The image is very much dependent on the speed of motion. Slow
beam was expanded to a diameter of 2 amm. Beam splitter BS 1 translations were very faint. With increasing speed the output
divided the source beam into two beams At (reference beam) irradiance increased until the frequencies of the variations in the
and A4 (signal beam). Read beam A2 was generated by input image no longer matched the reference beam frequencies.
retroreflection of A1 from mirror M3. A lens (f= 100 wim) was It is possible to design these systems to measure motion of cer-
used in beam A4 to image the input object plane to the BSO. tain speeds exceeding some present threshold that has no upper
The measured intensities of the beams l1, I2, 14 were 10 mW, 5 bound.
mW, and 7 mW respectively. The last experiment we performed was to measure the effect

This experiment, as previously mentioned, relied on destroy- of the bandwidth inre-Ase on the device reflectivity. First we
ing the grating through rapid phase variations in the beams. We operated PZT1 in the reference beam with a square wave at a
chose it square phase shifts for our modulation to maximize the frequency of ft = 200 Hz (which was the minimum frequency
erasing tendency of the modulation as in coherent erasure tech- capable of destroying the grating). We then introduced con-
niques [6-8]. For static objects under continuous flipping of the tinuously increasing phase delays in the signal beam (again by
phase, the phase conjugate beam intensity will average to zero. twisting a microscope slide) and measured the resulting output
However, for moving objects, the phase conjugate will not intensity.
average to zero, reappearing under the constraints of time cor- We operated the device by driving a second PZT (PZT2) in
relation detection. the signal beamn with a square wave at f 2 = 416 Hz (which was

Fig. 2 illustrates the basic operation of the device when the also capable of destroying the grating with or without modula-
PZT in the reference beam (PZT1) was driven with a square tion of PZTI). It was expected that this would increar- 'he
wave of voltage Vn to produce n phase shifts at a frequency of bandwidth while decreasing the reflectivity. We only examined
416 Hz. For a comparison Fig. 2a shows the full stationary the effect of this process on the reflectivity without concern to
phase conjugate beam, almost saturating the camera, and Fig. the effect on bandwidth (due to a lack of a third modulator). Our
2b illustrates the result while operating PZTi with a square results show that introduction of the second PZT produced a
wave, almost no conjugate appears. However, by introducing factor two decrease in the intensity compared to the experiment
arbitrary phase shifts in the signal beam (accomplished by with only one PZT. The reason is explained below.
moving a microscope slide in the beam), the grating inside the The amplitude of the reference beam Ai resulting from
photorefractive was no longer washed out and the phase con- modulating its phase with a square wave is
jugate beamn reappeared, as shown in Fig. 2c. It is clear then that

phase changes in the signal beam may be detected and observed 4+
in the output image plane. A 1(t)- 1 2sn 1+ 1 (12)

We studied the performance of this device when a resolution m=0

chart was placed in the input object plane. Fig. 3a is the con-
jlugate Image of the chart while operating a square wave signal The fundamental frequency of the reference beam Ai, and
on VZTi. Vhen the chart was twisted in the plane, a transient hence the interference pattern is fI = 200 Hz. When the fre-
image appeared which disappeared with the static chart. This is quency of the phase delays in the signal beam A4 is contained
shown in Fig. 3b. (The horizontal lines in the figures are video v ithin this spectrum a phase conjugate beam is generated with
scan lines.) However, for transverse motion of the chart in the intensity proportional to (2 / n )2. When the second PZT is intro-
input plane nothing was detected because the resultant phase duced, mixing of the signal and reference produced large har-
variations were not sufficiently fast. monics in the interference pattern at the stun and difference of

We were able to observe the transverse amplitude miotions, the signal and reference fundamental frequenciesf2 + fm = 616
by attaching a phase diffuser to the resolution chart. With this Hz and f2 -fi = 216 Hz, respectively. Here when the frequen-
technique any transverse motion caused amplitude and phase cy of the phase delays is contained within this expanded
variations. These results were extremely smeared due to thle spectmun, particularly when it is at the fundamental difference
fast mnotions, therefore we present the results with the diffulser frequency f2 -fl, die output beam had an intensity proportional
.-lone. to (4 / it y). Taking a ratio of the intensities for both cases we

[Hg. 4a is the conjugate image of the diffiser. Fig. 4b shows
ml r ret is oride coditons inii h tot hoe i 1~g .get a theoretical reduction factor of 2 5 which is close to ex-

h, rsti-lis tinde'r conditions similar to those in Fig. 3a. When aix'rtiier'al ratio of 2.
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In further examination of this effect, we operated PZTI with be Fourier transformed so that any transverse motion of the ob-

white noise and PZT2 with a square wave. No signal was de- ject results in detectable phase motions in the Fourier plane.
tected at the output for this case. This result was independent of

the frequency of the square wave. 5. REFERENCES
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Abstract - We present an optical signal-processing technique for additive _(L) . (r + 1) exp(rL)
noise reduction that uses the noisy signal and a Gaussian reference beam to G (1( + r (I)
produce an adaptive Wienerfilter We experimentally demonstrate an improve- Is(O) 1 exp(rL)
meni from I to 8 in the signal-to-noise ratio by using nonlinear gain in two-
beam coupling in barium titanale to transmit 50% of the signal and 6% of the and, for a negative coupling coefficient, the limits become
noise.

e ~r >> exp( - ML >1
= xp(L) r << I < exp(- FL)> "

Photorefractive two-beam couping has been used to perform Here r is the beam intensity ratio of the input (beam 5) relative

a variety of optical processing functions. Examples include to the reference beam (beam 4) at the front surface of the crys-

edge enhancement, beam cleanup, 2,3 optical differentiation in tal, F is the two-beam coupling coefficient, and L is the effective

time, 4 novelty filtering,5 and contrast enhancement. 6  interaction length within the crystal.

In this Letter we introduce a new optical implementation for The sign of the couping coefficient in the diffusion case de-

reducing additive noise in images that utilizes the difference in pends on the crystal orientation and the sign of the photoin-

energy distribution of the signal and the noise at the Fourier duced space charge. The magnitude of the coupling coefficient

plane. In many cases, the spatial noise spectrum is broadly depends on the effective electro-optic coefficient and trap den-

spread at a low intensity relative to the intense signal spectrum sity. For the barium titanate crystal shown in Fig. 1, the orienta-

peaks. This occurs even when the signal-to-noise ratio is low at tion of the c axis gives a negative coupling coefficient, which

the input plane. Here we propose what is to our knowledge the attenuates the signal beam. For this measurement, a signal

first use of any phase-preserving thresholding mechanism (ho- beam that is more intense than the reference beam will pass

lographic materials or other optically addressed spatial light through without loss, while a signal beam that is less intense

modulators) in the Fourier plane to reduce the noise. Nonlinear will lose intensity exponentially. This physical process may be

gain in two-beam coupling is experimentally demonstrated to used for additive noise reduction.

reduce additive speckle in bar-chart images by implementing a When the image is embedded in additive speckle noise, the

self-adaptive Wiener filter. noisy input i (xy) is the sum of the signal s (xy) produced by the

Beam cleanup by photorefractive two-beam coupling is an object transparency and a noise background n (xy). The Fourier

amplification and not a noise-reduction technique because it transforn of the signal and noise are S (U; Uvy) and N (vx,vy), re-

pumps a pure seed beam. 2'3 Other nonlinear-optical methods spectively.

exist for reducing noise in special cases. 7'9 Fast multiplicative The Fourier transform of speckle noise is speckle N (ux, vy)
speckle is removed by time-averaging holography.7 Slowly de- whose spatial spectrum bandwidth is determined by the grain

veloping beam fanning backgrounds are removed by moving size of the speckle n (x, y) in the input plane. An example of the

the crystal. 8 Additive noise may be reduced by using a noise- Fourier transforn of fully developed speckle is shown in Fig.

free reference signal to write a Wiener filter in combination 2A. The speckle in the Fourier plane is spread uniformly up to

with the noisy signal.9 None of these techniques can separate an
unknown signal embedded in a high-noise background. For any
timevarying coherent signal, our new approach reduces addi- -

live noise that varies more slowly than the beam fanning re- G4 (0) -. (L)

sponse time by writing a noise-canceling hologram.

Figure I shows the configuration of two-beam couping. The 0 -
gain experienced by the signal beam can be found from the so-

lution of the coupled wave equation under the slowly varying L.

envelope approximation. If we assume negligible absorption, Fiig I (coiwti for two-wav- mixing in barium wilanatc six'cilfying 1xiih thc

the solution is given byI irleni itnil signal t.anu•.
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splitter with carefil alignment to overlap the signal and noise
beams in both the near and far fields. All the input information

(speckle and signal) was then Fourier transformed by a lens (L)

of 11 -cm focal length into a barium titanate crystal of width 4.2

umm, height 4.6 mm, length 4.9 nmm.

The orientation of the reference and signal beams relative to
the barium titanate crystal is shown in Fig. 1. The crystal was

oriented such that 61 = I ldeg, 02= 17 deg, and 0 = 2.5 deg. For
our crystal, the measured transmittance of a weak-intensity sig-

nal beam by an equal-diameter reference beam was 33%. The
coupling coefficient for our crystal as determined by Eq. (1) is
0.25/mmun, which is consistent with published data.1 In this

noise-reduction configuration, approximately 20% of the signal
energy in the steady state is lost from the signal-beam images in

Fig. 4.

Figure 4 gives characteristic results for this technique of ad-

ditive noise (speckle) reduction. Figure 4A shows the input sig-

"nal information from the fine features in the center of the reso-
lution chart. Figure 4B is the input information (signal enmbed-

ded in additive speckle noise). The initial signal-to-noise ratio
was equal to unity as defined by the ratio of the binary signal

"peak to the noise peak intensities. Figure 4C shows the result of
noise reduction using two-beam coupling. It can be seen that the

signal has passed through with little change, while the noise has

experienced a large attenuation. The result is that the image
Fig. 2. Fourier transfonns. (A) for filly developed speckle and (13) for the contrast is enhanced with an improvement in signal-to-noise

input information (signal plus noise), ratio from I to 8 by transmitting (reflection corrected) 50% and

a certain spatial frequency. A photograph of the Fourier trans- 6% of the signal and speckle, respectively. If we divide the out-
form of a noisy resolution chart input (Fig. 4B) is shown in Fig. put image energy by the total input energy of both punmp and
2B. The signal Fourier transform is seen to be a diffraction pat- signal (after correcting for reflection losses), a total optical effi-
tern of high intensity relative to the noise. It is clear, therefore, ciency of 2% for steady-state coupling is calculated. In device
that by beam coupling the spectrum of the information in the operation, the energy cost of this noise reduction is proportional

Fourier plane with a relatively low-intensity reference beam it is to the energy in the noise, and the optical efficiency improves
possible to remove most of the noise from the signal. The signal for inputs with less noise. For our high noise input, a maxuitun

will pass through with little attenuation, while the speckle noise optical efficiency of approximately 50% would occur for noise
will be coupled into the reference beam.

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 3. It is essen-
tially a standard configuration of two-beam coupling. The laser MI
used is an argon laser operating at X - 514.5 nm with an in-2 /v F,2
tracavity etalon. Beam splitter BSI divides the input intensity

into two beams (beams I and 2). Beam I is the noise beam, M 2  // - ,ffa, 'ti,,
which passes through a diffuser to geneirat spcl.niean0

then through an aperture with the same size as the signal beam. K-
The object beam (beam 3) has its intensity adjusted by the vari-

able neutral-density filter and produces the signal image by 0- - '

illuminating a portion of a U.S. Air Force lens resolution chart. .
The reference beam (beam 4) also passes through a variable Ss as 2

neutral-density filter and has the same size as the object beam. Fig. 3. Fxpri-ncutal arrangement formadinve noise reduction VII Vt2
The signal beamn and the noise beanm were combined by a beam variable nrutrald-dcnsiiy fillers, Nil-M3, uirrors, I), diffus.r. I1,
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A F(uv,uyS) (2)
IS1 +1(2 2  (2)

and the limits become

F l IS2 (N))2

o IS1 2, 2 (N)2

Here I SI 2 is the signal spectral density and (N)2 is the statis-

tical noise spectral density. In Eq. (1), self-adaptive Wiener fil-

tering occurs when the Fourier spectrum of the signal is greater

B ~than the puiup intensity, which is in turn greater than (and pos-

sibly proportional to) the noise intensity. One significant differ-
ence between our photorefractive adaptive Wiener filter and the

classical Wiener filter is that the photorefractive version adap-
tively thresholds out a particular noise spectral pattern, while

the classical Wiener filter attenuates according to the statistical

probability of the noise spectrum.1
0

In sunmary, we have described an energy-efficient nonlin-
ear-optical technique that enhances the contrast of a signal that

is embedded in additive noise. Our specific implementation re-

lies on thresholding the Fourier transfonn of the input infonna-

tion by using photorefractive two-beam coupling. Fourier trans-
forns of many additive noises have broadly spread low-inten-
sity spatial spectra. This is sufficient to produce the spectral sep-

aration of noise and signal patterns required by this technique.
Our result show that it is possible to increase the signal-to-noise

ratio from I to 8 while enhancing features that are both smaller
and larger than the speckle grain size at the input.
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PHOTOREFRACTIVE OPTICAL LOCK-IN DETECTOR
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Abstract - An optical lock-in detector has been proposed and demonstrated Another device that operates on the principle of processing
l7is scheme utilizes the multiplicative and low-passfiltering characteristics of signals that vary faster than the response time of the material is
four-wave mixing in Bi12 SiOz0. the time-integrating optical correlator.6

Consider a photorefractive material in which three beams,

In many scientific, commercial, and industrial applications it Ai, A4 (the reference and the signal beams, respectively), and
A2 interact through FWM. A space-charge field (Esc) is built up,

is necessary to detect and recognize signals that are embedded and a phaseconjugate beam, A3 is generated.7 The photorefrac-
in a high-noise environment. Some of these applications may tive equation that describes the development of the space-
include communications, spectroscopy, and measurement ofthclude Ha mmeff catio and mayfurtherincludebiomedialurapp f charge field within the crystal, assuming that A1 and At are co-
the Hall effect and may further include biomedical applica-by

tions. 1,2 One of the more useful instruments for these applica-

tions is the lock-in amplifier. In certain cases, such as in the .
study of noisy images for which the signal and the noise have dEsc , Esc G A I(t)A4 (t)

different temporal frequencies and in interferometric tech- T T I I0 '

niques for thin filn analysis 3 when the signal is already optical,
it is better to develop an all-optical device that would be parallel where r is the response time of writing the grating, G is a pa-

in its performance. rameter that can be found from standard theories of the pho-

Traditionally a lock-in detector is a combination of a fre- torefractive effect, 8 and 16 is the total intensity of the interacting

quency mixer followed by a low-pass filter. Mixing two signals beams:

of frequencies f1 and f 2 generates signals of frequencies ft + f2
and fI - f 2 and their integer multiples. Low-pass filtering yields 0 I A I 2 + I A2 2 + I A3I 2 + I A 4 I 2 = const.
a signal with the beat frequency fI - f 2 .

Both multiplication and lock-in detection can be realized op- For weakly absorbing materials with small electrooptic coeffi-
tically by using photorefractive four-wave mixing (FWM).4 cients, constant 16, and a time-independent readout beam, the
The multiplicative characteristic of FWM is used for mixing, Kogelnik9 theory yields a phase-conjugate amplitude that is
and the response time of the photorefractive meditun is used for proportional to the space-charge field:

low-pass filtering.
5

In this scheme one reference beam is temporally phase rood- A3 - Esc
ulated at a frequency ft, which is much higher than the recipro-
cal of the crystal response time. The signal beam is phase mood- Asstuning that the specific case in which the two input beams
ulated at a slightly different frequency, f 2. The modulation in Ai and A4 are sinusoidally phase modulated at frequencies

both beans results in the phase-conjugate beam's oscillating in large compared with the reciprocal response time of the mate-

amplitude at the frequency fl - f 2. The amplitude of the oscil- rial, one has
lating phase conjugate is higher at low beat frequencies and
vanishes when the beat period becomes much shorter than the Ai = AI Jexp[- i 1 sin( wIt + 0)1)]
photorefractive response time. When both the signal and the
reference beams are modulated with the same period by similar = I A I J1 ( i )exp[ - in(w it + 100 ) , (2a)

or different wavefonrs, the result is a nonoscillating phase con- -

jugate whose intensity is determined by the phase difference be-

tween the two input modulating signals. We show that this par- A4 = A4 I exp[- i b 2 sin( w2t + 4)2)]
allel optical lock-in detector is analogous to the serial electronic

phase-sensitive detector or lock-in detector. 1,44 1 A Jn ( 62)exp[ - in(W21t + 4)2)] , (2b)
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Because of the low-pass-filtering characteristics of the pho-

torefractive medium, the only terms that have significant contri-

aso Abutions are the terms that satisfy the relationAo
U ! A A.s,. (nW I - m(W2)T < 1

o....... Since the oscillation frequencies are assumed to be large
Camoro

Fig. 1. Experimental arrangenment used for frequency mixing aid optical compared with the reciprocal response time of the photorefrac-

lock-in detection. tive material, the only terms that contribute are the n = n terms,

and

G IAiI I A41 ' Jn(6I)Jn(A2)
Esc 1OT tin((01 - o02) + '/r

A fl=-.

W (4)IF~nkAILV~kI!X exp[ - i,(!- (132)t ]exp[- in(4i - 4)2)] J.
For reference frequencies, w I = (02,

JoEse G I 0 Al IJnA1 ( &i)Jn( 62)exP[ -inl( Itl -02A].

tl= -co(5)

A

0.1

- 0.4

- 0.4

C0

300 -200 -100 0 100 200 "00

TIUIE (.SEC)
0.23 1

Fig. 2. Six oscilloscope traces displaying the results of sinusoidal phase 0.3

nodtildatior. The bottom trmce of each pair shows th" clectrouc rnsldts. - 0.25

A. Poth inputs are modulated at 10.8 rad. B. The two inputs nmoAh dated * 0.2
simultaneously by 10.8 and 5.4 rad. C. Bloth of the inmuis arc 0.16
modulated by 5.4 rad. The horizontal axis in all cases is 100
n•/division, 0.1

where 61 and &2 are the amplitudes of the phase modulations in 0.0--,300 -300 -t00 tO 10 200 300

beams AI and A4, respectively, and wi and ('2 are the phase- 0,TIME 0 1)o

modulation frequencies. The signal phases are 01 and 02 and J,, I ¢___-, __-,

is the nth-order Bessel function. Substituting Eqs. (2) into the 0.6

solution for Eq. (1) yields 0.4

00 00 0.4(/
GJAI I IA4 I J,(bl).,(6) .(62• - • "0.2

-300 -100 *'o0 0 '00 Q 0 300

X exp[ - i(nw - 1102)t ]exp[- i(n4)I - 11102)] . (3) Fig 3 TIitonflical i-dlclI,,' Tl (1,M .1 Ir,,s III I 1
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For w i = 20)2 it is possible to show that the second harmonic
of AI couples with the first harmonic of A4, as is the case in / \
electronic lock-in detectors.'

It is clear from Eq. (5) that, when the fields AI and A4 are
modulated at frequencies higher than the reciprocal response >

time of the material, the output is dependent on the phase differ- - /
zence between the two input signals and their amplitudes. This is ',

the principle of optical phase-sensitive detection.
The experimental arrangement for demonstration of the un-

derlying ideas and comparison with theory is shown in Fig. I. it 0 .
is essentially a standard configuration of FWM modified by _ _ . ,•
two mirrors mounted upon piezoelectric transducers (PZMI 0 . -, -2 T-.

and PZM2) in the reference and signal beams. A 30-mW He-Ne PhASE DIFFERENCE (,ad)

laser beam was expanded to a radius of 2 mm and divided into Fig 4. Intensity of the phase-conjugate return as a function of the phase
difference in the two electronic driving signals. The dots represent tie

two input beams by beam splitter BSI. The intensity of the ref- cxpcnerit•n, and the solid curve represents the theory.

erence beam was I1 = 59 mW/cm 2, and the intensity of the sig-
nal beam was 14 = 82 mW/cm2. The beams intersect in a curve is the theoretical plot from Eq. (3). In these calculations it
Bi 12SiO2O (BSO) crystal at an angle of 180. The reference beam was assumed that the response time of the material is 10 ins,
after its passage through the crystal was reflected back to the which corresponded to the faster of the two response times of
BSO crystal to generate a readout beam of 12 = 38 mW/cm2 . BSO.° Nine pairs of Bessel functions were included in the
The phase-conjugate beam A3 was detected simultaneously by calcuations. A good agreement between the experiment and the
a photodetector and a camera. theory was achieved.

Figure 2 shows three oscilloscope traces of frequency mixing The object of this study is to introduce and demonstrate the
between two sinusoidal phase modulations. The modulation on principle of the optical lock-in detector. Even though the use of
PZMi was at a frequency of 161 Hz, and the modulation on sine waves to modulate the phase of the reference and the signal
PZM2 was at a frequency of 165 Hz. In Fig. 2A the top trace beams is not optimal for self-referencing of the output, an exact
shows the result when both piezoelectric transducers were mod- self-reference can be obtained with a square wave modulating
ulated so that the total phase modulation was 10.8 tad. We em- the phase of the reference beam and a sinusoidal amplitude
phasize that any one of the phase modulations alone was able to modulation of the signal beam. In this sense, the output is lin-
destroy the phase-conjugate beam. The output signal consists of early proportional to the amplitude of the input, which is the
a high peak intensity with two low peak intensities. When the case in the electronic analog.I

phase modulation of any one of the beams was reduced to half An obvious follow-up to these experiments would be to de-
of its original amplitude, the previous two low peaks in Fig. 2A sign a device with pulse-width modulation in the reference
merged into one low peak, as illustrated in the top trace of Fig. beam to avoid coupling in the second harmonic. In addition,
2B. By changing the modulation in both inputs to 5.4 rad, we heterodyne detection would be possible by applying an external
observed a significant change and the result of the frequency mix- electric field across the crystal, resulting in a complex response

ing, which looks like the distorted sine wave shown in Fig. 2C. time. 8

Corresponding theoretical solutions are shown in Fig. 3. In conclusion, we have proposed and demonstrated what is to
TIhese are calculated from Eq. (4), assuming that T = 10 ms and our knowledge the first optical lock-in detector. This scheme
Aw = 0.02416 tad/ms. To show that the frequency of the mixed utilizes the multiplicative characteristic of the real-time holo-
signal is the beat frequency, we fed the two triggers of the driv- graphic mediun as well as the low-pass-filtering property im-
ing signals to an electronic multiplier. The electronic results are posed by the response time of the material. Developing this de-
illustrated in any one of the bottom traces of Figs. 2A-2C. A vice with the use of diode lasers and semiconducting pho-
semiquantitative agreement between the theory and the experi- torefractive materials may open up the possibility of a new gen-
ment has been achieved. eration of optical phase-sensitive detectors that can process spa-

Figure 4 shows the results of the phase-sensitive detector tial and serial information. Using a material with a large electro-
when it is operated simultaneously with two phase-locked si- optic coefficient (such as BaTiO3 or SBN) will provide gain,
nusoidal phase modulations with shifts of 10.8 rad in both pi- therefore permitting consideration of use of some real-time ho-
ezoelectric modulators at a frequency of 162.5 Hz. The solid lographic media in an optical lock-in amplifier.
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SPHERICAL-WAVE EXPANSIONS OF PISTON-RADIATOR FIELDS

Ronald Witn, mi, National Jil tlh of Staiklimdrd; and Teclumology 0
A'thtUl 1). Yaghjpan, Il lcctronumgnic,'s & Rchabihly Di)rrclorate, Rtoiw Lamoratory

1iblhslmd in J Acomst1 Soc Am. Vol. IX), No. 3, Srplcxiltr 11'$9

Abstract - Simple spherical-wave expansions of the continuo•s-wtcvefielcb of
a circular piston raituxior in a rigid baffle are derived These expansions are ik
valid throughout the illuminated half-space and are useful for efficient numer- V. v -- p , (0b)
ical computation in the near-field region. Multipole coefficients are given IYY P0C
closed-form expressions which can be evaluated recursively

where po is the equilibrium density, c is the speed of sound,

and k = wtc. The time harm-onic factor exp( - iot ) is sup-

1. INTRODUCTION pressed here and in the remaining discussion.
Pressure and the Cartesian components of the velocity also

The subject of this paper first came to our attention regarding obey the Helmholtz equation
a similar electromagnetic problem: In order to test the robust-
ness of algorithms for determining far-field patterns from near- V 2u + k2u = 0. (2)
field data, 1-3 we have been studying radiation problems for
which fields can be calculated accurately and efficiently Spherical waves are elemental (multipole) solutions which
throughout free space. We realized that the fields of a uniformly arise naturally when Eq. (2) is separated in spherical coordi-
excited circular aperture can be expanded in spherical waves, nates. We define
and a natural first step in solving this electromagnetic problem
is to solve the corresponding acoustic problem.4  U n (r) 1 injn (kr)Y,(, (3a)

While searching for comparable results, we were surprised to
find that spherical-wave expansions for piston-radiator fields , (3r) inh(,) (kr)Ym,1 (r) . (3b)
seem not widely known. The 1969 review paper of Gitis and

Khimunin5 briefly mentions papers of Backhaus,6,7 and The Yn are spherical harmonics, andjn and hn~') are spheri-

Stenzel,8 who give spherical-wave expansions for the region r cal Bessel and Hankel functions (Ref. 22, Chaps. 3 and 16).

> a, wb,-re a is the piston radius and r is the distance to the ob-

servation point, measured from the center of the piston. The Consider the problem of a uniformly vibrating, infmitesi-
meally thin disk as depicted in Fig. "The velocity at the surface

range of validity exceeds that of better known expressions such - = 0' is + V d. and the velocity at the surface z = 0 is -Vz.

as those of Carter and Williams9 or of Seki et al. 10 We know of Z
From symmetry considerations, the z component of the particle

sonsof re cnsubstandSti eenzel, althoughe hcalculation ofpison- velocity is 0 on the aperture plane; thus, when z > 0, the fieldssions of Backhiaus and Stenzel, although calculation of piston-

radiator fields has continued to generate much interest (for ex-
amples, see Refs. 11-21 ). Y Y

In Sec. 2 we give spherical-wave expansions for piston-
radiator fields in the interior region (r < a), as well as in the ex- U.'- , X

terior(r > a) region. In Secs. 3 and 4 we derive expressions for
the multipole coefficients in a form suitable for recursive calcu- I\/__
lation. In Sec. 5 we present numerical results as a point of com- -__ -'V

parison for anyone wishing to apply our formulation. -- _ ......-

2. SPHERICAL-WAVE EXPANSIONS / 1
//

Throughout a source-free region, the acoustic pressure p and
particle velocity v are related by

Fzg 1 A disk radiator, tix'sPc i~v¢ anl cdgc viewsv

Vp = iWPov (la)
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of the disk radiator correspond to the fields of a piston radiator
in a rigid baffle. With this understanding, we will use the terms
"piston" and "disk" interchangeably. Since disk-radiator fields /

are defined for all directions, natural orthogonalities of spheri-
cal harmonics can be exploited in developing field expansions.- /

We divide space into two regions: The interior region is the
spherical volume (r < a) which contains the disk radiator. The Z
exterior region (r > a) is the remaining (infinite) volume. The

u,, are finite at the origin and are used for expanding fields in " C

the interior region. The Unm obey the radiation condition and

are used for expanding fields in the exterior region.

Spherical-wave expansions for the pressure and z compo-

nent of the velocity have the form

Fig. 2. A hole of radius a in a disk radiator of arbitrarily large radis.

j(r) = exp(ikI z)- Uv u)v u,o (r), r_ a, (4a) 16). The form of the interior region (r < a) expressions can be
v=0 motivated using Fig. 2. Here, a circular hole of radius a is cut in

an infinite disk radiator (that is, a disk radiator of arbitrarily
(r) = v A60 (r), r> a, (4) large radius). Within this opening (r < a) fields can be ex-

r = 0 panded using the spherical waves u,¶j) (r) (Ref. 23, theorem

V-=0
13). When the hole of Fig. 2 is filled in by the disk radiator of

iiz (r) = sgn (z) exp (ik I z I) Fig. 1, the fields are plane waves. Therefore, for the disk alone,

the fields (r < a) can be expressed as the difference between a

plane-wave part and a spherical-wave expansion of what may
24

-) uY" 1uYT2 .o (r), r-< a (5a) be termed an edgewave part. Validity of Eqs. (4) and (5) at

V =0 r -= a is discussed in the Appendix.
The plane-wave parts of Eqs. (4a) and (5a) satisfy the in-

homogeneous Helmholtz equations

i(r)=X uov+1 uPv)+l,0 (r), r_!a . (5b)
v= (V+ k2)exp(ik I z) = 2ik 6 (z), (7a)

Normalized pressure and velocity are - p/(pocVP and (V+ k2)sgn(z)exp(ik I z I) = 2 8 (z), (7b)

V - v/V, and sgn(z) is 1,0, or -1, depending on whether z is

positive, 0, or negative. The superscripts i and e on the multi- and account for the source in the aperture plane.

pole coefficients refer to interior and exterior. Together with ex- Spherical-wave functions have been defined so that

pressions for the coefficients given in Secs. 3 and 4, Eqs. (4) and

(5) are the fundamental results of this paper. exp(ikr)

The expansions Eqs. (4) and (5) reflect the symmetries of the unm (r)r-:**Ynm ( r ) ikr (8)

disk radiator: The second spherical-wave index is 0 due to in-

variance on rotation about the z axis, and since Thus

un)( - r)( - )nu 4(r) , (6) ( erp(ikr)
ikr (9)

1 (r) is an even function of z and -6 z (r) is an odd function of

z, as required by symmetry of rotation of 180* about the y where

axis.

In the source-free exterior region ( r > a ) fields can be ex- t*.(r) - U u5v Y2vo (r) . (10)

panded using the spherical waves uli) (r) (Ref. 23, theorem
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In our case, Uz = 1 on the surface of the disk, and
Similarly,

e(i) exp( -iK R) k2 d R (16a)"p ((1)6na<

ikr

(ka)2 JI(Ka) (16b)
Ic) Ka

3. FORMULAS FOR THE EXTERIOR Here Jn is cylindrical Bessel function. Substitution of Eq.

REGION COEFFICIENTS (16b) into Eq. (9)gives Airy's famous far-field formula (Ref. 26,
pp. 395-398).

In this section we will obtain formulas for the exterior coeffi- The coefficients in Eq. (10) can be found using the or-
cients: thonorrnality of the spherical harmonics:

VIn = v 4nt(4n + 1) (1-a(21n) Ufu *(n)YnO(f)d•,

(17)
nt• -ka •1 (12) 2X Aq = 0 (2p -- )!! 4p -Ij2- (ka) ( fdf dof sin OdO.

From Eqs. (16a) and (17),
Ve+l = i44t(4n + 3) (1- P41)1)

n ~~ ~ ~ U (g3 e2 ~kdR•-.'-YnO( i~exp( -ik'R )dk

n (13) 47
n+l= -2- '! (4p+ 1)j2P (ka)

P. - =2fR<aU (R)k2dR
Here, (2n)!!- 2" 4" 6... (2n),(2n-1)!!- l-.3" 5... (2n-l1), <

and (0)!! - (-1!!- 1.
We begin with the familiar spectral representation25 =4nfuW(AR)k2R dR. (18)

1z (r u-v*(i )exp(ik' r) dKz ,(1)2
i 2z (r) = " u( )k r z > 0, (14) We have used the spectral representation2

where
J dK "-L dkxf dk, K" kxx + ky Ki I K I, un(r)=I-jynm(k)exp(ik'r)d(. (19)

and since k = k = o/c, Because

= - . 74n1 (2n1)!!'
___-____ K>k.

The spectrum can be determined if the z component of the ve- we can write Eq. (18) as

locity is known on the aperture plane: Vun='4in(4n+1)(1-ctal), (20a)

*( --L, f ,(R)exp(- ' R)kOd R, U =0, (20b)

(15) with

dR-f dxf dy, R- xx + yy, R- IRI.
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n)x!- 1J (2(1
"n. (2n)!! f0 xi2,,, -. (21) 1)+i = GL~n)+ (2n)!! J2" (ka) - (26)

Equations (10), (20), and (2 1) can also be obtained by integrat- From Eqs. (22) and (26), we have

ing a well-known spherical-wave expansion of Jo(Ka) [Ref. 28,
Eq. (10.1.48) 1. 13=l ) sin(ka)

Using recursion formulas for the spherical Bessel functions, ka

we can easily show that

(2n-1)!! ~ ~ (22b) pole1 coffcints.! Eqain (27 leddrclt)h lsd
(2)n!+ I f exprlesin Eq. j2n(ka). Wecan a- (27b)

otV31)= cos(ka)= kaj- 1(ka), (22a) (2,n )!!,

These formulas are useful for recursive calculation of the multi-
mtl) (2)!! tin- I a + (22b) pole coefficients. Equations (27) lead directly to the closed-

2form expression Eq. (13). We can also show that

These formulas are useful for recursive calculation of the

multipole coefficients. Equations (22) lead directly to the 1 - Op + li2p(ka) (28)closed-form expression Eq. (12). We can also show that Pa=n+ 1 (2p/)!!" "

Dl=ka, (-1-ka) (23) Since P•n)+1 approaches 1, Eq.(28) is preferable to Eq. (13)

pI=n+l (2 p)!! for calculating I - PS'1)+ for large n.

The method used to determine the coefficients in Eqs. (4b)

Since oc&1) approaches 1, Eq. (23) is preferable to Eq. (12) for and (5b) can be generalized for aperture velocity profiles of the
calculating 1 -01 for large n. form 6z (R) = (kR)nn=0,l,2,...

In a 1930 paper,6 Backhaus obtained the result (in our nota- Before leaving this discussion of exterior coefficients, we

tion) will write our results in a form more suitable for comparison
with the interior coefficient results of Sec. 4. We define spheri-

n cal-wave operators as follows:

PPm ( mn k MYf{} (29)

X (2+/-1r ka) i-O+lj_(ka). (24)

//!(n-/(24)"cPun is an nth order differential operator involving the spatial
derivatives 3x, ay, and dx. In particular,

This can be shown (with some difficulty) to satisfy Eqs. (22). In

subsequent papers, Stenzel29 and Backhaus7 essentially derived 2n+71- I
Eq. (21) and demonstrated the equivalence of Eq. (24); how- ,o0 = , Pn(n), q-T-az. (30)

ever, they did not note the recursion formula Eq. (22b).
The expansion (5b) for the z component of the velocity field

can be obtained using Eqs. (la) and (4b). We find that That is, in the Legendre polynomial Pn (cos 0), we replace
cos 0 = z /r by the operator q. In the following discussion, we

UK=0 , (25a) will use the facts

1mn,, exp(ik- r) = Ymn (k)exp(ik" r), (31a)u~n~ =€'/t(4+3) 1-1•1)+i),(25b)

where (Pmj0(kr=u,,1() (31b)
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Tnni1) (3)1
p,un (kr)=u,zn(r). (31c) ) +

(38)
These and other properties of the spherical-wave operators are n

discussed more fully in Ref. 27. c(3] = ka E I4 h1) I (ka)

Now let us generalize Eq. (18) by making a function ofz: = 0 (2p)!! 2p-

e(n, = T4n(4n+3) [3+

ne(z)m4nfu,(n(r)k2RdR, r=zz+R, (32) 4)no (39)
n

with the understanding that e=, (O). Applying Eqs. (31), = E (2p-)!! (4p +1) h• (k),

we have 
o

Our derivation of Eqs. (38) and (39) uses the fact that
V3(z:)=4n c•Pn.4o(kr)k2 R dR

"" ( 0 j ioi(kr) R (-)m4rn .Pn-m u(")](0) =fY i;.( ,)Yrv (i)d k= f 6)n ibr (40)

= 4n (OPon sikr k 2R dR

which is based on Eqs. (19) and (3 la). Thus spherical-wave op-

erators can be used to determine multipole coefficients if the

4it'no [cos(kz)- cos(A )] . (33) field and all of its derivatives are known at a point in space. Be-

cause of the axial symmetry of the piston problem, it is neces-
The integral may be preformed by changing the vriableo sary t3 know only derivatives along the z axis, and these may be

integration from R to r and noting that R dR = r dr. Similarly, calculated from Eq. (35). The first term in Eq. (35) evidently
we can define gives the plane-wave part of Eq. (4a); the second term gives the

edge-wave contribution. Applying Eq. (40) to Eqs. (4a) and
znze(z)ý4nqcno [cos(kz)-cos(kVT)] , (34) (5a), we have

where Ue=,ze (0). The bracketed quantity in Eqs. (33) and (34) un(z) 41ECPnoexp(ikr'-T), (41)

is the real part of the familiar expression for pressure on the z. 30
axis: u37((z) 4•q'Pnoexp(ik2+a), (42)

P(zz)=exp(ik) I z ) -exp(ikl a). (35) c(43)(z)"Pn (') exp(ikV--V), (43)

Equations (33) and (34) can be put in the form of Eqs. (20) p(z) P e i
and (25) using Eqs. (30) and (31 a) and the definitions n Pn (9) exp(ik ), (44)

c.4'kz)i- Pn(rj)cos(k rz T), (36) where vin = vn (0), and so on. A comparison of Eqs .(43) and

(44) with Eqs. (36) and (37) confirms the fact that Eqs. (12) and

(nI)ý- qPn(n)cos(k r (37 (13) are the real parts of Eqs. (38) and (39).
k ), (First, we evaluate the operator expression Eq. (44):

with t(n')= al(0) and 0(1l)= 0z(nl)(0). P[3)(Z) • Pn (q) ikzhbN)(kr "). (45)

Now
4. FORMULAS FOR THE INTERIOR REGION
COEFFICIENTS Pn(q)ikz - ikzPn(9) = Pn(q), (46)

In this section we will obtain formulas for the interior coeffi-

cients: P2n(n) E(4p- 1) P2p- l(q), (47)
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n a necessary condition for the continuity of pressure and velocity

P2n÷ l(n) = I (4p+ 1) P2p(f)• (48) is
,=0

In addition, from Eq. (3 1c), sin(k I zJ) ()V(4v + I) t2.(kr) P2v (r z), (53a)
v-0

P n9 f "(k J7~ a 74nu .,(,3 + - sgn(z)cos(kz)

= • (-)V(4v + 3)

Equations (46)-(49) can be used to evaluate Eq. (45) for arbi- V=0

trary z. When z = (0), PV,) + I is given by Eq. (39) and 1?n) = 0.

Next, we evaluate the operator expression Eq. (43). The rela- X t2v+ l(kr)P2v÷ I(r z), (53b)

tion
where

2no3)(z) - (4n - 1) (z3- 1(z) + (2n - l)ot[3)- 2(Z) = 0 (50)

N0(x) = - -(cos x- 1),
follows from Eqs. (43) and (44) and a familiar recursion for- x

mula for Legendre polynomials. With Eq. (50) and the starting 1

value I(x) = - -1-(cos x- 1) - - sin x,
x "

c4?3)(-- exp(ikl), (51) 2-
=n(X) = 2n- I n-(X) - tn-2(x)

3 known (3).
the c(A) can be calculated from the known 13n3. When z = 0, it
is not difficult to show that +l 2n- I i n P 0

x n-I
3) 3) (2n - 1)!! kah~2+I(ka) (52a)

(2n)!! Also,

(X?.)+÷I = 0 . (52b) jn (x) + itn (x) = i-n Pn (cos 0)

Equations (39) and (52a) lead directly to Eq. (38).

The method used to determine the coefficients in Eqs. (4a) X exp (ix cos 0) sin 0 dO,
and (5a) can be generalized for aperture velocity profiles of the

form iUz (R) = (kR)n, n = 0,2,4,..... i .n (kz) = npn (,) to (kz).
In his classic 1934 paper, King31 stated that he had been able

to reproduce Backhaus's formulas by a procedure which also In obtaining Eqs. (53) we have used the spherical-wave expan-

enabled him to calculate the coefficients of the interior expan- sion for exp(i k- r) [ Ref. 22, Eq. ( 16.127)) [which can be de-

sion; however, he neither elaborated on his methodology nor rived easily with Eqs. (31a) and (40)]. It is an interesting exer-

gave his results. Instead, he claimed that the spherical-wave cise to verify that the series of Eqs. (53a) and (53b) are fornal

representation was invalid because pressure and velocity could solutions of Eqs. (7a) and (7b).

not be continuous at r = a. From the viewpoint of the disk prob- The coefficients in Eqs. (53) cwa also be obtained directly by

lem, King's objection is flawed because he did not account for exploiting the orthonormality of spherical harmonics. Accord-

the source term [see Eqs. (7) ]. ing to Hobson (Ref. 32, p. 345), these are valid representations.

Nevertheless, since the coefficients of Eqs. (4) and (5) were Equation (53a) converges uniformly with respect to r and Eq.

obtained by ensuring a match with the known fields on the z (53b) converges uniformly with respect to r in any closed inter-

axis, it is appropriate to check the behavior at r = a. We find that val that excludes 0 = rt/2. It can be shown that
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X (2n- 1)!!
(2n - 1) (2n + 2) (2n)!! Imp(r)= ( - )v (4v + 1) (I - axt£)

v=O

1 (2n - 1)!!
•2n+l (xX)... -(2n + 2) (2n)!! X y2v(kr) P2v (r z), r >_ a, (57b)

and so Eqs. (53) converge slowly. [See also Eqs. (Al) and (A2).] Here,

Stenzel29 obtained a solution for r _ a by dividing the disk

into a smaller disk with radius r and a ring with inner radius r h(nl)(x) jn(X) + iyn (x),

and outer radius a. In our notation,
(3) 2)

a(3n (4) + Xn

( -- dR Po(r) As discussed in the Appendix, we use the average of Eqs.

(57a) and (57b) to improve convergence when r = a.

1 Algorithms for computing Legendre polynomials and spher-
4 u3v~o(R)k 2 R uý',) (r)I. (54) ical Bessel functions based on three-term recursion relations are

r well known and extremely efficient,34 requiring no further dis-

cussion here.

This also follows from Eq. (4a) if sin (k I zj ) is replaced by the The tx 2n) may be calculated by applying Eq. (38) recursively

series in Eq. (53a). Because of slow convergence, Eq. (54) is of for successively larger n values. It is best to compute I - ay.,

limited computational usefulness; however, Stenzel did give
numticl esutswhih re alabl fr cmprisn.29,33 using Eq. (23) beginning with some large value of n. [The term-sntumerical results which are valuable for comparison.293 in Eq. (23) decrease rapidly when 2n > ka.] Then Eq.(22b)

Poor convergence of Eqs. (4) and (5) for r = a can be over-

come by expanding the fields about a point, say, zoz, other than may be used to compute I - ac1) for successively smaller n
values. Correct determination of the coefficients may be yeni-

the origin. We have actually provided the machinery to accom-

plish this efficiently. For example, fled with the sums

(4v + 1) (1 - xS'v)) =ka 2 58
P(r) = exp(ik I z) - v (zo) u(tR (r - zoz). (55) -(ka) 2 , (58)

v0 v-- O

If z0 = a, then Eq. (55) will converge uniformly when v 1 I))2 25Ir-a1<4"--a '•(4v+ I)l- )2 ka)2 I-lIJI(2ka) 'a(59)

1 r - az I <F2-a. ''O 2' ai J(v =0

5. NUMERICAL RESUUfS
O(4v+ 1)(1- aY5V) (V2) =kaH (2ka), (60)

For numerical evaluation, it is convenient to divide the pres- V0 2

sure expansion Eq. (4) into real and imaginary parts:

where Hn is Struve function (Ref. 28, Chap. 12). Equation (58)
00 follows on evaluating Eqs. (10) and ( 16b) on the z axis. Equa-

Re P (r) - V(4v + 1) (I - a v)j 2v (kr) P2 v (r z), (56) tions (59) and (60) are consequences ofan exact expression for

"V-0 the complex power:30

Imp(r) - sin(k I z:) -- Y ( ) (4v + I ) a,)

f p (R)v*(R) z d R

X J2,00)P2.(z, r< a, (57a)
= pocvl I - [JI(2ka) + iH1 (2ka)i . (61)
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Table i. Values of I - a(,[) and c(ýV) for selected n, ka = 10. Table 2. Normlizcd p.mture, ka - 10, on tlh plmne kz - 5.

n 1- 1 a,2 kR Real p hnaginary

0 1.839 071 529 IE+00 -5.440 211 108 9E-01 0.0 9.994 605 730 8E- 02 2.405 506 OW4 3E -02
2 6.620674 021 0E-0I 3.978 712 848 IE-01 0.5 1.133 588 5206E-01 -2.367 178 245 3E --92
4 1.007 656045 7E+00 -4.362 441 5536E-01 1.0 1.516043 124 4E-01 -1.598 154 260 5EK- 0 1
6 1.389455813 IE+00 2.088 614 436 8K-01 1.5 2.089645 8274E-01 -3.644948034 IE-01
8 7.250 833 678 6E-01 4.579 219 839 6F-01 2.0 2.767 503 658 9E- 01 -6.084 343 885 OE- Ol

10 2.050512401 3E-0I -1.260 612 1874E-01 2.5 3.444611 8572E-01 -8.579648897 1K--t1
12 3.725395 1162E-02 -1.304 066 7199E-00 3.0 4.012 162 7870F-01 -1.08061797341E0 ,W
14 4.774 284 322 9E-03 -4.589 471 290 4E-00 3.5 4.372 807 718 IE- 01 -1.250 258 762 7EK 00
16 4.578 614 220 1E-04 -2.079 142 506 8E'01 4.0 4.454 892 734 0O - 01 1.350 826 746 4E" W
18 3.4232925078E-05 -1.408 637 5350E'02 4.5 4.2236853266E-01 -1.3780545977E W0
20 2.056 703 810 6E-06 -1.356 186 578 6E+03 5.0 3.687 863 522 7E - 01 -1,338 958 (468E 0EM
22 1.016 370035 0E 07 -1.730 097 926 2E+04 5.5 2.9)0064 275 7E - •1. -1.249 341 329 5V x'
24 4.208 889 732 2E-09 -2.791 777 234 IE-05 6.0 1.951048893 IE-01 -1.129925 039 2 E' W
26 1.482 9694460E-10 -5.527 330 3874E÷06 6.5 9.579578402 IE-102 -1.0L11 970424 O1- (X)
28 4.5026366665E-12 -1.313 388 1369EK08 7.0 4.806817500)3E-03 -8.832771 5730K-OI
30 1.190 849 831 2E-13 -3.681 930 243 3E',09 7.5 -6597 211 267 5E- 02 -7853208 161F- 0-1
32 2.769063563 IE-15 -I 201 003 9198E' I1 8.0 -1.072924 2203E-01 -7.119867 8W)9E-Ol
34 5.7069172035E-17 -4.506 045 546 IE-12 8.5 -I.140 1569870E-01 -6 599 934 213 9E- 01
36 1.049 890 971 9E- 18 -1.925 683 367 8E, 14 9.0 -8.599 734 750 8EK- 02 -0.207 390 854 2h- 01
38 1.734 966 197 3E-20 -9.295 163 839 9E, 15 9.5 -2.821 635 828 2E - 02 -5.830 400 0(1 61O"- 01
40 2.589 876 394 2E-22 -5.030 657 908 1E+ 17 10.0 4.10 048 541 9E - 12 -5.361 019 985 1K - 0U1
42 3.509 924 097 8E-24 -3.033 054 868 4E* 19 10.5 1.358 780 899 7E -01 4.720 996 305 3E- -01
44 4.338359 188 0E-26 -2.025 482 4642E+21 '1.0 2.161 0750197E-01 -3.878 934 66l OF- OI
46 4.910880224 8E-28 -1.490 513 391 4E+-23 11.5 2.779702 284 7E-01 -2.8564164084E-01
48 5.110212 5255E-30 -1.203 067 4107E'25 12.0 3.1182103654E- 01 -1.722987611 IE-01
50 4.905315 1505E-32 -1.060 637 778 2Ek27 12.5 3.124927 801 oE -01 -5.819(X04951 7E-02

100 4.572 370 070 5E-91 -6.928 278 505 5E+84 13.0 2.800 629 290 7E - 01 4.501 735 623 SE- 02
500 6.703 434 072 8F-789 -7.571 819 662 6E: 779 13.5 2.197 469 1785E -01 1.264 749 861 3E -oI

1000 1.595461674 7E-1873 - l.991 413 212 3E+ 1863 14.0 1.4093127777E -;' ! 782 469 038 21/n - 01

14.5 5.555 173 7882E - '" 966 365 (A ) 11.- -01
15.0 -2.399 56S (X2 9EK- 02 ý828 586 039 1E- 01

Equation (59) results when the radiated power [twice the real
part of Eq. (61)] is computed by integrating the intensity over a of te1 ts required at 95( % of the points was less than or equal to
sphere in the far-field region using Eqs. (9) and (11). Equation 14, 24, and 39. (3) The largest number of tems required at any
(60) results when the integral in Eq. (61) is evaluated using Eqs. one point was 24, 86, and 297. As Table I shows, computation

4lo rka- 10 near r = a can tax standardly available dynamic ranges.(4a) and (2 1). Table I is a listing of I - .,,)and -P•2, for ka =1
Figures 3-5 show pressure (ka = 10) at three radii, kr - 6), 10,

and selected values of n. Note that I - 'xS11 decreases sharply and 20. Figure 5 also shows the far-field pattern [Fq. (10) nor-
when 2n > 10. italized to 2 on the z axis] for reference. Computation at r - a

The number of terms needed to sum the series of Eqs. (4) and may be checked against the exact result31

(5) is on the order of ka. The exception occurs when r = a,

where convergence becomes much poorer. It is difficult to give
P laB,) -- [I - JO(2ka) I- Hfo(24-a) . (6)2)a precise assessment, since behavior depends strongly on re- 2 2

quired accuracy, and so we illustrate by example. Equations

(57) (ka = 10) were summed on the z axis from kz= 0 to, 20 at Figures 6 and 7 give presutre on the apxerture plane kz : 0 ald
0.01 increments. The number of terms needed to obtain relative on the plane kz - 5. These figures illustrate, graphically, that
accuracies of 0.01,0.001, and 0.0001 was recorded with the fol- pressure is contltutotis at r = a. (The slight roughness in the
lowing results: (I) The percentage of Ix)ints where ten or fewer curves is a contseqtlence of plotter resolution.) To allow closer
tenns were required was 88%, 74%/, and 591; . (2) The tiuntiwr cottp;risbti TaN.e II gives numerical data at kz ý S.
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1.5 2.0

kr = 6
kr ý 0Ca 1.0 .....?;"•..... kr ý 20

.. Far-field Pattern

0.5

0 . .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. ..

10

• -0.5-

S-10 0.5.
0.

0 - kr = 6
I.. - 5 ........ kr = 10

.... -- kr =20 0 ....0 7.,
Z 0.0

-2.0 0 30 60 90
0 30 80 90 Theta (degrees)

Theta (degrees)

Fig. 3. Real part of the pressure, ka - 10, kr - 6, 10, and 20. Fig. 5. Amplitude of the pressure, ka - 10, kr- 6, 10, and 20. T'hc far-field
pattern ( noimalized to 2 on the z axis) is shown for reference.

Finally, the more complicated fields of a disk with ka = 50 lent piston radiator). Spherical-wave expansions are given in
are shown in Fig. 8, where the pressure is plotted for kr = 30,50, Eqs. (4) and (5). Expressions for the multipole coefficients are
and 100. Much larger disks can be treated since computational given in Eqs. (12), (13), (38) and (39). This solution is suitable
effort per field point is a roughly linear function of the piston ra- for efficient and accurate numerical computation throughout
dius. the near-field region. We hope that our results will be useful in

the evaluation of numerical and analytical techniques which are

6. SUIvI]vIARY applicable for a wider range of geometries.

We have developed a complete solution for the acoustic
fields of a uniformly excited circular disk (and for the equiva-

"2.0
t'. 1. 1. ,

.0

S-0.5
-101.0

0.0.

-W. .0.5

-1.0

N- -1 kr = 60 1-~ Real Part
0 Imaginary PartE Ir =:!Z

.0 10 I

Theta (degrees)

F:ig- 4. Iniaginary part of the pressure, ka - 10, kr - 6, 10, and] 20. Fig. 6. Plrcssure, ka -10, on the aperTature, plane kz -0. Thew vrlical 1uue it

k R - 10 locates the poiint for which r - n.
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""* 0.5 /...
APPENDIX: VALIDITY OF THE 0. /

SPHERICAL-WAVE EXPANSIONS AT r - a
Here, we establish the validity of Eqs. (4) and (5) when r = a. - Imagiary Parte

We first show that the interior and exterior expansions converge -0.5-
to the same result at r = a. Then, we show that P and iz are con-
tinuous r - a. • -1.0

For the purpose of the discussion, it is convenient to divide
the velocity expansion Eqs. (5) into real imaginary parts:

0 - 10 15
kR

Reiz (r) = sgn(z)cos(kz) + v ( -

v=o Fig. 7. Pressure, ka - 10, on the plane kz - 5. The vertical line at
kR=7/7•=8.660 locates the point for which r - a.

X uv(kr) P2,+1(r" z), r•_ a, (A la)

"- sgn(z) cos(kz) = (-)v
ReGz (r) = ( - )v x (kr) P2+1 (r" z), r a, v'=0

v=-0

X [uv.(ka) + Uv (Ika) ]P2v, (r' z). (A3)

It**5i (0)= ) (4v+ 3)(1 - Thus Re iz (ar), from either Eq. (Ala) or (Alb), equals the
average

v=0 Re 3z (ar) = • sgn(z)cos(kz)

Xj2v+ l(kr) P 2v+i (r z), (A2)

where 2.0

uv(kr) - (4v + 3) P3v)ilj2v+i(kr),

1.5
uv(kr) (4v + 3) (1 - v)+l)y2v+l (kr),

A-d

The expansion for the imaginary part of iiz Eq. (A2) is uni-
formly convergent with respect to r (Ref. 23, theorem 13) and is N0.
continuous at r = a since the spherical waves are continuous 9 0.5

(Ref. 35, theorem 13-8). kr 30
Convergence of the expansions Eqs. (A l) for the real part of 0 kr = 50Skr = 100

15z can be demonstrated as follows: From Eq. (53b) we have 0.0 .. . .

that, for z = a cos 0, Theta (degreeo)

Fig. 8. Anplitude of the pres&sur. ha - 50, kr - 30, 50, and 100
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I - E = n/,we see that
+ 2 - )v [uv, (ka) - uv+ (Ica) I ~~r=/,(9

0 -. (r/2)

X P2, (M) as expected.'18

provided that Eq. (A4) is convergent. With the aid of Eqs. (28) The validity of Eqs. (5) at r = a can also be established using
and (39), it can be shown that the approach of this appendix. The expansions converge abso-

lutely and uniformly.

un(ka) - un+(ka) =-(2n - 1)!!
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DUAL-SERIES SOLUTION TO SCATTERING FROM A CHANNEL IN A
GROUND PLANE
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Publist" in IEEE Microwave and Guided Wave Letters, Vol. 1. No. 9, Septenber 1991 (IEIE Log Nunmber 9102354)

Abstract - Eract dual-series eigenfunction solutions, andi simple closed-foarn

low-frequency asymptotic approxinumtions are determined for the problems of

"7M and TEscatteringfrom a semicircular channel in a perfectly conuhicting ,0_W b

ground plane. The eigenfunction solutions provide benchmarks for channel

scattering, alud the low-frequency solutions can be used to determine directly

incremental length diffraction coefficients for narrow channels.

r--K

ALTHOUGH the scattering of plane waves from semicircu- Fig. I. Geometry of semicircular chaxuel in lwrfectly conducting groluul

lar protuberances [1] and slits [2] have long been solved ex- plane.

actly, neither an exact eigenfunction solution nor a closed-form In the interior region (r _ a) the electric field can be expanded

low-frequency solution exists, as far as we are aware, to the with Bessel functions as

problem of scattering from a channel in a ground plane. We thus

present in this letter dual-series eigenfunction solutions, and E," = • Jn(kr) [ Bn cos (n4)) - Cn sin (not))]

their low-frequency asymptotic approximations in closed form, n=

to the 2-D problems of TM and TE scattering by a semicircular (Co = 0) (r < a), (4)

channel in a ground plane [3]. (A series representation for the

low-frequency TM solution was found previously by Sachdeva where Bn and Cn are two more sets of modal coefficients which,

and Hurd [4].) As shown in Fig. 1, a normally incident plane along withAn, will be determined from the boundary conditions

wave makes an angle 4) muc with the positive x axis, the channel at r = a. From Maxwell's equations we write the o)-component

along the z axis is of radius r = a, and the direction of scattering of the magnetic field as H0 = (l/io wp)arEz, so that the bound-

is given by the angle 4) with the x axis. Harmonic time depen- ary conditions at r = a of zero tangential electric field on the

dence of the form e"tt is assunmed throughout. channel (rt <4) < 2 it) and continuous fields across the aperture

For the incident TM plane wave, the z-component of the elec- circular ( 0 < 4 < nt ) become

ttic field can be expanded in cylindrical waves as [5]

SB,J,, (ka) cos (no)+X CJ,a (ka) sin (no) = 0(nt < 4 < 2 A),

=e i k r ccts(4-4 •') il nJn ( 4-4 1=0 n= I
EE• B=., eka co (i" +.k~~(- "nn (1)) sin (.

The scattered field for r > a may be expressed as the stun of nB=0 : (ka) cos (n4)) + Cn•, (ka) sin (It4)

two parts, the reflected TM plane wave given by
t) in )+AngI2" (ka) I sin (no))y.[4inn (ka) sin (no) +c A n

E, = e in A,(kr)e"'" *' (2) ,a =(0<4 r) ,

and the "'diffracted" field expanded with Hankel functions as B,J'n (ka) cos (n4))+ X CnJ', (ka) sin (he)
Enzhi "ka) Cos 01) = Gf I)si 1

E A At2 (kr) sin (hO) (rŽ a). (3)

"= [4inJ'n (ka) sin (n) "w) + A, 1It;l'(ka) I sin (n')
'= I

where the An are the unknown modal coefficients. The dif- (0<4)<zt)l (5)

fracted field vanishes on the ground plane so that the total field

for r > a also vanishes there.
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By making a simple change of variables o-,do - 7E in the first Solving (9) numerically, we then find the following closed-
equation, each equation in (5) can be written in the form form expression for TM scattered from a small semicircular

W *channel

"g,, (ka) cos (ndo) =Efn (ka) sin ("4d) 2 r 85f (ka 2 /4 e-ikr i

n=o n=1t ez- Ir sin do sin d

(0 < 4 < n). (6) (ka small), (10)
Partial orthogonality of the sinusoids over 0 to n gives the fol- which has the same functional form as that for TM scattering
lowing relations between fm(ka) and gn(ka) from a narrow slit in a conducting plane [2], [6]. In the expres-
fm (ka) I m=0.2, 4 4 gn (ka) sion (10) we have found the contant 0.185 by a single numerical

Jm • 2. matrix inversion since (9) shows that for narrow channels the
n , ka-dependence is removed from the matrix, and only the coef-

'm 4 mg1n (ka() ficient Ai is needed to determine the diffracted fields.
-mWjIn2 . The transverse electric case can be solved in a similar fashion

n- =02,4These rby expressing z-components of the incident, reflected, and dif-These relations can then be used to derive the following two

equations fracted H-fields as

E,= 2"• •1 j n(ka) + i 2ka HzC = eikr cos( )= 0 P =_inJ,n(kr)er(to 0

(n-n odd) 00

[J,, (ka) Hl2' (ka) J (ka) - J',, (ka) H.) (ka) Ji. (ka)]} Hlz =eiArcOS )= e in (kr) eu'"•'

= ij"J, (ka) sin (mnO inc), in = 1,2,3 n0= f

Am[i 0 Bn (ka)_ f= A',,nt2)(kr)cosno= (rŽ a), (1,)

P2n 
n=0

7t1 n= and the magnetic field in the interior region as
n- lcxid)

I wen Hl,= oJn(kr{ B'n cos (no) + C',, sin (n4))]'

J- H2) (ka) (C0= 0) (r•_a), (12)

where A',, B'n and C'n are the unknown modal coefficients to
I= 1,2,3"" . (8) be determined from the boundary conditions. Proceeding as in

the TM case, we find
The first can be solved numerically to give the Bn and these can
be inserted in the second to give Ai. This constitutes an nC' _ ,, (ka)- i• "ka
eigenfunction solution of our TM problem. E 1 2 W 2

For narrow channels (small ka) we can employ the small ar- (it - m xkd) • ' [na/ 2)ka)J (ka)
gument approximations for the cylinder functions to write (8) as LI,()

E i ,2 ] 2n "[3n +-jJ,(ka) H12)' (k-a)J',...(ka),

ki,-n , ,2z[ = fhrtmJ',,,(ka) cos (,4 'c) in 0,1,2

= ka sin 0 fcC ' ? 1,2,34n(ka

A (ka2)1 F 1i (kio/2) C J J'( IIP'(ka)

4,1 ! 1!r ~ ~CJ~n~a)}4i'J'Ak-a) Cos (At lk
A i1 •;1(a2 ) IN ,TL n=l.. lb (k

2 K 2/1 1 1,2,3[--. n -in

n=O (9)1(-9k), 1 = 1,2,3 t13
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The first of (13) allows us to solve for the C',,, which can then 20

be substituted into the others to get A'1.

For small ka (13) can be shown to reduce to
00 10 _

nc' n [3 nCs0ic6n
n=l 02 2 V

(n - m odd) 
0

M = 1,2,3,"

290 75 60 45 30 15 0
n= 1,3,5 # (deg)

A'o I 1 )1 (ka)2 ln(ka) 20

•(ka/2)l 8 r f 2c', ".1.
2i 2 X 92.iJ1

4/il (ka/2)1  1
- 41I • cos (Il") 1c I=1,2,3"-, (14)

J 0 75 60 45 30 Io

_( - I odd

from which is found the closed-form expression of the dif- Fig. 3. Backscatter width X X vs. scatter angle, a / A - 2: -eigenfunclion,

fracted magnetic field for TE scattering from a narrow semicir- -- moment method.

cularchann -l+ In(ka)-0. 185 cosocos4'nc]. (15)

- akrL
elf r - ro2-K•(ka)2 e 3 •/4 e- k

r The leading term in (15) differs from the lI/ln(ka) dependence

of the leading term for TE scattering from a thin slit in a con-

- to ducting plane [2], [6]. Note that we have once again found the
I I numerical constant 0.185 via a single numerical matrix inver-

TIM sion, since (14) shows that the ka-dependence is removed from
-20 the matrix for narrow channels.

It has been shown recently [7] that the constants multiplying

-3 the TM magnetic dipole field in (10) and the TE electric dipole

field in (15), are the same not just for the semici.cular channel

(where they are equal to 0.185) but for any cylindrical channel

-40 --- or ridge in a ground plane. Also the leading term in the TE low-
90 75 s0 45 30 5 s frequency diffracted far magnetic field is always given by

# (deg) - i(kr + n/4)

so I ,k 2 .2,/n • A,

where A is the area of the channel or ridge [7]. Since the small-

0 channel results show the k-dependence explicitly, they can be
generalized immediately to obliquely incident plane waves,

"-10 and be used to determine incremental length diffraction coeffi-

cients [6].
Plots of the backscattering width versus angle computed

-20 _ _from the TM and TE eigenfunction solutions, (8) and (13), as
go 75 60 45 30 1s 0 well as from a numerical moment-method integral equation so-

* (deg) lution [9], are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The low-frequency ap-

Fig 2. lDa,.kcatler width/ A. vs. scatter angle, a / X - 0. 1,- eigerftuiction,
- -monient method,--- low frequency proximations, (10) and (15) ate also plotted in Fig. 2 The
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Rapid advances in the speed and integration of electronic de- In the present study, a new technique for deposition of thin

vices and associated reliability concerns have resulted in an in- copper filns was investigated. Copper was deposited by reac-

creasing demand for new and improved manufacturing pro- tive ablation of copper formate using a partially focused exci-

cesses and materials. High-perfonnance interconnect materials mer (KrF, X = 248 nrm) laser beam in a flowing hydrogen gas or

are especially needed at the submicron device level. Copper is a hydrogen plasma ambient. Copper was deposited on a sub-

an excellent interconnect material because of its very low resis- strate located in close proximity to the target copper formate. A

tivity, high resistance to electromigration, and low cost (Jensen key feature of this laser deposition process is the laser-induced

et al., 1984). However, aluminum has remained the intercon- decomposition of target material, followed by evapora-

nect material of choice at the device level until recently because tion/sputtering of the products and reaction in the gas phase. In

of process difficulties associated with deposition and subse- contrast to the conventional laser evaporation technique

quent patterning of copper films (Saxena and Pramanik, 1990). (Cheung and Sankur, 1988), organometallic compound, instead

of pure copper target, was used to obtain the copper deposit.
Sputtering (Susa et al., 1985), thermal (resistance-heated) Furthermore, a much smaller fluence was adequate (the laser

evaporation (Osaka et al., 1985), electron-beam evaporation focus spot on the target was about 20 mm 2) to deposit copper
(Bunshah and Deshpandey, 1988), chemical vapor deposition starting from copper formate. The laser deposition technique

(CVD) (Sherman, 1987), laser-induced chemical vapor deposi- described here is somewhat similar to the activated reactive

tion (LCVD) (Bauerle, 1984), and laser-induced evaporation evaporation (ARE) method (Bunshah and Raghuram, 1972)

(Cheung and Sankur, 1988) are widely used for the deposition and reactive sputterings (RS) method (AI-Jaroudi et al., 1989),

of films of pure elements as well as compound materials and with a key difference that a hydrogen ambient was necessary to

superlattices. Thin film deposition by sputtering or evaporation reduce the oxygen content in the deposited copper film and to

requires high vacuum (typically < 1.3 x 10.4 Pa) and selective improve its purity.

deposition is not possible with these techniques. CVD with or-

ganometallic precursors having high vapor pressure is carried

out at temperatures exceeding the decomposition temperature 1. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM AND

of the precursor (typically > 3000C). Since copper-containing METHODS
precursors with high vapor pressures are few in number, prog-

ress in depositing thin copper films with this technique has been An excimer laser (Lambda Physik model EMG 101) operat-

slow. Only recently, CVD studies on Cu have been carried out ing at 248 nm (krypton-fluorine gas mixture) was used in the

using copper (II) hexafluoroacetylacetonate [Cu(II) (hfac)2] deposition studies. The laser was operated at a repetition rate of

(Temple and Riesman (1989); Kaloyeros et al., 1990). 10 Hz with an average-pulse energy of 300 mJ, measured with

A nunber of studies have been conducted on laser-induced a Gentec joulemeter. The beam was focused to a 20nmi2 area on
deposition of copper using both pulsed and continuous-wave the copper formate target using a fused silica biconvex lens (f =

lasers. Thin copper lines as well as films have been deposited 150 mm). The laser beam entered a parallel plate plasma reactor

from a paste of copper formate and glycerol using an excimer (PlasmaTherm model 730) through a fused silica window. The

laser (Ritz et al., 1987), from copper formate films on silica and arrangement is shown in Figure 1. RF power was sup-'lied to

glass using an Ar' laser (Gupta and Jagannathan, 1987), and the chamber through the upper electrode (0.28 m dia.), which

from copper acetate using an Nd:YAG laser (Harish et al., was cooled by a water/ethylene glycol coolant mixture circu-

1988). Conducting films and lines have also been obtained by lated from a heat exchanger. Heating of substrates placed on the

decomposing CU([I) (hfac)2 photothennally in the gas phase lower, grounded electrode was achieved by a resistance heater

(Houle et al., 1985; Markwalder et al., 1989). However, the and controller.

films were heavily contaminated with carbon. Similarly, films The copper formate target was placed at an angle of 450 to the

produced by RF plasma reduction of copper formate were rich incident beam. The substrate to be coated with copper film was

in copper only at the surface; the bulk of the film was contami- placed making a small angle (20-40") with the target, as shown

nated with carbon (Padiyath et al., 1990). in Figure 1. The reducing atmosphere of a hydrogen plasma or
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Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement for laser-induced deposition process. Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction pattern of a copper film deposited by excimer laser
reductiorm

a hydrogen gas was maintained during the deposition. The dis- tehius(paan gnaha,18;TmladRe-
chare ws sstaned y 60 WRF owe anda hdroen low man, 1989; Harish et al., 1988) but higher than the 1.9pilcrn re-

charge i an the stainged 35500 Wr at p ower (266. Pa) 'Meavragenfo ported by Kaloyeros et al. (1990) when the substrate tempera-
ratein he ange35-00 eem t 2ton (26.6 a).The verge lure was in the range of 300-4500C.

pulse energy of the laser beam during the deposition process T1he X-ray diffractogramn of a heat-treated copper film depos-
was held constant at 300 nO, corresponding to a fluence of 1.5 ie ytelsrrdcintcnqe hw nFgr ,cn
J/era2 on the target. The deposition area on the substrate surface ie ytelsrrdcintcnqe hw nFgr ,cn

under these conditions was about 3 cm2, tains only the peaks of copper. The peak intensities increased

The deposited films were heat treated in the presence of a lhy- haft-erheatd trperafiment arSept profniliues of as-depositsed-n

drogen plasma at 2000C for 30 rain. The plasma was maintained hetraedcprfimaesowinFges3nd4rse-
with200sccn ofhydoge ata prssue o 3 ort 400Pa)and tively. The as-deposited films contained small amounts of car-

wih600 W scpowe iyrgn a re essur e tha ha been" descibe earlier bon and oxygen as impurities. Heat treatment in a hydrogen

(Davi et al. 1990). iAMraco theamples weren dstorbed inarlieru plasma eliminated most of the oxygen from the bulk of the film.
(Davd e al, 190) Allthesamleswer stoed n avactma The reduction in the carbon content as a result of heat treatment
desicatr pior o ay aalyis. ilmcrytalinit wa deer- was not as appreciable as the reduction in oxygen content. Post-

mined by an X-ray diffr-actometer (Siemens model D500). Ele- heat-treatment oxidation was responsible for the observed sur-
mental analysis and depth profiling of the deposited film was fc xgncnet

perfrme byAuge spctrscop (Prki Ehnt mdelPHI Copper formate absorbs the 248 nm UTV radiation of the ex-
600 itha dffeentillypumed on un (4-33]) Atmic cimer laser strongly (Ritz et al., 1987), which leads to dissocia-

concentrations were determined from peak areas using sensitiv- tion. In the absence of a hydrogen atmosphere, it is possible to
ity factors provided with the spectrometer by the manufacturer. e vso e ea e ci np t w y o h i s cai n o h
A beam voltage of 3 kV and a beam current of 100 nA were fr-ae
used in Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) measurements
while the ion gun was operated at 2 kW and 3 pA. Under these 100o
conditions, the sputter rate of the copper films was about 9 W

mranmin. Since AE is incapable of detecting hydrogen, the ele- €" so- C _ p c
mental composition of the films is reported on a 'qhydrogen-fr-ee" .2
b a s is . "0 6 0 - _ _ r .

C.
E

0~ 40

i i 0-

2.RSLT N ISC SION Da&S40.

T7he copper films obtained by this process displayed excellent o 0. [••............._._=r.==:.....

deposit morphology. The deposit thickniess was found to be in 01.--" --- - 0--1

the range of 0.2 to 0.5 pm. The resistivity of the films, as mea- Sputter time, rain
sured by a four-point probe, improved from 18 pf~crn for the Fig. 3. AES depth profile of an as-deposited copper film deposited by

as--deposited films to 5 pD~cm after heat treatment. This value is excirmrr laser reductiorL

comparable to that reported for copper films deposited by other
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100. It is not known what intermediate reaction steps, if any, may

be involved in each of the reactions 1-7. Also it has not been de-
•.•a termined if one or more of these reactions dominate. Analysis ofS• Copp.,

...... -,Y.. gas phase products by mass spectrometry should be helpful in60 Carbon

-0-SU;con this connection.
0
o4 In any case, it is quite likely that during the reduction of the
o copper formate, the composition of the target film changes to
E20-. mostly Cu, CUO, CU20, and C. The large power densities of
0
O ,20.the pulsed excimer laser beam lead to elevated surface temper-

0•, , atures (of the order of 1,000"C) (Kotecki and Herman, 1988),1 2 3 4 6
Sputter Time, min resulting in the evaporation of a large part of the products

Fig. 4. AES depth profile of a copper film deposited by excimer laser formed by reactions 1-7. While most of the decomposition
reduction and heat-treated for 30 min. products evaporate to deposit on the substrate, an extremely

thin film of copper is left behind on the target due to product de-
pletion to the vapor phase. The copper film remaining on the

Cu(HCOO)2 + hv -. Cu + 2 C02 + H2 (1) target does not conduct electrically. Interestingly enough,
Houle et al. (1986) were able to deposit only very thin ( < 50

Cu(HCOO)2 + hv -- CuO + C + CO2 + H20 (2) nm) copper films from Cu (hfac)2 using an excimer
laser beam (% = 248 nr) incident perpendicularly on a quartz

Cu(HCOO)2 + hv -- Cu + CO + CO2 + H20 (3) or silicon substrate. However, they obtained much thicker (0.05
to 1.0 pm) films when an argon ion laser was used.

2 Cu(HCOO)2 + hv -- Cu20 + 2 CO2  The deposition rates of the various vapor phase species gen-
+ 2CO + H20 + H2 (4) erated by the laser pulse depend on their rates of nucleation,

which in turn depend on supersaturation, among other things.

Here hv represents the 248 nm excimer laser photons. The Since the vapor pressure of carbon is much lower than that of
photons may initiate a photochemical dissociation and/or the copper and oxides of copper, evaporation of carbon is the least
dissociation follows the heating of the film by the laser. In the probable. However, volatilization of carbon can occur by the
presence of hydrogen, the reduction of the oxides of copper formation of high vapor pressure oxides of carbon. Hydrocar-
formed during reactions 2, 4, or both can occur in the laser bon species having high vapor pressures may also form if suffi-
plume or on the target surface according to the following reac- cient reactive hydrogen is available. The plume generated by a
tion: laser beam targeted on copper formate will, therefore, comprise

CuO, Cu20 + H2, H -- Cu + H20 (5) mostly Cu, CuO, Cu20, H20, CO2, CO, CmHn, and H species.
Of these, oxides of carbon, hydrocarbons, and water have rela-

The dissociation of the hydrogen molecules themselves is tively high vapor pressure and less supersaturation. Conse-
perhaps catalyzed by the metallic copper or its oxides in the quently, a cold substrate placed in the laser plume will be coated
laser heated zone. The hydrogen atoms for this reduction are preferentially with copper and oxides of copper due to their
also available from the ambient when a hydrogen discharge is higher supersaturation. Hence, films deposited by laser decom-
maintained. Thus, complete reduction of copper formate might position in the presence of hydrogen should consist of mostly
be a two-step process. Alternatively, hydrogen may take part in Cu aid 0. The very small amount of carbon in the films con-
the dissociation of the copper foimate on the surface of the tar- firms that a significant amount of carbon is being transformed
get under the influence of excimer laser pulses according to the into high vapor pressure oxides or hydrocarbons.
following reactions: In order to study the role of the ambient during the deposi-

tion, films were deposited in the absence of the glow discharge.
Cu(HCOO)2 + H2, 2H + hv -- Cu Since the plasma environment is richer in highly reactive spe

+ C + C02 + 2H20 (6) cies, the films deposited in plasma ambient were expected to
display better quality. However, the films deposited with and

2 Cu(HCOO)2 + H2, 2H + hv -- 2 Cu without the plasma ambient displayed almost identical compo-
+ C + 2 C02 + CO + 3H20 (7) sitions, indicating very little influence of the plasma environ-
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100 ~electrical conductivity. The similar amounts of carbon in the
films deposited with and without hydrogen ambient supports

•s0 •the argument that volatilization of carbon occurs primarily due
260 ..-o, to the formation of oxides of carbon. Hydrocarbon formation, if

6 0 C Cob-
-c _ siicoe any, should be minimal. The crystallographic orientation of the

a40 forniate molecules in the target film must be such that the hy-
U drogen and oxygen necessary for the volatilization of carbon

E2_ 20- are supplied by the dissociating formate molecules themselves.o ~The films deposited in the absence of hydrogen have a higher
0- -concentration of oxygen, since, in the presence of argon the de-

15 30 45 60
Sputter Time, mi, composition of formate resulting in CuO or Cu2O is not suc-

Fig. 5. AES depth profile of a copper film deposited by excimer laser ceeded or accompanied by reduction to metallic copper. Finally,
reduction in an argon ambient, the sputter time for the film deposited in the presence of argon

is much hither, perhaps because the film is somewhat thicker
and the sputter yield of CuO and Cu20 is lower than that of Cu.

ment on the deposition process. Several plausible conclusions The laser deposition technique described here, when corn-

may be drawn based on this observation: bined with laser patterning (Brannon, 1989) or other forms of

" The residence tine of the evaporated species in the laser patterning (Jensen et al., 1984), should be an efficient way to

plume [estimated as 10.5 s based on the measured veloci- create submnicron copper patterns over large areas. The ability to

ties of species ejected from polymer surfaces by excimer process uneven topography as well as temperature-sensitive

laser ablation and the spacing between the target and the substrates is one of the advantages of this technique. Further-

substrate (Srinivasan, 1984)] is not sufficient for gas phase more, this deposition method should be more efficient than di-

reactions to occur prior to the condensation on the sub- rect laser-writing of the pattern, especially for complex subinic-

strate. ron patterns. The minimim feature size for copper metallization

"* The nature of the processes occurring during the laser obtained so far by direct laser-writing is only about 5 microns.

pulse and afterward must be such that atomic hydrogen or Preliminary experiments indicate that the laser/plasma reduc-

excited hydrogen molecules are not essential for them. tion technique can be utilized to deposit other metals, such as

"* The reactivity of the carbon-containing species and the ox- silver and titanium, as well.

ides of copper, generated during the laser pulse, with mo-

lecular hydrogen is high enough to facilitate their conver- 3. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
sion into high vapor pressure species.

"* Freshly formed oxides of copper (from reactions 2 and 4)
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Abstract - The S. method for solving the Spencer-Lewis equation for electron equations cannot be solved in the conventional manner. Al-
transport has been extended to treat three-dimensional multiregion problems.

eflux continuity condition, which holds when the flux is expressed as afunc- though the electron flux is not continuous, this same flux in-
non of path length for single material region problems, is generalizedfor mul- tegrated over a path length step will be continuous, provided
tiregion problems by reexpressing the flux as a function of energy. Expressing that the path length steps represent the same energy intervals in
the fluxes in terms of fixed energy increments, independent of material, rather each region. By using integrated quantities in place of the cell
than fixed path length increments, results in a set of $/diamond-difference
equations that are nearly identical inform to conventional S,/diamond-dif- center fluxes and some of the edge fluxes, we are able to cast
ference equations. The S. method is then applied to calculate electron energy our equations in the standard Sn form.
deposition due to 200-ke Velectron beams incident on problem geometries typi-
cal of silicon and gallium-arsenide semiconductor microelectronic devices. Electron transport Sn solutions need not be based on the
The energy deposition results were found to compare well with results of AC- Spencer-Lewis/SMART scattering model. Some Sn calcula-
CEPT Monte Carlo calculations. Computer run times required for the S. cal- tions have also been carried out using a Boltzmann multigroup
culations were found to be lower than that required for Monte Carlo by factors
ranging from 30 to 50 approach' for the one-dimensional case, and two- and three-

dimensional results should soon be available. To model electron
slowing down efficiently, a special set of group-to-group trans-

fer cross sections is defined that make the differenced multi-

1. INTRODUCTION group equations equivalent to the differenced Spencer-Lewis
equations. As an alternative to SMART scattering theory, scat-

tering matrices based on Fokker-Planck,10 the extended
The Spencer-Lewis equation1-3 models the transport of transport correction,11 or Galerkin quadrature 12 are used. Un-

electrons when continuous slowing down theory applies. This like SMART scattering matrices, these other scattering matrices
equation has recently been solved for the electron flux in one- are not positive; neither are the special group-to-group transfer
and two-dimensional homogeneous media using the SMART cross sections. However, the multigroup Boltzmann-approach
scattering model,4 with the streaming ray5'6 and Sn (Ref. 7) has the advantage that it can be implemented in existing neutral
methods. Here we extend the Sn method to three-dimensional particle transport codes by simply adjusting the cross sections.
multiregion problems.

The extension from two to three dimensions is straightfor- 2. THEORY
ward; however, extension to multiregion problems introduces a
complication. In the Spencer-Lewis equation, the path length s We consider the transport of electrons in a three-dimensional
is used to specify the electron energy E. For homogeneous medium consisting of a number of homogeneous material
media, the continuous slowing down approximation (CSDA) regions. The rectangular geometry form of the Spencer-Lewis
implies a one-to-one correspondence between E and s. With equation vaid within a homogeneous region r is.3
multiregion problems, this one-to-one correspondence is lost

(since the spotting power is spatially dependent), and s noa a a1
longer uniquely determines E. s+ ax + Qy + + o,(s) 4(x,y,z,s,f)

Therefore, we redefine s to denote the path length value that I ay Iz J
would correspond to electron energy E if the material composi- = Q (x,yz,s,4), (1)
tion that characterizes the scattering medium at the current posi- where
tion (xyz) of the electron were instead assumed to characterize
an infinite homogeneous medium about that point. With this Q (x,y~zs fi)
definition, E is determined by s and the electron's location. r d!Q' or(s,'--.a) (xz *s,ý')

However, another problem is introduced. The electron flux,

when expressed as a function of path length s rather than energy
E, is no longer continuous across material interfaces, and the Sn + q(x,y,zsQ) (2)
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*0 (x,y,z~s,f) where the energies E, ± 1/2 defining the edges of the i'th path
- electron flux at position (x,y,z), path lengths, and direc- length step are identical in every material region.

tion 6. Multiplying by Asr and defining
q(x,y,z,s,e2) eit (x,yz,e2) - ' (x,y,z,4) As4 (10)

= fixed electron source

or(s) and

= total (scattering) cross section Qi (x,y,z,A) Q i(xyz,) Asr, (11)

o{s,4' -.6)
= differential (in angle) scattering cross section. Eq. (5) becomes

In region r, we define the path length for an electron of ener- A

gy E as Oi ½2(XYZ,W) - 4i - ½2 (x,y,z,i)

S1f dE' (3) ( a
4E + 1Qy+fgyy+ g8 + ory(xxYZ,6)

(a

where I dE/ds) (E)l r is the stopping power in region r. Thus,
s is not the true path length for an electron that has traveled in = Qi (xy ) (12)

more than one region. With s defined by Eq. (3), there is a one-
to-one correspondence between s and E for each region, To put this equation in discrete ordinates form, we set Q

making it possible to define path-length-dependent cross sec- equal to discrete direction 6 11 and integrate over mesh cell

tions. For example, Axj Ayk AZZI, obtaining

Or (S) m Cr E (s)]. (4)

Integrating Eq. (1) over a mesh cell A s (the need for the su- QlI• i/: + 4'?- '/2Jk - • ( i i ÷ k! - 4' - ": k/J

perscript r on A sr is explained below), we obtain

4'÷V2 (x,y,z,9) -i V (x,y,z,A) + . I j k(' V In - 4' k- I

+ 9 ++ aY,-- + 11z + I a ,(x,y,z, ?, A-, - ½,0 4•

ay y y IJ or

Q(x,y,z,Q•) As, (5)A
M

where = S * p' j4'k'i + q-ik1 , (13)

0±,'1,2 (ry',z,Q) •(x,y,z,sr, ,:) (6)

where
4'Ax,y,z,Q : -- r f _ds 4(x'yz's,'), (7) d)"ik- AxjAykAZt fX,.Ldy

r~~~ I±12k1d

X s dz 0 i 112 GX, Y, Z,• (14)

Q,(x,y,z,4 r ds Q (x,y,zs,!Q) , (8)
r ~ S 1/2t t'

and sr 1, are the edges of cell Asr. Ykqm± '/' ki -- kd dy

The S,1 algorithm cannot be applied directly to Eq. (5) be- Ay& A Yk

Cause 0.A.,v,.,Q) is not continuous across material interfaces. X dz i4 (x,± ,) (15)
Sl owever, when nuiltiplied by Asr, this fluX is continuous,

provided the Asir define the same energy interval in each

region; that is, 2 d 4'lI..'2I=l- A dr

I-- ___- , Q112 dE, Xff-)

ds ( ' IL
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3. SAMPLE CALCULATIONS Table I. Exit currents from an AtlSiO2 Block.

The S,~ electron tran~sport method outlined above was used to
calculate energy deposition resulting from the incidence of Monte
electron beamn sources on problem geometries typical of semi- Surface S4  S6  S8 Cari01'
conductor microelectronic devices. The configurations we-
chose to work with are based on fairly detailed descriptions of X = 16 pm 0,1089 0.1029 0.1010 0.0987/8
(a) a silicon hybrid diode-resistor1 and (b) a gallitum-arsenide y = 18 pm 0.09864 0.08762 0.08504 0.0857/0

ins

(GaAs) field-effect transistor. IThe final configurations for the Z. 14 pm 0.1215 0.1210 0.1199 0.1179
device geometries used in our calculations are simplified ver- X = 0 pm 0.2201 0.2277 0.2291 0.2291
sions of these; however, their essential geomnetrical character Y =0 pm 0.1955 0.1976 0.1980 0.2001
and material compositions were preserved. The silicon and Z = 0 pm 0.2553 0.2631 0.2669 0.2685
GaAs devices are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.

For both devices, the Sn trantsport code was rnm for 200-keV Independent calculations of energy deposition were made
electron beams incident at a slightly off-center point: x =0 jun, using the ACCEPTI module of the Integrated TIGER Sre16 of

y= 28 pam, 0- 0/m for the silicon device (see Figs. I and 3) and coupled electron-photon Monte Carlo codes. The ACCEPT
x= 0 pam, y= 11.75 pin,:Z = 0 pm for the GaAs device (see Figs. code was run u~sing the screened-Rutherford cross section with
2 and 4). The incident beani orientation is given by 0 = 90 deg, the CSDA (no-straggling) option. In this way, it was possible to

q)=45 deg, where 0 is the polar obliquity with respect to the z. ensure that both the Sn and Monte Carlo calculations were

axts and • is the azitnuthal angle in the x-y plane (see Figs. 1 based on the samue physical tnodel. Sufficient Monte Carlo case
through 6). The scattering cross sections o.. were taken to be histories (106) were ruin so that valid benchnmark results could

screen~ed Rtttlterford 2 be obtained. The estimated standard error was _< 1% in all of the
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significantly to the speed of calculation. 'Iypically, a mesh cell angle of 200-keV electrons in aluminum is 0.998. To model
would have linear dimension in the range 25 to 50 (screened- such scattering directly with a conventional scattering nmtrix,
Rutherford) means-free-paths. This was made possible by the the angle between adjacent quadrature directions would have to
use of the SMART cross-section,4 which provided a significant be comparable to the average angular deflection per collision.
reduction in effective mean-free-path, particularly at the higher For 200-keV electrons in aluminum, this works out to be rough-
energies where a factor of 200 reduction was typical. Further- ly an S64 quadrature set!
more, use of the SMART cross section enabled us to model the Associated with the small deflections in angle are small Iener-
extremely anisotropic scattering kernel with an S4 quadrature gy decrements. These small decrements are well modeled by
set. the CSDA, but not the multigroup method. 5' 8' 10 The Spencer-

To test the sensitivity to Sn quadrature order, we have also Lewis approach has the advantage that the CSDA is built into
analyzed the case of an isotropic electron source embedded in a the model. 3 To apply the Sn algorithm to the Spencer-Lewis
simple two-region block consisting of aluminum (0 <_ x <_ 16 equation, it is necessary to replace cell center fluxes and some
pm, 0 < y : 12 pm, 0 _ z ! 14 pm) and silicon dioxide (SiO2) of the cell edge fluxes with integrated quantities; however, this
(0:5 x < 16 pm, 12 pm < y< 18/pm, 0< z _ 14 pm). An in no way complicates the algorithm.
isotropic source of 200-keV electrons is uniformly distributed
in the region(O • x_ lOpm, 0 5 y< 12 pm, 0< z< 8 pm). 5. REFERENCES
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Abstract - We have grown by organometallic vapor phase epitaxy high-purity for the p/n junctions were on n+ -Si substrates. A typical growth
lnP on Si substrates using a GaAs intermediate layer The InP layers exhibit
residual electron concentration as lowas 5 X 1014 cm 

3 and electron mobilities sequence for both GaAs and InP involves growth of a thin layer

ashighas 4000and 25 000 cm2/Vsat 300 and 77K, respectively. The achieved at low temperatures (- 400'C), growth of the epilayer at 600-
lnP quality is dependent on the GaAs intermediate layer thickness. 77se excel- 6500C.
lent electrical properties are due to high crystal qualities as evidenced by x-ray We evaluated the crystal qualities of the InP epitaxial layers
rocking curve half width as low as 215 arcsec aid defect densities on the order
10 cm 2. p/njunctions, with idealityfactorsas lowas 1.6 ant low leakage cur- (using x-ray diffraction) that were grown on GaAs/Si substrates
rents, confirm the device quality of this nma:erial with GaAs thicknesses ranging from 200 A to 1 pim. Figure I

(a) show a typical rocking curve for 3 pm InP grown on 1 pmn

GaAs/Si substrates. Materials grown with thinner GaAs inter-

Heteroepitaxial growth of InP on Si continues to be a subject mediate layers have larger InP rocking curve half widths. The

of intense investigation because of the potential of integration separation of the InP and Si peaks is also smaller for the InP-on-

of optical and other III-V devices with Si-based electronic Si layer with the thinner intermediate layer. This indicates that

devices on the same chip. Monolithic integration of Si and III-V this material is under a higher stress than the more optimized

devices is desirable for a variety of applications, such as optical layer. The stress for the layers with I prm GaAs intermediate
communications and optical control of Si devices in fly-by- layers is estimated to be as low as 1. 3 X 109 dynes/ cm 2 .

light systems for avionics, radars, and flight control. Figure 1 (b) further shows that the rocking curve full width at
Two III-V on silicon materials have been studied more than half maximum (FWHM) decreased with increasing GaAs and

others; GaAs-on-Si and InP-on-Si. Of these two, InP-on-Si is of InP thickness. From this, it can be concluded that the higher the

interest because optical sources and detectors can be fabricated GaAs thickness, the better the quality of the InP grown on it.

with it, and because of the close thermal expansion match be- since the rocking curve FWHM correlates with the defect den-

tween InP and Si. 1,2 This allows the growth of thick layers of sity of the material. Further study is required to identify the op-

InP on Si without cracking and with a reduction of thermal timum GaAs thickness. However, we believe 1 pm of GaAs is

stress-related defects. Recent results on long-life lasers and sufficient to optimize the InP quality since the GaAs layer

photodetectors on InP-on-Si have confirmed these expecta- quality is optimized after 0.5 pm growth. We also found that the

tions.3"4 Despite these device results, high purity, and high rocking curve FWHM decreased with post-growth annealing of

mobility hnP-on-Si with properties approaching those of InP the InP layer at 750-800'C for 10 min. It decreased from 363
have not yet been demonstrated. arcsec for layers annealed at 750'C to 215 arcsec for layers an-

We report here the growth of high-purity, high mobility hnP- nealed at 800"C for 6 pm InP epitaxial layers. These half widths

on-Si by organometallic vapor phase epitaxy (OMVPE). We are the lowest that we are aware of for InP layers of similar

also outline the conditions necessary for the growth of InP-on- thickness grown on Si.
Si with high crystalline qualities needed for excellent optical, Transmission electron microscopy ITEM) was used to ex

electrical, and p/n junction characteristics. amine these layers and showed no evidence of stacking faults.

These layers were grown by organotnetallic vapor phase Defect densities as low as 108 c1- 2 were estimated frotm the
epitaxy. A layer of GaAs was first grown on Si by low-pressure TEM mnicrographs. Etch pit densities (EPDs) were detenuined

OMVPE, followed by hnP grown in a separate system at atmnos- from HBr: H3PO4 acid delineation and were as low ,as lt' cm" -.

pheric pressure. The reactants for the GaAs growth were The discrepancy between the EPD and TEM valtes may be dte

trimethylgallium and arsine, while for the InP trimethylindium to incomplete delineation of the variety of the defects in the lFP

and phosphine were used. For the p/n junctions, the p layers by the HBr: 113PO4 solution.
were doped with zinc using diethylzinc. Layers grown for Hlall The electrical properties of our Inp-on-Si were assessed ,

measuretments were grown on 50 Q cm p-type Si while the ones Htall measurement and differential Hlall profiling. The rtKwm
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Fig. 2. Electron mo~bility and conzenttrationt profiles of lnP-otn-Si at 300 K as
determined from differential Htall mneasureenknts.

.0.12 micron GaAs/Sl substrale5
,, 6s tbeam epitaxy (MBE).5 The electrical properties of these InP-

on-Si are the best reported to date.
The InP/GaAs/Si layers show good optical properties that are

840,o0 comparable to control material grown on InP substrates. As Fig.
I

3 shows, the photoluminescence spectra for the LnP-on-Si at 10

"K exhibit bound exciton and acceptor- related emissions at the
o same energy as the In? layer grown on InP. This indicates that

0

ix 1 .5..m InP on InP
300.0

0.7• 1.26 1.?1 2.21 2.71 3.2i

InP Thickness. (micron)

(b)
Fig. I. Crysal properties of 3 Jnl liP on I pm GaA,/Si subtsratcs. (a) X-ray

diffraction rocking curve, (b) variation of rocking curve linewidth
with GaA/s/Si and epitaxial InP thicknesses.

temperature Hall mobility values were 710, 3300, and 3000

cm 2/V with corresponding electron concentrations of 5 X 1015,
15 15 -3K

2.5X105 and4Xl0 cm for 1,3,and6pmInPlayerson 6X 3,m InP-on-Sl
1 pm GaAs/Si substrates. The 77 K electron mobility was as in

2~zw
high as 25000 cm /V s for 6-pin-thick layers. The electron

mobility of a 2 pm InP layer grown on Inp in the same system

and using the same reactant is 4300 and 31 000 cm 2/V s at 300

and 77 K, respectively, with electron concentration of 6.2 X

1014 cM 3 .Therefore the InP layers grown on Si have electrical

properties that are close to those of InP control layers grown on

bulk InP substrate. When purer metalorganics were used, the 5X 1pm InP-On-Si

electron concentration of InP grown on Si were as low as 6.2 x
14 -310 On.
Differential Hall profiling not only confirms these results, but

shows that the 300 K electron mobility in the InP-on-Si layer is 1I I £

as high as 4000 cmn2/V s (Fig. 2). The slight variation in mobility 8400 8_000 800 9000 (200 9400

in Fig. 3(a) is responsible for the lower average electron WAVELENGTH. JAI
mobilities detennined from Hall measurements. The electron

mobilities does not decrease with depth as drastically as has Fig. 3. Ptioholiuninciw slra o1 hiP-oii-S, at It) K
been reported for InP-on-Si grown by gas source molecular
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Finally, the device quality of the material was evaluated by

growing p/n junctions. Figure 4(a) shows the scanning electron

microscope (SEM) micrograph of a I pm p* -InP/2 pm n-InP

layer grown on a I pm GaAs/Si substrate. The superimposd
electron beam induced current (EBIC) trace shows a sharp p/n
junction. The minority-carrier diffusion length was estimated
from the EBIC trace to be 1.6 pmn which is lower than the 3 pin

typically measured for low threshold laser structures grown on
InP. The p/n junctions have an ideality factor of 1.6 as estimated
from the current-voltage (1- 1/) characteristic in Fig. 4(b).

1'QT In summary, we have grown high-purity InP-on-Si using
GaAs intermediate layers, with electron mobilities as high as

4000 cm 2/V s and 25 000 cm2/V s at 77 K which are the best(a) reported so far for this kind of material. We have shown that
these excellent electrical results were enabled by high crystal
qualities of the IhP films as evidenced by rocking curve

F-WHMs as low as 215 arcsec and defect densities on the order
8 -2of 10 cm . p/n junctions with ideality factors as low as 1.6

confirm the device quality of this material.
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Abstract - The existing description of hot electron transport in silicon dioxide theory to the energy domain above Egap where the transport is
contains the deficiency that the resulting electron inverse mean free paths and dominated by elastic scatter and impact ionization. We
loss rates associated with electron-acoustic phonon scattering continue to in-
crease in an unphysical way at energies above Epp One can remove that dis- achieved such a Monte Carlo calculation with credible
crepancy by introducing a pseudo ,tential which reflects the screened atom results. 13 In order to overcome the difficulties above we ter-
characteristic of higher energy electron-lattice interactions. The low energy, minated use of the acoustic scatter cross section in favor of the
low q scattering, described in terms of the deformation potential, is then
recovered, intact, in the lowq limit. The use of the screened Coulomb potential elastic cross section at 10eV. We present in this paper a way to
introduces no adjustable parameters and results in an acoustic scattering cross avoid that artifice by the use of the screened Coulomb pseudo-
section which approaches the phase shift derived elastic scattering cross sec- potential in the electron-acoustic phonon interaction formalism.
tion at E > Egp

2. THE PSEUDO-POTENTIAL

1. INTRODUCTION

The prescription for creating the interaction potential be-
The transport of low energy electrons in SiO2 has been a sub- tween an electron and a unit cell as set forth by Ziman 14 is to

ject of interest in recent years due to the success of the theory of sum over the contribution from each cell site and then, in the

electron-acoustic phonon scatter as developed by FischettiI calculation of the matrix element for the scatter, resolve the

from the ionic crystal based work of Sparks et al.2 The addition result into the product of two factors: a structure factor and an

of that acoustic phonon scatter to the LO scatter described in the atomic form factor. Thus, summing over lattice sites at locations
theory and calculations of Frohlich,3 Garwin,4 and Fitting5 si,
revealed several characteristics of the electron motion. Among

these were the trend toward saturation of the drift velocity, the Ktr) = Va(r - si), (,)

increase in the mean value of the transport kinetic energy

spectrum and the mitigation of electron velocity runaway, all in the matrix element between the inbound electron wave vector,

the presence of strong applied electric fields. Experimental6,7 k, and scattered wave vector, j, is

and Monte Carlo results '9 have been in agreement in most
cases. Mjk =f ei"r Va(r - si) ei k-rdr (2)

The continuation of the transport to energies above Egap

presented new challenges and emphasized a basic deficiency in and with scattering vector q= k - j and interaction distance

the underlying theory. First, as has oeen pointed out else- x = r - si,

where, 10 the deformation potential approach is a low kq theory

and contains approximations not valid above kBz. The carrying = fe q s £ e' q x Va(x )dx. (3)

up of this low energy thecry to energies greater than EBz i

manifests itself in the deficiency that the predicted inverse The first factor is the structure factor and is left unchanged.

mean free paths and energy loss rate (dE'dr), continue to in- The second factor, the Fourier transform of the interaction

crease unabated at energies E > Egap. Second, the current theory potential, is to be determined from a screened Coulomb poten-

does not naturally transform toward the elastic atomic scatter- tial which appropriately describes the q dependent scattering

ing process at energies several times EBz. with the lattice seen by higher energy electrons in high q

The transport parameters (inelastic inverse mean free paths, (umklapp) collisions. So, with

elastic scattering cross sections from phase shift calculations) V2a-a

for electron energies greater than 10 eV in SiO 2 have been ) ZiZ2e e-a/x, (4)

available for some time. 11.12 A complete transport calculation and its Fourier transform, including the unit cell volume, III,. in

requires a coupling of the low energy electron-phonon scatter the manner of Ziman, 14
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Va(q> 1 4AZ t12  q2 " (5)

4ntMpNcWJo 0 o (q)
One can recover the low q deformation potential evaluation
of the matrix element by requiring the liirq - o Va(q) = C, the f(q)
deformation potential. This detennines the value for a( . Nu- X [n (q) + 2/-+1/2] (7)

merical evaluation based on C= 3.5 eV and Z2 = 8 for the

dominant oxygen scatterer, and c(c = 1131, yields - dE/d 3C 2  3  f(g)

E 23.65A 2 . Thus, a is approximately equal to 2kBz. The 4nMpN cu 2  d q 1+
form for the square of the matrix element is then given by( q

2 22 2 2 2X [n(q) + I]J dq q 3

Mjk ]2 = C2q2/(I + q 2/a 2 )2 . (6)

In this way one retains the deformation potential description X f(2) n(q) (8)

for the unit cell interaction for q < a but obtains a more credi- (1 + q /a 2)2
ble behavior at q > a. Additionally, the matrix element square where Mp and Ne are mass and density of unit cell, n(q) is Bose
in this form leads to a rollover and decline in the acoustic scatter function at room temperature, f(q) alters mass of unit cell to
cross section as seen in recent photoelectron line broadening

experiments, 15 y and dE/dx, mass of heaviest constituent, w(q) = phonon frequency,

The integral relations, based on the pseudo-potential, for the
scattering rate, y , and the energy loss rate dE/dx are, derived qjia = 12 h ,
from the format of Ashley:'16 k [1 + (1 + Cs kBZ h/E)½; q? kBz

Thus, the effect of the pseudo-potential form is to mn.-c2r
the factor (1 + q 2/a )2 into the denominator of each of the

108= a AN
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W 101 &
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Fig I Total elhctrnu-plonon scattenng cross section, I/h = y/o, vs electron Fig 2. Total clectron-plhonon dF/dr valtjs derived from Ashley ( see Ref.
kinetic energy from the results of Fischetti ( sec Ref. 8 ), including 16 ), including exenstion within brackets, based upxon lefonnation
extension within brackets, compared with the results from the potential theory compared to results from the pseudo-potcntial
pseudo-potential calculation and wilh the phase shift derived elastic calcldation. The requin-d dnlowunirn inaagnitude abwe b,,pcom'cts
scattenrig cross sections (soe Ref. I1 ). ILowest energy values reflcct a deficiency of tliat original thwory. I okwe.st energy vahlus reflect' loss
1.0 pht(on scalter. The. shar) break at 2.48 eV is cau'sed by clanging to 1.0 phtononrs. Peaks arc cau•ed by changing the mnass valucs on the
the mass value on the sublattice via tlh ramp finction, f(q). sublattice via '(q).
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deformation potential based expressions. For high energies and verse mean free path shown, V,-I, includes the low energy LO

q > kutl, and apart from the constants, each integrand becomes phonon scatter contribution. Detailed agreement between the

q3/( 1 + q2/Ax2 ) 2, which is analytically integrable. The high inverse mean free paths shown in Fig. I should not be expected.

energy behavior of the integrated result is easily seen to be Two different values of E&: exist. Ashley's value 0 is 2.48 eV

logarihunic and leads to a (log E) / E dependence for both th, and follows from the volune of the rhombohedral primitive cell

i m with sides 4.913 A and height 5.404 A. The resulting volume,inverse mean free path, X. = y/ v, and for the loss rate. Finally,3
113 A3, and m* = mu for the electron mass yields Eut,= 2.48

the relationship of the differential scattering cross section in the

first Born approximation has been previously utilized 1' 2 to eV. Fischetti has consistently used 5.5 eV, but without deriva-

evaluate C, the deformation potential. That relation becomnes tion. A smooth match of the scattering cross sections could be

obtained by a suitable choice for ElZ and suitable choices of the

, 2 unknown parameters involved [e.g., C, f(kliz)]. The declining

o(q)= 4n V(q) I values of dF/dx in the 10-20 eV range shown in Fig. 2 agree

TOd d NJ with the decline in line broadening described in Ref. 15. The

important point is that the screened Coulomb potential satisfies
4m*2 C2 much of the high and low energy requirements of acoustic

7, 2/c(2) 2 phonon scatter and does so without the introduction of any new

which leads to I +q undetermined parameters,

o(q) -. 0 for q> a, 4. REFERENCES
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Abstract - 7Iis paper reports the results of Monte Carlo transport calculations have represented the uniformly distributed bulk charge by a
for electrons in strong electric fields in, silicon dioxide based on new choices for spatially linear dependent form for the electric field.
the deformation potential in acoustic phonon scatter and for the ionization
threshold Impact ionization is described on the basis of cross sections derived
from many body dielectric theory coupled to a model insulator The electron- 2. THE MODEL
acoustic and electron-elastic scattering rates are matched at 8eV in order to
provide appropriate limitation an the electron-phonon scattering. The sen-
sitivitY or secondary electron production to these parameters is described Also Previous calculations 4'6,7 of electron energy gain and loss in
described is the important role of bulk trapped negative charge in affecting SiO 2 in the presence of an applied electric field have em-
secondary electron production by changing the localfield value. The results
show that suitable choices for these parameters lead to appropriate levels of phasized the electron kinetic energy spectra and their first mo-
impact ionization and vacuum emission spectra. ments to characterize the transport. However, the kinetic energy

spectrum is changing continuously in a spatially varying field

so that no one spectrum can be used to characterize the impact

ionization rate. Instead, we have chosen two other collective
features of the transport on which we focus our attention in this

1. INTRODUCTION paper. These are: 1) the mean total path traveled by the

electrons; and 2) the secondary electron count.

The electron energy domain Egap(= 8.9eV) < E < 20 eV in The heating and stabilized transport of electron spectra in the

SiO2 is the meeting ground of two theories of energy loss: (1) presence of an applied electric field, 6, can be understood on a

Ionization based on the exact dielectric function (Ritchie, Ash- simple (average power in-average power out) basis, i.e.

ley) and (2) Electron phonon scatter based on longitudinal opti-
cal phonon (Fr6hlich) and acoustic phonon (Sparks, Fischetti, < POWER IN > = F v = e6(k, v) = eduz, (i)

Ashley) processes. In a calculation in which energy spectra

from (2) above are coupled with ionization cross sections from < POWER OUT> = u(dE/dx), (2)
(1), prediction of substantial secondary electron production can
result. Experimental studies' 2 of electrons transported in the where dE/dx is the stopping power, or averaged energy loss per
presence of a strong applied field show spectra with high ener- unit pathlength, resulting from electron scattering with lon-
gy tails extending well beyond Egap, but do not reveal accom- gitudinal (LO) and acoustic (AC) mode phonons. Specifically,
panying secondary electron production. The missing impact is developed by Ashley,12 the contribution to dE /dx from LO

ionization is one of the continuing problems in electron phonon scatter is calculated from
transport in SiO2 . This paper reports the results of transport cal-

culations for electrons and fields in the oxide of an idealized -d/x=C 2 W 1 In nwln
MOS slab structure arrangement, performed with the Monte = ) -
Carlo code LOWEND, based on new choices for the deforma-
tion potential in acoustic phonon scatter and for the ionization (3)
threshold. The sensitivity of the above theories to these where

parameters in secondary electron production is described. Also
described in this paper is the highly important role of bulk 144 minfk( + "l; hw/E ),knz 1,W•- + 1 -'l; ho/E

trapped negative charge in affecting secondary electron produc- and from acoustic phonon scatter
tion by changing the local field value. Bulk trapping of 3 q3 f qnq
electrons is a technique that has been used to achieve high - dE/dx MNu2  q (qXnq + 1)
anode fields, ostensibly without changing the cathode field. ToflmaX -1
facilitate comparison with experimental vacuum emission data, -J dq ,3 (q)nq (4)
we have included a 200 A aluminum layer at the anode and
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where 10

+ =2k12 2m*Cs1/ , q < kBZ
qma

k(I + (I:r C3KBz2/ /E)1 2I], q 2 kBz -

where C is the deformation potential, M is the mass of a unit cell
and N is the density of unit cells, f(q) provides for the trans- C qnU-,n. -: 1 - , v

form of the unit cell mass to the heaviest constituents of the cell, 01/1
nq is the Bose phonon occupation number at room temperature.

The underlying theory does not contain provision for satura- o

tion of the acoustic phonon scattering rate. We have, therefore, " 10 -
clamped this rate at the value equal to the elastic scattering rate Energy (eV)

at lOeV. (Elastic scatter cross section is constant from 10 to - 30eV.)Fig. I. Change in inverse mean free path for impact ionization according to
eV) the Anderson-Crowell formula. 10 Results for threshold energy of

Two key parameter values govern the rate of and amount by JE&.p as calculated by Ashley.9

which electron energies are increased to values in the impact 4
ionization domain: 1) the value of the deformation potential by the IBM group in 1984 was 3.5 eV. This value for the defor-
(defined as the coupling constant for the phonon wave vector q mation potential, C, was derived from the integrated atomic
in the electron-acoustic phonon interaction); and 2) the pres- cross section through the relation C2 = xN 2 h4 o/(m)2 , where
ence of trapped negative charges in the SiO2. This second fea- N is the atomic density of oxygen (the larger dominating scat-
ture has been found in this work to be important in relating the ter) and Y is the cross section. More recently the value 5 eV was
calculated secondary production to experimental data. taken to be a better choice. 1I It is the'square of the deformation

The final parameters which govern secondary electron pro- potential that enters the formalism and, therefore, such a change
duction are the threshold energy and the cross section for the in its value has the effect of doubling the dE/dx(Ac) loss rate,

2process itself. We have utilized the cross section for secondary e.g. (5/3.5) - 2.
electron creation generated by J. Ashley and R. Ritchie 8'9 based The presence of uniform bulk trapped charge is accounted for
on the exact dielectric constant of the solid. We have investi- in Monte Carlo transport calculations by assuming a spatially
gated the modification of those published values based upon the linear dependent form for the electric field. The actual values of
work of C. Anderson and C. Crowell,10 whose principal result 6 anode and 6 avg follow from the IBM workI wherein
is that the threshold, Eth, for ionization is dependent upon the

electron effective mass values, mval,mcon, for the valence and 6ao& - . avg + .Qt /Ioxc = (V(O)g + 2 AVg)/lox, (7)
conduction bands respectively, and is given by

where T is the charge centroid, Qi is the trapped charge/area ,/ox
Eth = Egap(2 + y)/(I + y), (5) is the oxide thickness, e is the permittivity of the oxide and

AVg is the applied voltage shift required to restore the cathode
where field (hence, current).

y=mval/mcon. (6) 3. RESULTS

The values of inverse mean free path9 were recalculated based The sensitivity of mean total path and secondary count to
upon this result using mcon= me/2 (where mo is the electron these effects is shown in Figures 2 and 3. These results were ob-

rest mass) at the bottom of the conduction band, consistent with tained from the code LOWEND5 and use the unmodified sec-

the LO phonon model, and, with no guidance in the literature, ondary electron creation cross sections of Figure 1. It is clear

mvai - m0. The results are shown in Figure 1 where the thresh- that a reduction in secondary production by a factor of thirty oc-curs from a choice of 5 eV for the deformation potential and
old for ionization is seen shifted from Egap to 11.9 eV. Second- fro the charged oxide condition for an 8 MV/cm anode field.
ary electron yield is reduced about 40% by use of these new val- The values of secondary count and mean total path obtained in
ues. the charged oxide cases are seen by projection back to the

The value of the deformation potential in the electron-acous- original uncharged oxide curves to intersect near those values
tic phonon matrix element is not known The value argued for arising from an uncharged oxide field whose strength is equal to
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Fig. 2. Mean total paths for indicated conditions. All cases are for 600A.• total Fig. 4. Kinetic energy spectra from charged and uncharged oxidacs w'idi ýaj tc
penetration depth and are based on 5000 case histores. Reductions are anode field.

caused by the increased dE/dx associated with the 5 eV deformiation
potential arid by the reduced field stmength in the charged oxide.

region of the cathode no secondary production takes place. In

the average value of the charged oxide field. That is, (ean total the final 250 A, additional secondary production in the linear

path and secondary count are determined by the average field. field case is induced by the increased local field value and the

We have repeated this finding for a bulk charge distributed resulting spectrm broadening to include more electronVs in the

quadraticanly along the field, Z, axis. To understand the origin of high energy tail. This spectrde broadening to high energy while

these results one must examine the response of the kinetic ener- traveling through a linearly increasing field is displayed in Fig-

gy spectrum to different field values. ure 7. The rapidly increasing impact ionization cross section
In previous works it has been emphasized that it was the and the increased population above Egap leads to approximately

anode field which determined the vacuum emission kinetic the same number of secondary electrons being produced as in
energy spectrum. Figure 4 shows this to be true for two cases the constant field case with the same average field value.
with the same anode field but with differing average fields. The calculations reveal the sensitivity of the transport to the
Conversely, Figure 5 shows the spectra when the average fields factors described above. These factors, when taken together,
are equal but the anode fields differ. Figure 6 shows the spatial provide a quantitative basis for understanding the reason for the
distribution along the Z axis of secondary electron production surprisingly small amount of secondary electron production
by impact ionization for the constant (uncharged) and linear seen by vacuum emission experimentsi which utilized loading
(charged) field cases which have the same average field value, of bulk distributed electron traps. It is important to observe that
i.e. the same conditions that produced the spectra shown in Fig- the values used for deformation potential and threshold are not
ure 5. In the reduced (due to bulk negative charging) field well established by definitive measurement. The uncharged
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Fig. 3. Fraction of secondary electrons Froduced by 5000 primary electron Fig. 5. Coniparison of kiitic energy spectra with same average field vatics
case histories in traversing 600 A penetration depth, Charged oxide (6 MV/cm) but diffenng anode fields, 6 (-) aid 8(--- ) NV/cm
values are shown, by backward projection, to equal those from
uncharged oxide with field equal to average of charged oxide field.
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6 and 8 MV/cm. Total numrber of secondaries generated in each case characteristic of an 8 MV/cm anode field.
is nearly the sarne.

oxide calculations also provide a basis for understanding the in SiO2 sits 3.2 eV above the Fermi level in aluminum and the
quite different results on electron runaway found in experi- vacuum sits 4.1 eV above the Fermi level. The resulting
ments 3 which do not use an electron trap loading technique, vacuum emission spectrum is shown in Figure 8. The integral

transmission fraction is 0.064 including energetic secondaries
Vacuum Emission Spectra from the aluminum. No high energy tail exists in this spectrum

like that seen in experimental data. There is considerable dis-
Experimental measurements of vacuum emission spectra have cussion of that experimental data in Ref. I based upon the exist-

been reported1'3 which utilized either aluminum or gold anodes ence of pinholes in the aluminum layer, and indeed, one can
of - 200 A thickness. We have performed a Monte Carlo cal- reproduce those experimental data by small admixtures

culation of the transmission spectrum through a 200 A thick (- 0.08) of the anode spectra, viz Figure 4, to the transmission

aluminum anode, based upon the cross section formalism spectrum, viz Figure 8.

developed in the electron gas model of T'ung and Ritchie. 13 The

input spectrum from the SiO2 was characteristic of an 8 MV/cm 4. REFERENCES
anode field (see Figure 4). The bottom of the conduction band
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Fig.7. Illustration of energy spectrum modification occuring in a linearly
varying electric field. Secondary production does not occur until the
spectrun tail overlaps the ionization threshold. This first occurs at
about 250 A.
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Abstract - We have used a combined magnetic liquid encapsulated germanium and silicon in the 1950's. These elemental selndicon-

Kyropoulos/Czochralski (MLEK/ MLEC) technique to produce twin-free in- ductors can sustain large temperature gradients without plastic
dium phosphide (InP) crystals. Tis technique has advantages over the stand-
ard LEC method used for commercial production of inP By stabilizing convec- deformation or fracture.
tiveflows with a magnetic field and controlling the angle between solid and liq- After a lapse of several years, Kyropoulos growth wa;s
uid, one can grow large diameter twin-free (100) inP crystals; they are shaped revived as new materials with less forgiving physical prOlvries
with a flat top as is typical for Kyropoulos growth. and then pulled from the r
magnetically stabilized melt as in Czochralski growth. This shaping method came into demand. Bonner and van Uitert4 used the
has the benefit of maximizing the number of single crystal wafers which can be Kyropoulos method to grow strain-free crystals of lead oxide
sliced from the boule. MLEK lnP growth is distinguished from other methods
such as IEC and MLEC with respect to solid-liquid interface shape, disloca- compounds. It was also used to grow compound seiiconduc
tion density, and impurity distribution. This process has demonstratedl tlua tors with low thermal conductivity by Jacob- and later by
twin-free InP (100) crystals can be consistently grown. Ahem 6 et al. Their methods involved cooling the melt until the

crystal came into contact with the container walls, a departure
from the original aim of Kyropoulos growth.

1. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 2. KYROPOULOS GROWTH OF INDIUM

In 1926 Spyro KyropoulosI reported on a method of grow- PHOSPHIDE

ing "large" crystals from the melt. Kyropoulos was able to

demonstrate single crystal growth of many alkali halides from We h ap the K)ropouoo m e o idmagnes-

their respective melts. His technique involved dipping an air- phide growth in the (100) direction making use of a magnetic

cooled shaft into the melt to nucleate a clump of multi-crystal- field to increase the radial temperature gradient. The axial mag-

line material and then raising the shaft until only a single crystal netic field creates a more stable environment for crystal groath

remained. By cooling the melt slowly, a flat-topped crystal was by reducing turbulence in the melt, as has been demo7strated

grown and subsequently lifted out of the melt. The main ad- for magnetic liquid encapsulated Czochralski (MLEC). 7 Cownvanageof is echiqe oer oatgrothwas that crystals bining magnetic liquid encapsulated Kyropoulos (MLEK) with
vantage of his technique over boat growth wasibi at crysture MLEC, the crystal is grown with a flat top roughly two inches
grown in this manner were free from the possibility of fracturem in

due to container confinement of the crystal. In 1938 at the ingdiAter a ten ow a sta cylinder6 nn n

Physical Institute of Danzig (now Gdansk, Poland) Mor- length. Atop view of a (100) InP crystal grown by this techni-

genstemn2 added crystal lift and rotation to Kyropoulos growth: que is shown in Fig. 2. Controlling the shape of the growing

"The vertical growth from the melt as shown in Fig. I (ibid) has crystal (a side view is shown in Fig. 3) is a major factor in

three definite stages. (I) The rod is dipped into the melt and preventing twin formation.

withdrawn immediately. Part of the melt adheres to the rod and

draws itself into a thin thread, which through a necking proce- 3. EXPERIMENTAL
dure similar to Bridgman growth, becomes a single crystal. (HI)

The rod with the attached crystal slowly is pulled upward. The The apparatus consists of a non-magnetic stainless steel

single crystal begins to grow and forms a tetragonal cross-sec- chamber (see Fig. 4) containing a graphite susceptor, powered

tion. (111) The third stage becomes the finished single crystal." by an rf generator and coil. Outside the chamber a torroidal

Figure 1 is from this 1938 journal publication, magnet provides an axial magnetic field up to 4kG at the center

In a survey of crystal growth written in 1946, A. F. Wells3  of the hot zone. Fused quartz crucibles 70 mm dia. by 65 mm

referred to three general methods for obtaining single crystals: high are used to contain a 450 g charge of indium encapsulated

Bridgman growth, Kyropoulos growth, and solid state recrys- with 80 g of dry boron oxide. This is converted to 570 g of lnP

tallization. Not mentioned was the Czochralski technique, using the injector process8 at 550 psi of N2. A (100) seed 6 mu

which until the 1950's was mainly used for rapid growth of thin square is used, rotating at 4 rpmn in a 2kG axial magnetic field to

metal wires, Czochralski growth, with its inherently steep initiate growth of a two inch flat crown. This is accomplished

temperature gradient became the preferred method for growing over a 60 min period by increasing the water flow through the
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puffing rate of 12 mrnm/hr is employed to pull the crystal to corn- an ellipsoid of rotation with an aspect ratio x/z = 1.6/1. The cur-
pletion. vature of the interface indicates a steep radial gradient, caused

in part by the applied magnetic field. Unlike the interface shape

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION of LEC crystals, which flattens out at the edge, the interface
shape shown in Fig. 5 remains convex to the periphery of the

kIP crystals grown by the MLEK technique have been char- growing crystal. We have observed that this shape is more con-

acterized and compared to LEC growth to determine the influ- ducive to single crystal growth than the sigmoidal shaped inter-

ence of the growth environment on crystal shape and disloca- face which is typical for LEC and MLEC growth.

tion density as well as dopant distribution. Unlike MLEC crys- In other respects, such as dislocation density and dopant dis-

tal growth, where a cone-shaped top is pulled upward through tribution, MLEK/MLEC crystals are very similar to MLEC.

the encapsulating layer until the crystal reaches the desired di- After the flat crown is formed, crystal pulling conditions are es-

ameter, the crown of the MLEK crystal is grown completely be- sentially the same as MLEC growth. The dislocation density

neath the B203, where the axial thermal gradient has been mea- was determined on an etched (100) wafer cut from a (100) hIn

sured at 19'C/ cm in contrast to 1350C/cm within the encapsu- boule. The etch pits observed on micrographs ildicate the dis-

lant. We have found that twins often form on the shoulders of location density. A high dislocation density has been observed

MLEC crystals when pulled up through the encapsulant; how- on comm-nercial InP crystals grown by LEC,t 0 and the radial dis-

ever, twins are rarely found on MLEK crystals after a twin-free tribution varies by an order of magnitude. By comparison,
crown is formed. If a twin does occur on the flat top it can be MLEK/MLEC material has a lower overall dislocation density

quickly detected because of the crystal's specular surface, uniformity. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the radial EPD dis-

whereas the shape of an MLEC crystal cone makes it difficult to tribution between MLEK and LEC crystals grown without a

discern twin formation during growth- magnetic field.

A crystal was cross-sectioned and prepared for NIR transmis- A tin-doped InP combined MLEK/MLEC crystal was grown

sion analysis as described previously.9 The solid-liquid inter- using a Sn concentration in the melt of 5E19 cm"3 to determine

face shape is indicated by the striation pattern in Fig. 5, follow- the effect of the applied magnetic field on dopant distribution. A
ing a single striation line from the center of the crystal to the 4kG magnetic field was applied during the initial stages of
outer edge at the two-inch crystal periphery. The crystal forms growth until a crystal length of 22 mm had been grown. Then

SOLID LIQUID . /

Fig. 5 NIR sinagralnh a 'hd ksd ic %low 'A MInI' K growth mIcrfac( slul"
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girown by statidlard HIC growth is shown onl Fig. 7 as k (C/, Tlhe
dopanit concentration in the MLEK triPcrystal is higher thian tor
1 EC and( remains uniforin un11til thle mlagnletic field is turn11ed oft,

WthI thle field off, the concentrationl increases In the typical
20 tnanner of nion-magnietically stabilized LE.C crystals [lie ap

N 10 plied magnetic field, rather thati the crystal shape, seemis to con
2 10 trol dopanit incorporation as this resuilt is similar to results ob

X 14 tamned onl MEC linP crystals.
a 2 E Controlling the therimal geotmetry of the crystal gromh tlimev

W 10 rontuent makes it possible to grow (100) hll hN tlie

,ON MLEK/MLFC process. The physical shape of htip cir" stals
o 8growni by thle combined MITLKIMLI3C technique is the iueanis

8 by whiich twin foninat ion is controlled. Thiere are several ad% an-
4 tages for M~LK growkth of twin-free ttiPcrystals. (1) W"ith muag-

2 -- 'ML E tietic stabilization, it is possible to control thle shape of the soild
li quid in terface. Twvin nuc leat ion is less li kely when a Cot i.Ce

0 1 2 Ititerface is mnaiiitained, and it appears that an aspect ratio of 1 0~

WAFEn POSITION. INCHES is suifficient to reduce the probability of tw inning, althioughi this

DI1' t ) t "Ildii.ciisiiv tor (IM)~ lit ay niot be the optuimized growth condition. (2) Th'le \111~K
growth envirotinietit induces a smaller amiount oft IienhiaI stress
than tion magnetic LI3C. Since tile grow,,th ititerface is 1belo%

tile tmagnet was turned otf and tile crystal was pulled to comple- the encapsulating layer, the axial temperature gradient is lov-

tioli This crystal was sliced Itito I la~l seginieits 2.5 nin apart during thle first stages of growth, and becomes higher onil, %% hlle

along thle crystal axis to deternmtie the net free carrer concen- pullinig is initiated. Despite thle effect of a steep radial gradietit,

tratmon, it, as a function of crystal letngth- Figure 7 shows it as a MLEiK crystals show a Litifforin dislocation den~sitv, a falctor of

tiutictioti of slice pcrsitiont in thie boile. For high carrier conceni- two lower thani LEC material. (3) Magnetically stabilized htiI'
tration and reasonable mobility ( > 2000cm2 v- sec) thle value of inielts conitributne to a homogeneouts dopant distribution, bothi for

Ii is a pprox im ate ly NI), thle shlaIlow donor concentration, itidi - M11 'K anid MILEC growth, with anl effective segr-egation ctx'f-

cating thle level of tin (Iolant. Tin inicorpo~ration has been stuid- ficietit closer to unity thati is founid for standard LLC grow.th.

iecl In 1.1-C crystals grown without a magnetic field, and wc
have fouind an effective dlistribution coefficient, k 0.02. The
coticentratioti of fiti expected in thle fi rst to- freeze InPl crystal
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Abstract - We derive the Lagrangians and equations of motion for the junction
phase differencesfor afamily of coupled Josephson junction devices. 77Tese can -'

be considered as the long junction versions and generalizations of the three a , - / b / C ',7 •.J"
coupled Josephson device first introduced by Likharev The possible iwo-field ., _ --
kink solutions for the long three coupled Josephson junction device and three ' ,
field kinks for the long six coupled junction device are derived The two field -
kinks arefound to exist in equal massfamilies having SU(3) and SU(4) symme-
tries respectively. With an external magnetic flux present of magnitude X
4) = •o/2, where co, = h/2c is theflux quantum, the kinks of the 3junction

system have 1/3 and 2/3 fluxon subkinks that behave like quarks, e.g., exhibiting - J
permanent confinement.. A collective coordinate description and time-depen- [ 3'Z
drnt one dimensional numerical solutions for various kink collision. conver- Fig. i. Configuration of coupled superconducting clements for a) N-2,
sion, decay, and internal excitation processes are presented b) N-3. c) N-4 elements.

Jc( -) U[4)], with U [40] = 1- cos [O(z,t)], (I)
2n

1. INTRODUCTION
where Jc is the critical current density for the long JJ and

The coupling of small Josephson junctions(JJ's) in various 4 = h/2c is the magnetic flux quantum. The Lagrangian den-

topological configurations has led to a variety of interesting and sity can be written as

useful devices e.g., DC and AC Squids, phase locked arrays , I (o 2 2
the DC flux parametron 2, and other logic devices. In the present pt[o = 2 n - L (2n [4)]
work we will consider what are essentially the long junction 2 2n L [!,2 2i 2n7 I U [{2

versions of squid type devices. The equations governing their

behavior consist of coupled sine-Gordon equations. We solve j °], I2-- , 2 1 2 2 U 1. (2)

the set of coupled equations numerically using an explicit leap- 2 n J(7tP 2 2

frog method and by a simple collective coordinate model. Other

systems such as the model for mechanical vibrations of DNA3, where Co and Lo, are the capacitance and inductance per unit

lines of coupled pendula, the SU(n) Thirring model4 , and the length of the junction and wtp and ki, are the plasma frequency

chiral invariant Gross Neven model5 can be cast into the same and Josephson penetration depth of the junction. Variation of

form as the JJ systems. What emerges from the study of these the Lagrangian density then yields the sine-Gordon equation of

systems is an array of new kink types and interactions, among motion for 4 as

them fractional fluxon subkinks that act like permanently con-

fined lines rather than points of degenerate vacuum. 4*," - O,zz = sin[V(z,t)], (3)

2. N= 3 COUPLED SUPERCONDUC'ING where we have taken (O0p' and Xj to be the unit time and length.

ELEMENTS ENCLOSING FLUX D = 0With these units the Swihart velocity Z is given by

Some possible configurations for N= 2, 3, 4 coupled super- = 0X I /vCOLý = 1.

conductors and the JJ's formed by placing oxide layers between

all pairs of proximate superconductors are shown in Fig. 1. The Te inglrink sole

case N= 2 is that of a single JJ. Elongating this configuration in

the z direction yields the longjunction shown in Fig. Ia. The po- Vz,t) = VC) where C= y(z-vt) andy 1 (4)

tential energy in terms of the phase difference 0(z,t) across the

junction is given by
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The equation of motion for a single kink can then be written as I

which can be looked upon as the Newtonian equation of motion

for the "spatial" coordinate O[C] of a point particle of unit mass

as a function of the "time" coordinate C. The kink solutions that

connect two adjacent minima of the potential U J4){()) as ( 4 " -

goes from C=--" to (=+oo, can thus be thought of as describing C - 1

the motion of a point particle in the potential V[4)] as it travels

from one peak of V[01 at (=-- down and tip to an adjacent
peak at (= +-. For the sine-Gordon equation these solutions, steel shaft torion bar
determined by a simple integration, are the well known kink Fig. 2. Segment (i) of a differential/pnduhtun tine (note: Penduta I, 2.

3, and gears C are secured to shafts, all diffcrcntial gears and 11

and antikink given by gears are on bearings).

OK())= 4 tan- exp[(z-vt)/(]ý

q)A•Q)= 4 tan- exp[ - (z-vt)/(]: (6) Using Stoke's theorem to reexpress the line integral of the vec-

tor potential A in tenns of the total enclosed magnetic flux.1
with l" "l • ,gives

with gie -3 = (3i - 42 + 2nt/to - 21n. (9)

where we have re-expressed the C coordinate anticipating a

generalization of( = y . Including this constraint by means of a Lagrange multiplier X,

The system consisting of N= 3 coupled superconductors was then yields the Lagrangian
C (Do - DO , 2 b).first considered by Likharev7 The system was subsequently L[Q] = C- [( XI + (-4 2 1) + rl(-) .

studied by Stretnski and Doniach8 who derived the Lagrangian 2 2n 2n2

and equations of motion assuming negligible circuit and self in- - RJ[V( I - COS4)t M cosI2) + jc( I - cosO3)M

ductances and investigated the non-zero voltage, zero external 2n

magnetic field case. The Lagrangian for the system of three + X(03)+ 0)2 ()J -L + 2nn (10)

small coupled WJs as shown in Fig. lb, is given as

and the equations of motion

L[01 4 -IC[( 0- ).0' + (---- P2,X) + 9- ( Oljt - 02.t)-]
2n1= -( )Jsino)-,- 9_1sin02-- i- sin(61-¢n+ 2

Do [Jc( I - cos4i) + Jc,( I - cos 02) + jc( -cos(00 - 02) 1 + 2r (I + 2 )2 0) + 2 0)

(7) 1+9 - 2A+
where we shall take cJ, = Jc Jc and jc as the critical Josephson 42= 1+2q )Jsin42- (1+ 2 9)sin4) - 1 sin((02-4 -(

currents for the three junctions, and C, C, and rlC as the capac- (It)

itances of junctions I, 2, 3 respectively. In what follows we as-

stime that alscan b2nJ,,
all circuit and self inductances abe neglected where we have taken wp = (4,0 )2 as the unit of time and

The Lagrangian in Eq. 7 may also be derived by considering

it as the stun of the Lagrangians for each of the three junctions, J= Jc,/Jc and j= j,/Jc, as junction critical currents with reslpect

along with the Bohni-Aharonov constraint that the ine integral to the reference current Jc,, appearing in ot -. For (D 0 the

of the canonical momentum taken around a circuit passing above equations of motion are identical to those following from

within the interior of each of the super-conductors equal 2t1n. the Lagrangian L[L] in Eq 7.

This constraint may be written in terns of the gauge invariant

Phase 4 as 9A. Coupled pendula modtel.

(Pi -: 4)(.; +h2cAXI( 2n (8)
h The mechanical equivalent for the single junction is a simple

pendulum n0 with rotation angle 4. The mechanical equivalent
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tor the N= 3 case is a system of two pendula coupled by a dif- initial state of kinks [K ,l or antikinks (KI] on line I well sepa-

ferential gear with an attached pendulum, to yield the term rated from K2"s and K2's on line 2 can be written down as an

( 1 - cos(4l - 402 + 2n4)/4)0)) in the potential energy, as shown exact initial solution. In what follows we shall take qr=j. Asche-

in Fig. 2. The external magnetic flux ,, is included by setting matic drawing of a kink on line 2 colliding with an oppositely

the initial phase relation between the three pendula [an extra 2 directed antikink on line I is shown in Fig.3. Since the mag-

to I coupling gear C is necessary since one revolution of gear B netic field due to a spatial gradient in the phase of a junction is

results in only 1/2 a revolution of tie differential pendulumn]. given by

B. Long jitction equation of motion. B_ - Vl(-4), (15)

Both the mechanical and superconducting juniction systems where rfhs a unit vector directed from the 4) - ) to the ý( + )

inay be considered as elements in a line of connected elements superconductor, the magnetic field of the 0,2 kink is in the + y• 9

in analogy with the sine-Gordon case . Taking the limit of a line direction while that of the 4)i antikink is in the - y direction. Thie

of such junction elements yields the long junction shown in Fig. phase difference across junction 3 is given by the constraint

lb. We shall assume that the capacitances per unit length of the condition of Eq. 12. Since we are assuming that the external B

long junctions 1, 2, and 3 are C0, C0, and qCo respectively field is constant along the z direction, taking the z derivative of

while the corresponding inductances per unit length are Lo, L0, Eq 12 yields the magnetic field in the third junction as

and L04q. The Swihart velocity e = ICoLo will thus be the samne

for all three junctions. The equations of motion will then be B3 = BI - B2  (16)

given by Eq II with d2/dt 2 replaced by the D'Alembertian
.,"2 where the directions for the flux lying within the third junctiona2/0/2 - a2 /a,... The ratios J andj retain the samne meaning as

in the short junction case when jc, Jc, and Jt h are replaced by the are indicated in Fig. 3. By connecting up the contribution of the
corrhesportjundtion curent denss j,, J, and J- The replaconsbytrat flux of K2 in junction 3 with the K2 flux in junction 2, the K2

kink may be thought of as a flux loop traveling down supercon-
equation ductor 2 with similar considerations holding for the K flux loop

on superconductor 1. The interaction of the two flux loops may
4)3(z,t) = )1(z,t) - g)2(z,t) + 2t4)/4o + 2ztn (12) then be considered as taking place injunction 3 where the inter-

action energy is the sum of a magnetic interaction term

is thus maintained at each field point z along the length of the

line.

Taking into account the constraint of Eq 12, the Ligrangian

density for the long system for N=3 may be written as ÷' -

2n 1 2
[(z)]=J, 1 )(-•) [..(4~~)") + (4)2.1)2 + i(4)l.t - )2.t)2]1 / ,i . .2..1/5"- • /

2t 2 +~ 2- + 1al

A I -cosg)1i - J l -cosr2)- j(I -cos(l- k2+ 2-/-0)) IV-

j -)1 3)" Fig. 3. tliixon ttI) picitirr of al aitikkintk Kt atdl kink K2 collision

with the equations of motion as stated above being given by

Eq II with

-1 ) i.zz 42,z and a term coming from the junction potential en-

-. (),tt - 4#) , i= 1,2. (14) ergy j( I - cos(tl) - 0 + 4))). For a Ki-K2 interaction, the

magnetic interaction term will be positive resulting in repulsion

C. Flux loop picture of kink excitalions. of the two magnetic flux loops, while a Kt K2 interaction will
be attractive. T"he flux loop picture is also consistent with two

The simplist equation for the N- 3 system with D -0 is that kinks on the same line having a repulsive interaction and with a

with 4D 2=0 on line 2 and a sine Gordon kink on line I Since an kink and antikink interaction being attractive, as is well known

equivalent situation can be nmaintained on line 2 with ) i -0, an from the sine-Gordon case.
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We have nunierically solved the equations of motion for the (the sine-Gordon Green's function has very similar asymnptotic

coupled JJ systems using a modified version of the explicit behavior12). If a sine Gordon kink is put in the path of the wake

leapfrog method developed for the double sine-Gordon equa- of a distant disturbance, it will begin teetering indicating that

tion by Ablowitz, Kruskal, and Ladik The results for a sine- this motion can be considered as a superposition of the Klein

Gordon kink on line I with velocity v = .35C colliding with a Gordon wake and the kink.

sine-Gordon kink on line 2 with v ý - .35ý are shown in a sur- While the coupled system is not exactly integrable in gen-

face plot of 01(z,t) in Fig .4. At the motment of impact, a burst eral4 , a reasonably good description of interactions between

of radiation is emitted, which subsequently travels along the single kinks can be obtained using the collective coordinate

light cone to the boundary where an absorbent boundary condi- model(CCM) used by Rice13 in the case of the perturbed sine-

Gordon equation. ThMs we start with the solutions for K1 and

K2 written as

01 = 4tan -exp[(z - 13(t))/(t)],

S•~(2 - 4tan -1 exp[(z -i())st].•1)

where 5(t) is a collective coordinate representing the kink posi-
tions, while ((t) is an internal coordinate to describe kink inter-

rml excited states. The Ligrangian for a KI-K2 collision is then

obtained by inserting the exact initial state 0 : 0 1 + 02 into the

Lagrangian of Eq 13 and integrating over z. This vields the ef

Fig 4. Surface plol of li(/t) for KIK 2 colli;lon, v .35, 0 < 01 < 2nt. fective Lagrangian
- 20 < z < 20. 01 < 40 tmi -s mcnvaws iot ard Itw v%'ickkr.

LKK[5(t), 4(t) j = rNKK[5,(] - I.KK[ j], (19)

tion has beten imposed. This is followed by a slower moving

wake filling in the light cone. Tnie two kinks appear as though where J and I are given by

they have become excited internally by the collision, exhibiting

a teetering motion. Th- teetering motion is essentially %,hat is 8

imodeled by the collective coordinate ([t] in the collective coor- IKK[ ,3y] I 1 [y)

dinate model to be described below, and can be considered as a 1 T

linear interaction of the kink with the Klein Gordon wake. .i I -(4y.

The slope at the center of a sine-Gordon kink of Eq. 6 is de 3y•, 3 - - t

tennmined by (, which equals the Lorentz factory - if it is freely

propagatitig, and reflects the Lorentz contraction of the kink - a IKK[jY] 8y, 1 + n I I -+ q sh([)) + 8 1 + j[ C I sh(+l

large velocity implying a large y and therefore a small kink with Y -

a large slope at the origin. If a sine-Gordon kink solution, w hich 2

cannot support an excited state, is put in with a slope at its center + +[C Cth(.) 1,
-t (cht() + [ I t(

that is not given by C - y the kink will emit a short burst of ra
diation and begin teetering. The contitumn modes %kith (20)

W)> III I are able to radiate away, while those wihi m< in - I with y(t) I- /(t) and = 2y).

are the evanescent wake modes which travel at very low veklo

ities and diminish as exp( kz)/z. These two coeninneits can be A conohr plot for this potential is Sho0\ l In Fly 5%

clearly seen in the expression for the Klein Gordon Green s Tl effect the collison, the initial coidinolN on )(0). + 0).

function
i(O) and *(O)%%ere taken as:

IzI ' z 0 17 J(o) 5, '(0) v, ý(O) I J/( 2A) T,
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ergy can pass to or from the internal oscillation, gain enough ki-

0 netic energy from the internal oscillation to move apart. Upon

\ collision, the internal coordinate is excited with a new amrpli-

-- -ude that depends on its phase at the time of collision. A de-

i -crease in the initial velocity may then move the system into a re-

gion where the kinks are virtually never able to gain enough en-

"" ~" N ".ergy to separate and can thus be practically considered as a
bound pair. Inclusion of radiation losses in the model would

6. -. change this to a permanently bound pair.

7 - .-. ...

3!.2

3

2. -

-4. 0. 4. -,,

1:1ig 5 (ContMr pl1ot of1 A-A-IK3.. i

Fig. 7. Plot of collective coordinates qt) and 3(t) for a KI - K2 collision,
v - .3

where the initial separation 2 + 3(0) was chosen large enough

to insure that the two kinks were .'irtually non-interacting at Similar behavior was found in the ý 4 and double sine-Gordon

t 0 0. For a range of initial velocities ranging from z - .999c models by Campbell, Shonfeld, and Wingate14 who carried out

to a threshold velocity at v = - .325w, the Kinks attract but will a detailed study of "n bounce resonance windows" and devel-

possess enough kinetic energy to prevent formation of a bound oped a semi-phenomenological theory for various aspects of

state. In Fig.6 we have shown a K-K collision with v = - .35ý resonance scattering structure. A similar analysis can be carried

where the collective coordinate qt) can be seen being set into out for the present model yielding for example an expression

motion at the moment of impact (ý(t) = 0). for T(v), the time between the first and second impa ' itM he 2

bounce window as a function of incoming velocity

"• .v) = a/J-T_7 , ct-' 2.64 (21)

that agrees reasonably well with computed values as shown in

Fig. 8.
ST1(v)

01 20 30 t30

-4

20

Fig 6 Plot of t lh'ctivc cit irdiialcs ttl) aix] 3(t) for a Kt - K,2 collision,
v- 35

0.125

"*",------ 7 0.25 0.1 V

For velocities lower than v= v, as shown in Fig. 7 for
v ý - .3 c, it can be seen that after the first collision, the two vig e Plot of T(v), t t&x two renqated collisionA. vmcitti uintl

velocity vas given i Fl. 2 I. Plotte'dpoints art"vahues compiitcdn!sing

kinks lose energy to the internal oscillation, attract and forn a t- (CM n)de

bound pair and after two or more repeated collisions, where en-
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As another way of viewing K-K collisions, we have plotted For this case K and K will collide and rebound for velocities
the orbits of the motion in 3 - C space for the CCM potential v< Vc, while for v> vc they pass through each other. The CCM
Eq. 19 shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 9. we show a parametric plot of yields fairly good estimates for both Vc and ;c compared with
the orbit in 3 - C space for the KI-K2 collision of Fig. 7. In Fig. the values obtained using the full numerical model namely,
10 we have plotted a closed orbit with E = 27.6 and an average {vc(CCM) - .235E, vc(NItm) - 0.33Z1
frequency of w= .978. Because there is no radiation mecha-

nism in the simple CCM model, inclusion of radiation los+e*4WM) - .463E, vc(Num) - 0.425E1 for ri = .9.
a closed orbit like that of Fig. 10 will cause it to decay and be-

come non-periodic.

D. Kink Symmetries.

To investigate the other possible kink states available for the

N= 3 system we plot the effective potential
Vi44)l,4)2] = -JOl -COS(4))) - A~l - COS(40)2

"- j(0 - cos(4I - 4ý2 + 2At(/4o)) (23)

Fig. 9 Parametric plot of collective coordinate (t) (ordinate) versus Q
3(t) (abscissa) for v - -.3, 0 < t < 140. Klffl _.

1.6 / b~'• ~ ~~

Fig. 11. Plot of the potential V[0p.4ý2] given in Eq. 23 with J-j-l.

as a function of 0 1 and 4)2 as shown in Fig. 11 for 4) -0. The

possible kink states are those that connect adjacent peaks la-

Fig. 10. Paranetric plot of collective coordinate Rt) (ordinate) versus3(t) beled as A, B, C etc. Thus the KI and K2 kinks discussed above
(abscissa) for E - 27.6, 0 < t < 600. could be formed by motion of a Newtonian particle moving in

V[4I, 2 1] from E-.F and F-.C respectively. The rest mass for

For the case of a repulsive K-K collision, the effective ki- both kinks is given by E = 16. There isathirdseriesofsine-Gor-
netic and potential energy calculated using CCM are given by don kinks that lie along the diagonal $o1 (02. Since the differ-

ence terms in the Lagrangian drop out for 1| = 4)2, the equations

8([ + q) ri) + '/2c2] 221 [.Y. + r3)2 of motion reduce to a sine-Gordon equation on each line. Thus
[Y 12-y2 7- I + the EC kink will have the same energy as the EF and FC kinks

and can be considered as a bound state of EF and FC with bind-

"2 +3 2)(._) ing energy Eb = 16 supplied by the EF-FC attractive bond. In
-Y 3 sh(C) terms of flux loops it can be considered as a (negative) 2n flux

IVKR[J~,t8T[ I + n(l +C/sh(ý))]+-[ I +j(I -C/shQ)X ch()+ I)] loop around the third superconductor. This can be seen by ex-
Y ch(C)- I changing the KI antikink and its (negative) anticlockwise

withy = 1I/ and = 2y3. (22) flux loop in Fig. 3 by a KI kink with a (positive) clock-
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wise flux loop. The Ki and K2 flux loops will then cancel in the the Lagrangian may be reexpressed as
3 junction and the resulting flux loop can thus be considered as J[W]=JC-4-0[1 2t)2+ (W2,02÷ (2Iz)2 + (12,z)2} V[4]
an equivalent anticlockwise flux loop encircling superconduc- 2n 2

tor 0. (28)
It is clear that while the energies for the kinks EC, EF, and FC

are equal, the topological invariants for the total magnetic flux
defined by

q'of ~o15 t

A f = N.z dz = [ ) - (24)

are different for the three states. For the EC kink, A(01 = 1 5

fluxon and A02 = I fluxon. For the EF kink Aý I =1, A42 = 0
while for the FC kink A01 = 0 and A)2 = I fluxon. Since I
their energies are degenerate these three states may thus form a
3 representation for the SU(3) group while their antikinks CE,
CF, and FE form a 3 representation. An indication of why this -5 Q, \(--) 7)
occurs can be given in tenns of the connection of the present ( )
model with the bosonized SU(N) Thirring model to be dis- 5
cussed in the next section. 0 s to 15 20

From the symmetry of V[) 1,4P2] it can be seen that motion Fig. 12. Plot of the potential V[•i,421 in Eq. 23 as a function of

from A to E will lie along the line 4)i + 4)2 = 4n . Inserting this iW,'v2J where {WI,,W2 are related to 1,040 by Eq. 27.

as a constraint in the Lagrangian leads to the equation of motion
for ý1 A plot of V[4# 1,W2] as a function of i I and %2 is shown in Fig.

12 indicates that the paths DC and GB are indeed straight lines,
Jij.!- , I + 2r sin¢ol - I-- 2- sin(2101), (25) and by implication (since (N- and Wi are linearly related) that thepaths DC and GB in Fig. 11 are also straight lines. From the

which is the double sine-Gordon equation. The AE kink is thus symmetry ofV[W ,W21 it can also be seen that AE, DC, and GB
are simply rotated versions of the same state and a calculation

one of the known stable kinks of the double sine-Gordon equa- of their energies shows them to be equal with E[AE]=

tion cf Condat Guyer15 that can be obtained by a simple inte E[DC]=E[GB]=37, which makes them potentially unstable
gration of Eq 25 and is given for ri= 1 by against breakup into lower energy kinks.

A plot of the potential energy of any of the three double sine-

4) = 2 tan '7-•coth[y(x-vt)/I'8]t, 02 = - 4)1. (26) Gordon kinks DC, GB, or AE using the CCM gives a potential
that is confining in 0 but non-confining in 3, with a saddle at
5=0, V-4/3. Numerical calculation of the evolution of these

As will be seen below however, in the context of the coupled JJ double sine-Gordon states bears out the CCM potential and
system, the AE kink is unstable, shows them to be unstable as well.

The two kinks DC and GB are also double sine-Gordon kinks
but it is not evident from the contour plot of V[01,021 that a 3. N= 3 COUPLED SUPERCONDUCTING
straight line connecting D to C would be the path taken by the
motion of a particle moving from D to C since potential con- ELEMENTS ENCLOSING FLUX (D = -(1)0
tours are not crossed at right angles. The origin of this problem 2

is the cross term q(tt- oqlt)2 in the Lagrangian. By trans- We now assume that an external magnetic flux has been in-
forming to orthononnal coordinates (W1,W21 that diagonalize troduced along the z axis of the coupled JJ system by inserting
the kinetic energy term a Bohm-Aharonov solenoid. For this section we shall choose

D=4)o/2 which has the effect of shifting the origin to
W I = (4U + 4)2)/f2 ,W'2 = ý"1 I 2n(01 - 4QW)2/-, (27) 4)' = n and 102 = n and inverting V[$1, but otherwise leaving its
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shape intact. This can be seen by changing the new coordinates topological invariants for the total magnetic flux in each junc-
reexpressing the phases 41 and 02 by 0'1 01 - n tion that are fractional and equal to 1/3 or 2/3. Thus
and 0'2 = 02 - n so that V4,=4,/ 2 [0'1,0'21 =-V•=0 [01,02].

The static kink solutions are obtained by calculating the motion A0 1  A02 A01 - A42 A41 + A42
of a unit mass particle connecting the peaks of V4=4,/2 labeled (ab): 2/3, 1/3 1/3 1

by a,bc... The solutions for the stable kinks (abbccddeeffa) (ea): - 1/3, -2/3 1/3 -0

are given below (for q =J=j= 1), dropping primes henceforth as

The states [ab,bc,...fa) can be viewed in two ways: 1) They
(ab) 01i= 4 tan- [t + n; can be taken as the 3 and 3 representations of an SU(3) symme-

try. With this interpretation, ab, af, and ef could be designated as
equivalent to SUj(3) (flavor SU(3)) u, d, and s quarks with

02= 0~/2 - t/2 ; (29) "charge" givenby the fractional fluxon numberA41. The corre-
2. -rth(y(x-vt)/fW- sponding particle physics designations of hypercharge Y and

(bc) 01= 2 tan-' 1 T ; isospin component b would be given by Y=AO-AO2 and

13=(A01-A02)/2 yielding Q=13+Y/2=A01. The kinks bc, de,

02= 2 0i+ nt; (30) and dc would then be the equivalents of the antiquarks
i, ii, and &. Taking these as the fundamental fluxon quarks

. Ilrth(y(x-vt)/ '-" would then yield mesons like the n + meson ud= fb, and the
(cd) 01= - 2 tan [I r J nucleon 9=ddu=(ae), both with energy E2. Since these fluxon

quarks repel one another yielding unstable mesons and nucle-
02=-Of1 (31) ons and moreover can have excited states, they are not appeal-

ing as fundamental units. 2) We can view { ab,bc,..fa) as 6 states
of an octet of mesons (or nucleons) formed from fractional

Each has energy E = V-2( 6 - 2n/'3")y = 3.358y. The unstable fluxon quarks. If we define a total fluxon number to be given by

(ac) and (ad) kinks have the solutions A0=A0 1+A0 2,, then the kinks and antikinks of Fig. I I will have
integer total fluxon numbers and can be described as being
formed from 1/3 and 2/3 fluxon number SU(3) quarks. To define

(ac) 01=4 tanl~c'y(x - + i/3; the fluxon quarks we represent the (ab), (bc), and (cd) kinks in

02=01 - 2n/3. (32) terms of flux loops around each of the three conductors as shown
in Fig.13. In analogy with SUA(3) we can use the two parame-

(ad) 0i= - 2 tan- 1 coth(Y(x-vt/J8 "

-11/3

and their energies are respectivelyO ) 1/32) 1/3

E2=8 I 9y ~ 1l.38 'y, I (cd) Ii lab) III Mbc0

E3-y2-" 6" (1+2,/(3r3))= I8.75y. (34)
-1/3

The energies of (fb), (fd), (ea), (ec), and (bd) are all equal to E2, 0

while the energies of (eb) and (fc) are equal to E3, which is ap- V3

parent from the symmetry of Fig. 12. Ž1)
While each member of the multiplet of the six stable kinks IV d $

and antikinks has the same energy as the others, they each have
differing values for fluxon content indicating that they are re- Fig. 13. i,iiiii) Repmsenlation of the flux conteia of the (cd). (ab) and (bc)

lated by a symmetry of the Lagrangian. Unlike the integer kinks respectively in terms of u, d, s. iv) The fundamental fluxon

fluxon kinks for the (P= 0 case, the (ab), (ef), and (af) kinks have q t4 d, s, in units of 00.
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ters 13 and Y instead of A0$ and A02 to label the flux loop A. Relation to Gross Neveu Model
quarks namely A01=213/3 and Aq2=I3/3+Y/2 to yield

A(ý] +02)=Q=13+Y/2. We can then construct the 3 and 3 SU(3) The source of this SU(3) symmetry can be traced to the rela-
weight diagrams and the table of 13 and Y values for the flux tion between the present model and the bosonized Gross-Neveu
quarks as shown in Fig. 14. Using these we may construct the model. We use the relations first pointed out by Coleman 17 be-

163X3= 8+ I representation for the "flux mesons" and "predict" tween the fermions of the zero charge sector of the 1 dimen-
that in addition to the 6 kinks and antikinks already considered, sional Thirring model with fermion field %p and the sine-Gordon
namely, model

n =u! (ab) n- = i d= (dc)

K÷=ui (bc) K- =i s= (ec) wwV-"cos((o)

K=di (cd) K- = d s= (fa) invY W S"in(O)

that there should be kinks corresponding to nt°=(uii-day)/,2, 'VySTr 4 4-.Ov'U), (36)

q°=(ui+da-2ss-)/46 and °=(uii + si + d/I1/-6. We inter-
pret the nro as being formed as an out of phase breather or bound where yO and y °" 1 are the Dirac matrices for one time and

state of (ab) and (ba) kinks with the go and (00 being formed in one space dimension I p-- 0,1).

a similar marnner. The fact that the neutral K0 meson (cd) has a The Lagrangian for the chiral invariant N- 3 Gross Neveu

distinct antiparticle (dc) while the nt°'rl° and 4? do not, lends model with N fermion fields wa(a=1 ....... N)
some consistency to this choice.

N N N

Y al 2n-I al (37)

3 zed• fon-s

d 'vs'•-u can then be written in bosonized form as

_1/2,' -1/2 N N

. a- a*b* I (38)

".2/3 •
.__ N 2/_3_chiral invariance for the fermion Lagrangian implies invariance

d s under the continuous transformation w---eip;W for arbitrary 1
which for the bosonized Lagrangian amounts to invariance

S- I under translation of all the bose fields Oa by the constant
b 0 , e '-e.b+ P5.

13 _ _-_ By performing a Fierz transformation of the N ferion fields of
2 • _ [Eq 37 it has been shown by Ha5, that the Lagrangian may be

cast into the form of the SU(N) invariant Thirng model4

N N2- N
Fig. 14. a) Weight diagrams for the 3 and 3 eptresentation of the SU(3) fluxon 1NAk

quarks (in units of I fluxon - •0o). b): Isospin, hypercharge and P-- E ia•aioT-uf g : E2
Q - 13 + Y12 values for the fluxon quarks u, d, s in fluxon units. Q-I A-0 abc41 2

--c I A d.
Nucleons can be formed from flux loop quarks in a manner • ( A )d

similar to the mesons. Nucleons belonging to the lowest mass 2 (39)
nucleon octet, such as p-uud=(bc), will have the same fluxon
content as the corresponding mesons because baryon number is where the XA are the (N2- 1) SU(N) matrices, and therefore by
not included in our model. inference the bosonized Lagrangian of Eq. 38 is SU(N) invari-
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ant as well. Furthermore it was shown in ref. [51 that an orthog- V,.j('3, Lorn = 3- th(/23/•)`3 (41)
onal transformation exists that can transforn the N bose fields 3-o
of a massless Gross Neveu model to a model of N- 1 massive
bosons having an interaction that is chiral invariant in terms of which is the equivalent, for a potential well, of confinement in
the original fields. Keeping in mind the form of a mass term for the field theory case.
the bosonized Gross Neveu model given in Eq 36 i.e., InFig. 16 weshowtheresultsofanattempttoseparatea(cd)
mij y ,--cos4, we can see tiat the Lagrangian for the system of kink into its constituent subkinks by imposing the initial condi-
Fig. Ib has been written in temis of the orthogonal variables tion that v= .99999E. The original (fa) kink is seen to be trans-

S1,4 2 as a m assive G ross N eveu m odel for N = 2 w ith an inter- form ed into the set of topologically equivalent kinks reached by
action term that is chiral invariant in temis of the original fields. going around the hexagonal loop of Fig. 11 namely,
Our finding that tiis system has an underlying SU(3) synmnetry (fc)+(ed)+(dc)+(cb)+(ba). The net result is a transformation of
is thus consonant with Ha's result. Using Ha's result we n-,ay the (fa) kink into an equivalent excited (fa) kink (= (dc)*) and
thus in general infer SU(N) invariance for the coupled J] sys- two kink antikink pairs J(ed)+ (ba)] and [(fe)+ (cb)}. Raising
temns described by a anssive (N- 1) chiral invariant Gross Neveu the initial energy to a threshold - v= .99999c enables 2 hexago-
Lagrangian. nal loops in the 0 1 = 02 direction to be encompassed as shown in

Another feature of the quark and Gross Neveu models that Fig. 17. Reversing the initial velocities will excite the hexago-

4F0. nal loops below (fa). The net results of an attempt at arbitrar-
carries over to the present bosonized version with (D-- is con-

finenent1. If we consider the effective potential for binding the _i -

fluxon subkinks in the (cd) kink using the CCM as a function of
their separation 2+3(t) and a conmnon collective coordinate
(t), we obtain the potential 40

__ "'0t =10! 30
v,-,j(3.f) = o• + +'c ( .- l)÷•

(3/2X 1 + 2ch(/•))jo() 0 ..

where ].Q)=• sh2) ++

2ch ( )c ( -1). , 0 ,, 4,,
2ch ()-ch()-l)DISTANCE

(/g 16. Plo of 2i(z) veoxtm 1. with initiat cO(x1dOibc v€= .99,'K•, for 1t c0
with 1=)r273/f', t-O. 10,20,.31.40 (wifll damiping - l @sI).

which is shown in Fig. 15. It can be seen that in the limit as
3--.oo the potential rises linearly with 3 as '.-',--

s0 •. -- t-o

ft.4r sh(C) + (wth danQg - .I.* .

2 1) "1 11)

Hg 5 Potof ~slflfor~=.. S.3 .5. ig. 1& Paamtlot of oimv (1) z witit iwtia ).tor tus v=9tt)(-.for 0.30.40
wi th ( =Vrv, t-0 99,102,,4 (with damnping - .1 40.)
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ily large energy to separate the subkinks of the (fa) kink will Forj= 1/2, 01= 0 and the c and d peaks will merge. The (cd)
thus be an excited (fa) kink and a string (2,4,6_..2N) of kink- and (af) kinks will cease to exist. The kinks (ab) and (bc) will
antikink pairs, which is in qualitative agreement with the ha- become integer fluxon kinks having the same rest mass and an
dronic string picture of confinement 16 . SU(2) symmetry.

B. N= 3 system with j < J C. Relation to the coupled base-rotator model of
DNA

We have mainly considered the symmetric case J- j,
4-4)o/2, due to its connection with the Gross Neveu model, The Homma-Takeno3 coupled base-rotator model for the dy-
and the fact that the static solutions may be obtained by quadra- namical properties of DNA molecules is described by the
ture. For 1/2< j< J, the two adjacent maxima of V along the Lagrangianof Eq. 13 with q=O, andj/J= - t, where 9, isthe
402= -io direction will more closer together, their positions ratio of hydrogen-bonding energy to local field energy for a
being given by base pair of DNA. For the exact B-form of DNA, this ratio is

equal to 1/2 which makes this DNA model equivalent to the

ý*= cos- (-) = -$. (42) j- 1/2 integer kink SU(2) case mentioned above. The ratio q,
2j is not restricted to ui - 1/2 however, so that for nl > 1/2 frac-

tional SU(2) kinks and SU(3) kinks for ri - I are possible, with
As an example, for the case 01= n/5 ,j= 2/(1+45-)= 0.618, the confinement mechanism, discussed previously, operating

only the (ab) and (bc) kinks will have the same rest mass. The for nt > 1/2.

equation of motion for the (ab) kink is given by a quartic sine-
Gordon equation as 4. A SYSTEM OF N= 4 COUPLED

SUPERCONDUCTING ELEMENTS
d2 '_ 4sin(4W)-J sin(1)-3j sin(3W). (43)

dQ (17+94i) In the previous section we indicated that the N- 3 coupled P
system could be considered either as an SU(2) massive Gross

with 0t= 4W+n .02= 0t/ 4 - 7/4, C=yz-vt), and Neveu model or as a chiral invariant SU(3) massless Gross
Neveu model. Using this equivalence we should be able to form
an N= 4 system, that could be considered as a massive SU(3)
Gross Neveu model or as a massless chiral invariant SU(4)
Gross Neveu model, by adding a fourth superconductor to form

and has a rest mass = 5.068. The equation of motion for the (cd) JJ's with each of the superconductors of the N- 3 system (Fig.
kink is given by the double sine-Gordon equation as 1c). We may write the expression for the effective potential of

the N- 4 system of 6 WJ's using the Bohm Aharonov constraints

2 (of Eq 8 for each of the three flux circuits of Fig. lc, where each
d.0'1_ sin(20i)j (44) is assumed to contain flux 4.

d 2  (1+ r0)
with 140 1 ,02,03)= - J[(1-cos(01))+ (1-cos(02))+ (1-cos(03))l

02= -01, -j [(l-cos(01-02+ 2nx4/40))+ (1-cos(02-03+ 2ni4/1Po))
(0i .-oo'02.-oo}=f{n/5,-/5} (01.+o'02.+}=(-1it/5,l/5} + (1-COs(03-0i+ 2nt4/40o))] (45)

and has a rest mass = .612. The equation of motion for the As in the previous system of three conductors, we transform
stable static (ad) kink is given by a triple sine-Gordon equation. to orthonormal coordinates so that the kinetic energy will be a

The fluxon content for the (ab), (cb), and (cd) kinks is then sun of squared time derivatives, yielding paths of stable kinks
that appear as straight lines in the new coordinates. For arbitrary

A01 A2 A4i - A02 A0i + A02 positive values of q, the transformation to the new V coordi-
(ab) 3/10, 2/10 1/10 1/2 nates is given by
(cb) -2/10, -3/10 1/10 -1/2
(cd) - 1/5, 1/5 .- 2/5 0 W1= (01+ 02+ 13)/J4

'2= 71+ 3"( 01+ 03W2

The kinks (ab) and (cb) will thus form an SU(2) doublet with W3= /1+ 3q. (- 01+ 2*2- 03)/46- (46)
13=A01 +A02= 1/2 while (cd) will be a lower mass iso-singlet.
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To give a graphical indication of what this potential looks like

,, , I I

as a function of v i,W2,qW31, we have assembled in perspective ,.

the contour plots of V[W1,W2, W 3] for q = j= J= I in the planes

W t=O, W2=0, W3=24n/Y6, as shown in Fig. 18.
The centers of the large spherical contours are the peaks of k........ .

V[W- as can be seen from the corner potential sphere B, while
the disks in the W I = 0 plane represent cross sections of potential a -

spheres that lie below the plane as represented by ft and above Fig. 19. a) 4 superconductumg elenents affanged as a tetrahotre•n with JJ soi

the plane, as represented by P I, with all other small disks re- each edge; b) same as a) plus an inner superconducting splhere
fointing WJs with each ettalr~on face.

peating this alternate pattern. The minima of V[y-J are the cen-
ters of the rounded rectangles in the three orthogonal planes. the fourfold symmetry of the potential. The elementary lowest

V[ can be eas;ly seen to be invariant to rotations of 2n / 3 energy kinks of V[-J] are those connecting adjacent maxima of
around an axis at the center of an absolute maxima in the V[(-] such as Actl, AOL3 or Cott with rest energy Ei= 24. The
%p I = 0 plane (or equivalently by a rctation of n / 3 plus a trans- next family of stable kinks are those that cross a rectangular
lation in the W2 direction by 2n/_3-). There are further sym- minima at its narrowest width (al,a3) or (yoyr). These kinks
metry operations that are not immediately apparent such as a to- have a rest energy E2= 32 which makes them stable against

tation of t aA(fS-) around the W2 axis. Since there are three breaking up into two Ei - 24 kinks. If enough energy is supplied
symmetry axes in the %vr= 0 plane separated by 2 n/3, this oper- however, a kink such as (at3al) can be pulled apart into
ation can be repeated in each of them to yield four equivalent (at3A) and (Aat). The kinks that cross a rectangular minima
orientations for the potential. The origin of this symmetry can lengthwise, AC or Aot4, have energy E3= 52 and are unstable
be understood by remembering that V[ -- is equally valid for a to breaking up into the adjacent Ei- 24 kinks. A kink like AF
short junction, and that by lifting the central conductor of the which would be a triple sine-Gordon kink if confined to the
short junction of Fig. ic, one can make a tetrahedral JJ system W i- 0 plane, will immediately break up into the elementary
as shown in Fig. 19a where it is assumed that small junctions kinks outside of the plane as (A0yo), (yo3D), (Dyi) and (yiF).
have been placed half way along the 6 adjacent edges of the tet- As in the N- 3, 0- 0 case, the elementary kinks can be put
rahedron. Thus instead of the central superconductor having a into a direct relation with flux loops around each of the super-
privileged role, it can be seen that all four are equivalent, hence conductors. The C (0,0,0) -, (2n,0,0 ) kink will have coordi-

nates of W"= [0,0,0) -. {2it/v'T,- 2nf2-,- 4n/f-6l which is the
6 Ccr kink. Similary the 0--2n 02 and 03 kinks are identified

"CD I as (CPI) and (Cyl), while the kink C- {0,0,0}-.{2n,2n,2nI will

have the coordinates of the AoLt or CC' kink, where C I (C)

g denotes the peak directly above (or below) C. The bound state
CC)of CCI and Cat kinks has an energy E2- 32 and a binding en-

ergy of Eb- 16 and is thus a rotated version of (aXla1i). The
N bound states of three and four elementary kinks have been cal-

culated and are shown in Tab. 1. From the table one can see that

QC) there is a simple fluxon bond chemistry, each fluxon-fluxon
• " bond being associated with a binding energy of EF,= 16. Thus

the fully saturated case of a tetrad consisting of the four elemen-
tary kinks has a total binding energy equal to the sum of its rest

I C) masses. The fact that the total energy for the tetrad is zero with
four fluxon present, indicates that the kinks composing the tet-

0rad can form a 3 field breather.

Having described the N- 4 potential of Fig. 18 we can now

point out that the two tetrads {(Cct I), (CP I), (Cy-I), (CC' ) and

Fig. 18. Contour plots of V[l•,W2,W3y in the planes WI=0. W2=-0, (Cxo), (C•o), (Cyo), (CC')} are the fundamental multipletsof
W3-24n/,'6, wvthj- 1- t. SU(4)18 and define weight diagrams analogous to Fig. 14. The

6 states with E-E 2 form a sextet representation of SU(4) As in
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flb I l•bIr of rmst mis K) and hinding energy fib for 2. 3, and 4 fluxons isolated points. With the addition of an external flux 4>= (0o/4,

isolated peaks exist that can lead to fractional fluxon subkinks.
The masses, interactions, and symmetries of these kinks will be
the subject of a future publication.

Rest Mass Binding Energy The process of increasing the symmetry of a coupled JJ sys-

tem by adding one more superconductor can be carried only
I fluxon Eo = 24 Eb = 0' 16 one half step further. We can add a fifth out of plane supercon-
2 bound fluxons Eo = 32 Eb = 1- 16 ductor to the N- 4 system of Fig. Ic. This is equivalent to put-
3 bound fluxons Eo = 24 Eb = 3. 16
4 bound fluxons Eo = 0 Eb = 6' 16 ting a spherical shell (or an inverted tetrahedron scaled by 1/2)

inside the tetrahedron of Fig. 19a with junctions formed where

the sphere touches the inside of the tetrahedron as shown in Fig.
the previous case of N = 3, 4- 0, where the fundamental fluxons 19b. Each superconductor will have JJ contacts with each of the
had integer flux number, the constituents of states with E = E2 4 other super-conductors, yielding coupled JJ's with SU(5)
are not permanently confined. symmetry. Since a fifth JJ cannot be made to lie within the plane

The addition of an external flux (D= 4)o/2 will lead to an ef- of the other four, we cannot translate this system parallel to it-
fective potential that is the inverse of V[4- in Eq 42 with self to make an N= 5 long coupled JJ.
t, -- ',= 40,+ rt as in the N= 3 case. Unlike the N= 3 case how-

ever, the maxima of the inverted potential are now lines in 5. CONCLUSIONS
Y 1,'2,Y3: instead of isolated points. Thus on the plane defined

by lines of potential maxima W I= 2i-3- 3"3t;,, the potential We have investigated systems consisting of long coupled Jo-
looks like the grid of Fig. 20. Kinks can be formed by connect- sephson junctions formed from N= 3 and 4 long superconduct-
ing any two points along adjacent or opposite ridge lines. Only ing elements. They can both be described by the bosonized
kinks connecting opposite ridge lines at their midpoints will be Gross Neveu model. In both cases kink excitations having
stable. These have integer fluxon numbers and will not form a equal rest masses are observed to form groups having an SU(N)
representation of the full SU(4) group. This situation will be internal symmetry. If all junctions are formed having the same
qualitatively the same for any combination j and J, mainly be- critical current density Jc, the kinks will have integer fluxon
cause the maxima of the inverse potential are not confined to content if the external magnetic flux (D= 0. For the case N= 3

with an external magnetic flux= 40/2 present, the subkinks on
1 1 1 . 1 " I a given line have fractional fluxon content, while the total kink

can be considered as being formed from permanently confined
6 - • ~ • I/]. "", \* , 1/3 fluxon quarks. For non equal critical current densities

4 .O O./..<-0 """ (ic <Jc), the symmetry is reduced from Su(3) to SU(2) for

/ 6~ ".N= 3. For the case N= 4 with an external magnetic
/7•.. ,'flux = 40/4 present, fractional fluxon kinks are possible.
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Abstract -The electron mobility and dislocation density have been measured as and a P2 beam produced by thermal decomposition of gaseous
function. of the film thickness in InPfilms grown on Si substrates by gas-source PH3 at 9000C in a low-pressure cracking oven. A buffer of
molecular beam epita-y. In a region extending about 2 pm from the Si inter- layer
face, the density of dailocaiions was found to be very high and clustering of dis- 0.6-pm thickness was placed between the Si substrate and lnP
locations was observed by transmission electron microscopy. The correspond- active layer and consisted of GaP followed by four strained-
ing mobility was very small. Beyond 2 pm, clustering was not observed the layer superlattices of InxGal-xP/InyGal-yP (x * y) Details of
densiity of dislocations decreased and the mobility increased with intreasing
film thickness. Thus, the threading dislocations created by the large IhzP,/i lat- this buffer layer have been described elsewhere [6]. The buffer
tice misnatch can significantly degrade thefree carrier nobility of the lnPfilm. layer was then followed by 2.6 - 4.9 pm of unintentionally

doped InP grown at 480*C and 0.85 pm/h. The reflection high

energy electron diffraction pattern of the InP surface during

growth exhibited a well-defined P2-stabilized (2x4) reconstruc-The heteroepitaxial grn. :h of III-V semiconductor fihms on tion, very similar to that of high quality homoepitaxial lnP

Si substrates offers .. i.,ssibility of combining, in a monolithic

technology, high mobility GaAs or InP devices with complex grown under identical conditions. Using this method, films that
VLSIeSichnology, hih obprimary mate orIndia s problmin d lop- are specular over the entire 3" wafer have been obtained and a
VLSI Si cirI- |itry. The primary materials problem in develop- full-width at half maximum (FWHIM) of the (400) double crys-
ment of a IID-V/Si technology is the fotmation of a high density tal x-ray (DCXR) diffraction peak as low as 510 arc sec for an

of threading dislocations created by the large lattice mismatch as-grown film has been measured.

between the HI-V film and the Si substrate. In the GaAs/Si sys-

.ern (4% lattice mismatch), direct measurement using plan- The room temperature Hall mobility versus film thickness

view transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has shown that was determined by two depth profiling techniques. The first

the dislocation density exceeds 109 cmr2 at the heterointerface technique used anodic oxide layer stripping combined with

and decreases into the GaAs [ 1-31. In the lnP/Si system (8% lat- Hall-van der Pauw measurements [8]. At each etch step, an an-

tice mismatch), indirect evidence from cross-section TEM hn- odic oxide was grown in a glycol:water electrolyte and then re-

ages [4] and x-ray diffraction measurements [5] indicate a sim- moved with a HF solution, resulting in the controlled removal

ilar distribution of dislocations. The high density of dislocations of approximately 50 nr of InP. The mobility was determined

is expected to adversely affect the electrical properties of the and the etch step repeated. Ohmic contacts were made with

GaAs or hiP films, as evidenced by electron mobilities some Au/Ge/Ni.

40% lower than bulk values in InP films 3-4 pm thick grown on The second profiling technique used iodic acid etching
Si by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [6] and metal-organic combined with Hall-van der Pauw measurements. InSn
chemical vapor deposition [7]. We report here the direct mea-
surement of both the dislocation density and electron mobility ohi ca c were pte w 0.5-1.0 pmto f The sam-
as functions of the film thickness in MBE InP-on-Si films, and pie was removed in a 10:1u H20:Hui3 solution. The resulting
a clear correlation is found between dislocation density and car- Hals measure d using a sureac e pro cesstiermobiity.Hall measurements were then made and the entire process
tier mobility. repeated 3-4 times until reaching the Si substrate.

Three-inch diameter p-type Si substrates of 10-20 U-cm re-
sistivity were etched in 5:1 112SO:-1202 solution, then trans- The dislocation density as a function of film thickness
ferred to a N2 atmosphere and briefly etched in a dilute -IF so- was measured indirectly by DCXR diffraction and directly
lution before being loaded into the MBE system. All substrates by plan-view TEM. Several wafers were grown in an identi-
were (100) misoriented 40 towards the [01 1]. The substrates cal manner. Then each wafer was divided into many samples,
were cleaned in vacuo at 700'C for 20 minutes prior to growth. and each sample was etched with iodic acid to the desired film
Gas source MBE was used to grow the heterostnictures with thickness. DCXR diffraction and TEM were then per-
the In and (Ga beams provided by conventional effttsion cells formed on each sample.
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The unintentionally doped InP-on-Si films were n-type with in the 108-109 cm-2 range and decreases slowly with increasing
residual carrier concentrations of (1-10) x10 15 cm-3 . Prior to film thickness, in a manner similar to that previously reported
depth profiling, the room temperature mobility of the as-grown for GaAs-on-Si films of the same thickness [2,3]. In the region
films was as high as 2200 cmn2V-1s"1 with typical mobilities in below 2 pm, accurate determination of the dislocation density
the range of 1000-1700 cm 2V s"1. Depth profiling of the mo- could not be obtained by TEM due to the clustering and thus
bility was performed by the two above techniques on the same only estimates of lower bounds are given in Fig. 1 (b). Although
InP-on-Si film and the results are plotted in Figure 1(a), where we could not obtain independent confirmation that the Hirsch
the total film thickness is measured from the Si interface. The equation is accurate in this region, it is clear from the DCXR
anodic oxide stripping technique was used to profile entirely data that the apparent dislocation density decreases rapidly as
through the 4.0 pm thick sample and clearly shows there is a the thickness increases to 2pm. Beyond 2pm, the dislocation
very low mobility for the first 2 pm of growth followed by a density decreases very slowly with increasing film thickness.
steadily increasing mobility with increasing film thickness. Hence, both the TEM and DCXR data indicate that there are
Data at the Si interface was unreliable and is not shown. The two distinct regions in the InP-on-Si films.
four data points from the iodic acid etch technique show fair A comparison of the two plots in Figure 1 shows a clear cor-
agreement with the extensive data from the anodic oxide strip- relation between electron mobility and the distribution of dislo-
ping technique. Mobility profiles of another InP-on-Si film, cations. In the region within 2 pm of the Si substrate, the clus-
which was 5.5 pmn in thickness and grown under nearly identi- ters of dislocations greatly increase free carrier scattering, pro-
cal conditions, were similar to Figure I(a). ducing a very low mobility. In the region beyond 2 am, the dis-

Plan-view transmission electron microscope images, ob- location density is low enough that clusters do not form, and the
tained with a Philips CM-30 TEM at 300 KeV were used to ob- mobility increases with film thickness as the dislocation density
scr,,e the dislocations and to measure their density at a particu- decreases. Since the measured mobility at all film thicknesses is
lar depth. Nominally 0.25 pim thick foils were prepared from much lower than the value of 3900- 4200 cm 2V- s-' obtained in
the near surface region of fihls previously etched to the desired our InP films grown on InP substrates under the same condi-
film thickness. TIypical plan-view TEM images are shown in tions, scattering due to dislocations appears to be the dominant
Figure 2. Films less than about 2 pm in total thickness exhibited scattering mechanism throughout the entire InP film.
clusters of dislocations and dislocation densities greater than I
x 109 cm-2. Figure 2(a) shows a plan-view image at a film thick- Finally, we were concerned that the mobility profile of Fig.

ness of 1.5 pm; here the dislocation density is so large and the 1 (a) may be an artifact of the Hall profiling technique, since the

distance between dislocations so small that the dislocations measured mobility in the outer 2 pm may be influenced by the

have become entangled, forning clusters. For films greater than underlying low mobility (inner) region. By modeling the sam-

about 2 pm in thickness, clustering was not observed and the pie as two uniform layers with fixed mobility and carrier con-

dislocations appeared to be distributed laterally in a fairly uni- centration [10], a reasonable fit to the mobility profiles of Fig.

fonn manner (Fig. 2(b)). Thus there appear to be two distinct re- 1 (a) required the carrier concentration in the inner layer to be an

gions in the InP-on-Si films: a region that extends to about 2,pm order of magnitude greater than in the outer layer. The Hall

from the Si substrate where dislocations form clusters, and a re- measurements and electrochemical capacitance-voltage pro-

gion beyond about 2 pm where clustering of the dislocations files of the films did not show evidence of the very high carrier

does not occur, concentration in the inner region needed to support the two-
layer model. Thus the data in Fig. I(a) is believed to accurately

The dislocation density as a function of film thickness deter- represent the variation of mobility with thickness.
mined from TEM measurements is shown in Fig. 1(b). Also
shown is the dislocation density obtained from DCXR diffrac- In surnmmary, in [nP-on-Si films grown by MBE, the threading
tion by measuring the FWHM of the (400) InP peak using dislocations produced at the InP/Si interface significantly influ
CuKuc radiation [6]. The equation from Hirsch [9], ence the electron mobility in the InP films. Within 2 pur of the
D I (FWHM) 2/9b2 where b is the Burger's vector, assumed to interface, the dislocation density is very high, the average dis-
be 0.4 inm, was used to estimate the dislocation density D. In the tance between dislocations is small, and the dislocations be-
region where the thickness is greater than 2 pm and clustering come entangled, forming clusters. The clusters greatly increase
of the dislocations does not occur, TEM counts are accurate, the scattering of carriers, resulting in very low mobility. Beyond
and good agreement between the TEM and DCXR data can be 2 pm, the clusters do not form, the density of dislocations de-
seen in Fig. I(b); thus, the Hirsch equation accurately predicts creases with increasing filn thickness, and the electron mobility
the dislocation density. In this region the dislocation density is rises toward the expected value.
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SIGNAL-TO-NOISE POWER OR SIGNAL-TO-NOISE ENERGY FOR
MAXIMIZING DECISION PERFORMANCE?

Vincent C. Vajiucola, Surveillance & Piotonics Directorate, Rone Laboratory

Publis6d in Digital Signal Prooessing 1, 156-160 (199 1)

1. INTRODUCTION of the presentation to a few comments regarding the effects it

has on signal-to-noise ratio and overall processor performance.

In the processing of wavefonns for gaining information, we In reference to transformations, I will provide a general presen-

often find ourselves addressing a variety of issues from differ- tation on the approaches of correlation for optimizing perfor-

ent points of view. Examples are signal power versus signal en- mance through maximizing signal-to-noise ratio. Future articles

ergy to noise ratio, theoretically derived optimum filtering ver- will include the decision-making process using tests and esti-

sus heuristic (or seat-of-the-pants) approaches, the relation be- mation algorithms for both observation and generation of con-

tween independent noise sources and eigenvalues in a noise co- trol parameters. Examples will focus on radar and communica-

variance matrix, and low-level versus high-level signal process- tion signal processing and will include both adaptive and non-

ing. In this series of articles, I will attempt to provide a better adaptive methods.

understanding of these subtle and sometimes confusing points.

Measured data which exist in a form unsuitable for the user 2. PREPROCESSING
must undergo certain transformations so that an intelligible out-
come is attained. Transformations applied to measured data for

the purpose of obtaining a set of observables in order to perform
hypothesis testing, estimation, and classification constitute sig-

nal processing. A waveform arriving at the front end of a sensor receiver
must first of all have sufficient signal-to-noise ratio to maintain

Front-end operations premplify, downconvert (generally to acceptable performance at the final decision stages of the sys-
baseban), nd ftenA/Dtheincmin wavfor ino dta, tein. Any processing losses which may further degrade the sig-

compatible with the appropriate transformations that follow.

The transformations may be linear or nonlinear and in general nal-to-noise ratio such that the ratio falls below this required

are performed across all domains or dimensions over which the minimumn must be prevented by prior stages of sufficient gain.

data or signal may exist. These domains include time and space The example shown in Fig. la illustrates a simple receiver

where samples of the signal/noise process are weighted, inte- front end where attenuation, L, precedes gain, G. Signal, s(t),

grated, and subjected to decision-making criteria. The transfor- and noise, no(t), are received at power (or energy) level, S and

mations, which include weighting and integration, are carried no= kToB, respectively, where k is Boltzmann's constant, To is

out through filters and equalizers in the time domain and the source temperature, and B in the noise bandwidth. The at-

through array beamformers and apertures in the spatial domain. tenuator, L > 1, decreases the input signal, s(t), as well as the

In some cases, signals may be mapped from one domain to an- input noise, no(t), each by a factor of L. At the samne time, addi-

other when architecture, e.g., optical signal processors, in con- tional noise, na(t), is introduced (remember that the power, not

junction with the algorithm, finds it more suitable. the voltage of independent noise sources are sunimned), by the

When processing has completed the transformation stage, the attenuator, at power level, (I - l/L)n 1 1 - l/L)kTIB, where Ti is

signal may be treated as a statistic where decisions, estimates, the temperature of the attenuator.

control parameters, and, at a higher level, inferences are gener- Letting the noise temperatures of the source and the attenua-

ated. At such higher levels, modem signal processing makes tor be the same,

use of ntuneric and symbolic methods in whatever combination

necessary for completing the algorithm. To = T1 = T,

The three major phases of processing a signal/noise set of

measured data are restated as preprocessing, transformation, it follows that the received noise power equals attenuator noise
and decision. Since my objective here is to bring about an un- power (if L were infinite). Hence,
derstanding of the theoretical and practical aspects of signal-
processing algorithms, I will restrict the preprocessing portion no = ni = N.
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It is easily shown that the ratio of the input to output signal-to- B. Correlation and Filtering

noise ratios, i.e., the noise figure (the loss in signal-to-noise After appropriate gain, the signal and noise waveforms are

ratio across the channel), for Fig. Ila is generally downconverted, multiplexed, sampled, digitized, or

subjected to whatever process appropriate to the data, informa-

Fa = S/N (input) tion, and hardware requirements. Included along this path is a
SIN (output) correlator which computes the energy contained within the sig-

nal waveform as well as the correlated part of the white or
S/N whitened noise. A correlator, matched to the signal waveforn,

(S/L)/(NI I/L + (I - 1/LI]) (1) also maximizes [3,4] the signal-to-noise ratio when the additive

noise is white.
We show this by first expressing the energy, E, in the

In a similar manner, it can be shown that the noise figure for the

channel shown in Fig. lb, where the gain precedes the lossy signal as the integral of the signal power over time. If

component, is s (t)•* 0: 1 0 < t < T,= 0: It Otherwise) is the actual signal

waveform and so(t) is the signal waveform normalized to unit

energy. That is, if

Fb= S/N
(L)GS[(lL)G+( Ls(t) = E1/2 so(t) and t sr)dt " 1,

L- I
G (2) then it follows that

Plainly, when gain precedes as well as dominates all stages of E =42(t)dt = El skt)dt. (3)
signal-to-noise loss, the system noise figure, F, is hardly af- J0
fected. More details concerning noise figure may be found in
Skolnik [1], Ziemer and Tranter [21, Gardner [3], and Haykin A filter, h(t), matched to the signal, h(t) = so(-t), computes the
[4]. square root of the energy contained in the actual signal, giving
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s~u)h(t Fig. 2 and expressed in Eq. (4). The filter output (or vector pro-
fo -u)h U jection) to the received signal, s(t), turns out to be the square

Next, consider a received waveform, r(t), consisting of a signal, root of its energy, E.

s(t), contaminated by additive noise, n(t), that is, For noise, n(t), we must consider the random nature of its
waveform. The filter, h(), output for the noise process, n(t), is a

r(t) = s(t) + n(t). (5) random variable, n which is often characterized by its root
mean square (rms) value. Its mis value is

In the most general case, the signal and noise may each be a
Gaussian or non-Gaussian random process, be nonstationary,T- ,•^ 1/2

contain nonlinear parameters, be interdependent, and be char- rmslfn(u)h(t - udu=rms(n) LO(6)

acterized by correlation and covariance properties of their own. K0 j [2]

The derivation of the optimal signal processor algorithm, which

provides the desired information from such a signal and noise Equations (4) and (6) compute the square roots of the energy

environment, is extremely difficult and involves issues cur- contained in the received signal waveform, s(t), and the square

rently under investigation. We will confine our discussion to root of that average noise energy contained in the noise wave-

Gaussian, correlated, stationary, linear, and independent signal form, n(t), which is correlated with the signal waveform (the dot

and noise processes. product of the noise vector with the normalized signal vector).

Using such a model, we can, in many cases, visualize the sig- Without deviating much from the above special case, we may

nal and noise waveforms as vectors in a multidimensional consider the signal waveform, s(), to also be a random process,

space. The idea is to operate on the signal and noise such that having, at most, a Gaussian or Rayleigh distributed amplitude

we obtain, at the processor output, a projection (dot product) and a uniform phase distribution. As we did for the random

onto which the signal vector is maximized while the noise vec- noise case, above, we characterize the filter, h(t), output for the

tor is minimized. random signal waveform, s(t), as a random variable with rms

Let us consider a simple example. We assume that the re- value, E1/2. Then, without loss of generality, the mis value of

ceived waveform, r(t), consists of a deterministic signal, s(t), the filter output to the received wavefonn , r(t), is, from Eqs. (4)

contaminated by white Gaussian noise, n(t), independent of the and (6),

signal. The waveform is written in Eq. (5). In this case, the sig-

nal vector is fixed while the noise waveform is random and 11 +1 rýý•-1/2

equally distributed in all dimensions (eigenvectors) of the rms r(u)h(t - u)du =rms(s + n)= E1 / 2 [1 (7)

space. We simply project the signal vector, s(t), onto its unit KJ [2
vector, so(t), through a dot product operation. This may be ac-

complished with the matched filter, h(t0, or modulator shown in

a.

r (t) (1) + n (1) IN (1)SAMPLE (an)r N2

AT t aO

b. ULdt4p~er nwron(1) fTrs(9n*lE_44
l stmpf* Mdts

so (t)

Fig. 2. Correlator realizations. (a) Malctrd filler, h(t), realizalOw of a rrceiver coirlalor. (b) Modldalor/delecior realizationi of a receiver correlator.
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Fig. 3. Random variable processing from matched filter or corelator. (a) Signal having constant amplitude and phase. (b) Signal having zero mean random
amplitude and uniforn raindom phas-.

The results of Eq. (7) give the sum of the square roots of the en- forms and their statistical properties. Excellent presentations on

ergy contained in the signal and noise components of the re- this subject may be found in Van Trees [5] and DiFranco and

ceived waveform. For zero mean Gaussian received processes, Rubin [6].

the filter output is a bipolar random variable, r = s + n, whose
mean square value (energy) is the variance. That is, for zero 3. SUMM[M[ARY
mean and independent processes,

In our tutorial on preprocessing, we have provided insight
1/2 =1/2 1/2 into the importance of preamplification for combating system

rmsis+n}=ivar{s+n}]l2 E +/(No/2]1 . (8) noise. We have also shown that it is the energy, and not neces-

It is desirable, from a theoretical and practical standpoint, that sarly the power, in the signal that determines the performance

we convert the bipolar random variable into a unipolar random A future article will cover the whitening process when the

variable. We do this by passing the filter output through a noise has certain correlation characteristics, i.e., colored. There

squarer as shown in Fig. 3. This results in a nonnegative random will also be a discussion on the difference between independent

variable which is used in threshold testing. In the case of multi- so o e andigsnvon which showeup indnoiseco

pie uncorrelated amplitude and phase samples of the waveform, variance matrices.

we integrate (not shown) the squarer output to form a single de-

sired random variable.
In a decision process (hypothesis testing), we simply com- 4. ACKNOWLEDGMENT

pare the desired output of the filter or correlator to a predeter-
mined threshold to test the condition whether or not the signal is The aormcn oDr
present in the received waveform. Since the actual filter output
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MEASURING THE QUALITY OF KNOWLEDGE WORK

Antlhoy Coppola, Electromagnetics & Reliability Directorate, Ronr Laboratory

PublisWo in Quality and Reliability Engineering Inlenational, Vol. 7,411-416, 1991

Abstract - There is a variety of ways to measul e the quality of knowledge work-
The best selection for a particular application depends on how the user defines Table I. Measnwe of knowledge work
quality and the intended use of the measure. This paper catalogues possible
measures according to five different perspectives on quality and four different
uses of quality measures. It concludes with some recommendationsfor measur-

ing quality in a laboratory.
Purpose: Rate Appraise Appraise Improve

customer agency individuals products
satisfaction and

1. INTRODUCTION processes

Quality is of vital interest to the managers of knowledge Measure:
workers such as the engineers and scientists of government re- Type of

meaure:
search and development laboratories. These agencies are now measure:

in fierce competition for a shrinking amount of available funds. 2. TRANSCENDENT QUALITY MEASURES
Like hardware producers, laboratories providing quality prod-
ucts and services have the best, perhaps only, chances for sur- '...Even though Quality cannot be defined, You know what it
vival. is', said Robert M. Pirsig in Zen and the Art of Motorcycle

Although the multitude of quality 'gurus' do not agree on ev- Maintennce. Pirsig's statement epitomizes the theory behind
erything, they have some common ideas. One of these is that transcendent quality measures, which are merely means for
how one measures quality is of extreme importance. This paper capturing subjective opinions.
will discuss the measurement of quality in knowledge work.

There is no universally accepted standard definition for qual- The most common tool for transcendent quality measure-

ity. Indeed, Garvinl identifies five categories of definitions for merit is the rating scale. For example, cake mixes are tested by

quality. These are submitting their products to a panel which rates the taste of the
cake on a scale from one to five, with five being the best possi-

1. Transcendent quality: a subjective feeling of 'goodness'. ble. Knowledge workers sometimes use peer ratings in a similar

2. Product-based quality: measured by attributes of the prod_ manner. When an attribute is actually subjective, like taste, the

uct. transcendent cannot be challenged. In areas where other mea-

3. Manufacturing-based quality: conformance to the specifi- sures are possible, the more objective measures are generally

cations. preferable. Even then, subjective opinion may be useful, so

4. Value-based quality: 'goodness' for the price. long as it reflects the opinion of the customer. In fact, the tran-

5. User-based quality: the capacity to satisfy the customer. scendent opinion of the customer is the most important measure
of one's quality.

Each of these categories stems from definitions coined by an- In the author's opinion, a useful area for transcendent mea-
alysts attempting to meet their particular quality needs. One sures of quality is in the appraisal of individual performance.
should note that the categories are not mutually exclusive. In Dr. W. Edwards Deming, the most respected 'guru' of quality,
particular, no matter which definition is used, quality is always condemns the use of annual appraisals for several reasons.2

ultimately defined by the customer (i.e. user-based). However, appraisal systems will probably be with us for a
Any quality definition used must be compatible with the pur- while. The use of transcendent measures may be one way to

pose of the measurement. Within the umbrella of measuring make them work. My recommendation is to use general catego-
quality, one could be attempting to gauge customer satisfaction, ries (e.g. shows initiative) scored by the subjective opinion of
appraise the agency's overall quality, appraise an individual's the employee's supervisor, on the assumption that the
performance, or improve specific products, services and pro- supervisor's transcendent quality judgement of the employee is
cesses. This paper's objective can therefore be restated as filling likely to be an accurate measure. (He will know quality work
in the blanks on the generic matrix in Table I. when he sees it.)
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Finally, even when using more objective quality definitions, may be enhanced at the expense of payload which may or may
the transcendent can be useful as a 'sanity check'. If a measured not be an improvement overall. One way to evaluate this is the
quality value 'feels' too high or too low, perhaps one's intuition use of all-encompassing measures such as .systems
is calling for the re-evaluation of the selection of meastures. effectiveness'. Systems effectiveness can be defined as a func-

Transct'ndent definitions of quality are of no help in deter- tion of a system's availability, dependability and capability
mining how to improve, and in ineastung progress, except in a against a specified threat.3 In the simplest case, availability is
gross sentse. the probability of a system being operable when needed, de-

A sunmnary of the above is shown in Table IH. pendability the probability that it will remain operable for the
length of a mission and capability the conditional probability

3. PRODUCT-BASED QUALITY MEASURES that, if operating, it will successfully complete the mission. For

this simple case:

Product-based quality is measured by the unount of some de-
sired ingredient or attribute. For exanmple, the speed of a fighter System effectiveness - (Availability)
plane (or of a computer). In knowledge work, one desired attri- x (Dependability)x (Capability)

bute may be innovation. The difference is, of course, that it is
easy to measure speed and difficult to measure innovation. When one begins to consider degraded mission states, varia-

Since innovation and other intangible features are desired not tions in the threat, ability to repair, etc., this simple formula ex-

for themselves, but for their impact on the product, measurable pands to a problem in matrix algebra.3

units such as speed will reflect the quality of knowledge work
oncethewor ha mae te tansiionint hadwae o ft An approach between the measurement of a few selected pa-once the work has made the transition into hardware or soft-

ware. Under such circumstances, system parameters can be rameters and the calculation of system effectiveness is the use

measured to establish the quality of the underlying knowledge of indexes. Indexes are artificial, but supposedly not arbitrary,

work. This does not mean it is easy. For example, there are groupings of measures into an overall single measure. Exam-

mnany parameters of an electronic system which represent desir- pies are the consumner price index and the index of leading eco-
nomic indicators. Similarly, a quality index can be created by

able attributes. Unless a few dominate, the analyst can be

swamped with measures. One can try to select the most mean- identifying parameters of interest, establishing measures,
inigfiil measures, which should be the main interests of the weighing the measures and combining them into one. As a sim-product's user, and the main reasons the product was devel- pIe example, Gunning4 describes a 'fog index' for evaluating

ropduTbctivuseradthe masqaity measors, howevrducths deve- understandability of text. It is calculated by computing the aver-oped .T o be effective as qua lity m neas ures, how ever, the m ea - a e s n e c e g h d i g t i ot e n m e f w r s o h e
sured values must be referenced to some benchmarks. For ex- age sentence length, adding this to the number of words of three
ample, the speed of a computer is useless for quality evaluation syllables or more in 100 words, then multiplying by 0.4.

unless the analyst knows what previous machines delivered. Though Gunning clains his index corresponds roughly with the

Percentage improvement in a parameter over previous achieve- numnber of years of schooling a person would require to read the

nients is an appropriate neasure of the quality of the improve- text with ease and understanding, an index figure is generally

ment effort. not meaningful in absolute terms. Rather, it shows trends,
which is generally satisfactory. The results can be compared toBesides selecting thle critical paramneters, a problem with at-
benchinarks and can also be plotted on a control chart. Against

tribute measures is that trade-offs may not be recognized. Speed these antags, if potents a con carefulyit
these advantages, if its components are not chosen carefully, it

"[TIa II T"ntiiccim•dci iituily nra',,r, of kiuowrldgc work can be an arbitrary number not particularly good as a measure

of quality. Reference 5 describes a sophisticated indexing ap-
proach.

hirpose: Rate customer Appraise Appraise The more tangible the product, the better product-based mea
satisfaction agency individuals sures work. However, in knowledge work the product is often

intangible, such as a conceptual design or a set of recommenda-

Measure: Rating scales Rating scales Rating scales tions, and product parameters cannot be measured as reflections
of customer of customer of supervisor's of quality attributes. One way to overcome this situation is to
opinions or peer opinions use even more indirect measures so long as they also correlate

opinion-s with the attributes desired. For example, a large number of pa-
1Type of

measure: Subjective Subjective Subjective tents should indicate an innovative agency. Although this does

not guarantee that any particular product of that agency will be
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produced with a high degree of innovation, it can provide a se The most conunonly used nuanufactunng based quality inwt

cure feeling to a potential customer anKt to the laboratory nan- sure is defect rate (i.e. the percentage of the product not in conI

ager. Again, benchmnarks are needed for accurate interpretation. pliance with specifications). Defect rate is a universal quality

measure and can be applied to knowledge work as well as man

Somun sample measures might be the ratio of in-house to con ufacturing, though not as easily, by fommlating an appropniate

tracted work, numbers of papers published, patents awarded, operating definition of defect. Besides percentage defects, there
resources spent on education and training activities, advanced are other manufacturing-based measures of quality of varying

degrees earned, name requests for consulting committees re- utility to knowledge work. For example, yield is a common

ceived, and the amount of national/intei-ational professional measure of product quality which really is not too useful in

activity among the knowledge workers. These are measures of measuring knowledge work. On the other hand, cycle time is

the laboratory climate or environment favoring quality knowl- another widely used measure which is easily applied to knowl

edge work. edge work.

One could also measure the climate opposing quality in Product-based measures become manufacturing-based mea-

knowledge work. Common measures indirectly showing un- sures when acceptable limits are defined. For example,

favourable climates include absenteeism, turnover percentage, Gunning's 'fog index' can be used to specify a required value of
average sick days taken per employee, etc. Poor environments understandability, which can then be evaluated by a mantufac

could perhaps be more directly measured by the numner of ap turing-based quality measure (e.g. percentage of reports ex-
provals required to do work, the ratio of overhead to productive ceeding a specified 'fog index').

activity, the length of time required to obtain a part or a piece of Another manufacturing-based quality measure is the vana

test equipmnent, etc. These could be labelled 'hassle indexes'. tion among products. All products will have some variation,
In sumnnary, product-based quality measures are most useful and the greater this is, the more defects there will be. For

when tangible products are available. Attributes such as the illustration, suppose one did specify that all reports to a particu-
ability to innovate cannot be measured directly. Instead, product lar customer should have a fog index no higher than 12. If mea-

attributes and measures of environment can be used. Bench- surements show the average fog index of the reports to be I 1-0,

marks are needed to evaluate the measures, Table IU sunima- the writers are not necessarily doing well. They could be pro-

rizes this information. ducing reports with fog indexes between 10 and 12, o- between

9 and 13, or between 8 and 14, etc. The greater the variance, the
4. MANUFACTURING-BASED QUALITY more products which are out of specification, and the less pre

MEASURES dictable the quality of a given single product. Variance can be
measured in various ways, such as by range (the difference be-

Perhaps the best illustration of manufacturing-based quality tween the highest and lowest values) or by standard deviation (a

definitions was proposed by Philip Crosby, who equated quality statistical measure). Assuning a normal or beilshaped distribu-

to compliance with specifications. 6 This, of course presunes tion of the parameter, 99.7 per cent of the product will have val-
tangible products or services, which for knowledge work could ues no more than three standard deviations (a) away from the

include such items as technical reports and briefings as well as mean value. The lower the value of a, the more uniformity in

the more obvious hardware and software end-products. the product.

Tatle Ill t tuc uatiry itrasmurs of kmowiige work Variance, however, is not the whole story. Suppose, for ex-

ample, the mean fog index of our reports was 14-0 and 3 a was

0'2. The understandability of our reports is quite predictable,

Purpose: Rate customer Appraise agency but that would be of no comfort to the customer who needs a

satisfaction fog index of 12 or less. Hence, both the mean and variance are
important. A measure which considers both is called process ca-

Measure: Product parameters, Clitnate indicators, pability (Cp). It compares the mean and variance of a product

petformance (a ) favourable parameter to specified limits:
indexes, system signs,
effectiveness (b) 'hassle (upper specification limit
(against indexes ' Cp - - lower speification limit)
benchmarks) (against benchmarks) 6 o

1•pe ofmeae o v Thus a Cp of 1-0 means that 99-.7 per cent of the prod.,ictMeasure ___ObjectiveSurrogate_ would be 'in spec', assuming that the mean of the product is
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centered between the upper and lower control limits. To allow rections required (defects) may be compiled to establish a base-
for means in other locations, a process performance (Cpk) line against which proposed improvements can be compared.
index can be used: One danger in measuring a process is that what you measure

(minimum distance between the becomes the priority, and some ways of improving one param-

Cpk = mean and either control limit) eter may deteriorate other critical parameters. Optimizing a pro-
cess may therefore adversely affect a larger process in which it

3 a is embedded, or the quality of the process by other measures.

Using either measure, the higher the value, the better. For example, improvements in the cycle time for proposal eval-

Motorola's 'six sigma' programme strives for a Cp of 2'O (6a uations can be made by taking less care in doing the work, for a

between the target mean and the specification limits) which, loss in quality measured by the number of errors. As always, the

when the true mean is 1'5 o off target, translates to a defect rate test of value added is the overall impact on the customer.

of 3'4 parts per million. This section's summary is given in Table IV.

For non-structured work, the main issue with manufacturing-

based quality definitions is determining what the 'specification' 5. VALUE-BASED QUALITY MEASURES
is. A specification for a study on computer technology may
specify the format, perhaps even the type style, of the final re- In value-based quality definitions, cost is a consideration. A

port, which are all of secondary importance to a host of consid- low-cost automobile which provides dependable and reason-

erations such as responsiveness, innovation, realism, clarity, ably comfortable transportation would be considered a quality

etc. With the exception of the fog index for understandability, vehicle even if it does not have the features of a Rolls-Royce. In
the author has found no specifiable measures of these critical fact, the Rolls-Royce may be considered too expensive for what

desires. If one assumes that meeting the specifications for a it provides and hence not good value for the average consumer.
product reflects desired intangibles such as innovation, measur- Quality is also not independent of schedule. As discussed
ing conformance is adequate. Otherwise, the manufacturing- above, cycle time is a measure of quality, but improving cyclic
based measures simply will not work. One could specify that a time can adversely affect other facets of quality such as product
product show innovation, but verification of compliance would defect rates. Conversely, a good product delivered too late may
require a subjective opinion, which is a transcendent, not a be of no use to the customer.
manufacturing-based quality measure. The author's view of value-based quality is that every prod-

Manufacturing-based quality figures do have an important uct, service or process can be measured in three dimensions:
place in knowledge work. A laboratory's operations include cost, time and some measure of 'goodness', such as percentage
many processes and subprocesses. It is important to note that in defects. Improvements which change one without detriment to
knowledge work, as in any other, the final customer is only the the other two are always worth while. Other changes may or
last of i, ýeries. Each office involved in a process is the customer may not be worth while depending on the overall effect on the

for some input and the provider of some output to another cus- customer. Although the tradeoffs between cost, schedule and
tomer. Thus, even the process of creating innovations will in- 'goodness' can be a subjective matter, all quality decisions
clude such processes as publishing reports, obtaining laboratory should try to balance the three considerations. For example,
equipment, awarding contracts, etc., which can be evaluated by contracting can be measured by cycle time (schedule), over-
manufacturing-based quality measures. Improving these pro- head man-hours (cost) and number of protests per contract (de-
cesses must improve the laboratory operations, even if we to- fects). Measuring only one of these invites sacrificing the oth-
tally ignore intangibles such as innovation. For example, short- ers. For case of reference, a balanced combination of cost,
ening the time to obtain a needed instrument yields more time schedule and 'goodness' measurements will be referred to in the

for performing experiments with it, which in turn can produce Tables as a 'quality troika'.

more innovations. Another approach to using value-based measures is to distin-

Process improvement is the heart of total quality manage- guish between effectiveness and efficiency. Effectiveness mea-
ment (TQM). Improving the process can be accomplished by sures the 'goodness' of a product or service for its user, whereas
radical innovations or by accumulation of many small changes. efficiency considers the cost of making it happen. To illustrate
Either way, it begins with an understanding of the process, and the difference, consider the example of supplying integiated
depends on the measurement of quality indicators. The process circuits meeting the customers needs by making much more
itself should tell you what to measure. If the process is proposal than ordered and screening the output. The customer may be
evaluation, for example, cycle times and/or the number of cor- pleased with the product (high effectiveness), but the cost of
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Table IV Manufacturing-based quality nioasures of knowledge-work. Table V.

Purpose: Rate customer Appraise Improve To Effectiveness Efficiency Combinations
satisfaction agency products and measure:

processes

Use: Sales Cost of quality Quality troikas
Market share Overhead

Measure: Programme or Aggregates of: Process rates
product line: defect rates parameters: Loss functions
defect rates Cp or Cpk defect rates
Cp or Cpk cycle times Cp or Cpk Table VI. Value-based quality nrAswe of knowledge work
cycle times cycle times

Type of
measure: Statistical Statistical Statistical

quality will be higher than it should be (low efficiency). Effec- Purpose: Appraise agency Improve products and

tiveness can be measured perhaps by sales (or the laboratory processes

equivalent: amount of external funding), market share or one of
the product-based measures. Efficiency is measured by the cost Measure: Cost of quality Quality troikas

of quality, overhead rates or one of the manufacturing-based Overhead rates, Sales, Loss functions
Market share

measures. 6 Type of
The cost of quality is another concept, developed by Crosby.6  measure: Financial Hybrid

It includes the cost of preventing defects, the cost of inspection, 6. USER-BASED QUALITY MEASURES
the cost of rework and the cost of waste. As Deming notes,2 it
also includes immeasurable costs, such as the cost of a lost cus- As previously stated, all measures of quality must ultimately
tomer. Many companies look only at the first two costs, consid- be user-based. The problem is translating user satisfaction to an
ering only the money spent by their quality professionals (in appropriate quality measure. The most quoted user-based defi-
prevention and inspection) as the cost of quality. In reality, a nition of quality is that of Juran,8 who defined quality as fitness
typical company may be spending 25 per cent of its manufac- for use. Juran divides fitness for use into two categories: fea-
turing costs on rework and scrap. tures and freedom from deficiencies. Features, he stated, cost

It is an axiom of TQM that more effort in preventing defects money and attract customers, whereas freedom from defects
is repaid many times over in savings in the other cost areas for saves money and keeps customers. Knowledge work features
an overall lower cost of quality. One way of measuring quality, could include innovations, responsiveness, ease of comprehen-
from the standpoint of efficiency, could therefore be the deter- sion of ideas presented, etc. and freedom from defects includes
mination of the measurable components of the cost of quality, accuracy, legibility of written reports, etc. Under this definition,
The lower the cost of quality, the higher the efficiency of the product-based quality measures become user-based measures
quality effort. for evaluating features and manufacturing-based measures be-

Still another approach is the Taguchi loss function, which come user-based measures for evaluating freedom from de-
considers any product not meeting the design centre to be of fects. Transcendent and value-based quality measures may
lesser quality as a function of its variation, even though it may measure features, freedom from defects or overall fitness for
still be within the specification limits. There are actually sev- use, depending on the application. Using Juran's definition of
eral loss functions, covering the cases where the product has a quality as the starting point, the various measures separate
target value, where bigger is better, and where smaller is better. (roughly) as shown in Table VII. Table VIII recombines the in-
In all cases the calculated loss increases with the square of the formation into the usual format, and summarizes all of the pre-
deviation from the target. The loss can represent actual costs for vious discussion.
repair of a defect, lost business, etc., or intangible losses such as
the 'loss to society' because of poor quality.

One way to matrix this information is shown in Table V;
Table VI organizes the information in the same format as Tables
I-IV.
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7. CONCLUSIONS Needed next are efficiency measures to ensure competitiveness

and help one remain competitive. All critical processes, such as

Far from having no measures of the quality of knowledge contracting, should be measured for continual improvement of

work, there appears to be a plethora of choices. The author be- those things within the control of the agency which contribute

lieves that a laboratory should measure effectiveness before ef- to the customer's opinion of its quality or to the affordability of

its products. Specific products and programmnes should have

'dlitl' Vll appropriate quality measures developed by the appropriate

managers in the laboratory, working with their specific custom-

ers. This adds up to a lot of measurements, but if a product, pro-

To Features Freedom from Overall gramme or process is important, it calls for quality measure-

measures: defects fitness ment. In addition, one will need to establish benchmarks to
compare against the measurements. The alternative is to bet the

Measure: Rating scales Defect rates Climate future without knowing where one stands.

Product Cp or Cpk indicators
parameters Cycle times Sales
Performance Cost of quality Market share 8. REFERENCES
indexes Overhead Quality troikas
Systems rates
effectiveness Loss functions I. A. David Garvin, Managing Quality, The Frrc press, NY, 1988.
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"[,a,lVIII 1 Is-r hat,.c'd quality iUJ•twicrlcs for knowledge work

Ptrlx)se: Rate customer Appraise agency Appraise Improve products
satisfaction individuals and processes

Measure. Rating scales Rating scales Rating scales Defect rates
Product parameters Climate indicators Cp or Cpk
Perfoniance indexes Defect rates Cycle times
Systems effectiveness Cp or Cpk Quality troikas
Defect rates Cycle times Loss functions
Cp or Cpk Cost of quality
Cycle times Overhead rates

Sales, Market share
TIl pe of measure: Subjective, objective or Subjective. surroga? , Subjective Statistical or hybrid

statistical statistical or financial
Definition of quality: Transcendent, product- Transcendent, product- Transcendent Manufacturing-based or

based or manufacturing- based, manufacturing- value-based
based based or value-based
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Abstract - We present a method of determining lower and upper bounds on the fanout structure of a circuit This work is based on material first
number oftests required to detect all detectable faults in combinational logic presnted in [1].
networks. The networks are composed of AND, OR, NAND, NOR. and XOR
gates. The fault model assumes that single stuck-at-zero faults occur on the This article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents pre-
lineo- of rhe rermvrks, with the additional requirement that XOR gates be tested liminary definitions, the most critical of which concern the con-
with all possible input combinations. The goal is to provide a simple and effi-
cient implementation that processes the fanout-free subnetworks separately, cepts of irredundant test sets and sequences. In Sections 3 and 4
and then combines the results without the need to consider the effects of recon- lower and upper bounds are obtained on the number of tests re-
vergentfanout. We introduce the concepts of irredundant test sets, where no test quired to detect all faults in fanout-free networks. In Section 5
can be deleted regardless of the order of test application, and irredundant test
sequences, where every test detects at least one additionalfault when tests are these results are employed to obtain lower and upper bounds on
applied in order Identifying and differentioting between these types ofcollec- the number of tests required to detect all detectable faults in
dons of tests allows us to understand more precisely the mechanisms and ex- nonfanout-free networks. Results of applying the test counting
pected performance of test generation and test compaction methods. We apply
our test counting technique and two other published procedures to a set of procedures to a number of logic circuits are presented in Sec-
benchmark circuits. Our bounds are shown to compare favorably to the results tion 6, and these bounds are compared with those obtained by
obtained by the other published approaches. We obtain "minimal and "maxi- other techniques. Conclusions are presented in Section 7.
mal' test sets and test sequences using a greedy optimization technique. Our
bounds are shown to produce tight bounds for the smaller circuits; they grow
more conservative as the size ofthe circuits increase. 2. PRELIMINARIES

The networks considered in this paper contain AND, OR,

NAND, NOR (AONN), and exclusive-OR (XOR) gates. XOR
1. INTRODUCTION "gates" are treated as indivisible elements, but are assumed to

be realized in terms of an AONN network (such as all-NAND).

An important measure of the testability of a combinational XOR gates have two inputs, and all gates are single-output.

logic network is the number of tests required to detect all detect- Gates are connected by signal or logic lines. Primary input lines

able faults in the network. In this paper we consider the problem have logical values that are sourced externally. Primary output

of determining, or at least estimating, bounds on the sizes of lines are the only lines whose logical values are directly observ-

collections of tests that detect all faults in a digital logic network able.

or circuit. Several new concepts are explored in this paper. We A node is a set of connected lines and, in the class of networks
distinguish between the properties of test sets and test se- considered in this article, every node is driven by exactly one
quences, and we consider both lower bounds and upper bounds line. A node that consists of more than one line is afanout node,
on sizes of irredundant collections of tests. This approach al- and it is assumed that fanout is from a single origin (i.e., fanout
lows us to describe and bound the behavior of test generation is ideal). The line that drives a fanout node is referred to as the
and compaction techniques that are used in practical test gener- fanout origin (often called afanout stem) and the driven lines
ation schemes today. are the fanout branches.

The approach is a three-step process. First, a nonfanout-free
combinational logic network is partitioned into fanout-free sub- A. Fault Model
networks. Second, the subnetworks are processed, as if they
were standalone networks, to obtain bounds on test counts. At Based on the stuck-at fault model, it has been shown that 2 n

this point, the bounds are achievable. Third, the fanout-free sub- tests are necessary and sufficient to test any logically irredund-
networks are treated as black boxes and their test counts are ant AONN realization of an n-input XOR Function [2]. Thus,

used to obtain bounds on the number of tests for the original, every two-input XOR gate must be tested with all four possible
complete network. A goal is to develop a simple and efficient input combinations. While any AONN network that realizes the
implementation that uses a minimiun of knowledge about the XOR function must include lines that fanout, XOR gates are
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considered to be indivisible elements in our approach so the Definition 3. Irredundant test sequence U, for network N, is a

fanout within XOR gates is not considered when categorizing a sequence (an ordered collection) of tests in which every test u in

network as fanout-free or nonfanout-free. In Section 5 it is U detects at least one fault in N that is not detected by any test

shown that it is desirable to identify AONN networks that real- that precedes u in U.

ize the XOR function, and treat them as indivisible XOR gates, The problem of determining or estimating test set size has

because it leads to better upper bounds on test counts. been considered by many authors (e.g., [2], [7]-[17]). The usual

We asstune that in the presence or an internal stuck-at fault an goal is to find the minimal cardinality of any test set, in which

XOR gate may exhibit any one of the 24- 1 = 15 possible faulty case the assumption is implicit that test sets are irredundant.

truth tables. This functional fault model for an XOR gate sub- Here, we systematically investigate the best and worst perfor-

sumes the stuck-at faults on the input and output lines of the mances possible using any compaction or test elimination strat-

XOR gate. We can now define the fault model used in this paper egy.

more precisely as follows: Let the cardinality of test set T (the number of distinct tests in

T ) be denoted by I T I . Let the length of test sequence U (the

Definition 1. A stuck-at fault in combinational logic network N number of tests in U, whether they are distinct or not) be de-

is defined to be the event where exactly one of the following noted by I UI . In this article the term size is used for both set

statements is true: cardinality and sequence length where it is unnecessary to dis-

a. exactly one logic line in N is permanrently stuck-at-zero, or tinguish between the two terms.

b. exactly one logic line in N is permanently stuck-at-one, or Set irredundancy is stronger than sequence irredundancy in

c. exactly one XOR gate in Nexhibits a faulty truth table, two important senses:

- Associated with each irredundant test set T there are I TI!
B. Irredundant Test Sets and Test Sequences irredundant test sequences of length I TI that can be con-

structed by taking all permutations of the I TI tests in T. On

the other hand, the I U I tests that comprise an irredundant
In this article a vector of logical values applied to the primary test sequence U do not necessarily constitute an irredund-

inputs during testing is referred to as a test. We constrain collec- ant test set.

tions of tests so that each test in a collection contributes in some • Let U be an irredundant test sequence such that its tests

way to fault detection. We distinguish between collections of correspond to a redundant test set. In this case, there exists

tests where the order in which tests are considered is significant, a reordering of the tests comprising U that results in a re-

and where the order of the tests is not significant. dundant test sequence, U '. Furthermore, although every

test in U detects at least one fault not detected by any test

Definition 2. Irredundant test set T, for network N, is a set (an that precedes it in U, one or more tests can be deleted from

unordered collection) of tests in which every test in Tdetects at U yet the resulting test sequence U" still detects all faults

least one fault in N that is not detected by any other test in T. detected by U.

Most fault detection procedures that can be applied to large Sequences possess many properties that are analogous to

networks involve a series of steps where test generation (target- those of sets [1]. A concept that is useful in deriving the results

ii)g a fault or set of faults for detection) alternates with fault sine- of this paper is that of a subsequence, which is analogous to the

ulation (to determine which faults are actually detected). The concept of a subset.

resulting collection of tests is usually larger than necessary, and Definition 4. Sequence U is a subsequence of sequence U if

can be compacted either by taking advantage of don ý care sig- and only if all of the elements in U are also in U and the rela-

nal assignments or by eliminating tests that do not contribute to tive order of the elements in U is the same as that of the corre-

fault detection. Systematic test compaction techniques are sponding elements in U.

knowkn (e.g., [3], [4]) but such techniques are seldom used in

practice because it is prohibitively-expensive to obtain what C. Irredtidant Networks
amo unts to a "Iin in ial cover."

It is Aell known that, if a collection of tests is fault-simulated Let F be a set of faults in network N. N is said to be irredund-

in a different order, then some tests may be shown to be unnec- ant with respect to Fif and only if for each fault f in Fthere ex-

essry [51, [1]. This provides the motivation to define a form of ists at least one test for f. Otherwise, N is said to be redundant

lest irreduindancy that is applicable to the process most often with respect to some fault in F. In this paper F is taken to be the

1sted ill pirnctice: set of all stuck-at faults, unless otherwise stated. The general
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problem of showing that a logic network is irredundant is sizes for the indi,.i,o,-' faiK, ... iree subnetworks of a loic nrt-
known to be NP-Complete [8], [9]. work. The network is first partitioned into distinct maximal

fanout-free subnetworks [1], [23]. A ,naximalfanout-free sub-
Definition 5. For network N, denote by Ix, the set of all irredund- network is one that is not a sibfintwork of any other fanout-free

ant test sets that detect all faults in N. Denote by IN the set of all subnetwork I-:: :ae tnaximal fanout-free subnetworks used in
irnedundant test sets that detect all detectable faults in N. Simi- this article are further restricted to consist of either AONN gates
larly, denote by RN the set of all irredundant test sequences that only or XOR gates only. Our convention is to consider a fanout-

detect all faults in N, and denote by RN the set of all irredund- free subnetwork that consists of only a line to be an AONN-type
ant test sequences that detect all detectable faults in N. fanout-free network It is important to note that the partitioning

IN and RN are always nonempty, but IN and RN are non- method of this paper is different from other approaches because

empty only if Nis irredundant. If INand RN are nonemnpty, then of the special handling of XOR gates. It is convenient to define

IN and IN coincide and, RN and RN coincide, the following sets of lines in a network:

Definition 6. For network N, if IN ,n RN are nonepty, d Definition 7

note by Min(IN) the minimal cardinality of any test set inl IN, and - FXN is the set of all lines in network N that are direct con-
denote by Max(IN) the maximal cardinality of any test set in IN. nections without fanout from an XOR gate to an AONN
Similarly, denote by Min( RN ) the minimal length of any test se- gate, or from an AONN gate to an XOR gate.
quence in RN, and denote by Max(RN ) the maximal length of any - EQ the set of all lines in network N that are fanout on-

test sequence in RN. Min(IN ), Max(IN ), Min(Ri ), and gins, primary outputs, or in FXN.

Max( RN ) are defined similarly, in teris of IN and RN,. - FBN is the set of all lines in network N that are fanout

It is clear that Min(IN ) is equal to Min(RN ). However, branches, primary inputs, or in FXN.

• FDN(,) is the set of all lines driven by line y, where y is inMax(RN ) is generally greater than Max(IN ). We demonstrate FNad secue rmF~ nesyi nEN
thisby nears o an xamle.FON and y is excluded from FDNcv) unless y is in FXN.

this by means of an example.

Erample I. Consider the smallest of the ISCAS '85 benchmark Each maximal fanout-free subnetwork in network N has all

circuit, C17 [24]. All 34 stuck-at faults on the lines of C17 are of its primary inputs in FBN, and its primary output is in FON.
detectable so IC17 and R(' 1 7 exist. It can be shown that ICI7 con- Any nonfanout-free network N can be partitioned into n distinct
Lains 10 tests of carditnality 4, 308 of cardinality 5, 2,878 of car- maximal fanout-free subnetworks, where n FON I and n > 2.
ditality 6, 1,848 of cardinality 7, and 252 of cardinality 8. Thus,
Min(Ih-i7) = Min(Rcl7) = 4, and Max(1c;17) =8. It is more diffi-
cun(lt1) t generate ) th enir set of irredudanIt isequences tht Definition 8. Let n= [FON]. For i = 1,2,...n, denote by M (note
cult to generate the entire set of irredundant sequences that the superscript!) the i'h fanout-free subnetwork of N, and denotecomprise Rc17, but we were able to generate an irre,-lundant test
sequence of length 12. Thus, we know at least that by N,(note the subscript!) the identical fanout-free network as

Max(R('i7) _ 12, which is 50% greater than the size of the larg- an independent, standalone network.

est test set in 1(?17.est tst st inICITErample 2. Network Na, shown in figure 1, has been patti-It has been shown that the probletn of estimnating the actual Eame2.NtokNswnifguehsbenpr-valubeen ofhown withinany thxed percblemfentimatnge iPH artd tioned into maximal fanout-free subnetworks. Lines a-p are cat-value Of Minl(IN) within any fixed percentage is NP -Hard, and g rzd sflo :
thus its computational-complexity is comparable to those of the
problems of fault detection and redundancy identification [14],
[ 18], [19]. However, we present methods for detennining close FXN,, = •n, o
lower and uipper bounds on test set and sequence sizes, that re- FON,. =a, e,j, n, o, p

quire computational time that can be shown to grow only lin- FJ1v,,a, b, c, d,f, ,h, i, k, I, n, o
early with network size. FDN,,a, = b, c I FDN,,(,) f g ý FDN,,(I) 'k, I

D , n FI)N,,u, - .o FD,v,,(p) - 0
D. Network Partitioning

hlie test counting pr(c.edurlrt.ptresented ill this article is based Since I l"Ov•, 6, network Na has six maximal fanout- free
Ion detertfmininiig minittnaal and i rlaxii al test set ill d Sequiennce suh. ietw orks N , N2, . . .N,
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3. TEST COUNTING FOR AONN tests in TI. Test set Tz, z = 0 ot 1, is said to be irredundant with

FANOUT-FREE NETWORKS respect to Fz if and only if every test in lz detects at least one
fault in Fz that is not detected by any other test in T,.

In this section lower and upper bounds are derived for the Extending this concept to sequences, every test sequence U
sizes of irredundant test sets and sequences for fanout-free net- for an AONN fanout-free network N can be partitioned [ I ] into

works consisting only of AND, OR, NAND, and NOR gates, two subsequences, U0 and UI, for which the fault-free network

but not XOR gates. Because Berger and Kohavi's method [10] has the output values 0 and 1, respectively. Test sequence Uz, z

is the starting point for this article's derivation of test sets and = 0 or I, is said to be irredundant with respect to Fz if and only

sequences with both minimal and maximal sizes, a brief review if every test u in Yz detects at least one fault in Fz that is not de-
is presented of the essential elements of their method, and ex- tected by any other test that precedes u in Uz.

tensions of their work are given. Berger and Kohavi's method involves transforming a fanout-

free network into two characteristic graphs for test counting

A. Sensitized and Desensitized Lines and test vector generation. Characteristic graph Go (GI) is used
to count and generate tests in To (TI), with the goal of detecting

In a fanout-free network, line x is said to be sensitized by test all faults in Fo (F0. A characteristic graph is a directed graph

t if and only if r causes the primary output to be sensitized to a consisting of lines and vertices. Every line in the network corre-

change in ti., alue on x. Any line that is not sensitized by t is sponds to a line in the characteristic graph and every gate corre-

desensitized by t. Line x is said to be a predecessor of line y if sponds to a vertex. Each vertex is either a minivertex or a mair-

and only if y is on the path from x to the priiaiary output, and x ivertex, depending on three factors: the corresponding gate's

and y are distinct; line y is then said to be a successor of line x. type, the parity of the vertex's output line, and the logical value

Every line is considered to be both a predecessor and a succes- of the faultfree network's output. Table I shows how this as-

sot of itself. signment is made. In table 1, "M" denotes a maxivertex, "m"

The parity of a line is said to be even (odd) if and only if there denotes a minivertex, and "even" and "odd" refer to the parity of

are an even (odd) ntumber of signal inversions between that line the gate output line with respect to the primary output. We adopt

and the primary output. The parity of a line will be denoted by
p. where p = 0 if the parity is even, andp = I if the parity is odd.

Let p G z denote the sun (modulo 2) of p and a logical value z. Table I. Maxivcrt'x ;uxI Ilniuivernex a..sigjuwk'ntis.

Berger and Kohavi showed that any test set T for AONN
fanout-free network N can be partitioned into two test sets, To C-o GI
and Ti, for which the fault-free N has the output values 0 and 1, Gate Type even odd even odd

respectively. Thus, F, the set of all stuck-at faults in N, can be
partitioned into two sets, Fo and F1, where faults in Fo are de- AND, NOR In M M in

tected only by tests in To and faults in Ft are detected only by NAND, OR M m M M

Fig I Nv1Ikork .v,, ju;lil•Kwd4 Iil 1m1114 4111 -Inc'l s ,ilicl..irk'-
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the convention that a single-input vertex is a maxivertex. our notation:

Example 3. Figure 2 shows network Nb and its corresponding Procedure BKA. Berger-Kohavi Algorithm (Test Counting

characteristic graphs Go and Gi. Portion).

The principles expressed in Lenuna I and the (a) and (b) For characteristic graph Gz, z = 0 or 1:
parts or Lemma 2 were used by Berger and Kohavi to achieve

mininmal cardinality test sets. The (c) pan of Lenuna 2 is a new Step 1. Associate a test count of I with each input to Gz.

observation and is the key principle that enables upper bounds
on the sizes of irredundant test sets and sequences to be ob- Step 2. Every nmaxivertex, for which all input test counts have

tamined: been assigned, has associated with its output the maximum of its
Lemma 1. An input or output line connected to any maxivertex input test counts. Every minivertex, for which all input test
is sensitized (desensitized) if and only if all other lines con- counts have been assigned, has associated with its output the
nected to that maxivertex are also sensitized (desensitized). sun of its input test counts.

Lemma 2. For any minivertex, exactly one of the following
three conditions is true: Step 3. If the output of Gz has not been assigned a test count, go

a. the output is desensitized and all inputs are desensitized, or to Step 2; otherwise, terminate.
b. the output is sensitized and exactly one input is sensitized, Denote by Sz(x) the test count given by the BKA for line x in

or characteristic graph Gz. Berger and Kohavi showed that S,(y),

c. the output is sensitized and no input is sensitized where y is the output of N, is an achievable lower bound on

I Tz I- Therefore, So(y) + Si(y) yields a test count that is both

Min(IN) and Min(RN).

B. Lower Bounds
Example 4. Characteristic graphs Go and GI of figure 2 are an-

The test counting procedure derived in [10] obtains achiev- notated with minimal test counts. For network Nb, Min(INb) =

able lower bounds on I To I and I Ti I based on the properties of Min(RNb) = 6 + 3 = 9 tests.
maxivertices and ininivertices sumnmarized in Lemmas I and 2.
Since every minimal cardinality test set Tfor N is the union of a C. Upper Bounds

mininmal cardinality To and mininmal cardinality Tt, this proce-
dure calculates Min(IN) for AONN fanout-free networks. It is In [I] characteristic graphs were transformed into reduced

necessary to restate the simple procedure of [101 for obtaining characteristic graphs to aid in proofs concerning maximal test

minimal test counts for fanout-free networks in order to define counts. We have simplified the earlier approach and now anno-
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Fig. 2. (Continued)

tate (rather than modify) the characteristic graphs to denote crit- Step 2. Label as an independent line (IL) every line that is not
ical lines that can be sensitized independently: an input to a maxivertex.

Procedure ILLP. Independent Line Labeling Procedure. Step 3. Label as an independent pimnary input (IPr, every IL
For characteristic graph Gz, z = 0 or 1: that is not a successor of another IL.

In the context of a characteristic graph labeled by the ILLP,
Step 1. Make every single-input vertex a maxivertex. necessary and sufficient conditions to detect all faults are sum-
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Iiiarized In the following two lemmas I I]: and 3:

Lemma 3. Test set T, (sequence Uz) detects all faults in F_, z = Max(IN1,)= (total numnber of IPIs)= 8 + 5 = 13 tests
0 or I, if and only if T, (Ut) sensitizes every Il- in Gz at least
once. Max(RNh)= (total numnber of ILs)= 11 + 7 = 18 tests
Leninia 4. Test set T, (sequence Uz) detects all faults in F,, Z =
0 or 1, if and only if T7 (U.) sensitizes every IPI in G at least
once. D. Network Input Constraints

ILemma 3 has a straightforward but lengthy inductive proof
based on Lenunas I and 2, and Lemma 4 is an immediate con- We have considered so far only the test counts associated
sequence of it. They show that it is sufficient to consider only with the output of the fanout-free network- Now we show that
the ILs and IPIs of a characteristic graph to determine if a test the BKA can be used to obtain additional constraints on signal
set or sequence detects all faults and is irredundant. We now assignments at the inputs of the network. This is motivated by
have enough information to prove the following theorems the example of Akers and Krishnamurthy [15], [16]. Their ap
about maximal test counts for AONN fanout-free networks. proach involves repeated sweeps through the entire (nonfanout-

free) network, but we restrict our analysis to information that
"lheo-emm 2. Let N be an AONNfanout free network with char- can be obtained by processing only one fanout-free sub network
acteristic graphs Go and Gi labeled by the ILLP Max(IN) is at a time. Specifically, we show how the BKA can bw usetd to
less than or equal to the sum ofthe number of lPIs in Go and G1. obtain lower bounds on the number of times each input to a

fanout-free network must take the values 0 and I in any mini-
Proof Le-t Tbe an irredundant test set that detects all faults in FO) mal cardinality test set.
and Fi. Without loss of generality, consider only the subset of
tests To in T, because the proof for Ti is similar and I TI = I T[ I Lemma 5. Let g be a gate in an AONN fanout-free network and
+ I Ti 1. Since To detects all faults in Fo, by Lemma 4 To muSt let p be the parity of the input lines of g. Thie logical value on
sensitize every IPI in Go at least once. Since Tis itredundant so each of input lines of g is given by p ® z in both of the follow
is To. Now, assume that ITo I is greater than the nunmber of IPIs ing cases:
in Go. Then there must exist a proper subset of tests in To that a. g is a maxivertex in characteristic graph G, and its output
also sensitizes every IPI in Go at least once, and thus by Lemma is se isitized,
4 this subset would detect all faults in Fo as well. But this impl- b. g is a minivertex in characteristic graph Gz and its output is
ies that 7i6 is redundant, which is a contradiction. desensitized.

This lemnma states that the same logical value sensitizes the
bse proof of Theorema 3 parallels that of sbeoren 2, but is inputs to a maxivertex in one characteristic graph and desensi-

based on Lemnma 3 and the properties of subsequences: tizes the corresponding minivertex in the other characteristic

graph. This interesting fact is the basis of a theorem that pro
Theom•n 3. let N be an AONNfianout free network with char- vides lower bounds on the nuimbcr of times each input to a
acteristic graphs Go and Gi labeled by ithe ILLP Max(RN) is fanout-free network must take the logical values 0 and I based
less than or equal to the sum of the number of ILs in Go and G I. oil its BKA test counts. Let C0(w) denote a lower bound on tile

number of tines w, an input to fanout-free network N, lutist take
The total number of 1Pls in a falnout free network's character tile logical value z in any minimal cardimality test set for N.

istic graphs mutst be less than or equal to the total numober of ILs.
"Tlherefore, MAX(IN) < Max(Rv) for any fanout free network TheovIn 4. let line 0 be an input to.-,ONNfanoutfre'e network
N, as demnonstrated in Example 2. In [ I ] it is shown by constnrc N. There are two cases:
ion that the bounds stated in Theorems 2 atnd 3 are in fact

achievable, and therefore their inequalities can be replaced by Case (a): N contains at least one multipde in put gate. A'ssign

ejlalitles. to -- the logwal value such that It- is ain input to a max
ivertex in characteristic graph G(. Let v be the first sue

Erample 5. The shaded lines of the characteristic graphs for net cessor of w that is an IL in Gý. i.et .i be the suwce.ssor ol)/%
work Nb, shown in figure 2 are the lls and Ils. Any 1I. that is that is the input to the ma.ivert.ex that sour.e i*. let p he
nrot the successor of another II. is an III. Applying Thleoreius 2 the parity 011: Then
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C1, ( AVw) S'(y) + S~y) - S-x) is an immediate consequence of LeImma 5 and Theorem 6 of [2]
C--i(w) = 1 that Min(IN) = 4, and therefore Min(RN) = 4 as well.

The procedures for determining Max(lN) and Max(RN) for
Case (b): N consists only of a line or a cascade of one or XOR fanout-free networks are simpler than those for AONN

more single-input gates. Then fanout-free networks, but the proofs are far more complex.
Each test symbol applied to an XOR gate detects a set of (func-

CO(w) = C I(w) = I tional) faults associated with the gate. In order for test set T to
be irredundant it is necessary and sufficient that each test apply

Proof If N is a line or a cascade of single-input gates the result at least one symbol to a gate that is not applied by any other test

is clear. Let us assume that N contains at least one multiple- in T In order for test sequence U to be irredundant it is neces-

input gate. sary and sufficient that each test apply at least one symbol to a
gate that is not applied by any test that precedes it in U. In order

Consider first Gz, where line w is an input to a maxivertex. to prove the results stated in the following two theorems, the in-

There is a cascade of one or more maxivertices between w and troduction of a substantial anmount of new notation and termi-

y, and any test that sensitizes y can be shown also to sensitize w nology would be required. Furthermore, the proof of these the-

(via Lenma I and induction on the number of maxivertices in orems are lengthy and tedious since many cases must be consid-

the cascade). Therefore, w must be sensitized with the value ered. Therefore we state only the results and the interested

p ED z (Letnma 5) at least Sz(y) times. reader is referred to [I].

Now consider GCz, where w is an input to a minivertex. There

is a cascade or one or more minivertices between w and y. Let g exrtm 6 twN be an XORfatou. -free eo c of
be the minivertex that sources y. Line x (which is also line w if exactly G two-input XOR gates. Max(RN)= 2G + 2.
the cascade has only one minivertex) must be desensitized
whenever any other input to g is sensitized. Sz(y) is the sum of eorem 7 Let XORfanout-fre g etlor G cons s

the minimal test counts of all of the inputs of g, sox must be de- exactly G two-input XOR gates, and having exactly GG gates

sensitized at least Sziy) - Sz-(x) times. It can be shown that w with three neighboring gates (i.e., there are G' gates in N that

must also be desensitized whenever x is desensitized (via have no inputs that are primary inputs of N and their outputs
Lemma 2 and induction). Therefore, it, must be desensitized a no t, then Max(IN) = 4; -f
with the value p @ z at least Sz(y) - Sz-(x) times. In total, w must

be assigned the logical value p Q z at least SZ(y) + S-z(y) - Sz-(x) Example 6. Figure 3 shows XOR fanout-free network Nc. N,
times. Eape6 iue3sosXRfnu-rentokN.N

contains eight XOR gates; hence G = 8. Two gates in Nc have
In GCz, w must be sensitized at least once, and the logical three neighbors; hence G' = 2.. Therefore:

value it must take is p i z . Min(IN,) = Min(RN,) = 4,

Max(IN,) = 2 X 8 - 2 = 14

4. TEST COUNTING FOR XOR Max(RN) =2 X 8 + 2 = 18

FANOUT-FREE NETWORKS In any test set for an XOR fanout-free network the output

must take each of the logical values 0 and I twice; therefore

In this section lower and upper bounds are provided for the So(y) = Si(y) = 2 for output line y. Similarly, Co(x) = CI(x) = 2

sizes of irredundant test sets and sequences for fanout-free net- for each input line x.

works consisting only of two-input XOR gates. It is shown in

Section 5 that this approach leads to tighter bounds than if XOR 5. TEST COUNTING FOR
gates were replaced by their AONN-gate equivalents. NONFANOUT-FREE NETWORKS

We require that every two-input XOR gate must be tested by

applying all possible input patterns to it: 00, 01, 10, and 1 1. In this section we use the easily-obtainable test counts for the

These binary test patterns are referred to as test symbols. It has individual fanout-free subnetworks to obtain bounds on test

been shown that a test set detects all single faults in an XOR counts for general networks.

fanout-free network N if and only if the test set applies all four
test symbols to every two-input XOR gate in N. For N, an XOR Definition 9. Let NM be a subnetwork of N, and let T be any test

fanout-free network consisting only of two-input XOR gates, it set for N. A set of tests 7, where 1' 9 T, that detects faults in NM
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is said to be a subtest set for N. Asubtest sequence for NI is de- In the following theorem it is understood that, for any lines w
fined similarly. and y in N, "Cz(w)" and "Sz(y)" refer to the input constraint and

test count, respectively, of the corresponding lines in the appro-
priate standalone fanout-free network-

ir) - Theorem 8. Let N be a nonfanout-free combinational logic net-
work (irredundant or redundant) partitioned into n distinct max-

imalfanout-free subnetworks N, N2.. . An. Let NI, N2,. . . Nn

be the corresponding standalone fanout-free networks.

a. Upper Bound on Irredundant Test Sequence Length:

Max(R'N) 5 Max(RNj -K+ 1 (1)

where K is the number of primary outputs of N.
b. Upper Bound on Irredundant Test Set Cardinality:

n
Max(I'N) _< IMax(IN,) - Po(N) - P(M) - 2IC] (2)

Fig. 3. XOR network for Nc.

where IC is the number of primary outputs of N that are
driven by a single-input fanout-free subnetwork that is
driven by afanout branch (such a subnetwork consists of

The following two definitions apply to collections of tests only a line or a cascade of single-input gates). Pz (N') = I
that are applied to the inputs of a general network with the goal if NM isAONN, and its output is in FXN, and there is exactly
of detecting of faults in specific subnetworks: one IL in Gzfor Ni; otherwise Pz(N) = 0.

c. Lower Bound on irredundant Test Set and Sequence Size 'if
Definition 10. Let N' be the ith fanout-free subnetwork of net- N is irredundant):
work N. Define IN to be the set of all test sets for N such that

test set Tis in It if and only if Tis irredundant with respect Min(IN) >_ max [Ro(y) + Ri(y)1 (3)
to the set of all stuck-at faults in N', and T detects all stuck-at IVeFON
faults in /ý. That is, Idf consists of all irredundant subtest wherefory, a line in FON,
sets that detect all stuck-at faults in N'.
RMV, IV', andR'ic are defined similarly.

Definition 11. Mln(IV) isthe minimal cardinality of any subtest set Qz(y) = FD,,tFD, tnonmp)

in NMV. Max(I/C), Min(RtM, Max(RM), Mirnl'tM), Max(I'F),
Min(R'M), and Max(R'iV) are defined similarly. 0 otherwise

The problem of obtaining the sizes of the subtest sets and se-
quences for its n fanout-free subnetworks N1, N2 , .. . N" is of and

similar complexity to the original problem of test counting for
N. On the other hand, obtaining the related minimal and maxi- RA(y) max 1SAy), Qz(y)I
mal test counts for the corresponding standalone fanout-free
networks Nh, N2,.... Nn can be done using the methods pre- Proof See Appendix.
sented in Sections 3 and 4. We present a theorem that expresses
bounds on test counts for a general network in terms of these The two upper bounds can be reduced further by considering
easily-obtained values. additional special cases involving lines in FXn and the fanout-
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By considering XOR gates to be indivisible elements the fol-
lowing achievable values are obtained for Nd:

Min(INd) - 4

Max(INd) = 6

Max(RN4 ) -8

It can be shown that Nd and Ne are irredundant, and also that
INd = IN, and Rvd = RN, . Therefore, the actual values of

Min(IN,), Max(IN,), and Max(RN,) are 4, 6, and 8 as well. Al-
Fig. 4. XOR network Nd. though the lower bound is unaffected, the upper bounds are

greatly improved by treating the XOR function as an indivisible
gate.

free subnetworks that drive the primary outputs. However, the
improvements obtained in the bounds do not justify the addi- 6. RESULTS OF TEST COUNTING
tional complexity of the statements of those conditions. EXPERIMENTS

Treating the XOR function as an indivisible gate has intro-
duced additional complexity in the derivation of the test count- Table 2 summarizes the results of applying the test counting
ing method that could have been avoided because XOR gates procedures developed in this paper to a set of logic networks.
can be expressed in terms of AONN networks. The payoff is For comparison, estimates of the low,.r and upper bounds are

demonstrated by the following example that shows the consid- obtained using test minimization and maximization techniques.
erable improvement of these bounds when the XOR function is We also apply Akers and Krishnamurthy's algorithm (AKA)
recognized as an indivisible gate. [15], [16] to the same set of networks. There is minor typo-

graphical error in the version of the AKA presented in [16] (the
Example 7. XOR fanout-free network Nd, shown in figure 4, sensitivity value for a fanout node should read
is expanded into the equivalent AONN network Ne shown in "a4÷ > maxiCTN(t)"'). The AKA is correct as it appears in [15].

figure 5. Two different NAND realizations of the XOR function

are used. After partitioning NI and applying Theorem 8, it is

concluded that: Table 2 Results of test counting experints

Min(IN,) _ 4

Max(IN,) 5 32

Max(RNo) • 40
AKA 1161 Greedy Greedy

LBon UBon UBon LBon MinSet MaxSeq
Network Min(lw) Max(Y'N) Max(RN) MIN(IN) size Size

Nf 18 22 25 14 .18 22
54LS181 10 206 254 11 12 107
54LS182 8 74 79 8 11 53
54MS85 11 120 135 11 23 59
Am2SOS5 10 228 276 10 10 79
CI7 4 16 21 4 4 12
C432 15 425 500 16 36 209
C499 9 498 599 11 52 185
C880 1! 743 917 11 39 330
C1355 9 1210 1543 12 82 263
C1908 20 1566 1855 27 99 339
C2670 38 2211 2608 38 53 276
C3540 27 2786 3407 30 131 575
C5315 11 4390 5228 13 97 796
C6288 4 5824 7713 5 17 221
C7552 16 6020 7443 17 109 583

A. Networks and Experiments

Fig 5 AONN network N, (NAND-equivalent of XOR network Nd). A number of logic circuits were used to compare the bounds
on test counts to the sizes of some actual test sets and sequences.

Network N/ is the 17-input logic circuit shown in figure 6. The
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54LS 181 is a 4-bit ALU, the 54LS 182 is the look-ahead carry zation procedure had had a greater selection of tests with which

circuit used to cascade ALUs, and the 54LS85 is a 3-bit compa- to work.

rator [20]. This version of the ALU is expressed entirely in

terms of NAND gates. The Amn25S05 is a two's-complement B. Discussion
niultiply/acculnulate circuit [2 11. These circuits are availaLie as

MSI and LSI devices, and they are common logic blocks used Our lower bounds produce the exact minima for N;,

in large VLSI designs today. The remaining II networks are the Ajn25SO5, and Cl 7, and compare very favorably to the sizes of

ISCAS '85 combinational benchmark set [24]. the greedy minima for 54LS 181 and 54LS 182. The lower

bounds for the remaining circuits show greater departures from

the greedy minima.

Although our method is substantially easier to understand
and implement than the AKA, our lower bounds on Min(IN) co-
incide with, or are very close to, those of the AKA in every case.
There is one case shown in table 2 where the AKA exceeds our

8 bound by seven tests (C2670), but circuit Nf demonstrates that

it is possible for our lower bound to improve on theirs. By in-
creasing the fanin of the two first level gates in Nf the improve-
ment obtained using our method can be made arbitrarily large.

Fig. 6 AONN tlxwork Nf Comparison of our upper bounds with the sizes of the test se-

Table 2 shows the lower bound (LB) on Min(IN) and upper quences resulting from the greedy maximization procedure

bounds (UBs) on Max(I'N) and Max(R'N) given by Theorem 8. shows that a great deal of merging of the subtest sets for the

In giving a lower bound for Min(IN) the tacit assumption is fanout-free subnetworks is unavoidable. Our upper bounds

made that IN is nonempty for each network (i.e., that all faults grow more conservative as the sizes of the circuits increase. As

are detectable in each network). In fact, only six of these 16 net- mentioned earlier, the greedy optimization procedure, as ap-

works are irredundant. However, the :argest percentage of un- plied here, do not produce the actual minimal and maximal re-
suits. Therefore, comparison of our lower and upper bounds to

detectable faults in any of these circuits is only 4.26% (which t hes es of at l tetst and s cpes and th
occus i di cae o C260) o "eary al" o th faltsarede- the sizes of actual test sets and sequences is pessimistic, and the

occurs in the case of C2670) so "nearly all" of the faults are de-

tectable. This same assumption is implicit in the AKA as well. actual results can only be better.

The lower bound on Min(IN) obtained by the AKA is shown A method given by Hayes [ 1 I ] was applied to the 54LS 181.

in the table. In addition, some actual test set and sequence sizes This technique determines an upper (rather than lower) bound

are listed. The actual values are given for the minimum for the on Min(IN) based on the assumption that single path sensitiza-

54LS 18 1 t161 and the minimum and maximum for Nf. For the tion is sufficient for fault detection. This method requires ex-

remaining values, a "greedy" optimization procedure [221 was haustive enumeration of input/output paths. The value of 1,858

used to provide empirical estimates of Min(IN) and Max(R'N) tests was obtained by this method. Hayes' bound is very high

by finding actual irredundant test sets and sequences for the de- because it accounts for every possible consequence of recon-
s . No coiputationally tractable method of empirically esti- vergent fanout. Our bounds on Max(I'N) and Max(R'N) takeaN com putax )isowna tratoble me d ointo account no information about the fanout structure of thematinggeneral networks and are substantially better than those of

The input to the greedy optimization procedures is the com- galett
plete set of faults detected by each test in a set of tests. A limit Hayes.
of 2,000 randomly-generated tests was set for the Am 25S05
and the ten largest ISCAS '85 circuits. This approach is consis- 7. CONCLUSION
tent with standard practices (e.g., [5]); the small limit on the

number of tests was necessary to keep both the CPU times and A number of new concepts have been presented in this article
data storage requirements manageable. These test sets, in most that include differentiating between the properties of irredund-

cases, failed to detect a few of the known detectable faults in the ant test sets and sequences, and obtaining maximal as well as

circuits. The consequence of limiting the number of tests avail- minimal test counts. Maximal test counts place upper bounds
able to the greedy optimization procedure in this case was that on the sizes of test sets and sequences where collections of tests
the resulting smallest test sets were larger, and the largest test are constrained such that every test is required to contribute to
sequences were smaller, than would have resulted if the optimi- fault detection. The problem of test counting has been i., -
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proached by considering only the fanout-free substructure of a only if
network and ignoring the effects of fanout. The minimal test u' * u" for: Vu' e U', Vu" e U", Vi, j : i *j
counts obtained in this paper are tighter by orders of magnitude
than those of a method by Hayes that explicitly considers every However, the first test in U is also the first test in each of the
consequence of reconvergent fanout. The problem of detemiin- subtest sequences for the K fanout-free subnetworks that drive
ing maximal test counts has not previously been systematically the primary outputs. Therefore, (4) can be reduced by K - I to
addressed. account for the overlap of the subtest sequences, resulting in (1).

Test counting has been applied to a set of benchmark net-
works and a greedy optimization technique has been used to Part (b): Upper Bound on Max(I'N)
produce actual test sets and sequences for comparison. The
greedy optimization procedures do not necessarily produce the It is easily shown, by contradiction, that neither Id, nor I'F
actual minima or maxima (the difference being greater for the contains a subtest set of cardinality greater than Max(IN,). For i
larger circuits) so the comparison is pessimistic. Our lower
bound is equal to or very close to the greedy minima for the
small circuits. Our procedure consistently produces a lower
bound that is equal to or slightly less than that provided by a far Max(IM) . Max(IN,), if NM is irredundant,
more complex algorithm presented by Akers and Max(I'r) <Max(IN,), if Nis redundant.
Krishnamurthy; in one case we demonstrate that our procedure
can improve on their results. Our upper bounds are more con- It is also easily shown, by contradiction, that Max(I'N) is less
servative in relation to the greedy maxima, than or equal to
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APPENDIX t' * t" for.
Vt' F T', VC" T", VT' E I'M, VT" e I'V, Vi,j : i * j

Proof of Theorem 8:
which is a far more restrictive condition than the corresponding

Parn (a): Upper Bound on Max(R'N) one for test sequences.

Let /V be an AONN fanout-free subnetwork that drives XOR
It is easily shown, by contradiction, that neither Rd nor R'W fanout-free subnetwork Nd via a line y in FXN. Any irredundant

contains a subtest sequence of length greater than Max(RN,). subtest set of IV involves placing both of the logical values 0
For i - 1, 2.... n, and I on y. If Gz for Ni contains only one IL (which, therefore,

Max(Rd/) • Max(RM), if N' is irredundant, is an IPI), then the logical value z cannot be placed on y without
Max(R'A/) < Max(RN,), if Nis redundant. having a test in some set in I'd coincide with a test in some set

It is also easily shown, by contradiction, that Max(R'N) is less in I'd . Therefore, (5) can be reduced by Pz (NM) for i - 1,2,...

than or equal to nand - 0and 1.
n Any fanout-free subnetwork NM that consists of a single line

E Max(RN,) (4) (or cascade or single-input gates) that drives a primary output,
but is not driven by a primary input, is driven by a fanout branch

Consider two fanout-free subnetworks in N, N' and Nj. Let U of a fanout-free subnetwork Nt, where Y consists of at least one
be an irredundant test sequence for N, and let U' and U" be the multiple-input gate. Both tests in any subtest set in I'd must co-
first subtest sequences that appear in U such that U' E Rd and incide with two tests in each subtest set in I'd . Therefore, (5)
U" c Rd. The upper bound on I U I given by (4) is achievable can be further reduced by 2K', resulting in (2).
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Abstract - The probavilistic simulation approach [1] is extended to include the of the bus is one that combines the effects of all possible wave-
computation of the variance waveform of the power/ground current, in addi- fornis at the circuit primary inputs. By considering the set of
tion to its expected waveform. To provide the motivation for doing this, we
focus on the problem of estimating the median time-to-failure (MTF) due to logical waveforms allowed at the circuit inputs as a probability
electromigration (EM) in the power and ground buses of CMOS circuits. New space [5], the current in any branch of the bus becomes a sto-
theoretical results are presented that quantify the relationship between the chastic process. CREST derives the expected (or mean) wave-
MTF and the statistics of the stochastic current. This leads to a more accurate
estimate of the MTF that requires both the expected and variance wavefonns, form (not a time average) of this process, which we call an ex-
A novel technique is then presented to compute the variance waveform for pected current waveform, E[i(t)]. This is a waveform whose
CMOS circuits, which has been incorporated into the probabilistic simulator
CREST/I]. We show results of this implementation, demonstrating efficiency value at any given time is the weighted average of all possible
and accuracy on a number of circuits. We also use these results to study the im- current values at that time. CREST uses statistical information
portance of the variance waveform by estimating its contribution to the MTF about the inputs to directly derive Eli(t)]. The resulting method-
relative to that of the expected waveform. ology is what we call a probabilistic simulation of the circuit. In

general, it can be slightly more time consuming than a single
timing simulation run, but it needs to be applied only once, re-

1. INTRODUCTION suiting in significant speedup.
While the feasibility of performing probabilistic simulation

RELIABILITY, already a major concern in integrated circuit was established in [1], the justification for using Eli(t)] to esti-

design, can only become more important in the future. As mate the MT was based mainly on qualitative arguments. In

higher levels of integration are used, metal linewidth and line Section 2 of this paper we quantify these arguments and present
separation will continue to decrease, thereby increasing a chip's new theoretical results that specify the relationship between the
ssepaatibon MTF and the statistics of the stochastic current. This leads to an
susceptibility to failures resulting from line shorts or opens.

While the results to be presented can be used to study a van- efficient and more accurate technique for deriving the MTF

ety of reliability problems, we will illustrate their utility by fo- which requires the variance waveform, KIi(r)], of the stochastic

cusing on the problem of electromigration (EM) [2], [3]. EM is current in addition to its expected waveform. KiQ)J is a wave-

a major roi~ability problem caused by the transport of atoms in form whose value at any given time is the variance of the cur-
rent values at that time, KTi(t)] - E[(i(t) - E[i(t)])2]. It is an indi-a metal ]i:ae due to the electron flow. Under persistent current cainothspedfteralurntwvomsrudter

stress. EM can cause deformations of the metal lines which may ct ed waveform.

result in shorts or open circuits. The failure rate due to EM de- expected waveform.

pends on ie current density in the metal lines and is usually ex- In Section 3 we present a novel technique for deriving the
pressed as a median time-to-failure (MTF). There is a need for variances of the individual gate currents in CMOS circuits. This
CAD tools that can predict the susceptibility of a given design has been implemented in the probabilistic simulator, CREST
to EM failures. [ I ]. Section 4 and the Appendix contain a discussion of how the

In [I] we presented a novel technique for MTF estimation bus current variance waveforms may be obtained from those of
based on a stochastic current waveform model. The im- the individual gates. In Section 5, we present some results of
plementation of this technique in the program CuRent ESTima- our implementation, and use them to study the importance of
tor (CREST) has proven to be very effective both in terms of ac- the variance waveform. This is done by estimating its contribu-
curacy and speed. In the interest of clarity, we will review some tion to the MITF relative to that of the expected waveform. The
of the basic concepts behind this approach. The reader is re- Appendix also presents several approximations that can be used
ferred to [1], [4] for a more detailed description, when handling large chips to simplify the variance computa-

We focus on the power and ground buses and derive currents tions, and thus make it possible to handle VLSI circuits.
for them to be used for MTF estimation. The argument pre- Several simplifying assumptions and/or approximations will
sented in [I ] is that the desired current waveform in any branch be made in the following sections to make the problem com-
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putationally tractable. Whenever possible, we will attempt to
justify these assumptions. However, because of lack of space,
this will not always be possible, and the reader will be referred C
to the appropriate references. Nevertheless, we will offer a ver-
ification of the overall approach on a global scale, by compar-
ing the end result of the simulation (variance waveform) from s

CREST with that derived using SPICE. The extended CREST
program, with the variance computation built in, maintains its .

excellent performance compared to traditional approaches: we ..LL m4

demonstrate a speedup (over SPICE) of over 11 50OX on a 648 b
transistor CMOS parallel multiplier circuit. Preliminary results E
of this research have appeared in [6], [7].

2. STOCHASTIC CURRENT WAVEFORM

AND THE MTF W ... '
Current Density, j (Alcm2

Consider a metal line of uniform width and thickness carry- Fig. 1. The dependence of MTF on current density, reproduced for
ing a constant current. Due to EM, the line will fail after a pe- convenience from 11. The dashed lines show the results of the
riod of time. The time required for 50% of a large population of approximation rsoxj'"for n = 1.3/2, and 2.

such lines to fail is called MTF, also denoted by tso. Due to the
nature of the distribution (log normal) of EM failure times, it 9

turns out that the MTF is also approximately equal to the mean- 8
time-to-failure. The two names are used interchangeably in the 2

EM literature. The relationship between the MTF, t50, and the .31 ,1,j2
current density j in the line has been extensively studied, and D / i

shown to be a complex nonlinear function [8], as shown in Fig. 6 -

l. WewillconsidertheMTFtobe tso - 1/f () wherej is in am- s /
peres per square centimeter, and f is the dimensionless nonlin- --

ear function shown in Fig. 2. _ 4 -,

If a metal line carries a varying current, of density j (), then
the MTF is t5o l/Jeff, where Jeff depends both on f and on the 3 4 s 6 7
waveformj (Q). It has been suggested [9] that, if the waveform is logo), i in A/cm2

periodic, with period T, and if every period consists of a train of Fig. 2. A plot of f (J), obtained from Fig. I by inverting and appropriately
pulses p - 1,. . . , m of heights jp and duration p,scangtheordinateaxs.

m

thenaeff = I (tp/7)f(jp), where•XJ) is chosen to be one of the
p= ifIf the current waveform is not periodic, then better estimates

three dotted line approximations to f Q) in Fig. 2, depending on of Jeff are obtained by using larger values of Tso that more fea-
the value of jp, as follows. Ifj < 105 A/cm 2 then 1(j) = j, if 10 tures of the waveform are included. Therefore, one can write:

A/cm2 J-uj! 10PA/cm2 then (J)v J./2, and ifJ > 106A/cm2 Jeff-- lira I f(j)dt. (2.3)

then fA(P)/j . A more accurate expression, however, can be T-.,- WO-0

written in terms of f itself, as follows: Now suppose that the current waveform is stochastic, i.e., it

m is a stochastic processj(t), that represents a family of determin-

Jeff = E !R f(j/)" (2.1) istic (real) current waveformsjx(t), with associated probabili-
p. T1 ties Pk, k - 1,"-", N, over the (finite) interval (0, to]. Based on

For a general periodic waveform, we take the summation to this information, we can build a (nonstochastic) current wave-

the limit and write form j(t), over (0,7J as T -- -, that is indicative of the current

1ý ,"during the typical operation as follows. Consider a random se-
Jeff = TJ f(J) &. (2.2) quence of the waveformrsjk (t), each being shifted in time, span-
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In general, f is nonlinear, and a generalized approach will be

developed in the following.

At any time t, the process J(t) is a random variable j with

mean ro EU]1, and variance 0j 0 - In general,

SI I I the pth moment of j is pj~p A E((j - jj)fI To estimate EUQIJ~,
a Taylor series expansion of f gives [5]

ELf(j)] -f(rlj) +f(ri) + "'" + J2P)(!j • (2.8)

M = When f is linear, this reduces to

S2t, 3 to

Fig. 3. A (nonstoclastic) currtnt waveform, j(0, built as a sequence of the ELf(j)] = f(E[DI) (2.9)
wavefornsj,(t). each occuring with its assigned probability Pk.

as observed above. Therefore, using the expected current wave-

ning an interval of length to, and occurring with its assigned form for MTP estimation [1] amour to making a fist-order

probability Pk, as shown in Fig. 3. Let Ilk (7) be the (integer) approximation in (2.8). Naturally, higher order approximations
would lead to better results. In particular, if f is approximated

number of occurrences of the waveform jk (t) in (0, 2], and let b udai ntenihoho fqte
11 -, LTI o] IfA =1, Naredefnedas ollws:by a quadratic in the neighborhood of r j, then

r= L T/toj. If ik I , ', N are defined as follows:

2

ik f dt (2.4) ELf(j)] = f(rj) + f'(nj)&2 (2.10)

then
thnThis approximation becomes exact if f (j) is represented byI . . 1 . 2

JL, = lira -f f(j) dt the straight lines corresponding toj andj2 in Fig. 2. It Is more
t ) N accurate than (2.9) since it covets a wider range of currents. As

Y n(7) .F nk7)1 (2. a result, (2.10) and (2.7) offer a new, more accurate technique
= lra EJk ik imn (2.5) for computing the MTF. In order to make use of this technique,

nT 1 7 .4_ h"we need to derive the variance of the waveform in addition to its

expected value. As pointed out in the introduction, the estima-
wthe f le a re n s [tion of the expected current waveform has already been de-

which leads to scribed in our previous work [1]; the following sections discuss

j Lt = I [J 'f(Jk) dt Pk the derivation of the variance waveform.
k ,[t o ,

3. DERIVATION OF THE GATE VARIANCE

S(ik)Pk dt (2.6) WAVEFORM

We will briefly review the probabilistic simulation approach

and finally: [I), which follows an event-driven simulation strategy. Proba-

I f? E [f(j)J di (2.7) bility waveforms, which represent a large number of logic

mt o wavefonns, are applied at the primary inputs and propagated

where E I ] denotes the expected value operator. Therefore, through the circuit as a sequence of probabilistic events. A prob-

the MTF due to a stochastic current depends only on the ex- abilistic event embodies a number of possible logical transi-

pected waveforin of a nonlinearfutiction of the current den- tions. Whenever a gate is simulated, the events at its inputs are

used to derive an event at its output and an expected current

Since I is nonlinear, E If Y)] is not easy to evaluate. At low pulse E[i(t)], to be added to the global expected current wave-

ti'rrtt dele.•sity Values, where f is linear (Fig. 2), E If C)] = forn. This pulse is modeled as a triangular pulse that starts with

I (1./1) In this case. the expected current waveforn ED] de- a peak value Efl] at the time of transition and decays linearly to

rte .i itt I l is indeed lhe correct waveform for MTF estimation, zero after a time interval called the time span. The variance
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in1 variance starts with a peak of VII]= 11i(t'6) at time t and decays
ipi linearly to zero at time t+ r. Since Ijl] = E[12] - E[J]2 [5], and

since CREST already derives the expected pulse peak Ell], we

p-Block ip will concentrate here on the derivation of EIII.

CP Let ip = ipl + ip2 and in = ita + in2. It is easy to verify that

"ipi l ipl = ip X C,, I(Cp + C,,), and it - i,, X Cq, I(Cp + C,,). There
fore:

Ei j(] = .2 1 C2 ( C1,
E[ip(t)] 'I I E Eif~) (3.1)n-Block in2 n Cp + CJ C, + C,, I

The tern- containing E[ip(t)i,(t)] is omitted (it is zero) since at
ini least one of the charging currents is zero at any given time. In
ip1 particular, the value at the peak is

Fig. 4. A genwric CMOS gale stnicttir,. [ [E[121 = t c, + C,,j + Et[ ,] X l +C1 (3.2)fIC,, c,

wavefonn can be derived with little modification to the overall The values of E[1] and E(I1 are derived as follows. For
simulation strategy. Whenever an expected pulse is derived for E[12], consider the p-part of the gate, and let every trausistor T4
a gate, a variance pulse will be derived as well.

be represented by a switch of on-conductance ge,.k,• [I]. Based
Fig. 4 shows a generic CMOS gate. The p-block or p-part (n-

block or n-part) of a gate refers to the p (n)channel transistor on this switch-network model of the pblock, let GpAi) be the rzm-
dorn cotnductance between the output niode and rKid. G1, is a

mesh between its output node and the power supply (ground). A

gate will be assumed to have independent inputs. While this function of the individual transistor random conductances g&,
where gk is 0 if the transistor is off and g,,J(t if it is on. If an eventmay be tree at thle prilnary circuit inputs, it is not true in general.

However, the general case is handled using the concept of a occursat a gate input at tune t, then the value of Gp(t ) and the

supergate [ I], with the independent-inputs-gate-solver used as a previous state of the output node. V(Xt), will determine Ip. For
2 1 1 +

subroutine. mally, we have E(12,] = E[( V,, - Vn(t-))2 X GT,(t )], which be

As in [I], we only consider the charging component of the comes
power supply or ground currents. The output node capacitance Eli2] X E [GT, W) I G1 (r) = 01 X MG1, Wt) = 0) (3.3)

is split into two luniped capacitors Cpto VII and C, to V.,. Sim-
ilarly, each internal gate node it, has two capacitors Cm and Ci,. where P(A) is the probability of the event A, and E[A B1. de
Capacitance values are derived from the circuit description and notes the conditional expected value [5] of A given B. The tor
the transistor model parameters. On a low-to-high transition, niula is correct because if G/,f) = 0 (s 0) then VO(t ) 0 ( l,)-
the currents flowing through C,, and C( at tile output node are Similarly for the ni-part of the gate, we obtain
ip1 and ip2, respectively, as shown in the figure. The correspond-

ing iti andcl i1,2 for a high-to-low transition are also shown. The [(t*)
currents ip2 and are discharging currents that redistribute lo E[J71 - 11. X E[G() I G,,(r) 0] X P(G,,(C) - 0) . (..4)

cally, and we are interested in i= i + in l, which is the culrrentT
associated with tile output node. The total gate current it,,t will g o d e re s tin o f the p tl o is o i n block)
be larger than i since it also contains the currenits needed to graphere pr esen in of grapb is boled v
charge/discharge tile Cm a tid Ci,, capacitors at tile internalr

nodes. However, the output current plays a central role in lite E[gr(tr) I Gl,(t-) = 01,E[gA(t÷) I G,(tV) 01, and the gale tidle

derivation. p)robabilities of its corresponding trans~slors. Thie delails of l1o%%
The variance wavefonlns for tile gate total arid olp1lul ci itel its these qmi ant itit-s call be derived for every trailsislor can bxe t|oit i

will be mlodeled by triangular pulses Vkii,i (1)] ant(i V[i(t)], re in [4]. 'Tien Ierforlln a graph reduction operation 111 . [41,
spectively, with peak values of Vl.t,,i] and 1ill. If an event oc- which, simply stated, involves a number of series/parallel coin-
curs at tile gate input at tillie t, ithei we deitolohe by I atn t' lith Ieil atiot S ,il lode e1l11iittolallliS 111at redlice the graph Itoa siltgh

ililstnceS of time ilnliledi,|lely before atid aft'r tlhe evenit, re edpe, w.vhose lAbels are thle required statistics

specllvely. Focusing for ow tnil Ilie outp)ul curren-tt mill', Its t':[(;12(1t )1 (t ( O] a)i 01GI,(' )I (; ,(t) 01. Sniiilar
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work can be done for the n-block. As a result, we have the peak node in the p-block (n-block) is charged to Vdd (Vs), then every

value, II] - E[1 21 
- E[I]2 , of the output current variance other node in the p-block (n-block) is also charged to VkI(Vss).

pulse. This assumption is true for simple gates, and may overestimate

The time span K, found by first solving for the area under tile the current-charge product in more complex cases. Based on

Kii(t)] pulse. Notice that, if i(t) is a triangular pulse of height I this assumption, one can show [4] that

and area q, then: E[ltoqto] qpt QpCn EI + qntot QC E[
E[q11 ] Cp + Cn [t + E~q.] Cp + Cn

f 20 (t) dt = .lIq. (3.5) (3.12)

In this case, q is equal to the charge delivered to (or from) the where E[qp] and E[qn] are available as [1, eqs. (3.12), (3.13)],
output node capacitors. From this it follows that E[qp,tot] and E[qn,tot] are, respectively, the first and second

00 summations in [1, eq. (3. 10)] and
f E[i2(t) dt = E[iq] ,

anid iid)kIxhk (3.13)
2•" QnI = Y. VddCip

S E[i(t)[ dt = I E[1 E[q • (3.6) icl,,ck

The second equation follows since E[i(t)] is a triangular pulse As was asstuned for the expected current pulse [ I ], we let the

of height E[l] and area e[q]. Therefore, the variance pulse has time span of the gate total current variance pulse be equal to that

an area derived for the gate output current. Therefore:

"1 X E[Itotqttl - E[hotl E(qtot]
) 2Vi(t)l = 3 (E[Iq - E[I] E[q]). (3.7) lýtd E-q] -jE[11 E X VPi]. (3.14)

1e Value of E[Iqj canl be written as: 4. ESTIMATING THE VARIANCE CURRENT
E[Iq = E[(11,I + 1,, )X (qp I + q,,l)] (3.8) WAVEFORMS IN THE BUS

, here l,(Inj) is the peak of ipl(t) (ij(t)), and q1 l(q,,i) is the
charge delivered by i, (t) (i,l(t)). Since q1 l(qfl) is equal to Via
Cl, (I it ,(),) if ipi (0) (ini(t)) is nonzero, and is otherwise zero, In the two previous sections, we presented the motivation for
then: computing tile variance waveforn, and a procedure for cotn-

puting the variance pulse for a CMOS gate. Ultimately, the vari-

" V ance waveforn (of the current density) in every branch of theVd, ]ICTI V, I -
E[IqJ - C,+ E[L,]. (3.9) power/ground bus is required. In this section we present a tech-

nique for deriving the bus variance waveforms from those of

, tlimle span of the gate outpit current variance pulse is, the individual gates. Since the current densityj (t) in any branch

h'retore of the power or ground bus is directly proportional to the cur-
rent i (t) in that branch, we will discuss the derivation of

2 2
4 Ir -[iq J E'[- oT(f) (i.e., Vji(t)]) rather than o, (tXi.e., V1i(t)] ). Further-

3 i. I/f] " (3.10) more, we will only discuss the power bus since the ground bus
analysis is similar.

%\ iehw )-i,,ijlhr to (3.7) c~ii he %krittei' for the gate total We assume that gates are tied to the bus at certain points,
k IW[In rt. ,.l.. ni. hlh t. s called conliacIs. Several gates may be tied to the same contact.

The current in a branich of the bus, i(t), is a function of the cur-

f• 2, rents being drawn off the contacts, I, (t),j = 1 ..... ,1. F-1ch of
li, 1 () " (l[lI,, il,, ] /"[l,,,]I F[ql,,m]). (3. II) these is, in turn, simply the sun of tile individual gate currents

ti(.'"lil~at~l\, I-4Ii.,iqt~de tlca'> nor haiv cis simiple anl expres tied to that col1tact:

•,1111 A tni Iti lltr q I . W- have chos•,n to use a couserva
Il," ,'4111,111" . t ",'d oi , l o h t Ill,•h ltlg a-isut ptionl whenever ai i l([t) -: i/l( ) + "" + i1 r(j). (4.1)
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In the framework of our probabilistic simulation technique, 0.03

the process of deriving the variance waveforms consists of three
steps. 'a -- cr

1) Using the probabilistic events at the inputs to each logic 0r 002 Sgo

gate, derive its variance pulse.
2) Combine the pulses at each contact point to derive the vari- a a

ances of the contact currents.
3) Using the bus topology and the variances of the contact a

currents, derive the variances of the bus branch currents.

Step 1) has been described in Section 3; the other two steps 0.00
will be described in the following. 4 , , 6 a I

A critical issue in computing the variance is the correlation
between the different current waveforms. Since such correla- Fig. 5. CREST variance pulse result for a 2-input CMOS NAND gate,compared to SPICE.
tion is too expensive to derive for VLSI circuits, we will occa-

sionally be making conservative approximations to simplify the 0006S
problem. Our experience with the probabilistic simulation ap- (,...

proach [ i] suggests that neglecting the correlation between dif- 0.006
ferent current waveforms gives good results in most cases, es-
pecially for large circuits. In general, there will be cases where
this becomes a poor assumption, as in clocked circuits, for ex- o.004

ample, where different parts of the circuit may switch in unison >
in response to a central clock. However, since the variance is of ca,.
secondary importance in (2. 10), and since keeping track of the
correlation is too expensive for large VLSI circuits, we have "
opted to make this accuracy efficiency tradeoff. 0.000

Based on this, we assume that the gate currents tied to the T%& (tn)4

same contact are uncorrelated. This immediately provides a Fig. 6. Variance results for a 3-input CMOS complex gate (inset).

simple solution for step 2), using (4. 1), as follows:

02(t)= oa 2(t) + ".. + 2 cn'r(4.2) 
"

Thus the variance pulses from the individual gates are simply
added to provide the contact current variance waveform (step 0.o0
2)). The implementation and results presented in the next sec- ,

tion are based on (4.2). a '

Step 3) is considerably more complex, and is left to the Appen- 00t,

dix, where a number of approximations are also proposed to make ,
possible an efficient implementation. The present implementation 000 W

of CREST provides the user with the expected and variance wave- 0 2 , 0 0 4 0

forms for the contact currents (steps 2) and 3)). The proper place Fig. 7. Variance results for a 16-MOSFEiT exchUsivC-oR IXORI CMOS

for the implementation of step 3) is in the SPIDER [ 101 progrun, circuit.

which takes the currents generated by CREST and uses the bits
layout infornation to estimate the MTF. of CREST runs on a variety of circuits, showing both waveform

comparisons and timing performance.
To assess the accuracy of the results, it is important to make a

5. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS fair comparison with a variance waveforn derived using a valid

simulation tool. To do so, we have generated the variance wave-

The variance calculation technique outlined above has been form for a variety of examples by running SPICE for every set
implemented in CREST. We present in the following the results of input voltage signals allowed by the probability vectors (see
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0.12- SPICE simulations. We will, therefore, show the rsults of two

0ACAM different CREST runs on this circuit. In Fig. 9 we compare a full
---- .... accuracy CREST run and a heuristic [I] CREST run in which

_0.- 1 all internal nodes of the multiplier were assumed independent
'9. (uncorrelated). The excellent agreement demonstrates that the

0-06 U correlation between different current pulses in large circuits

SI may indeed be neglected.
0o04. These results can be used to assess the significance of the

contribution of the variance waveform to the MTF, i.e., to see
N.,whether the gain in accuracy is worth the effort. Recall that the

o.a 2 4 a 0 expected and variance waveforns combine to provide a Jell ef-

TW (ns) fective current density value for MTF estimation, according to

Fig. 8. Variance results for a 54-MOS1IET 2-h ripple adder CMOS circuit. (2.10) and (2.7). We have measured the variance contribution as

the increase inJeff due to the variance waveforn, divided by Jty
03' using only the expected waveform, as follows:

CREST -Full accuracy
SCREST-Heuristic Jcty a Jl" (using EU1] and VI/) - Jeff( using only EU])

0. AJe-t Jftr (using only ED])

10 20
Tlmte (run

This expression depends on current density and not simply on
circui. lcurrent. Consequently, the expected and variance waveforms

have to be augmented with metal line width information in
order to evaluate (5.1). Table I shows the results for all the test

1, section 11-2.1)], deriving the expected current waveforn cases presented above, for different values of linewidth, with a
E[i(t)] by doing a time-point averaging of the results, and then line thickness of 0.3 pin throughout. Note that (5. 1) has been

using that to find the variance as the time-point average of (i - tabulated as a percentage.
I

E[i(t)])f. Since EM models for non-dc waveforms are still con- For a given circuit, the variance contribution increases with a
troversial, it makes little sense to shoot for perfect accuracy in decrease in linewidth. The two width values used in the table for
the current waveforms. Furthernore, it is important to make a each circuit are meant to demonstrate that the variance contri-
tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency to make possible the bution to the MTF can vary from insignificant to very import-
sohition of large circuits. Hence, our objective has been to de- ant. For the types of circuits, and technology that we have ex-
rive, in a very short time, a wavefonn that matches reasonably amined, it seems that one can use a practical lower limit of I pim
well the peak and general shape of the SPICE wavefonn. Since

the number of required SPICE simulation runs grows exponen-
tially with the number of circuit inputs, the comparisons to be i lt I Vinaice ( Iiiinitill (wh lev at I la-w l Sim RI r, l0 nic

presented will necessarily be limited to medium sized circuits. Nuiilx-r of lnilmmori• pill StanHLx For Mtk roiisc-tr

There is no reason to suspect, however, that the accuracy ob
served on these circuits will deteriorate on larger ones. (ircluit Slit .4-it ./,i (whdilih

Waveforni comparisons are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for a sin-
gle NAND gate and a complex gate, respectively. The compar- NANI) I 110',; (0( 07 0llll) W(X,' 1t ll)

Coliple. 1 8X5'4 (01(033 pill) O(((5) (I' (1Jill)
isons for two larger circuits are shown in Fig. 7 (for all exclu- XO(R 10 23.'e (it (Y7 pill) 0 (X;' (1 0 pill

sive OR circuit) and Fig. 8 (for a 54-MOSFET 2-b ripple adder Adhhr 54 107% (0 17 piin) ) 4Y3: (1I 0 pill)

circuit). Nlllhlllter t*d4 2M)4 (1) 25 pill) 3 0-1' (I) (illl)

For our next example, we consider a 648 MOSFL" 4 b par

allhl imultIplier. This circuit is too big to miake the 2 10 required I lilenrslic (I&W I nui, ill olicrl -ian ll ;tcoiric% (RI-S I
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titodlel atid gave a qulalitative argtunent suggesting that it is tile

2. Exec2 I i't ~lotn tn'IlI U( Clittpatnmios TIit w e is (i 'lt ISmi-oit Is (tit it VAX - nIr~iat wavefori to be uised for NITF est inatio. fIn this
111/7541 Sim~ Rt-a'a' i flto INaua'' , paper, we have qutanitified ithat 'rgunicnt by presenting tew lthe-

____________________________________________________________ oretical resuilts which %how lthe exact trlationship between thle

Cut-Iil( slit (11C CRS SI--411 M'Iand the statistics of the cuirrent. Equation (2.7) relates J,1j,
required for estimating the h1TlF, to the tmean wavefonn of a

NAND) 41 411 0 90 ltX tionlinear function of thle stochastic current. Coupled with
CollhX( 4.1(1) .1 (p 2.IX (2. 10, it providles anl efficient and more accurate tecllimilu' for

A41itiar 541 320n20.42 21 .13 152,)X compuiting thle MTF, which requires boh fihe expected atid vri -
Ntaat11liptir ."m mt7.530 98f 187 .09' .173X wave fn. A oewa-he ~ t on

K6i.15er "K W7 510.9t (4 6 1 .59 X anc e f sAnoe technique wa hnpresentedtocm
pute' the variance wavefornn for CMOS circuits, which has beeni

I liunsfi ('R1i.St nut,al oit-r ~Iiuin- Intl ti-icct'y CREST.i incorporated into the p~robabilistic sirrulator CREST [ II.

t Etillotitd (2 I imris tit(,s cist 4t typwica sill('I nint Tile results of several CREST rns were presented, demoni-

()ti litiewidth, and do without a variance wavefonii. H owever, iI) straitinig goodl waveforin agreement with SPICE, as well as ex-

cas' hre -uhltscfo 'gaaned(s ill maua l- cellent speedups over traditional approaches: aI speedup of over
3s~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~I s deesc iit aio epOaite a l i,11 15OX was (lem onstratedl on a 648 tran~sistor circuiti.

out w%,ilth unlhimitedl designeltr freedom) and/or where thle circuit uigll~ eutw aesuidtesgiiac ftl
and i metal technlologies involve high enough curr~ent density, tile vasianchee reut, eiavefi syeautuied ithe sotibutifocnte oTftl
vatrianlce wak efornt call be as important (or more) than thle ex- Wain e havef~ by i eauthing its bontribhltio ndntoth oTF
pected \vavetOrill. whethef~r a iiti Weha e ta foundt is t to n be h ghly anteId ttI~L it i

litn iy case, and regardless of tile significance of its conitribti- whichr case tiscontiribu mtaionemaylth cnbe glec ra. ilteed, In
lion io the MITI' thle variance wavefonii is import~ant in its own which cfase thish currnt densiti ay behnelglect ued. Otherw ist,
righit. its relevance for studying other reliability problemts will ado fahg urn list ehooyi sd hntm
be' briefly dliscuissed in the ntemt section. variance contribution can be as important (or more) than the ex-

Finally, we illustrate thle speed jx'rforimance of CREST with ptctedl wavefornil.

thle varianice estimation built inl. Table 2 shows lthe sp)eedi coil- III any caise, and regardlless of the significance of its conltribu-
patisns btwomCRESand PICE oral theexamles re- ti oil to tille MTr., thle variance wavefonin is imlportant inl its o%%ni

Newtell aixivent'. 'IXe ptNILIP is excellent, and becomes much be&t- right as a measure of tile spread of thle real current wavefonns.
icr or argr crcuts 152 X or he dde an II595X fr ~ Suchl imlforiihation may be useful for studying voltage dIrop

lililitlijilior). In fatct, lthe speedup grows exponentially, bccaulse (itie)o h ovrgon ie.I tcatctcnqe
al1 l exis aient ial n11um1ber of deten ninist ic sinmunlat ion runs are re- are to be lisedI for this purpose, thenl it seems definlite that tile ex-

placed by a single p~robablIilistic simul~lationl nin. W~e [koillt out thepitltcritbyisl il o esufcet
case' of ii e muIt ipl ier c ircuit 1(tile largest circulit in lthe table) with
tile Ileivristic CREST run (last row tit Table 2). Tile, excellent APPENIDIX
wvavefonln comparison inl Fig. 9, ahotll w-.ith tile sjx'edtip Of I I
.s95 X and( t'xecltiot littlie of I nin inl Table 2, establishes tile InI this Appenduix, we are concenledi with the problem of de-
feasibility of solvitng large VL.SI chipis. riving tile varianlce waveforms inl tile power/ground buts

branlches givenl tilose at tile btuns contacts. Tile buts Can1 be Modx

6. SU MARY NI) C NCLUSONS dcl as a linear tinle-lilvariant ([TI) system wvitih inpu)ts Xj and
olilptits >-. Thle inlputs vtj(t),j 1, I. .. repyresit tilte conltact

We hve xieide th prbablistc smultio aproah I ctirretlts anid cart)' tile stochastic processie5 ij(r) of known van-

it) iliclilde thle coniptitationi oftilte variance ot tie po~ver/prouild alice wavefofluls (l~( ). Trile oumi~lits *v(t), I -I in re-prese~nt

C1miTVilt wavefornl, ii, acit(litioni to its expiected wavefonn. To thet bus btranchi currents at iticlmte variance wavetonmImls.

provide tilt ilotivatioll for this, we have focu'sed oil'tile p~rkbleitll ot-(z), are requilired. Ie Al/i,(t) bV tilt' lIpuIIIIlse re~x)`0lSV filileioll

Of est iiiatitlgy the MTF dlue to EMI tii the pwe anid grtmiid relating y(iM to x1(1)
butses of cmos circuits. Thiis reqiuires kmlowledge of tlie cuirrenti

density ill thlese buses. l(IM) = E hi)(1) * x) j- , n(l
[it previous work [I], we preseilted a nlvel teciliiqume for

MITF t'stiitlat loll based oit a stoC/Ustic current u'aue-forni where " dertotes tile conivolution ojs'ratlomi.

tmodel. We derived ltue expectedi waveform of this, current



It is well known (see 15, p. 209]) that the variances of the sys-
tem" inputs are not enough to derive the variances of its outputs. yyi[k] = Ig't [k] "x1 1kV h~d)K] xj~k - x). (A.5)

Tile autocorre lation of each input, RV$12 ~0
SE[xrft I ). xft2)], is also required. Since the input processes

are not wvide-sense stationaty [5], an exact analytical solution Let_ýj[k] x1[kJ - rj.ý[k] and Y11[k] yjj[kj - tq,,[k]. Then
can be quite complex, even if the autocorrelations were known. 22

cry,[k] = E~ij,[k12I and 5ý1[k1 = h~d)[kk * J~kj, hence:
Therefore, as is often necessary, we will make certain simplify-

ing assumptions about the structure of Rcxj

We assume that the correlation between xj~t) and xjjt + T) a; k-(I[]i~ - K]

goes to zero as T--, In termis of the autocavariance, oq~k E ~ I]i

C-,,,jfti, 12)L' RtkAtl 12) - rlx 2(zt)rix,(t2), where rlx1(t) K

gE~xit)], this is formiulated as = (')[I4v hl(4)[K2]

C~.j 1(f L t2) 0 fOl 11 - t2 IŽý T (A.2) xjk-KI]ik-21(A6

where T is a (typically smnall) time interval. Furthermore, it is easy to see that E[-xj[kuI] ij[k2l]

Consider the discrete timie system obtained by sampling, with =Crj-,(ki, k2), which, using (A.2), gives

period T, the continuous time system defined by (A. 1). If

.x1[k] x1jk7) are the discrete processes at the inputs, and (Y2 [k h(-j' (d) I 2 -

yk y1(kT) are the discrete output processes, then: K=O

=~~~~ =,/¶~l ~l I,--- , III (A.3)
j~i Finally, the variance wavefornus for the System Output are, using

(A.4):

where lid [k] is the discrete impulse response function relating

.v1RI to x1[kJ. As shown below, the discretized output variance 2 2 . I, , . A.8
waveformis can be derived irrespective of the shape of o j=1I~ XJ
C'pjI 11, 12) for I t - t2 I < T. The continuous variance wave-
formis can then be obtained by interpolation. Strictly speaking, I te odtevracso h yti upt bt

therore tie smplng erid Tho~d b snalLI ITshuld branich currents) can be obtaitied fromn the convolution of the
be larger than tile largest frequency component of the inputs. vr ne fisipa cnatcret)lihtesurso t
However, since fine waveformn details are riot of paramount iI- disareeianicese ofis ipusontaiictcrrnts) whith dsrte sqvouaresofnt
Portance in this work, we need only restrict Tto be snall dalscretea ipuleresornse foncetionlehi discrete convolutresons
enough so that wavefomi features in that smnall anl interval are caib aiy pfoudoc h iceeiplersos

Iticnse~uental.functions are found. Of course, the summation need not be

* 4k]taken to infinity, and may be conveniently truncated after
To) stiuplity thle notation, detitle - ,11k1 j4;I [k] * lk.Fur- I ii'I) [K]l is less than some smnall value. To obtain the discrete
ther-iiore, as pointed out above, we will neglect the correlation iplersos ucin; oeta f ntse nu u~n

coIet,.ei the~ aontac curets Hectie inputs aeu- is applied at contact j, with all other contact currents held at
COIT011tt'd ,.111dzero, and if thle resulting outputs y,(t) are m onitored, 111011

f o~,1A], i M - -,i. (A.4) /'t]y(T A T

We have thus reduced thle problemn to analyzing a1 single- f-T hyT = I -- n.
111put,1 si tigle ou t pu t discrete [TI system: ( ~A.9)
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Tl'his suiggests two melltho(s for deriving h(1/)[kJ. Thie first use The constants o hu ij/)fxJ ) 2 cani be very easily obtained as
a sim-ulation program such as SPICE'- to simullate tile bits Wil~li follows. Notice that E'~ /4/hli"[Kj is the srendy-srate current inl
utut t-step inpuLt currents applied at each conitact (one at a timle), branchi i in responise 10 a unlit-step inlput cuirrent at conitactj, Withi
wh ile monitoring tile buis branch cuirrenits. This gives tile, mil all other contact currents held at zero. If lthe, bus is mocxel-d as a
lunk-tioins h,ý1[k]f tsing (A.9). Another (.1pproximate) method resistive network, then the steady-state nlode voltages ill re

WU lie to make use of tihe second equality inl (A.9): if the con spoumse to such inputs are the entries of the driving point ituped
tlntious impulse response futinctions are approximated uising ance matrix. So if thle niode admititance matrix is built by simple

sm-RC time constant analysis of thle buts, then thle discrete im- inispection of the bus and then itiverted to produice the driving
pulse respontse fntoscan 1w' obtained frmte.point impedance matrix, thle steady-state currents are im-

fl~l on roinheti to er- mediately available.

foi ierequiired convolutions. One canl simplify thle calcula-
tim ymaking anl additional assumption as follows. If thle buts REFERENCES

is knowni to be "fast," i.e., if hy (k) (lies (lown fnster than . , ai Itlj."ktalisiciliilio rH-

chaniges inl o-,fk]. then (A.7) reduices to: aldtagy amilymsi of ('MOS VLI St ircuils," IEEE' 7Wims Complarr-.-ide'1

lem'!,on vol. ). Ill) 43941St0, Apr. 19%,)

2 1: NI 4 '1d-ll-ule. "LtccltI uigrsaIion am I ft~iturt ill cletronics Ali uatittlitc-

titon .' ltroc - I:EE vol. 59, pp., I I(Y)- 14218, (1-i1.219721
2~[k ~- [k] 2 l ~', ' A. 0 tack, "Fecitromitirmalioi failaur iiottes it atauiiiniuai iotwttali/atiou for

03 A-miotultolktokittrsviccs." Proc. IE'E . vol. 57, ppl. 2587- 2594. St-pi. 2969.
4 F Nquiju. "Protmbiit ki c stinadalt io for irtiatitiiy miut-ysis of VLI StCirenas,"

Pitll) aticri1tioii. 1k-pc tIcec. oritipti. nig.,1i tiiv. of tIllilbiKsi 11 I ijuii-

So the conivolutions inl (A.8) canl be replaced by simple mill- O(1 pivil.~i~ Jtiii 2989.
-, ~5 A Pau~xxths. P'robability, Randon tariabh's. anti Stos-havsc Procemvts,. NO~

tlplicatiom~, and thle con~stanits Y-=o ji t-'1 1 cnbedrie.~ Nvw York. NY: mccraw-I lill, 1984

a preprocessing step from thle impuilse response functions and 0 F Najit. 1. 1 lajj, mnd P Yanig, Flelcintiiigralioii nkwdiaai till It- o-j"aliaur

stored in a single in X n constant miatrix. 141-A-41 V4 siti si SUV urIC ILnIl wilyefonit," ill l',oc. IEEEi list (onf, Com-
p'tter-lkaiiyjii. (ailttmdgc. MIA (k-I. 2-4, 19H9. 1)11. 4-17- 4503

If tile chip is too big to event derive hl/'l[k], then one further , - "Co ijol~lalitaill ot tbmL Ctul-reid v~tariam for n'lialtility slinialiolt oll VtLSI
ciretail'.. ill 1'roa I~EEE fill. (onf. oni (ompurer-Aided lie.stgn Smtita

siliuphificationi can be made as follows. If h:V'tkl dies dowtn(~ru ' o i928.pa2222

faster than changes inl xjfkJ thetn (A.5) reduces to H J 1) M-aitttcs mill It ( i I ye,"A suatistical moik-lI fr celccroitwmi-iasioij iii-

It~ wt. 11" 1111 st-ti fl i t In fii Ithu IC l ti x: Ii otaiittio " ii i Proc- I Ohl An iti. R4E -~lia bi It t
va[k] -v[kJ-.~ -i) it,[P(], and so: Ph'/acsu. Svmp. I. Wga'.-im. NV, Apr 5-7, 1972. vpp. 159-16Mg

1) 1 W kidtuersoui itiml P It ( liate. "A uawilsotiology for 12we cualculalionl or
Coldliltiot gkIL rik(t-clintinigflulitiu ctftivaltiiiý. froin in-usii alsti ct=rali ii lv-

( f ~~fon its." in ile 1:1et irtciemica~l Isetk l'ns-Pro. S-vsap. nit Electromaigrastaaa

2rj~iI~'j("1~ I - A II) flt'teiL'. Ne'w (Irlteais. LA. (Oci. 7-12. 1984, ill). (4-74.

u~~~~,[k]~~~1 1~L~ E, ' KJjI I Llul, 1) Fi I tocevr. P. Yauap. andl NI I Nk-Graiw. "SPI'2l R- A ('Al)

systelm for ii stt'laiig VtLSI a ncua l~i/aiitta paiitt'ns," JUEL'i Cho m (-

joutilr-.-sAidel l~''Atwia vol ('Al) 0. pit (1023-1031 Nov 2987
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APPLICATION OF AUDIO/SPEECH RECOGNITION FOR MILITARY
REQUIREMENTS

Edward I ('1"pples, htrteltigewcr & Recomaisswance Directorate, Rome Laboratory
Bnuio lHeck, Asvc Corporation

TPis airtlch is (hapler 8 ofa txook entilled "Applicalon of Aldio/Spoech Recognitioi for Military Reqqwreienets," pnublished by Khiwer Academzic Publisti-ra,
Norwell MA in Ineceiltwr 1991 Thw hWok is based on lteturme, which wet' s|j zisorcd by AGARD[NATO aid delivered by Mr. Cupples in several NATO

cotintrie.

1. INTRODUCTION channel noise has high interest and many applications. This in-

terest in speech enhancement is not only in improving the qual-

Increases in the functional capabilities of tnilitary systems ity, readability and intelligibility speech signals for human lis-

have made these systems increasingly more difficult to operate. tening and understanding but to improve speech signals for ma-

Increased operator workload in modem workstations and air- chine processing as well. Speech technology such as speaker

craft have produced operator stress and fatigue, resulting in de- identification, language recognition, narrowband communica-

graded operator performance, especially in time critical tasks. tions, and word recognition being developed requires good

one reason for this problem is that both data entry and system quality signals in order to provide effective results. The devel-

control functions are often controlled via the systems keyboard. opment of automatic real-time speech enhancement technology

In some systems functions are nested many layers deep making is therefore of very high interest to military users.

,he system inefficient and difficult to use. For this reason tech- There are a large number of applications for speech enhance-

aology to improve the interface between the system and its op- ment. Many systems that perform silence or gap removal and/or

erators is of high interest. Many efforts and several technologies speech compression have difficulty with the processing of

are being pursued in speech recognition and synthesis, multi- noisy comnmnunications data. In many instances gap removal is

modal interface techniques, and voice interactive concepts and completely ineffective and compression schemes completely

methods. Such work is being pursued to satisfy the require- degrade speaker identity and cause large reductions in intelligi-

ments for modem communication, collection, analysis, identifi- bility. These systems require speech enhancement to be opera-

cation, resource management, and control. tionally effective. The use of Automatic Speech Recognition

Interest in potential uses of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) in noisy environments such as the Cockpit is of very

(ASR) technology is steadily increasing in both military and ci- high interest. Although there has been some success in using re-

vilian conimunities. Much of this interest is due to advances in stricted and well structured ASR in the cockpit, difficulties with

electronics and computers rather than in new techniques for acoustic noise in the airborne environment is much more trou-

speech recognition. Despite its current limitations, ASR prom- blesome for larger vocabulary continuous speech recognition

ises to aid in a variety of military applications by increasing the systems. The successful use of enhancement for ASR can offer

effectiveness and efficiency of the manmachine interface. In- performance improvements that will make voice control and

deed, military organizations have long been, and continue to be, data entry operationally acceptable for many airborne applica-

one of the main sources of support of research and development tions.

3f ASR technology. Another area in which the noise generated in an aircraft

This chapter discusses some recent applications of ASR tech- causes problems is the use of vocoders for narrowband jam re-

nology. It is not intended to be exhaustive but rather presents a sistant communications. Vocoder technology use is restricted in

representative perspective of the military uses of this technol- many airborne applications because the acoustic noise gener-

ogy. Four major categories of applications are discussed: ated by the aircraft degrades the intelligibility of the vocoder

Audio Signal Analysis, Voice Input for Command and Control, system to an unacceptable level. Speech enhancement to reduce

Message Sorting by Voice, and Automatic Gisting. the aircraft noise offers the capability to make a variety of vo-

coder technology available for airborne use.

2. AUDIO SIGNAL ANALYSIS
A. Speech Enhancement

Speech enhancement and interference reduction technology

to improve the quality, readability and intelligibility of speech Speech Enhancement is the capability to remove frequently

signals that are masked and interfered with by communication encountered communication channel interferences with mini-
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mum degradaition to the speech signals. The types of interfer-
ences or noises removed can he classed into three groups (l)
inpulse noise such as static and ignition noise, (2) narrowband
noise w hich includes all tone like noise, and (3) wideband ran-
donl noist such as atmosphenc, receiver electronic noises, and

aircraft noise. Impule, noise removal processes are usually a
time domain process. The process is very effective for reinov-
lng impulses up to 20 milliseconds in length. Narrowband noise
removal processes are usually a frequency domain process.
Techniques are required to remove both high level and lowk
level tounes of which there mnay be several hundred. The tones

may lxe fixed or moving. Such a capability is extremely useful 'k

In removing power converter hutns and hetrodyne signals
found on conmunication channels. Wideband noise removal
processes frequently use cepstrum subtraction processes. The
only successful process developed by the United States Air Fig. I lvolutiotn of Speech inlhanceiwnrt I lardware From left to right]•t-otoy~w, V[ ^";I V1 ISIK7.
Force at Rome Labordkory, Griffiss AFB NY is a subtractive
process that is accomplished in the spectrum of the square rootof the amcnplitude spectrum. While this ftuction is not the same rently the only process that has been thoroughly tested in theas the cepstrum (the cepstunm is the spectinm of the log ampli- laboratory and in field military applications, and since many ofas te cpsturn(th ceptrun i th spctru oftheloganili- the test methods huave been endorsed by other agencies, the dis
tude spectrum), since it resembles the cepstuni it is referred to
as the root-cepstruni. In this method of noise reduction the av- cussion on testing and on enhancement capabilities will use the

erage root-cepstrun of the noise in the input signal is continu- SEU as an example.

ally updated and subtracted from the root-cepstrum of the corn- The SEU has been tested in two areas. They are (1) the reduc-

bined speech and noise. Because the random noise concentrates tion of communication channel noise to improve the recogni-

disproportionately more power in the low region of the root- tion performance of human listener and (2) the reduction of

cepstruim than does the speech, the subtracted reconstructed wideband random noise and aircraft cockpit noise to improve

time signal produces an enhlnced speech signal. A picture of a the performance of automatic speech recognition (ASR) sys-

prototype, the VLSI , and the VHSIC enhancement units is temns. improvemnents in performance have been demonstrated in

showkn in Figure 1. other areas.

The first test conducted on the SEU determined the effect ofOther enhancenent processes have been developed for

unique interferences and noises and have been shown to be ef- processing radio frequency voice communication channels

fective for their specific use. New enhancement methods are containing a variety of off-the-air noises on the monitoring per

continually sought. Some examples currently being pursued by
research and development laboratories are technologies such as 40

Hidden Markov models, Neural Networks, and Artificial Intel-
ligence. 30. / "

NUMBER OF UNPROCSSrEo /
S*,NAISI.SPEECH 20 -

B. Spxeech Enhancement Testing SIGNALS 20"

-ltow to determine the value of a speech enhancement capa- o IGNAIS

bility or technique has been a never ending debate. Test meth-

ods are subjective and test procedures not well established mak- --T

ing cotupansots of systems and techniques difficult to impossi- 1 ,,

boe Hlowever, proper testing is critical to successfully applying o' , 1,.• 01 j,• 4 ,'o 1
and fielding a capability in a military or commercial applica
tion As a result, several test nelthodxs and procedures were de SUBJECTIVE RBADABILIIY

velopt-d by Ronie LIaboratory through tiecessity Since the ':ng 2 S;eth [[lit~ilt, i 'r-tio, i t.

Rome Laboratory Speech Enhancement Unit (SEtU) is cur
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formance of humans. The signals were monitored by equally
skilled trained Air Force operators both before and after en- too.
hancement by the SEU. The data was controlled so that no op-
erator heard the same data before and after enhancement. The RECOCNRAIONACCURACY 60 '\\,

readability of the signals was rated before and after enhance- IN PERCENT

ment. The readability of the signals is as shown in Figure 2. 4o-

Note the shift in the readability of the signals after enhance- 20'

ment. The results clearly show an improvement in readability.
However, not only was there a significant improvement in the 040 ýo ; o o t

readability of the signals but operator fatigue was reduced, in- INPUT SIGNAL TO NOISI RATIO

telligibility improved, and very importantly, the enhancement LEGEND:
-- WITHOUt ENhIANCEMENT

process was found to be capable of being operated in an entirely - ENHANCED

automatic mode. Also important was the uncovering of events * WIDEBAND NOISE

that were not recognized before enhancement. These results ap- TONAL NOISE

pear to agree with equipment laboratory tests which showed the
narrowband and impulse noise to be attenuated as much as Fig. 4. Recognition Perfomlance of Fiher Bank Word Recognizer

40dB. Measurements on the wideband removal process showed
a signal-to-noise ratio improvement of from 15 to 2 1dB.

The second set of tests were conducted to determine the ef- 109dBa noise level recognition performance increased from
fect of using the SEU as a preprocessor to automatic speech rec- 46% without SEU processing to 75% after enhancement. Per-
ognition systems. Several speech recognizers were used with formance jumped from 30% to 79% after enhancement for the
good results. 115dBa noise level condition, Figure 3.

The results of a test conducted at an Air Force flight labora- Other tests using the SEU or a preprocessor have shown
tory with the SEU acting as a preprocessor to an LPC-based varying degrees of improvement. Test results without training

recognizer showed substantial recognition improvements. The the recognizer through the SEU show digit recognition im-
tests were conducted in a facility where the acoustic environ- provements of 20% correct recognition to 83% after enhance-
ment of the F- 16 cockpit was simulated. The tests were con- ment for an input S/N of 3dB using wideband random noise,
ducted using the Advanced Fighter Technology Integration Figure 4.
(AFTI) 36-word vocabulary. Training was accomplished with- Better performance was obtained by training the recognizer
out the SEU and in 85dBa sound pressure level (SPL). Six sub- through the SEU under no noise conditions. The results ob-
jects were tested; four military pilots and two Lear Siegler per- tained for this condition show an improvement from 21 % to
sonnel. The two subjects used for the enhancement tests were 100% correct recognition after enhancement at a 10 dB SIN.
the lowest scoring military pilots in the tests. Enhancement was
used only during the 109dBa and 115dBa noise level tests. At C. Co-Channel Interference Reduction

CORRECT RECOGNMON IN % Another type of interference that is often encountered in mil-

lO- itary operations is co-channel interference. This voice on voice
: BEFIRF FNHANCEMENT interference occurs when there are two or more transceivers

s AnMR tNIMCEMENT transmitting at the same time on the same frequency channel.

60 As an example, co-channel interference occurs when two air-
craft attempt to communicate with the control tower at the same

40 •instant in time which most often results in unintelligible speech
at the tower.

20 Techniques to reduce co-channel interference have been ap-
C Fplied to the radio frequency, the intermediate frequency and the

0 1-- demodulated audio signals. Radio frequency methods attempt109 dhl 115 Mos

eAcKwtotdo NOISE to reduce the interference by creating antenna peaks and nulls to

Fig 3 S-I tI/1.PU }Ia.s'd Recognitioo PicrfonliunCe separate signals by spatial filtering. This method is limited by
the physical size of the antenna array. This method is not effec-
tive for signals having the same line of bearing.
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Intermediate frequency techniques which have had some 3. VOICE INPUT FOR COMMAND AND
success use signal amplitude and frequency to discriminate be- CONTROL
tween the co-channel signals. The techniques are effective for
separating frequency modulated (FM) signals from other FMsignalsratind am tuden modulated sFgnassg(AM) from FMher FM There are many man-machine interface (MMII) problems as-sig n a ls an d am p litud e m o d u lated sig na ls (A M ) fro m F M sig - so i t d w h t e m d m c m un a i n s a i n ,b tle a -sociated with the modem communication stations, battle man-
nals but are not effective for separating AM from AM signals. agement workstations and the advanced aircraft cockpit. Sev-

Separating the co-channel signals in the audio band is attrac- eral factors have led to the MNMI problems and the subsequent

tive because it is independent of the geometry of the emitters thrust of military development of MMI technologies. They are:

and the signal modulation. Mliny techniques have been devel-

oped but generally all these techniques are based on separating • Adding on new capabilities to existing systems

voiced speech segments only. Therefore these techniques must - New systems with many combined capabilities

rely on separating the pitch of the talkers and using this infor- ° Increased complexity of the environment

mation to extract the desired talker or suppress the interfering - Reduced time to complete tasks

talker. Some of the techniques that have had some success on ° Increases in the number of time critical tasks

signals where the ratio of the talkers strengths are large (- 12 to,

25 dB reference to the stronger talker) are pitch tracking comb- Many of these factors are the direct result of reduced man-

filters and hannonic magnitude suppression algorithmns, power (accomplish more with fewer operators), and the in-

Both require accurate pitch tracking and hence have difficulty creased speed of events caused by higher speed aircraft and ad-

where the pitches of the talkers cross, where the pitch changes vanced weaponry.

rapidly and where the pitches are close in frequency. Analysis New ASR and speech synthesis technology forms the basis

techniques that provide high resolution to resolve small differ- for voice input/output (/O) systems. Such systems can improve

ences in the pitch of the talkers are not able to track rapid manmachine interaction for modem communications, collec-

changes in pitch. Therefore trade-offs are generally made be- tion, analysis, identification, resource management and control.

tween frequency and time resolution to satisfy both tracking Speech communication with machines can offer advantages
speed and frequency resolution requirements. over other modes of communication such as manual methods,

Techniques that rely on eliminating the pitch components of especially when humans are engaged in tasks requiring hands

one talker by removing the components entirely have not had and eyes to be busy. Speech offers the most natural, and poten-

success in improving the intelligibility of the desired talker. tially the most accurate and fastest mode of communication, but

The suspected reason is that some components of the desired is susceptible to environmental interference, and restricted by

talker are also eliminated and the holes in the frequency spec- speaker and training requirements. Researchers are currently

trum generate masking noise. The only techniques that have investigating speech recognition techniques which would per-

improved intelligibility of co-channel speech are those that mit a more natural, continuous form of speaking style and

have suppressed the larger interfering talker to a level near to which would require a minimum amount of training by the

the desired talker. This places the burden of separating the speaker.

talkers on the listener. Results for a method called Harmonic The workload of the military flight crew is becoming more

Magnitude Suppression (HMS) which uses this technique show demanding, due to increases in the amount of complex equip-

an absolute improvement in intelligibility of 6.3% for a ratio of ment crew members must monitor and control. Hence, there are

-6 dB reference stronger talker and 7.2% for a ratio of -18 dB constant demands on crew members for manual, visual and

for the same reference. It should be remembered that this in- aural attention in order to perform vital mission functions, such

provement was made by processing only the voiced speech. as navigation, controlling weapons and monitoring sensors. At

Unvoiced speech was left for the listener to interpret. Based present, most critical functions are performed via manual oper-

on the continuous speech of two English talkers simultaneously ation of switches and keys. The increase in the number of man-

talking, the percent of the time voiced speech falls on voiced ual tasks, as well as information processing demands, has made

speech is approximately 35%. Hence, if the HMS process pro- it difficult for the crew member to perform all the necessary

vided perfect separation of voiced-on-voiced speech, the maxi- functions while maintaining control of the aircraft. ASR tech-

mum improvement in intelligibility can be no greater than 35%. nology can aid in relieving this information and motor overload

Larger improvements will require research in the separation of by allowing the use of voice to control manual functions.

unvoiced speech from both the voiced and unvoiced speech of An airborne environment presents serious problems for any

another talker. speech recognition device. These problems include high ambi-
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ent noise, high g-forces, vibration, effects of oxygen masks, and In discussing the accuracy of speaker verification and other
extremes of altitude, pressure, temperature and humidity. Yet ASR systems, it is important to note the tradeoffs that can be
there is no doubt that military organizations see ASR tecimol- made which affect system's performance. The two most com-
ogy as an integral part of future airborne cockpit avionics if the monly recorded error types are: rejection (a legitimate utterance
challenge of operating in the harsh air environment can be met. is falsely rejected) and substitution (an incorrect utterance of

falsely substituted for the legitimate utterance). In evaluating
Currently efforts are being made for the development of speaker verification performance, rejections are called "Type I"

MMI concepts and testbeds for test and evaluation of those con- errors and result when an authorized user has been incorrectly
cepts. The overall purpose of the research is to determine the re- denied access to a secure area. Substitutions are called "Type [I"
quirements to provide efficient interfaces for the advanced errors and are a consequence of an imposter succeeding in gain-
cockpits and workstations. The voice interface goals are to de- ing access as an authorized user. The tradeoff between the two
velop the rudiments of an overall philosophy for verbal interac- error types are illustrated in Figure 5.

tion with these systems. Most ASR systems (including speaker verification) incorpo-

In order to develop the philosophy and subsequent tech- rate a variable threshold which can be adjusted to control the

niques, detailed scenarios for the cockpit and workstations are

analyzed in terms of tasks, workload types, type and amount of
information to be transferred, time constraints, criticalit, of the M0CUR1 ACCURA -

information, and environmental conditions. Using the scenarios -

itffornation, experiments are conducted to determine funda-

mental relationships such as:

"* the effects of SIN in terms of time and accuracy on the

completion of an audio task at various audio workloads. 50%-
"* the effects of various visual, manual, and oral workloads

on various audio (listening) tasks and vice versa.
"* the effects of injecting audio messages (both voice and

sound) into a system under various audio, visual, and man- S I.N

ual workloads. 5UB,1tO

Knowing these interrelationships narrows the number of in- LOW im
terface modalities for a given task under a given set of condi- Fig. 5. Spxeaker Verification Perfornance

tions and allows an estimation of a performance level. Based on
the results from the experiments, designs for MMI testbeds are balance between error types. Lowering the threshold tightens

developed, and evaluated. Tests are generally conducted using the requirements for acceptance of an utterance and thus lowers

the conmmunications scenarios. the Type H error, but with an increase in the lpe I error. Also
shown in Figure 5 by the dotted curve is a Receiver Operating

Characteristic, which is a graph of the overall recognition accu-
A. Voice Verification racy as a function of threshold.

Recognition accuracy may be increased by threshold adjust-
A different type of voice command system is used to control ment, with however, a penalty of additional substitution errors

entry to secure areas and computer systems. There is significant (Type H errors).

military interest in the use of automated systems based on per- In one test of an automatic speaker verification system in-
sonal attributes (such as speech) to verify the identity of indi- tended for military use, the average Type I and 'Type II error
viduals seeking access to restricted areas and systems (such as rates were both on the order of one percent. The test included

flight lines, weapon storage areas, classified record storage over 100 talkers, over a several month test period (which in-
areas, command posts, computers, workstations, aircraft, etc.). -luded occasions when speakers had colds or other voice ail-
In this application, ASR technology is employed for automatic ments), and for an environment with a high signal-to-noise ratio
speaker verification, which identifies who is doing the talking (SNR). This system was able to perform successfully even
rather than the words being spoken. Techniques based on both when several professional mimics attempted to imitate selected

amplitude spectral information and Linear Predictive Coding target speakers. Recent results obtained in a speaker verification
(LPC) have proved successful. test using 100 male and 100 female speakers, show a 1% T,,pe
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I error for 7300 verification attempts and a 0.07 % Type II error processor then combines the information from the ASR system
for 28,000 verification attempts. with signal related inputs such as signal-to-noise ratio, time,

It is important when using ASR technology for militarycom- etc., and provides a correlated input to a switching
mand and control applications that the total system be consid- demultiplexer which provides the messages to an operator, or
ered, not just the voice component. A thorough analysis of the an automatic gisting system.
human job tasks and a complete understanding of the system In order to satisfy military operational needs these recogni
and environment to which ASR technology is interfaced are tion technologies must handle several operational constraints.
necessary. An ASR system must

- Be context independent for speaker and language identifi-
4 MESSAGE SORTING/AUDIO cation
MANIPULATION • Handle uncooperative speakers

- Be robust to band-limited and noisy channels
Listening to radio broadcasts is a time-consuming, man- - Handle dynamic channel conditions

power-intensive and tedious task for military operators. This is - Operate on-line and in real-time
due to the high density of received signals and the poor signal * Perform recognition on very short messages
quality, which causes operator fatigue and reduced effective-
ness. A potential solution to the problem is the use of ASR tech- A. Speaker Authentication
nology to automate part of the listening process. There are sev-
eral recognition technologies being pursued that address themessage sorting and routing problem, these include speaker Speaker authentication is one method of message sorting that

mesage sotin an rotin prble, teseincudespeker can be used to reduce the number of signals a commuunications
identification, language recognition and keyword recognition. cat b ust red uch nu mb of ignals uniaonFigue 6shos hw atypcalmessge-ortng ystm mght operator must handle. Such systems must identify unknown

Figure 6 shows how a typical message-sorting systemn might talkers on multiple channels in real time using a small sample of

their speech and under the above operational constraints. The
NELAM 9M •operator can specify those talkers who are of interest at a partic-

-• ular time, and the system will route to the operator only speech
010104 LEUIh F. that it identifies as spoken by the specified talkers.

LOWC Prior to executing a recognition task, a speaker authentication

system is trained using one to two minutes of speech from each
of the talkers who may later be recognized. The major require-

OF ment for the system is that it identify speakers using as little as
two to five seconds of their speech since messages are often

short but critical. Very few systems have been field tested.
One Speaker Authentication System developed by Rome

.PM .NDEPTLEMI Laboratory uses two techniques, a multiple parameter algo-

rithm using the Mahalanobis metric and an identification tech-
nique based on a continuous speech recognition (CSR) algo-
nthin. The multiple parameter algorithm uses both speech and
non-speech frames. The speech frames are used to characterize

OPFIMIS the talker for recognition, and the non-speech frames to detect
Fig. 6. Gkeeral Message Sorting System possible changes in talkers.

Recognition is performed by comparing the current average
parameter vector with each of the active speaker models. Once

operate. A number of voice channels are multiplexed into a pre- per second the identity of the three models that are closest to the
processor. The preprocessor performs initial signal processing speech being recognized are output with their corresponding
such as noise and interference removal as well as co-channel in- scores. Each second, the frames from the last second are accu-
terference reduction. Subsequently, several automated ASR mulated and added to the average. The distance is then com-
systems such as speaker authentication, language recognition, puted using the Mahalanobis metric.
etc. determine important characteristics of the speech in the The recognition module also monitors nonspeech frames to
channels being monitored. Based on these results, a decision detect pauses in the input speech that are associated with possi-
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ble changes in talkers. When non-speech frames are input, the corded speech while still recording incoming speech. Utilizing
recognition module ignores the frame, but increments the si- a two minute buffer, digital techniques allowed the operator to
lence-framnes-in-a-row counter. If the silence-frames-in-a-row manipulate the audio signal in the following ways: jump back-
counter exceeds a silence threshold (user selectable, default wards or forwards, speed-up or slow-down while retaining fre-
value of 0.5 seconds), the recognition module signals a possible quency infornation, repeat or loop speech segments, tag speech
change in talker. for instant recall and remove silence or non speech gaps.

A second approach uses small sub-word templates to model a New systems improved both the audio and text capabilities,
person's voice characteristics, rather than the long term spectral provided better operator interfacing, and reduced workstation
statistics that are used in the multi-parameter technique. The test size, weight and cost. Tests on these systems have demonstrated
results, using a CSR speech recognition system, show a very improved performance/productivity (speed and accuracy), re-
significant improvement in recognition accuracy over the fast duced operator fatigue and improved comprehension of the
approa-h. The recognition accuracy exceeded 95% for clean audio data.
speech segments of 2 seconds or longer duration, as compared Because of the success of these techniques, modem work-
to 75 % for the multiparameter technique. Speech enhancement stations containing many of the capabilities are commercially
as a noise removal preprocessor to speaker identification is re- available. Audio manipulation capabilities are also available in
quired if automatic message sorting by speaker is to be effective a stand alone unit, Figures 7 and 8.
in field operations.

B. Audio Management
• FIVE MINUTES OF DIGITAL AUDIO STORAGE

Increases in the functional capabilities of modem work- • SIMULTANEOUS RECORDIPLAYBACK
stations have made them increasingly more difficult to manage • JUMP FORWARD/BACKWARD
and operate. Increased operator workload has produced opera- * LOOP - variable size
tor stress and fatigue, which has resulted in degraded operator - VARIABLE RATE PLAYBACK - 0.65 - 2 X's real-time
performance, especially in time critical tasks. Military research • SILENCE/GAP REMOVAL ON PLAYBACK - select-
and development continues to investigate and develop methods able
for audio handling, routing, and prioritization. * AUTOMATIC PITCH NORMALIZATION

Rome Laboratory developed the first Advanced Speech Pro- • BANDWIDTH - 100 - 3700 Hz
cessing Station (ASPS) in the late 1970's. The concept of the • SENSITIVITY - I millivolt

• DELAY/RESPONSE TIME - 300 millisec. maximum
* COMPACT IN SIZE - 3"H x 7-W x 10"D
• LIGHTfWEIGHT- 10 lbs

Fig. 8. Specifications of the Audio Manipulation Unit in Figure 7

5. AUTOMATIC GISTING

There is high interest in the military in automatic gisting (un-
derstanding the major intent of a message) technology. The goal

of automatic gisting is to automatically gist voice traffic in real-
time for the updating of databases and to produce in-time re-
ports. Such a capability will significantly increase the ability to

collect and process large amounts of voice traffic and reduce the
li', 7 SImAid MomIi" IL,,w ( h,, Ainh Nt;iljt:1 lio,,i I 111 data to its most meaningful kernel, i.e., "gist."

However, to develop a gisting technology requires advanced
technology in the following areas:

ASPS was to alleviate the problems associated with analog re- • Continuous Speech Recognition
cording methods by utilizing digital techniques. These tech- o Keyword Recognition
niques were the first to allow an operator to playback pre-re- * Speaker Identification
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"* SpeakerAdaptation/Nonnalization 6. FUTURE DIRECTION
"* Natural Language Processing
"* Speech Understanding/Artificial Intelligence The use of speech technology for military applications has
"* Noise Reduction Techniques been shown to increase the effectiveness of a variety of opera-

tional tasks. Figure 9 shows some basic speech processing tech
Although much research is being conducted in several of nologies along with the current capabilities and future

these technology areas independently for commercial and mili- challenges for these technologies. Speaker identification cur-
tary applications, much less research is being. conducted to rent performance is given for small numbers of speakers while
combine these technologies. Due to the harsh military environ- the challenge is to obtain this perfonnance for a hundred or
ment, keyword/phase recognition performance has been very more speakers. Several new techniques are being pursued to
poor. It is, therefore, essential to combine these technologies to meet the speech enhancement challenge. However, it is crucial
obtain a robust gisting capability. The technology is being ap- that the speech signal not be degraded by the process. Measure-
plied to air traffic control voice communications. ment techniques for speech enhancement are not standardized

The goal of the research is to extract information from the making performance comparison of techniques difficult. New
commtiunication that takes place between the aircraft and the laboratory measurement techniques that better estimate field
control tower. The system would be capable of producing a gist performance are required. The figure also shows the speech
of the dialog and would compile the information about the compression jam resistant factor referenced to a four kilohertz
transactions and activities that occurred. Some of the desired bandwidth. The challenge here is to obtain the jam resistant fac-
capabilities are: tor and meet intelligibility requirements when the acoustic en-

"• Separate the speech between pilots and controllers vironiental noise is high such as in the cockpit of an aircraft or
"• Determine the airline and flight nunber in a ground vehicle. It mttst also be pointed out that minimizing
"° Identify both the pilot and controller both adaptation and training time is an important and challeng-
"* Determine the activity underway such as takeoff, landing, ing issue for many military applications.

etc. Significant progress has been made in the development of

audio signal analysis, voice input, message sorting and auto-
A final goal of the research is to develop a real-time testbed matic gisting technologies. Although several technologies look

system to perform the extensive testing necessary to assess the promising for providing automatic sorting and gisting capabili-
current technology as well as provide future direction for re- ties for military applications, these technologies can not meet
search and development to address military field operations. todays requirements. However, the use of these technologies in

combination offers a potential solution to improving perfor-
mance to an acceptable level for use in the field.

TODAY CHALLENG In order to provide these speech processing capabilities to the
SPEECH RECOGNITION field for test, evaluation, and operation, an increase in process-

VOCABULARY SIZE 300 1000 ing power per size, weight and cost is required. Therefore, the
TYPE OF SPEECH ISOLATED CONTINUOUS development of very high speed speech processors that can pro-
ACCURACY 97%(CLEAN) 95%(COCKPIT) vide the processing power to support multiple speech functions

and channels is essential if these technologies are to meet mili-
SPEAKER IDENTIFICATION tary requirements and be economically transitioned to both air-

ACCURACY 94%(CLEAN) 98% (NOISY) borne and ground operations.
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S, i'ntfic Anteriiiur, Vol 244, No. 4, 1981. 15.1 laic, M., arid Norrian, O.D., "An Application of Voice Recognition to

8 Naiylor, D~r, J , Wn'ncli, D~r, F., and Wolilford, R. "Midti-Claiuil Speaker Blattle Maniagenment , " Proc. Military Speech Tech 1987 (Media linicn-

Ricognritioni." RAI)(' i'e/uical Report Number TR-85-280, 1986 siorus), Arlington, VA, November 1987.

'1) Sirisr...(lrCRadlf.E "llinuanFactorsof Voice 1/0 16. Naylor, J A., andi Boll, S.F., "Fccluriqucs for Suppression of anlrrerferrrrg
for Aircraft ('oc~klrit Coinitrols arid D~isplaysr." 1)5. pallet (ed.). Workshop 'Talker iii Co-Cliaruiel Speech," IEEE Proc. ICASSP 87. pp. 205-208,

on Stamii)Uh itdion~ii for S~peechi V(0 Techiiol~yv, NIIS, Gaitirersbrirg, Nil), Apnl 11987.

1982. 17. Weiistemr, CIJ, "Oplxirinntics for Advanced Specccl processing ui Mili-
I10. \'oilraa R-, Cripples, F J., ct al. "Appilication, Asses~srnert aid Fuiliaritc- tary COiipulr-itclased Systcem" to be puiblished in DARPA Speech and Nai-

ii Siit of SlX'ecll lb'cgniiitioni for tlit Aircraft Iivnrl'it"A'a'e n-ural Lang~iuage Works/rp.
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A. SURVEILLANCE BROADBAND MULTISPECTRAL PASSIVE
SURVEILLANCE/TARGET ID

Robert F. tgrodtnik, Rome Laboratory, Surveillance & Photon-

TERRAIN-SCATTERED JAMMING its Directorate

CANCELLATION EXPERIMENT - JUNE
1991 Abstract - This paper will address the development of an adap-

tive passive sensor system and its technologies which are
founded on all spectrum awareness noncooperative bistatics

C. R. Clark, D. N. Woods, Technology Service Corporation which employs full spectrum monitoring of both the electro-

D. Hildebrand, K. Zyga, Rome Laboratory, Surveillance & magnetic environment (ambient noncooperative illuminators,

Photonics Directorate clutter and ECM spectrums) and broadband target signll spec-
truins which have the potential for supporting target identifica-
tion. This sensor technology adaptively responds to the exploit-

Abstract - Lookdown airborne radars are highly susceptible to able environment for optimized illuminator selection/bistatic
deliberate or inadvertent ground-scattered jamming into the hosting, interference cancellation/rejection and extended per-
radar mainbeam, a threat against which spatial nulling tech- formance for small target detection/tracking in a multiple-
niques are ineffective. Algorithms have been proposed to cancel mixed target and complex ECM environment. This adaptive
the scattered jamming via its correlations with the direct path muhitnode bistatic technology will automatically adjust to the
signal. This paper reports on a ground-based experiment con- changing spectral environment by sensing environmental
ducted to collect scattered jam-ning data for the validation of changes and reacting through modifications in frequency, beam
the canceller algorithms. Results of measurcinents and cancel- angle and tine domain processing, and, illutninator selective
ler perfornance are presented. switching, adaptive processing and interference nulling tech-

niquies. These developments will create a broadband, automati-
cally response sensor system self contained in the bistatic re-

37th Annual Tri-Service Radar Symposiunm, 25-27 Jutn 1991, ceiver/processor on adaptive broadband passive phased array
Boulder CO. antenna, exploit ing external noncooperative illuminators by

employing full spectrum awareness monitoring and spectrum
pulse sorting. These developed techniques will be implemented

TIHE CART CONFORN11AL ARRAY in the ESM/Bistatic Testbed which resides in tile RADC/OC

DEMONSTRATION Surveillance Laboratory. This implementation will allow the
collection of a test database for techniques develop purposes. It
will also support perfornance validation testing against non-

J. J. Schuss, J. Child, E. Geyh, A. Glickinan, J. Upton, Raytheon cooperative illutninators, environments and target flight sorties.
Company Test validations will be based on performiance model, test plans,
G. Plotz, Rome Laboratory, Surveillance & Photonics Director- and evaluation criteria developed in this program.
ate

4th National Syipositutt on Sensor Fusion, Apr 91, Orlando

ostract - Presented here is the design of the CART (Confor FI,

nmal Array Radar Technology) detnonstration array being built
to prove out tile technology necessary for thin, conformal, lom. SINGILE-IFREQU ENCY TWO
sidelobe phased arrays suitable for integration into the skin of DIMENSIONAL DOPPLER IMAGING
aut aircraft. This array is based upon several novel features, ill
chlting a combined radiator/ module ("antennule") architec lve 1,. I ittens, Richard A. Man-, Rome Laboratory. Flec
titre, a phase amplitude compensating rf beamformer, a high troiivimtiis &
perforniance dual polarized patch radiator, and a control systemR

lhat penmits individual access and calibration of each l1R iilod
ule. The conmbining of these elenmtents into an antenna that ad Abstract - Using a ittmique fOrin of target action, t, \o dinien-

dreses key' corifoniaM array issu~es wll bx' discussed. stonal image.s of tile target are generated by a single-freqietncy
CW radar This plus the limited range of aspect angles required
for tmi, hig places fe\,,er constraints oil the target thtati other

371h Annual Tri Service Radar Synmposium, 25-27 Jun 1992, ktow.n i tehtods, Doppler shift induced by target rotation has
Boulder CO. Ibee iwitdItl studied in the literature for its imaging potential.
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Ra ictli thtan rotation, we Inivestigate here. a target mtotioni reili M( 'CI JRAC Y OFTHlE REFLECTIEDI) R
niscent of thle j 'recession of a rotating body. If target inmages r SI( ;NXIl RE CONI ONENTS IN OIYI'ASN1

gerted with the radar looWi;:, along file prece-ssion axis, the
follo w ing Ixn~ eflts accrue: aI single wave lengil i radair iii ag it i a
iarvet at iiitlttile atudes between procession axis and target axis ~S ie.RueI~tOaoy uvilne&Poois11

is ' a hit it)t a imi t ii wave lengi i radar im aging at aI sir igle nt~t
.ttpleordv;two(lii et stma tages siffr o si~ulo ~iIDr. lhiarles Acqiiista, PAR G;overnment Sys.tem-is Cori).

t01r0rs need only Ixe isotropic reradiators, over a limited ranpe of
at ele; aret estictots de o lnea plarzaiot ofth raar Abstr-act The Oltical TIArget Signature Model (OVI'ASM) is

am 1,tstare o aleviated.Thse adu tothiear felriatires of thelnell atre at hir-t priinciples compu~tter code written iii FOR'IRAN 77 for
leivtmlit arealvate d. w ii a I£i Th ise ia ted poi lier I fe ture t offienmes. cl predhict in tip le aplparent radiance of nil itary vehicles (e.g., air -

demostrtedIvy magng imualedlx-inttarpt seli's.craft, missiles, surface ships, tanks, etc.) in infrared, visible, and
lase-r sp-ctral bands. OI1'ASM was designated to allow accti-

Antenn-as and Propagation Society Synipositini IDigest, June rate comiltttatiotis of the etiergy reflected fromt and emitted by

t') I lijvet'sirv of Westerni Ontario, London On1"taio Catiadai. thle otiter stirfa-ces of a target vehicle, including reflected sun-
sltitie, earthlshine, skyshitie, and laser illuinitiatioti. It has been

a)pplied to optimiize the design of controlled signature vehicles,
and to guid(e the design of IR surveillance systems for detecting

OIYUIMI AL, SUBPIXEL-LEVEL JR dmtres

FRANI-TO-RAINE RE ISTR TIONThis paivraddresses thle algorithims used to manipulate tile Bi-

directionial Reflectance Distribution Function (I3RDF) thiat de-
scribe-s the reflectance proptites of the ouiter surfaces of target

M,. Fernandez, A. Aridgides, and 1). Randolph, G.E. Ocean atid vehicles. Techniques for exteniditng measurements to fornn a

Radar Systemis Division comiplete IIRDF dlata base, atid using this data base to predict

D. Ferris, Rome I-iboratory, Surveillance & Phototiics Direc the JR signiature of aircraft atid missiles will be discutssed.

torate
OPTA.,SNI is otie of the first signature miodels that attempt to in-

troluice stirtface curvature intio the comiptit~ation of JR radiance.

Abstract -CIIITelit imlage registrationi approaches tend to oper- The algorithmtrs geometrical algorithms for computinitg cuirva-

ate ind~eperndenitly onl each of file framos of daita that are it be itire fromt a flat facet iiiodel, attd the optical algorithms for the

registered, sigtnificanitly (degradirng performinatce. Ini our ;if) efficient comupuitationt of reflections frotit the cuirved surfaces

preach, however, all thle frames are miatchied sinmtltaneously to wl lob eciV

aI re feren ce framte, thuis ut ili zinrg in a global maniner filte itifoni ia

tioli containted iti all of them. It is shown that this approach, op- II ytpsut~otTres lakrtnsai icinntoi

tim~al itt the, inintihittin-varmance sense, p)rovides imiportanlt regis- Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, 29, 30. 31

tratiolt gautis over cuirlretit procedures. The problemi of register Janulary 1991

tIng mnultiple fratmes of data, ideally at file subcell or stihpixel

level, call be encountered iii appl ications spatinitfig the whole ili INFRARED SENSOR SIMULATION
(tustrial, inedical, anid military worlds. For examiple, imiage

quality is imtproved by reimovinig the jitter introduced by the Jon S. Jines, Rome Laiboratory, Surveillance & Photonics Di-
tiotion of tlte imiaging platfonti. Likewise, precise alignmienit of rectorate
frames of data collected over time or across sensors eniables the

effective extraction of tlte infortitatioti they conitaini. Finally, tlhe btatA it-rdsnosiuainicrenl vn le
registrationi paramteters thiemselves provide tile ability to olltaiti ibt) otdo al ittared allesensor sanalytstiis currentily borevingae
large data conmpIression ga inIs, by etiabl itig the storage of a Im k Ii ofnt whed a sta or coi epslisor aTh tasis ci atiotit r eva It'e ia
berr~of data fratmtes Iin tertins, of a set of tm appinigs affect itl on tly broa r ain ge of' elect ro optilcal senlsors it c hid tug sea rchI atntd
otte of tlemi. Ali excellent overview of thle ittiportatice' ;1tid ap) MA,,tm.Ilt iiiain eprsawterlp fillt
ph icabi Iity of effective data registration a gorithIntis cont iltttus to-

be I . ttansinclttditir itihormtlatioti oil the sceitario, target, senisors, atnd tNe
at tI osI deti c cot t liotit nis. It takes all t his informtatioti an d pesr

formis at etid to enld erigagemitletit. The type of calcuilatiotis l~'r

font ted by Ilt' Sinl Iittha ioul are based onl first prilt cil 4e it iodek I

SPIE'I S ign al and Data P~rocessimtg of Stmall Targets 1991I Man y va lid assli it pt iotis Ihave bxeeti mad e ill the ttdeve lol ni telit of
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this computer programn so as to easily perform sensors scenario threat targets. The operation of OPTASM will also be addressed
type engagements without taking hours of CPU time. The pro- in the paper along with associated database of target vehicles.
gramn is written in FORTRAN and is currently in operation on a
PC AT computer using the DOS operating procedures. This 4th National Symposirun on Sensor Fusion, 3 April 1991, Or-
paper will focus on the basic principles used in the simulation lando, FL
along with a description of how each input is described. A samn-
pie computer nn will be developed and typical outputs will be OPTASM SPATIAL IR SIGNATURES OF
presented. A description of support programs used to develop TACTICAL TARGETS FOR AIR DEFENSE
inputs to this simulation will also be described. MISSIORS

MISSIONS

1991 Summer Computer Simulation Conference (SCSC 91)
Baltimore, MD July 22-24, 1991 Ion S. Jones, Rome Laboratory, Surveillance & Photonics Di-

rectorate

OPTASM MULTICOLOR SPATIAL IR Abstract - The Optical Target Signature Model (OPTASM) has

SIGNATURES FOR INPUT TO SENSOR been developed for calculating the infrared signature of targets

FUSION PROCESSORS such as missiles and aircraft. OPTASM addresses only the
"hard body" components of a vehicle signature. The OPTASM

Jon S. Jones, Rome Laboratory, Surveillance and Photonics Di- computer code along with plume and atmospheric computer

rectorate codes have been used to generate a data base for sensor analy-
sis. This data base called the Infrared Target Signature Database

Abstract - Rome Lab has undertaken the research leading to the (IRTSD), has been used for clutter rejection and signal process-

develolmnent of an infrared sensor system to perform detection ing algorithm development.

and track of targets at long ranges. The infrared sensor system is IRIS Symposium on Targets, Backgrounds and Discrimination,
expected to be a dualband (multicolor) sensor system focusing 30 Jan. 1991 Albuquerque, NM
on the mid-wave and long-wave infrared bands and sub-bands

there of. Multicolor data fusion involves the fusion of several
infrared wavebands. This process may be performed either at SIMULATION OF BISTATIC RADAR
the infrared sensor system processor level, or at a central fusion
processor, fusing many sensor results together. This paper will Stanley E. Borek, Rome Laboratory, Surveillance & Photonics
focus on predicting the hardbody (no plumae) infrared signatures Directorate
of threat targets using the Optical Target Signature Model (OP-
TASM) code. hIfrared target signatures for three different tar- Abstract - This paper discusses a simulation and modelling of
gets using four separate wavebands will be developed. Both bistatic radar, ie., a transmitter and a receiver that are not collo-
source and apparent signature measurements will be made at cated. The focus is on the inherent flexibility necessary to allow
several target aspect angles. The target signatures will then be the simulation tool to adequately address any reasonable nuan-
analyzed atid unique features will be sought. ber of bistatic radar configurations/concepts that are of interest

to the analyst. These include ground-based, airborne, space

OVI'ASM has been developed for calculating the signature of borne systems and any combination thereof.
targets such as missiles arid aircraft in either infrared or visible
bands. OPTASM addresses only the "hard body" components The driving requirement of such a simulation capability is the
of a vehicle signature. It requires inputs concerning the shape development of an accurate design tradeoff/analvsis tool to as-
and optical properties of the target, tire paramneters of the sensor, sess the perfornnce of these systems % with respect to such areas
the geometry of the engagement (including the position and ve- as target and cluttc- scattering of RF (radio frequency) energy
locity of the target, the sensor, and any extternal source of (tire to the varying observation geometries that are possible.
illnammiaaaioui like lasers), and the state of the atmosphere. These Thus exacting consider-,aion is given to ammodellamig of these scat
itiptas are used to perforn( detailed calculations for five signa tering p|henomnenologies, along wi,.th the concernts of target co
lure comuponetnts: tliennal skiri emission, reflected sunshine, herence effects and bistatic radars fuitnrtioiiang in the pulse
laser reftlections, reflected earthshine and reflected skyshine. An doppler anodte.
IR Tlarget Signature Database (IRTSD) has been developed to

providle the IR target signatures required to accomplish the re The sil11tmlatioua tool that addretsses these cLicenis is the lirsta!ic
search being perfonned in support of the mission. The IRTSD Radar Sinalanron IMRAI)S) The main features of this siulnula
allows fast access to accurate high spatial resolution innages ot norm are hexuhinlrty and gerer;ahly. l)iscussioni shall ceenter
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.110111dthe lIm ralnvterN; available iii BRAD)S tit)Idefitne a si rve ii ye i Ian ce peoti itry !ilt rat 11). Sint iiilatedl resi ilts for target deter
lat ice sect ari) for simlti i rion via conit itletr software.- TI re't. 11.1 ot io/irac k ing whIiich I erform ar ce it iastirtrs suich as MiInimral
rAII(t erer, atit I thi iir optii ons, alIlow for varyinrg degrees of' pira I)i scet ill de V'elocity (NIDlV) aird Min imialI Detectable Sip ma I
SictrlI c arialI sis to be accomiplished. Bistatic radar par-aitetet-s ito (MID) ini the ainrhigiiity surface (range- doppler) dotinaiti are

*~ ~~x dsus Lssed will addl(ress: clutiter spectr- (file to represenlta't io also giveri b~r di Iterem it(lsipri/a lppoacli strategies. Thle applica-

of cliitt er by di fferent mtond~elIs, amnbi guily funct ic ons, wvavefoil l ion ot'thik ted uiolopy to Airlxr-te E~irly Warning plaitforinis is

selection, detectioti probability, antenna1 patternS/ic/tIx~es, pro ~tI i tell(Id ilil the fila ISect ion.

cessitig errors, target altributes, jatmming (if applicable), trajoc- 3i7th Animal 'Fri-Service Radar Sympojsiumt, Jun 91, Ileter'sonl
tortes,, tylk's/mietlllxs of resultant dlata presetntationi /oulpitlt, etc. AFB3, Colorado Springs, CO
Thre capability of BRADS wvill be illustrated by iniari of a go-
merry: example for an airborne transrnnitter/airbor-ne receiver hi-
static railar coiutigurattomn with paramretric analysis resuilts pr RE.CONFI(;I RABLE RADAR
seritedl/(iscussed for several selected paraimeters of interest ill
the radar corurnnuniy.

Robert F 'Oprotinik, Roime Laboratory, Surveillance & Photon-

i'roceedlltg of rthe 1991 Summer Comnputer Sinitilatioti Cotn- ics D~irectorate

fercince, 22 - 24 Juily 1991, Baltimore, M.aryand.

Abstrict Tins pape~raddresses the technical approach and per-

AIRBORNE BISTATICS forinianice merits of a sensor with the features of reconfigurable
opieration. The ranige of reconfigtirability is passive olieratiotn to

Robet FOgrdril, Rme aboator, Srvellane &Phoon- active operation. lInilte passive mode, the sensor operates in ei-
ics l~rectoate rer a coherent nioncooperative bistatic mariner or anl

ESM/ELINT nmannier. lIn this active niode thne sensor is wave-

Abstact- llis ape addesss th tehnial isue andsolr- ori n and angle agile, with agility parameters selected for opti-

lion approaches for noncooperative coherent airborne bistatics. tecltrrjcioaneeryntrgtnhcneisfr
The p)resen~tedl technology arid designs have been validated, in m~oelioottcdtcio/rcigpronac.Md

part, by either field tests or test validated simui~lation studies, selection is based onl monitoring the environiment onl a sector-
thereby establ ishning credible solutiiots for this difficult look- to-sector basis where cI utter/jamrner interference monitoring
down, miovinig surveillance application, Pan.mount technicalI can initiate counter waveforin operation or passive frequency-
chiallenges which are addressed include lookdowxn nonicoopera- angle evasive operation. The monitoring element at all tilmes is
tive illuminator selection anid bistatic synchronization fronit a anEMstorwihsiteaednotneyttnbsaiga
moving reference frame system, motion modulated clutter Canl-

celltio tehniuesari thir ontols sprios rnliti- common phased array anteinna with the passive/active subsys-

patli/anomialous target return discrimnination and rejection, arid tes.Teinaprcsocoiulyrcnfgesdllr
target registration/track maintenance during multiple illitimiii- prcsigtetosaidanerosigalrths(uhs

atorstaic xplitaionadaptive constant false alarnn ratio (CFAR) algorithmn) for
arid witcing.waveform tmatch filter processing and processing gain optimii-

The technical approach achieved iii these dlevelopmients is zatiorr. The chluter cancellation CFAR is adaptive to chluter dtis-

basedol o cohierent noncooperative bistatics, employing novel crete environments. In the bistatic mode, the signal processor
detection and signal processing which insures target registra tion inivolves cohierent cross-correlato xliig ietpt
iiLstaritancous-ly at the signral detection level, with target regis- sample of the bistatically exploited noncooperative illutninir-
rat ion established for three simultaneously independent ob aItor/cross,-cotrrelat ionr againist target echo returns. ''iris alproacl

scrvalles, which are; ranrge, velocity, and angular position. 'rhe irsisrestrmatch fnlteroper-ation forarty noncooperative waveformn
c ross-correlation signail p)rocessinig approach, which exploits di- selected. Ilire ESM ronriitor chooses bistatic illumination based
rect lpatiI sampling of a1 noncooperative bistatically hrostable otbldspeardaiigosraecieiaswlasbttc
illu11inrinator, proviodes match filter waveformi processing whricht
inisuires pulse' comprlression signral proces~sing gain even in van r eite viin cso agtdope iiiiyai itti rc
Able illirririnator switching selection conditions. A broaoblbaid ti slruiietrtN
inunlnioctav e passive phiased array antenna is emiployed Iin suip

polnrt of signial sanrlplitig/exploitationr diversity over an extremte llIIirIItsrtsestsofedtssin(1evallegm0)
car-tier frequency domain. This satme anitennta sulpports bistatic tra l sap ictitriestnsiIir fs t abetc
space-time processing techinology for clutter suppression arid -

mirnirmizationi of miotion induced processinig losses. 'Ilire bistatic clstIo kfrla c

sparce-timne techniques enrployed, as well ais clutter cancel lat ion
results will be inchlided. These approach es are r iniquo arid pro 3 71hI Ar in Ti ra I 1 t %erice Radar Syt ill lsimiti, Jioi 1)I, ewtei,t it1
vide significant chluter suppression iii a varyinig bi static sutr Ah113, ('oloradto Spriirsp,('C)



ABSOLUTE PHASING OF SEGMENTED ABSOLUTE PHASING OF SEGMENTED
MIRRORS USING THE POLARIZATION MIRRORS USING THE POLARIZATION
PHASE SENSOR PHASE SENSOR

Herbert W. Kiumpe [1, Barbara A. Lajza-Rooks. Rome abo- Herbert W. Klumpe 111, Barbara A. Lajza-Rooks, Rome Labo-

ratory, Surveillance & Photonics Directorate ratory, Surveillance & Photonics Directorate

Jamles Bluni, W. J. Schafer Assoc. James Blum, W. J. Schafer Assoc.

Abstract - Tile purpose of this paper is to discuss a unique opti-
Abstract - The Polarization Phase Sensor (PPS) is a white light cal instrument which uses polarized white light to accomplish
polarization shearing interferometer which has successfully absolute mirror segment phasing. The Polarization Phase Sen-
demonstrated absolute mirror segment alignment in the Rome sor (PPS) is a polarization shearing interferometer which uses
Laboratory Optical Systems Engineering Laboratory. Operat- two Woliaston prisms to create and shear two wavefronts of or-
ing at the center of curvature, the PPS demonstration has been thogonal polarizations. A third Wollaston prism creates a
configured to perform closed-loop phasing of a three segment known tilt between these wavefronts. By modulating the set of
spherical mirror. The PPS may be adapted for use with other op- interferometric fringes formed by the reflection of these
tical systems, including aspheric surfaces. PPS device sinmula- wavefronts off a test optic (segmented mirror), an analysis of
tion and testing have verified this. This paper will address the the segment misalignment can be performed. A closed loop
optical layout of the device, experimental testing, and the re- control experiment has demonstrated that this device is capable
suits of subsequent analysis. of actively phasing a three segment spherical mirror. This paper

describes the instrument, the proof of concept demonstration,

Analysis of Optical Structure, July 1991, San Diego, CA. Prc. te results of this experiment, and how this instrument ay be

SPIE 1532. used with different types of mirrors, such as aspheres.

Technical Digest on Space Optics for Astrophysics and Earth

ABSOLUTE PHASING OF SEGMENTED and Planetary Remote Sensing, 1991 (Optical Society of Amer-

MIRRORS USING THE POLARIZATION ica, Washington, D.C., 1991), Vol. 19

PHASE SENSOR (summary of presentation) ADAPTIVE MILTIBAND POLARIZATION

PROCESSING FOR SURVEILLANCE
Herbert W. Klumpe HII, Barbara A. Lajza-Rooks. Rome Labo RADAR

ratory, Surveillance & Photonics Directorate

James Blun, W. J. Schafer Assoc.
Russell D. Brown, Rome Laboratory, Surveillance & Photonics
Directorate

Abstract - The Polarization Phase Sensor (PPS) is a white light Hong Wang, Department of Electrical Engineering, Syracuse
polarization shearing interferometer which has successfully University
demonstrated absolute mirror segment alignment in the Rome
Laboratory Optical Systems Engineering Laboratory. Operat- Abstract - Frequency diversity is shown to improve detection
ing at the center of curvature, the PPS demonstration has been perfonnance of adaptive radar processing in the polarization
configured to perform closed-loop phasing of a three segment domain. Multiband processing increases the quantity of data
spherical mirror. The PPS may be adapted for use with other op- available for covariance estimation of clutter which is often in-
tical systenis, including aspheric surfaces. PPS device simula-

homogeneous in range. The diversity improvement under an
thon and testing have verified this. Thits soufmry will review equal transmit energy constraint is greater for adaptive proces-

sors than that obtained in optimal processors which operate

with known statistics.

Technical Digest on Space Optics for Astrophysics and Farth
and P!onetarnv Remote Sensing, 1991, Optical Society of Amer IEEE International Conference on System Engineering, Aug
ica, Nov. 1991, Williamsburg, VA, Vol. 19. 91, Dayton, Ol.
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B. COMM UNICATIONS realistic alternatives to traveling wave tube (TWT) and IM-
PArl diode based amplifiers now exist at V band frequencies.

Available device technologies such as NMSFET, PEMT, and
HBT can be complimented by various power combining tech-

PERFORMANCE OF A DEMONSTRATION niques such as chip level, module level planar, corporate, radial,

SYSTEM FOR SIMULTANEOUS LASER and spatial to realize solid state alternatives. It can be shown

BEACON TRACKING AND LOW DATA that combinations of such technologies and techniques can pro-

RATE OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS duce 5 watt, class A and AB amplifiers intended for driving
communication links at 60 gigahertz. Rome Laboratory (RL) is
currently sponsoring the development of one such PHEMT

based, radially combined 5 watt, 60 gigahertz solid state ampli-
Paul J. Oleski, Rome Laboratory, Command, Control, & Coin- tier advanced development model (ADM) for utilization in fu-
munlcations Directorate ture military command, control and communications (C3)
R. C. Short, M. Cosgrove, and D. L. Clark, Kodak space crosslinks.

Abstract - A high speed area array detector has been used as the
basis for a proof-of-concept system which simultaneously LOW COST/VOLUME SHF/EHF
tracks and receives data from multiple asynchronously modu- RECEIVERS
lated laser beacons. Such a system has applications in space op-
tical commtunications network management, in which a tenni-
nal needs to track and maintain status information on several Wiliam Cook reLaorato
satellites to facilitate rapid switching of a high data rate optical
link among those satellites.

Abstract - A desire for more man-portable satellite terminals

The proof-of-concept system tracks 3 laser diode beacons using has arisen from the conflict in the Persian Gulf. Of particular in-
sophisticated windowing, centroiding and Kahnan filtering al- terest is the development of affordable EHF manpack terminals

gorithms. Simultaneous tracking and communications are to support tactical users with high AJ/LPI requirements. The Air
achieved with as little as I picowatt of power on the detector Force is also interested in reducing the cost and volume associ-
even in the presence of high and non-uniform backgrounds. The ated with their airborne EHF terminals. For the Space segment,
tracking as well as clock and data recovery algorithms are im- DARPA is currently developing a lightweight, cost affordable
pleniented with a combination of specially developed digital EHF technology base for implementation on "small" satellites
signal processing electronics and software. Performance has and MILSTAR is considering upgrades to the hardware for their
exceeded program goals. With beacon powers of I picowatt or Restructuring program. The Strategic Defense System (SDS) is
less on the detector, the system tracks with fractional pixel ac- looking at fairly high production numbers for their Space plat-
curacies and recovers data at I kilobit/sec with low bit error forms and the communications payload has severe weight lim-
rates. Tracking is maintained for beacon images which pass at- itations.
bitrainly close together. Much of the tracking error is systematic
and correctable with additional signal processing. This paper provides descriptions of a 20 GHz receiver, x4 up-

converter (with output at 44 GHz), and a 44 GHz spacecraft re-
SPIli Proceedings of Free-Space Laser Communication Tech- ceiver which support the low volume and cost objectives dis-
nologies III, 21 January 1991, Los Angeles, California. cussed above. This is accomplished through the use of ad-

vanced MMNIC/MIC components and low volume packaging

A SOLID STATE AMPLIFIER FOR V-BAND techniques. The tradeoffs involved with the various levels of

SPACE COMMUNICATIONS MMIIC and/or MIC integration and packaging approaches as a
function of system requirements, mitigation of cost, and overall

Joseph A. Mancimi, Rome laboratory, Coirunand, Control, & terminal/payload constnrction are discussed. New technology

Comnmnlnications Directorate and design alternatives are put forth in the paper as recommen-
dations for future programs for the hardware presented.

Abstract - Three-terminal (transistor) solid state device tech

nology has reached a level of capability and performance where Published in GOMAC '91 Proceedings, 7 Nov 91
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A RULE-BASED ANALYZER WITH MACHINE INTELLIGENCE FOR
TEMPORAL REASONING FOR SURVIVABLE COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS NETWORK MANAGEMENT

Charles Meyer, Rome Laboratory, Command, Control, & Com- Nick Kowalchuk, Rome Laboratory, Comnmand, Control, &

munications Directorate Communications Directorate

Abstract - With data networks growing and serving less sophis- Abstract - The development of communications networking
frtoolswngt op a technologies that increase the survivability of services provided

ticated users, there is a need for tools which facilitate or auto- to military users has been an important goal in Air Force pro-
mate diagnosis of network failures. In this paper we describe a grams over the past several years. This enhanced survivability
rule-based system for analyzing communication protocols. This is a result of work that has focused on two areas: the develop-
system employs an architecture which allows the diagnostic ment of more robust communication equipment, and the devel-
knowledge for a particular protocol to be separate from the rea- opment of a management system that coordinates the use of that
soning mechanism. The protocol-specific knowledge is held in equipment. This paper will discuss the role of machine intelli-
a structure we refer to as the Protocol Diagnostic Model, or gence in the design of such a network management system.

PDM, and consists of a set of associations between patterns and Emphasis will be placed on the intelligent network manage-

actions. A diagnosis of a network failure can be made by recog- ment decision making capabilities that are required in a military
nizing certain symptoms from observed protocol events. These enviroinment, and the design trade-offs which must be made in
nzncetisymptoms frodetectedbymatobsegrvedprot eentans. ofthese developing a system that can optimize the system-wide use of
symptoms are detected by matching representations of the ter- resources without the need for human intervention.
poral relationships between observed events against the pat-
terns in the PDM. "Machine Intelligence for Survivable Communications Net-

work Management", Nick Kowalchuk, 13-16 May 91,

"A Rule-Based Analyzer with Temporal Reasoning for Coin- AGARD Sympositurm, Lisbon, Portugal.

munication Protocols", Charles Meyer, November 1991,
MILCOM '91, McLean, VA. ADVANCED HP DIGITAL NETWORKS

ENHANCED MULTINET GATEWAY: Nelson Robinson, Rome Laboratory, Command, Control, &

SURVIVABLE MULTI-LEVEL SECURE Communications Directorate

DATA COMMUNICATIONS Abstrict -- This paper covers ongoing work in the area of net-

%xorking technology enhancements in HF conmnunications that

Wladinir Tirenin, Rome Laboratory, Command, Control, & are currently Ibxing developed by Rome Laboratory under con-

Communications Directorate tract with Harris Corporation. The primary focus for this work
that applies to both military and civilian use is application of a
totally decentralized, distributed network architecture for digi-

Abstract - The Enhanced Multinet Gateway (EMG) is a Multi- tal voice and data communications in the 2-30 MHz band.Level Secure (MLS) packet-based gateway being developed by Small nets of 400 mile radius comprise one large netw~ork of

Falcon Communications Corporation under contract to Rome 40e00 mile radius, with up to 100cnetwork members at any time.

Laboratory, fornerly Rome Air Development Center. It will D eri din thip a o HF network ing LQA

provide secure flow of data from a single or multilevel host or Decribe s pDpe aveforor SC n dtfreun cy

network to another host or network operating at an equal or management in a frequency hopping (F-) environment. A PC

higher security level. The EMG will interface to commercial pora le m ultin a INS),ue r man u an eni calm e pt
and DN x 25- asedWideAreaNetwrks WA~s , prtable simulation (INS), user manuals, and technical report

and DDN x .25- based Wide Area Networks (WANs), with an appendix covering the cooperative work done with
Ethenem802. Loal Aea etwoks LA~s an sevral USA CECOM, Ft Monmouth, NJ, will result from this effort.

types of point-to-point transmission equipmnent including TRI- T S allo ws a user oto s ei and re any n etw orto

TAC. This paper describes the functions, capabilities, and secu- TheIr needs, see to iperaes and re a ntot o
rityfeaure of he MG.meet their needs, see how it operates, and receive a printout of

rity features of the EMG. the results.

"Enhanced Mulhinet Gateway: Survivable Multi-Level Secure "Advanced IIF Digital Networks", Nelson Robinson, 4-6 Sep-
Data Coomnunications, Wladimir Tirenin, November 1991, teniber 1990, Conferences on Electrical and Computer Engi-
MILCOM '91, McLean, VA. nrering, Ontario, Canada.
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SURVIVABILITY OF TACTICAL Proceedings, 1991 MILCOM 91 (Journal Proceedings)

COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS
AGAINST AN INTELLIGENT ADVERSARY COMPUTER MODELING OF SPREAD

SPECTRUM NON-LINEAR PROCESSORS
John B. Evanowsky, Ph.D., Rome Laboratory, Command, Con-
trol, & Communications Directorate John J. Patti, Stephen C. Tyler, and Robert M. Husnay, Rome

Laboratory, Cornmand, Control, & Communications Director-
Abstract - Work in the United States Air Force to develop sur- ate
vivable communications networks builds upon a foundation of
assessment techniques designed to quantify their vulnerability Abstract - This paper describes results obtained with a compu-
to an intelligent adversary based on susceptibility, interceptibil- terized modeling program. The program is designed to gener-
ity, accessibility, and feasibility analyses. An architecture is ate, modulate, channel emulate, adaptively process, despread
being developed based on the inherent survivability of distrib- and demodulate spread spectrum communication signals. The
uted processing techniques. This architecture will map the ser- adaption refers to the process of digitally computing, by statis-
vtces required by theater and tactical users to the available comn- tical estimation techniques, the channel characteristics consist-
inunicaitons infrastnrcture available to them using a fully inte- ing of interference and multi-path channel distortion terms. The
grated voice, data, and message switching fabric. A robust pro- processor employs both time and frequency domain techniques.
tocol suite is being defined which can perform under the The paper will present our initial results obtained in an effort to
bandwidth, mobility, multi-transmission media, jamming, de- combine linear and non-linear adaption techniques as an ap-
struction, and interoperability constraints that characterize the proximation to the generally non-linear ideal solution, and other
tactical environment, methods of approximation to the ideal solution.

1991 IEEE Military Communications Conference, Nov 1991, Proceedings, 1991 MILCOM Conference
McLean, Virginia

HIGHLY INTEGRATED RECEIVERS FOR
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF EIIF SPACE COMMUNICATIONS
INTELLIGENT RECEIVER DESIGN
TECHINIQUES William G. Cook, Rome Laboratory, Command, Control, &

Communications Directorate

Ernst K. Walge, Rome Laboratory, Command, Control, &
Communications Directorate Abstract - Descriptions of a 20 GHz ground/airborne terminal
Jeffrey S. Yalowitz, SRS Technologies receiver for downlinks, a 44 GHz receiver for spacecraft up-

links, and a 60 GHz receiver for crosslinks are presented. The

Abstract - The intelligent receiver concept combines heuristic tradeoffs involved with the various integration and packaging

methods with conventional decision/estimation theory and approaches as a function of overall hardware construction and

modern control systems methods. Its objectives are to incorpl system requirements is discussed. The device technologies of

rate awareness of electromagnetic and mission environments choice are examined as well as comparisons between MMIC

into communications receivers and to produce robust adaptive and hybrid design approaches. Also, new technology and de-

receiver control strategies in real time. An automated laboratory sign alternatives to the receivers presented are put forth as rec-

testbed system was constructed. Measurements made using the ommendations for future enhancements.

testbed have demonstrated enhancements in radio receiver ad-
aptation to radio channels that contain fading and interference. Proceedings, 1991 MILCOM Conference
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C. COM M AND AND the effects of multiple sorties, threat connectivity and alert sta-
tus, environmental variables, and other route planning factors

CONTROL that are not or cannot be considered by techniques currently
available. HERO can be modified to reflect current threat infor-
mation, changes in mission configuration, or future user re-
quirenients. The dynamic nature of HERO (due to the use of

RADC'S ADVANCED SIMULATION object-oriented techniques), combined with the type and
ENVIRONMENT (RASE). amount of information used in planning routes, allows HERO

to suggest flyable, survivable routes that more closely approach

Craig S. Anken, Rome Laboratory, Command, Control, & the optimum path than if other planning methods had been

Communications Directorate used.

Abstract - RADC's Advanced Simulation Environment The paper discusses why the Air Force needs HERO, how

(RASE) is an object-oriented toolset designed to facilitate rapid HERO was developed, the lessons learned in it's development,
development of simulations needed to support Air Force Coin- and it's future potential for operational applications.

mand and Control. RASE currently consists of an object-ori-
ented simulation language (ERIC), a cartographic database sys- AGARD Conference Proceedings 499, Pub Sept 91, 13-16
temn (CARTO), an object-oriented Map Display system (MDS), May 1991
and several other development support tools (RACK, HIER,
and CLOCK Viewer). A tactical simulation, Land Air Combat AIR FORCE TEST RANGE COMMAND &
in ERIC (LACE), is being developed within the RASE frame-
work and will be utilized in a testbed environment aimed at the CONTROL SYSTEM REAL TIME DATA
validation and verification of decision aid results (i.e., expert INTEGRATION & DISPLAY
system testing).

Jeffrey T. Carlo, Scott M. Bolen, Capt Chris Belson, Rome Lab-
Society for Computer Simulation (SCS) Simulation Series, Jan. oratory, Surveillance & Photonics Directorate
1991, Anaheim, California.

Abstract - Located at Tyndall Air Force Base (AFB) is one of
HEURISTIC ROUTE OPTIMIZATION: A the nation's premiere air-to-air combat training and weapons

MODEL FOR FORCE LEVEL ROUTE systems evaluation centers. Tyndall AFB is located near Pan-

PLANNING ama City, Florida in the state's panhandle region. The Tyndall
AFB Test Range covers an extensive area over the Gulf of
Mexico and includes a smaller area over land. The US Air

Lt Janet L. Barboza, Rome Laboratory, Command, Control, & Force Air Defense Weapons Center (USAFADWC) currently
Communications Directorate maintains a manual range control system that coordinates the

air operations over the Test Range. Operators of the 81st Range
Abstract - Effective route planning is essential to mission ac- Control Squadron currently use analog radar scopes, voice
complishment and pilot/aircraft survivability, yet many factors communications, and overhead projectors as a means to gather
inextricably associated with flying a route through a defended and present critical infornation for analysis, evaluation, and
area are not or cannot be considered by techniques currently control of aircraft. A requirement has been levied by the Tactical
being used, whether manual or automated. Heuristic Route Op- Air Command to upgrade the present command & control sys-
timization, or HERO, is an exploratory development project tern to take advantage of modem data integration and display
managed by the Advanced Concepts Branch of the Rome Air techniques. The new system would automatically gather, pro-
Development Center (RADC), undertaken to produce a model cess, display, and record information from multiple sensors to
for automated force level route planning. It uses Object Ori- form a complete unambiguous air & sea situation picture.
ented Programming techniques to make the aid more flexible Hunan observations from aircraft would also be reported to the
and dynamic than other aids or manual techniques. HERO pur- new system for inclusion into the air situation data base. Rome
sues detailed analysis of multiple planning variables to produce Laboratory was selected as the lead Air Force agency to de-
the most effective, survivable route for a mission. velop and construct the new range control system for the

USAFADWC. The key technologies are data integration and
HERO produces more realistic routes because it considers spe- information display processing. The range control system must
cific airframes and configurations, as well as taking into ac- be able to track multiple aircraft in a dense clutter environment
count the implications of force level tactics. HERO considers and process data from multiple hensors automatically. Data
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must be integrated and displayed in an accurate and timely fash- A METHODOLOGY FOR AIR DEFENSE
ion to operators for evaluation and use in real-time control of OPERATOR LEVEL C3 FUNCTIONAL
aircraft on the range. Rome Laboratory in cooperation with the DEVELOPMENT
475th Weapons Evaluation Group at "l~rndall AFB, and ASD at
Eglin AFB has begun working on the design, development, and
implementation of the new range control system. Completion David A. Griffith, Rome Laboratory, Command, Control, &
of the new system is scheduled for March 1993. This paper will Communications Directorate
discuss the project status, architecture issues, and design con-
siderations for implementing the range control system includ- Abstract - A Methodology has been determined and im-
ing the sensor data integration feature. plemented in a laboratory environment to conduct the full spec-

trum of activity associated with person, hardware and software
1991 Data Fusion Symposium Oct 91 in-the-loop operator level functional development. Asimulation

has been developed to model the threat, sensors, communica-
tions and weapons systems associated with North American air

AN AIR/LAND COMBAT SIMULATOR AND defense. This simulation, combined with live real-time opera-
SCENARIO GENERATION ASSISTANT tional data, establishes a credible range of problems to be solved

by the C3 operators. A network of high performance color
graphic workstations has been configured to assist the surveil-

Craig S. Anken, Rome Laboratory, Command, Control, & lance, identification, weapons control, resource management,
Communications Directorate weather, communications, logistics and other operators in sin-

gle or group decision making processes to present options to the

Abstract - This paper describes an air / land combat simulator battle commander for execution. A functional analysis has been
and Scenario Generation Assistant (SGA) developed by Rome completed which decomposed the human and computer pro-
Laboratory (RL) and Advanced Decision Systems (ADS) Inc. cesses to the lowest level functions. These functions can be re-
The simulator was built using an environment consisting of an combined in a variety of ways and allocated across the work-
object-oriented language, EPIC, created specifically for writing stations to evaluate and optimize operator and overall system
simulations, an object-oriented cartographic Map Display Sys- performance. This paper presents the philosophy, approach and
tem, and various other support tools. infrastructure of the laboratory environment. Following papers

will provide detail on particular aspects of the process.

SCS International Simulation Technology Proceedings 1991, 8th Annual Conference on Command and Control Decision
Oct, 1991, Orlando, Florida Aids, June 1991, National Defense University, Ft. McNair,

Washington, DC.

A DISTRIBUTED COOPERATION
ENVIRONMENT FOR INTEGRATION AND REQUIREMENTS CAPTURE,
TESTING OF EXPERT SYSTEMS. AUTOMATION AND UTILIZATION

Craig S. Anken, and Jeffrey D. Grimshaw, Rome Laboratory, Neil S. Marples, Rome Laboratory, Command , Control, &
Command, Control, & Communications Directorate Communications Directorate

Abstract - Rome Laboratory has embarked on the development Abstract - This Rome Laboratory presentation describes the ev-

of a distributed environment that will support the testing of and olutionary parallel approach to develop the future Air Defense
cooperation between multiple decision aids (or expert systems). system to replace the existing Sector Operations Control Cen-

This environment is called the Advanced Artificial Intelligence ters (SOCC). It documents the results of the recently completed

Technology Testbed (AArMr). This paper discusses some of the ADI Functional Analysis which allotted particular operational

previous approaches in this area that include both decentralized functions to a recommended functional position and defines the

and centralized approaches, as well as the approach taken in the inputs/outputs and processes required to accomplish the func-

AArlr research. tion. Requirements were captured using PSL/PSA while Net-
work 11.5 was used to identify and eliminate system bottle-
necks. The paper also discusses the approach being followed to

World Congress on Expert Systems Proceedings, Dec. 1991, automate and implement the current SOCC functions. Initial
Orlando, Florida emphasis has been placed on the fusion of data from multiple
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types of sensors and the automation of the weapons control 8th Annual Conference on Ce Decision Aids, Fort McNair, Vir-
function using Nexpert expert system application. ginia, 27 June 1991

8th Annual Conference on Command & Control Decision Aids,
June 1991, National Defense University, Ft McNair, Washing- FORCE LEVEL EXECUTION
ton D.C. DEMONSTRATION

REQUIREMENTS CAPTURE,
AUTOMATION AND UTILIZATION Thomas A. Clark, Georganne deWalder, Lt. Sally McCullers,

Gerald C. Ruigrok, and Capt. Michael Shoop, Rome Labora-
tory, Command, Control, & Communications Directorate

Neil S. Marples, Rome Laboratory, Command, Control, &

Communications Directorate

Abstract - Rome Laboratory has undertaken a program to solve
Abstract - This Rome Laboratory presentation describes the ev- a variety of force level problems identified across the Tactical
olutionary p,'-rallel approach to develop the future Air Defense Air Force (TAF). The first major effort to address some of these
system to replace the existing Sector Operations Control Cen- problems is currently underway, called the Advanced Planning
ters (SOCC). It documents the results of the recently completed System (APS). The APS will provide automated support in con-
ADI Functional Analysis which allotted particular operational structing an Air Battle Plan (ABP) for the Combat Plans Divi-
functions to a recommended functional position and defines the sion of the Tactical Air Control Center (TACC). The APS effort
inputs/outputs and processes required to accomplish the func- has successfully combined in-house and contractual work to
tion. Requirements were captured using PSL/PSA while Net- produce several prototype versions of a fielded capability.
work 11.5 was used to identify and eliminate system bottle- Drawing upon the development accomplishments of the APS,
necks. The paper also discusses the approach being followed to Rome Laboratory will continue its activity at the force level in
automate and imp ement the current SOCC functions. Initial a follow-on effort entitled the Force Level Execution Demon-
emphasis has been placed on the fusion of data: from multiple stration.
types of sensors and the automation of the weapons control
function using Nexpert expert system application.

The Force Level Execution Advanced Development Program
8th Annual Conference on Command & Control Decision Aids, will demonstrate automated support for the functions per-

National Defense University, Ft. McNair, Washington D.C., 26- formed by the Combat Operations Division within the TACC.

27 June 1991 Leveraging the Open Systems Architecture, lessons learned,
and baseline system processes of the APS, Rome Laboratory
will develop and demonstrate an initial capability for the Duty

BATI'LE STAFF DECISION SUPPORT Officers of the Combat Operations Division to perform ABP
(BSDS) monitoring, status updating, and plan changing functions.

Bill Brennan, Rome Laboratory, Command, Control, & Coin- This paper will present the current status of the APS and the ef-
municaaions Directorate forts to integrate it into the TAF's force level systems. Also, a

brief description of the APS in-house/contractor relationship
Abstract - The overall intent of the decision aids in the Battle will be discussed. The remainder of the paper will concentrate
Staff Decision Support System (BSDS) is to stress the storage, on the activities of the Force Level Execution effort. This will
analysis, and display of information to Battle Staff decision include the establishment of an in-house Execution Testbed and
making personnel. The decision aids will support the direction will focus on the method of rapid prototyping as used in APS
of Battle Staff operations including the implementation of oper- and how it can be extended to evolutionary prototypes for the
ational plans, support of DEA/US Customs tasks, fusing of in- Execution effort. It will be shown how the Research & Devel-
telligence data, planning and directing of engagement actions. opment community can effectively capture the true require-
The monitoring of sector resources and svpporting the Battle ments of the users by producing evolutionary prototypes.
Commander (BC) in sector maintenance functions will also re-
quire decision aids to assist in the implementation of these re-
sponsibilities. The design will be flexible enough to support the Automated Mission Planning Society, Crystal City, Virginia,
easy intaegration of expert systems at a later date. July 1991
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APPLYING GRAPIUCAL TECHNIQUES TO into many decision aid applications. However, the user inter-

TAF PLANNING face to these advanced applications resembles the manual pro-
cess. Wlhat hinders these traditional text based interfaces is the

inability to visualize cause and effect relationships within a sys-Earl C. L~aBatt, Jr., Rome Laboratory, Command, Control, & ten
tenll.

Communications Directorate

Abstract - This paper reveals graphical techniques that help fa- Part of the inability of these interfaces is a result of automating
a paper process that was not designed to show calculation inten-cilitate the transfer of infonnation between a planning systemn ierltos•p rltoshp ewe ope aibe)

and its operator. Rudimentary examples of how these tech- sive relationships (relationships between complex variables).
anditus copderator.puimenta thesTacticalAirForc e techplan- By combining graphical techniques with the interface, both the
niques could be applied to the Tactical Air Force (TAF) plan- user and the machine can perform tasks that they excel at; man

ning domain have been developed in the areas of resource allo- unertand ing pi rfal ta and the mci e in man

cation, resource scheduling, force level planning, weaponeer- vast amounts of data.

ing, and the effects of weather.

Expert systems, blackboards, and framebased systems are ex- Planning Desert Storni Symposium and Exhibition, Crystal
amples of some of the advanced concepts that are incorporated City, Arlington, Virginia, 16 -18 July 1991
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D. INTELLIGENCE Abstract - The Air Force's Rome Laboratory is currently pro-
viding support to the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Joint Program
Office to provide a system architecture and specific interfaces
which will allow for a total interoperable reconnaissance force

RESULTS OF TIlE NEURAL NETWORK structure. Rome Laboratory has contracted with the Synectics

INVESTIGATION (NNI) Corporation to assist in the development of this future recon-
naissance force structure. The objective is to provide an Imag-

Iee A. Uvanni, Rome Laboratory, Intelligence & Reconnais- ery Interoperability Architecture between any collection plat-

sance Directorate foni and any surface station. The implementation of this archi-
tecture will greatly reduce the number of redundant aerial vehi-
cles and provide for deployment of the "common surface sta-

Astra ctw- Rome Laboratory has designed and implemented a tion." Under this program, standard data structures, interfaces,neural network based Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) teoraldtainsadohritrorbltysusae

sNysteml Under contrtact F30602-89-C-0079 with Booz, Allen & interoperable data links, and other interoperability issues are
Hamiton (BAdR) contc.,tof F30li2-89-C-n,7 wia. zsystem Ale defined. This program is based upon several defined industryH, amilton (BAH), Inc., of Arlington, Virginia. The syte t anadin aall AOan non .. r nas

lizesstandards and parallels NATO and ongoing U.S. reconnais-
limage processinago techneur s inetwo paradiges environment oi sance interoperability efforts. This paper discusses the overalltional image processing techniques in a parallel environment on architectural approach to achieving total reconnaissance inter-

the IE-2000 SUN 4 workstation at Rome laboratory. The IE-

20()v~orkstatiin was designed to assist the Air Force and DoD operability, the current status of reconnaissance interoperability

to derive the needs for image exploitation and image exploita- efforts,and several new standards that are being proposed such
lion su~pport for the late 1990's - year 2000 time frame. The IE- as: an image fonnat specification, data link architectures, defi-
i on sisots ofo thdee lateopmsentar0 t ime frame. Th applicat nition of common surface station components, and establish-

2000O consists of a developmental testbed arid an applications ment of standard perfoumance evaluation.

testbed, both with the goal of solving real-world problems on

real .korld facilities for image exploitation. To fully exploit the
parallel nature of neural networks, 18 Inmos T800 transputers The Eighteenth Annual Association for Unmanned Vehicle

,.erte utilized, in an attempt to provide a near-linear speed-up Systems (AUVS) Technical Symposium and Exhibit, 13-15

for each subsystem component implemented on them. The iij Aug 1991, The Sheraton Washington Hotel, Washington DC.

tial design contained three well-known neural network para-
digins, each modified by BAll to some extent: the Selective At- ARC DIGITAL RASTER IMAGERY (ADRI)
tcnt lon Neocognitron (SAN), the Binary Contour Systetn/Fea- OVERVIEW
fure Contour System (BCS/FCS), and Adaptive Resonance

l'heor-' 2 (ART-2), and one neural network designed by BAIl
cal led thle Image Variance Exploitation Network (IVEN). Mr. James A. Sieffert, Rome Laboratory, Intelligence & Recon-
Through rapid prototyping, the initial system evolved into a naissance Directorate
coMnl)letely diffeCrent final design, called the Neural Network
tuite lExploitation System (NNIIES), where the final system Abstract - IIQ USAF has validated the Statement of Need

,:,,ls,, ot hwo basic components: the Double Variance (DV) (SON) 002-87 for a Precise Geopositioning Capability (PGC)
aetr arid the Multiple Object Detection And Location System to support intelligence applications and aircraft mission plan-

IM()I)AI.S) A rapid prototyping neural network CAD Tool, ning and targeting requirements on a worldwide basis. Rome
dl.i,-i'd by Booz, Allen and Hamilton, was used to rapidly Laboratory (fonnerly Rome Air Development Center - RADC)
!ulild ;an1d emutilate the neural network paradignis. Evaluation of has developed the technology for precise geopositioning, but no
the- cim[pleted ATR systein included probability of detections worldwide digital databases are currently available. The De-
.Mid piroba;ubility of false damns aniong other mieasures tense Mapping Agency (DMA) plans to begin production of a

Digital Point Positioning Database (DPPDB) in the mid 19 90s
l'rto-.ertl at the SI'11s 20th AIPR Workshop, Oct 1991 btit it wvill riot be Aorldwide and it will be classified (limited dis-

tribution). Based on this situation and the urgency of the AF re-

S11 ;RE I 'N.IAN N El) AERIAL VE! IICLE qluireinent for mission planning support data, the Rome Labora-
(U1k"A) R E( ()NNAISSAN(CE FORCE tory/IRRP and I IQ USAF/! NTBR have jointly developed the

concept of an Air Force Standard geocoded image product as a

SIRI ( 11 R solution to the worldwide database problem to support mission

Ilanning applications within the Air Force. The Air Force cho-
Rt-, llaHRome-.. P tn laoratory, hItelligence & Recon sen format for this product, ARC Digital Raster Imagery
. .1 ..Al, I )il,. tr;late (AI)RI). has been derived from the DMA ARC Digitized Raster
\1: ,h II I l.,1fJ t kt , Sti I k t-a C tOI ;)r.Inthll Graphics (Al)R(Y) standard prrtohct for maps and charts
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Second Air Force Spatial Data Conference 23 - 25 July, 1991, versions 1 and 2 via the Advanced Planning System Program
Ann Arbor, Michigan. and the Air Force Mission Support System Program and the

Rome Laboratory expansion of the CMP versions I and 2 capa-
bilities to address the Air Force Command, Control and Intelli-
gence systems Mapping, Charting, Geopositioning and Imag-

CHARTING GEOPOSITIONING & ery support requirements (CMP 3). This evolution of CMP is

IMAGERY PROGRAM being addressed under two FY 1991 Rome Laboratory efforts,
the Air Force Geographic Information Handling System

Joseph J. Palermo, Rome Laboratory, Intelligence & Recon- (AFGIHS) and the Cartographic Support to Intelligence (CSI).

naissance Directorate Future Rome Laboratory R & D in the area of automatic spatial
database update techniques is discussed.

Abstract - The paper discusses the Advanced Cartographic Ap-
plications Program, The Precise Geopositioning Program, the Second Air Force Spatial Data Conference 23 - 25 July, 1991,
development of Common Mapping Program (CMP) software Ann Arbor, Michigan
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E. LE TR 1% lj NEFI S Abystract -A A'I of hierclitmark calculat ions is described for fuEd.~~~~0k EL C R M G E I leditnetsional, inutilgroup discrete ordinates niethod as ap
plied to electron transport. Art analytical re'presentationi of the
group scalar fltit is ob~tainted byrapplication of tie Fourier trans

ItLOC li-VECTOR NIODEL FOR D)RESSED) fonti opt-rator to thle tra nsport equation, expansion of the trams

SlTNES OF RESONANT RAMAN formed'( e(IiiationIil Itt tflhs of thle flux inotinerits, anld e il vermion
oftiv raisfriiedscalar flux, momients.'li irsults..f.-,,, calciu

I N ER "FONlatimsL, wvill lioth the'- linear discot fitiom antu i~ dijamntd ldiler
(1t1ce algoritlitis.are comupared with Lx'nclunark calculationsi fot

Mi. S, Shalitiar. Masschulsetts institute of Techniology a pillte isotropic source of 200 keV electrons in infinite aluttu
P i. Ilitninier-, Rolme laboratory, Electronb'tgnetics; & Reliabil- nt11t1. The degree of' scattering anisotropy is allowed to vary

ity Directorate from isotropic to third-order atiiotropic. Analysisof spatial dis
cretmiation en-or is also discuissed.

Abstract it is well known that the resotiant Platnati itnteraction
optically pumps atomis into a nionabsorhing dressed-state, Colif. p~roceeditig of Atmerican Nuclear Society, Topical Meet-
WiVhen thlis state is long-lived complatred to thle optical Ribi fre- ing ott "AdVanIces in Mathemaitics, Computations, and Reactor
qluenciesn at(fite decay rate of tlie intennediate state, many ill Physics." Apr. 28 - May 1, 199 1, Pittsburgh. PA. Vol.- 5, pages:
teresting dymnaics arise. Thlese dynamics are significant in ap- 3.(91t9-)

Iphicatiotv; such as Ramnan clock AC-Stark shifts, mnicro-wave
phiase sensitive optical abs-orption, 2andi Raman cooling. By AMO)RPHOU1 S H YDROGENATED SILICON
usinig appropriate approximations, we show that these (ylylantl- (:i-Sifl1) PHJOTOVOLTAIC THIN FILMS
ics call x. well dlescribedl with a Bloch-vector tmodel, which it] 'DPOITI ONTrO ULTRA-L.OW DENSITY
volves only ground-state populations and coherence. This
grotnd -state Bloch vector nmodel resembles the Bloch-vector EOG L
tnuxljel of two-level systent, but it has subtly different dlynatmics.
I.uirtluernuore, we cottitnict a novel dIressed -state Bloch-vector S. P. llotaling atil F. R Proni, Romne Laboratory, Surtveillance &
thlat cle-arly shlows tile anialogy tx-twmit conventional optical otncDietre
luitimpihg andl coherent Ratman trapping. lin this modVl, one. Asrc mrhoslyrgrae ilcn(-H)poo
dressedl state is a tiotiabsorbitig state, and the other is an absorb Astat-AoposyrgetdSicn(-ih)poo

mug tat. W ris th (IessdI-sateBloh vctorto howhow voltaic thltt filtms have been deposited onto ultra low density
l~autam A-Strk hif arsesan ho itdepndson xpeitnn- (ULD) silicaI acrogel sub-strates using plasma enhianced chiemi-

tamal AC-r;tarkt shiWe aliso show how ithee microwavexpae-sensi- cal vaix~r dleposition (PECVD). Thle techniques and results of

ttv,- optical absorption canl lx- quantitatively calculated in a sitti UIA) aerogel f~abrication, surface treatment, thin film deposi-

l~ wy tion and phtotovoltaic (PV) characterization are discuissed. DC
photocurr-ettt and transietnt tinme of flight measurements were

Ret'cvncesperformied for thle PV characterizati in, while ellipsomnetry,
transmission optical spectrophotometry, scatining electr-on mi-

1. 11I. R. Gray, R. MI. Whitley, and C. R. Stroud, Jr., Op~t Lelt croscopy (SEM) and low magnification optical microscopy
t,218 (1978). (xMA) were used to obt~ain qualitative and quantitative surfatce

morphology, nticrostructure and film thickness data. Thiis re-
2. MI. S. Shialtiar, V Ri. I leinmer, XV11IQEC' Technical Di search itndicates that ULD aerogels may be used as suysitrates
remt, 280 (199M). for dielectric and( metallic thin filmns which have electrical, opti-

cal and mechanical properties comparable to filmns dlepositedI
Pitwet-eeitirs, 1991 Atitmal Meeting, Opttical Society of Amer onto cotnventional substrates such as glass, metals or p~lastics.

Thiese data taken together with the lightweight of the ULD aer-
ogels may be of interest to the space based sensor conimunity as

MUN1IIIGROUlP-St, BEN( -71MARK apossible rouite to large, lightwveight photonicsensom-sor PVar-
COMMARISON FOR ELECTRON rays. These resuilts thus indicate that ULD aerogels could lx'

TRANSPOR WI us-ed as sublstrate materials for other thin films of interest to thle
PV community, for examtple, we have produced iltra light-

13. ). anak~l Unversty f~rzon, Dpartentof ticear weight reflective optics using this fusion of solgel and thin filmn
B.11 FI). (W m sI xl. 1: 1 ith ln iv eri t of Aio a ) p r m n f N c e r tec h nt o lo g ies -

S, Wt o 4f, ARCON ('orpor-ation
I (;aih.i Rotnic I alsurtory, H~ectrotiagnletics & Reliability Materials Re-search Society Sytupossitmi Proceedings, Vol. 219,

* t : rictirut3At Apr-3 May 9) 1, Anaheim, Califoriaii -



RADIATION TESTING OF AlInAs/InGaAs a starting point to engineer materials superior to commercial

AND GaAs/AIGaAs HIBTs crystals produced by growth methods such as Czochralski (CZ)
and gradient freeze. The hydrothermal process may permit

S. B. Witmer, AT&T Bell Laboratories "tailoring" of tile properties of this material since growth takes
S. Mittleman and D. Lehy, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics place at a relatively low temperature and properties regarded as
S Mittiebinland D.recttey Rintrinsic in melt grown materials may be the result of a high
& Reliability Directorate

F. Ren, T. R. Fullowan, R. F. Kopt, C. R. Abernathy, S. J temperature defect absent at the hydrothermal processing tem-
F.Ren, D. A. Humphrey, R. K. Montgomery, and P A , Smit, perature (- 400('C). Growth conditions will be described for thisPearton, D. A. Humphrey, R. K. Montgomery, and P. R. Smith, maeilSoelctclanopclchrtrsisadcen-

AT&T Bell Laboratories material. Some electrical and optical characteristics and chemi-
cal analyses will also be presented. Preliminary results on

J. P. Kreskovsky and H. L. Grabin, Scientific Research Associ- doe atals will be deseried.
ates doped materials will be described.

ates

Abstract - The radiation hardness of small geometry (- 2 x 4 Sagamnore Conf, 10-12 Sep 91

pin'), state of the art AlInAs/InGaAs and GaAs/A I GaAs HBTs
to 60 Co y-rays has been investigated up to a dose of 100 MRad.

The former devices showed a small change in I. and gain for 20
MRad, with essentially no change in Iil. At 40 MRad, the gain SIMULATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
of the devices had decreased to unity. By contrast, for GaAs/Al- ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS (E3) ON
GaAs HBTs, the current gain actually increased up to a dose of PHASED ARRAY RADAR PERFORMANCE
75 MRad. At 100 MiRad, none of our devices were still opera-
tional. This was ascribed to degradation of the base-collector USING THE GENERAL
contact metallization (TiPtAu) and in particular to the presence ELECTROMAGNETIC MODEL FOR THE
of Au. Carbon-and beryllitun-doped base devices showed the ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS
same response to 6Coy-ray doses. No long transient responses (GEMACS)
in either base or collector currents were observed during irradi-
ation of the GaAs/AIGaAs devices with 120 nsec pulses of 10
MeV electrons at rates tip to 2.7 x 1010 Rad ' sec" . Results of a
2 dimensional modelling study suggest that both GaAs and Iill) Timothy W. Blocher, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics &

based I IBTs are relatively immune to damage by transient radi- Reliability Directorate
ation effects uip to a dose rate of 10I Rad • seci, with GaAs
based devices being more resistant to radiation than InP due to

their shorter recombination times. Abstract - The United States Air Force has been actively pursu-

ing the development of phased array radar systems over the last
several years for wide area C31 surveillance. The incentive for

this technology development is the Air Force's requirement to

MEIT AND HYDROTHERMAL GROWTH detect smaller or "stealthy" targets in increasingly noisy envi-

OF BISMNU'THi SILICATE ronnienis. The capabilities of these phased array radars must in-
clude the generation of ultralow sidelobes and high radiated

John J 1.arkin, Meckie T. Hiams, J. Emery Conmer, and R. N. poer n order to fulfill their mission. The strict radar specifica-

Brovni, Rome laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reliability Di- tions increase the sensitivity of the entire system, aircraft and

rectorate subsystemns, to electromagnetic environmental effects (E3).

A F Aflitirintoi. P'ark M,-itheatical 1This paper illustrated the General Electromagnetic Model for

the Analysis of Complex Systems (GEMACS) software as a
tool for analyzing the res.onse of a phased array radar to vanAb-.tr;,t lhisuuth Silicate (BSO) in the sillenite structure
ous electromagnetic environments. Other topics discussed in-lII2Si( ):P., i"- i a fion \ linear optical nmaterial which has mirany al chtded future miodifications to GEMACS for phased array sim-

tilations and a coimparison of run tithes onl a DEC VAX 8050, a
2\1S 01*1all10d I)V nIIVIt grt.%-th ille0h,,dls, at app~roxi111att.y (KXXY( ", dNi 1/ 380 based Pl" and the Alliant FX/80 parallel prccssor
it is oratir. br ge n in color at 1d exhibits thei photor'tfractive ef
thct Iflydrotlternial growth of this r;iaterial has bl'en Iccotlli

ph)1iihd at thlie Romi e laiboratory hydrothernml f a cilily Slx'cl
Ities tilit roim crystals prt(luced by this ifnedtihod arc colorless. Proceedirgs I1991) Sun tin ier ('omprtter Simulation Con felrnce,

tranuspareuit. free of inclsion•s and straill and thus might prv'ide July. 199 1, lrahirore, Nil)



PHEASED ARRAY SIMULATION WITH mut/leceive (171) iiiodtiles which are in1tegral palfls of ti1Vne J

NON-ISOTROPIC AND ISOTROPIC Lice'. lit addifitto to ilite dipital circuits used for beami syntiiwlsn

RADIATING ELEM'ENTS andI steerilii, tile imitules also, use linear circuits for both traits
mnit and receive signial enhanicenients. For ex~ample, there ak,

JolmC, lear, Rme Lbontory Elctroagntics& Rli- low nioise preaniplifteranid po~wer ampillifier MMICs in iii~xlile~,
Joln C.('laryRom LaoraoryEletroagneics& Rli- covering I. band upl to X-bnod frequencies.

ability Directorate
Michael J. Callahan, Rolv'tl J. Denmto, Jr., Rome I1'tboratory, Th'lese circiiits and modules miust ojperate anid survive tin
SurveilIlance & Plio0tonlics IDirectorate widehanid, electroi i agnetic six-ciraI envirownnemis that are ill

Abstactcomtavize siulaiot ofphaed rra lwfor tense, depradiiig and somietimues, damaging. Ambienit sinal'..

Abs.tract 'Oiipuacot-effectv imulatins to pnvastid t array erfor froum these environments seriously effect the perrnuanice anld

deirtanc xoe prov d wsar cost-ffcttive meanslto l investegtte antenna reliabluity ot stisceptible MMICs by cauisingp funactiotual tipsa'

desins 'foe hrdwre s atualy uil. Te ihernt lexbil and wavefonin distoitioni. Th'lese and oilier induced effects re
uvy of the simidiiation approach and lthe ease of datla enutry allows (lulce the array Is'rforniance and, subsequentily, the radar ef fec
all anteticiua tiesilner to iterate th rough ant antenna optimization iems
desipgn, evaluationl, and redesipin process fairly quickly, andl

ii at v tlt es I neessry.MMR' device s11SCeptibility to tie 1tinwamuted Siplials is deler

A dscr t on ofsi cl a ~t il at on oo an a rie deonsra iined thirinng C'AlD tismally I y sin ii lathin g test atnliet it silnals
A decritio ol'ucha smulfiol tol ad abrie deotitra added to lthe desired signials at tie inputl signal p~ort anid then

tim (ifo its- capblte il1.peete i hsppr eei computing lthe contaniinated, degraded responlse at lthe output
corp~onkie-fed phased array systeni with two different types of siglail port. This conventional way of characterizing lthe electro-
radiating elenments %kill be simulated. magnotic susceptibility of a device is scalar and involves only

Anteim atius or arvieri phsedarmywer geeraed t wo polls, ililtput anid ouitputi. In contrast, MMICs are typically

Anvnariu sattengls fborageseich land~ thrtay wegree g-ieanertd H.1 nultipoul devices with several RF, dlipital, ground and bipo~lar
vartus canatiles(baesiht nd hiry dgre E-lan an II DC bias portand wotuld seemi to warrant a vector cliaracteriza-

plane t';it steering). Transmnit/receive (T/R) module mull ipli- tol
catlive aiiip1litudt' (+ - 1 d113 Gaussian dlistributiotn) errors anid adl-
(lithve phlase~ C+ - 5 degree uniforni (list ri butioni) errors will be ini- Ti ae rsnsacmue iuainmt~l o e

bitphased sinoibersweeincluded. The qarmy fator afets the above ternining electromtagnetic environmental effects' susceptibility
scan panse sis will re enerated. frThe am.ynateti a ai thei abiueti t innultiport NIMICS. A LIBRA* circuit simiulator computes
plied angthes aprpiate geenertidfrth patternineac case toe n~citice nonlinear (suisceptibility) respontses in models of conitemiporary
fle bytep.pit lie aieti ahcs opclc low noise aimplifiers and power amplifiers. Circuit drivers
far fiel p( attem s for tlite antennia Thi s was dleimonstrated for two whiclh sitmiu lat e th e envi tominental signals are mdlda Ii
tel resetiati ye ty jx's of radiatitng elen el is, the first one heWin g a eiiaidNtoeuilntorcstteacsileIIC

linicrositip jatch.i and the secoiid one a thin strip) diple-1. Thie Pat eianNolteqvliisursath cesbeIM C

eielis e(Ite compared to those-a obtained with isotropic radiatinp I nons, inciditsit ip ifs' siginal, 1Hnas and grotmid polls.

elements (lthe array factor) to dleimontirate the importance of' Tenliar1mcksuattemxngflsrd i ne

hainiu gl ti ln runs i y t i c u e e e en ai n ff c si ltl sired signials pr se at lthe input port or at a niy oilier Port or
,ýimlaioti unscoiiibiniatioii of' ports, and crosscouplhig those contaiiminated

l'roceediiigs 199 1 Summer Computer Simulation Conference. signals to thle Outpultm prtm or to any other lx)tt or coiibination of

July, 199)l, Baltimore. MD lxrs 'fliese incluide signal, bias and ground portls tii power~ de-
peticletit, conibintioliis to foniit a matrix or vector "suisceptibil
ity" function simiilar to a linear trainsfer fuinciioii. Thiis miiitrx of

MO( DELIING EIJECTROMAGN EFIC, effects md tides susceptibility data from lthe accessible ports (or

EIN VI IO0NNI ENTIA 1 EFFTECTS I N pin pairs) lor most~t NINIIC desifns used ini radar T/R inioditles

NIUIA'IP()R''1 NINTIICS Th e re-st it ii ig titeni iodu ulatioii and crsntd ltinvectoms are,
describe(I

t)atiijel J. Kvimieally, Timiothty WV. Blocher, Romie Laboratory.

r ~ectron apnticst & Reliability lDirectorate Proceeditiis 199)1 (lovenuniment Nficrecircutit Applications (Con
fertnce tGONIA( 91 ), Novembuer, 1991, Orlatido, Foi idlt

Ahbstract -NMonolithiic miicrowave initegrated circuiits (MNIMI(s)
aIre cuiTentl1y Of ini~terst for matiy aertypace radar ahplicatiotis. *1.11 WRA ik a registered trademark of hiEsof linc., 5601 I idutleo

Active apeilure, phiasedl array antetinas use NIMICs in tratis ( atlyonl Road, Westlake Village, ('A 1362 40-20

14)s



NON INVASIVE MEASUREMENT OF HPM mechanisms include RF rectification, stuck-at or latch-up con-

SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS ditions, and timing or phase shifts. Upset thresholds are needed
to determine circuit hardening requirements. The basic con-

J. P Quine, K. E. Larson, and G. A. Wellence, Rome Researcl ducted susceptibility test method for both digital and analog de-

Corporation vices involves: (1) summing an interference signal with a func-

A. J. Pesta, M. F. Seifert, Rome Laboratory, Electroinagnetics tional test sigvaal and coupling these signals to the pin-under-test

& Reliability Directorate in a controlled manner and (2) monitoring for changes in func-
tional performance as the interference power is increased.

Abstract - This paper describes a simple and practical method
for measuring HPM Shielding Effectiveness (SE) without the Various signal combiner networks are required to sum the inter-

use of internal probes. The method can be implemented if the ference and functional test signals. Key characteristics of signal

enclosure has at least one hole on its outer surface that is larger combiners are high isolation between input ports, wide

than approximately one quarter wavelength in diameter, the bandwidth, insensitivity to varying output load impedance, low

limitation being measurement sensitivity. Leakage holes are loss, nminimal propagation delay, and high power handling ca-

measured two at a time, and can be connected to a network an- pability. Combiner networks which have been successfully em-

alyzer by standard waveguide to coaxial line transitions butted ployed in the past include dc bias tees, dual quadrature hybrids,

apainst the outside surface of the enclosure. The magnitudes of diplexers, and summing op amp combiners.

ifke scattering parameters S 11, S22, and S12 are measured, and
used to calculate SE. Good agreement was obtained between The definition of upset varies depending on the device-under-
the scattering method and the conventional method which emn- test, the device application, and the performance parameter(s)
ploys internal and external B -dot probes. of concern. For digital devices, the selection of upset criteria is

normally straightforward. Logic state changes and timing vari-
In this preliminary proof-of-principle experiment, choke joints ations are common examnples. For analog devices, however, the
were employed with the waveguide to coaxial line transitions to selection of upset criteria is not as clear and is frequently appli-
insure stable contact with the relatively flat enclosure surface. cation dependent. Examples of unset criteria used with analog
Thin-sheet absorbers can also be employed for stable contact. devices include deviations in critical perfonrance parameters
Practical methods for obtaining reliable contact with curved en- such as gain, noise figure, input impedance, compression point,
closure surfaces and for coupling to larger holes will also be dis- and third-order intercept point.
cussed.

Susceptibility measurements are performed at input, output and
1991 IEEE International Symposium on EMC, Aug 91, Cherry power/bias pins. In general, input pins (such as clock or am-
Hill, NJ log/digital control pins) are the most susceptible. Measurements

are usually perforned on packaged IC's. However, measure

CONDUCTED SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST ments can also be performed at the wafer or module levels of

TECIHNIQUES FOR ADVANCED development provided that controlled impedance paths are

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATED CIRCUITS imaintained to the device pin- or pad-under-test and bias condi-
tions are similar at each level of fabrication. In many cases,
package de-embedding can be used to either remove the effects

Michael . Seifert, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reli- of the device package or add the effects of the package depend
al~iityDirctoateing on w~hat level of fabrication measurements are p,-r'foniid.

John K. Daher and John P Rohrbaugh, Georgia Tech Research

Institute
General descriptions of conducted susceptibility test techniques

Abstract - In general, conducted susceptibility tests are per- and procedures were presented that are applicable to digital (i-

fonred on IC's to detenuine the upset and/or damage thresh cluding VLSI) and analog (including MMIC) IC's. Emphasis in

olds at specified pins and also to determine the upset/damnage the palp'r '. as tailored tO Aerospace applications.

inetchaniiisms that occur. This paper will focus on test techniqu'es
for characterizing IC upset thresholds and nechanisins. Uptset Proceedings I-N(" Exl.x, 1991. Jute, 199I1, Orlando, 1:L,
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MINIATURE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD lossy dielectric or resistive material used as a calibrated IR de-

SENSORS tection screen when microwave energy is absorbed by the
screen. An IR scanning system records the thermal radiation

John P. Rohrbaugh, and Ron C. Alford, Georgia Tech Institute from the screen. The intensity of the microwave field is related

Rolfe E. Fen-ara, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Rel- to variations in the surface temperature distribution. The detec-

ability Directorate tion screen material is of a thin, planar construction and, thus,
produces a 2D map of the microwave field. By moving the
screen along thle normal to its plane, samples of the 3D field are

Abstract - This paper describes the results of a program to as- obtaine thi eprmal appach has bee applied t re
sessthefeaibilty f dvelpinga mttitur eletroagntic obtained. This experimental approach has been applied to sev-

sess the feasibility of developing a miniature electromagnetic eral 2D and 3D scattering and coupling problems. Comparisons
(EM) field monitoring system, referred to as an Electroinag- are made between the theoretical and experimental results for

netic Performance Monitor (EM1PM). The EMPM would be armaebtenhehoeiclndxpietlrsusfr
fledti Promaneonitor peak) EMfie gthover E M woud bueny various hollow slit cylinder configurations. The advantages,
used to monitor peak EM field strength over a broad frequency disadvan,.ages and limitations of this IR thermal technique for

range (300 MHz to 18 GHz) in flight and ground tests of air- valid ation of th is ar dicussed.

craft. Microwave interference in this frequency band can cause

upset or damage to sensitive silicon or Gallium Arsenide elec-
tronics. Proceedings,1991 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation

Engineers (SPIE) International Symposium, 26 Jul 91, San

The EMPM, once developed, would consist of miniature 3-axis Diego, CA

resistive dipole antennas with built-in detectors, a sumnming
preanmplifier, an analog-to-digital converter, a fiber optic digital
data transmitter, and a fiber optic power receiver less than 2 ANTENNA MEASUREMENTS FOR
cubic inches in volune. A data processing module (EMPM Sig- ADVANCED AIRBORNE T(R MODULE
nal Processing Module) capable of receiving, preprocessing,
and storing information from four antennas, occupying less ARRAYS
than 2 cubic inches (not including batteries) was also deter-
mined to be feasible. The EMPM Signal Processing Module
would also include a laser used to provide power to the four an- John S. DeRosa, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reli-
tennas. The EMPM could be operated alone or in conjunction ability Directorate
with RADC's (now Rome Laboratory's) Time Stress Measure-
ment Device (TSMD). The TSMD is designed to monitor envi-
ronmental stresses on or within an aircraft and provide a real Abstract - Advanced airborne surveillance radar antennas will
time stamp of the occurrence of the environmental stresses. The consist of precision arrays of thousands of individual T/R mod-
TSMD is not designed to monitor high frequency electromag- ules and radiating elements. Brassboard arrays in both confor-
netic interference. meal and nonconformal configurations on the aircraft are cur-

rently being developed. In order to provide adequate clutter re-

Proceedings 1991 Government Microcircuit Applications Con- jection for our future needs, the antenna must exhibit ultra low
ference (GOMAC-91), November, 1991, Orlando, FL sidelobe performance as mounted on the aircraft platforn. The

detrimental effects of the aircraft structure on the antenna per-
INFRARED/MICROWAVE CORRELATION fonnance becomes increasingly important for ultra low side-

lobe antennas. On-aircraft measurements for these antennas
MEASUREMENTS represents a major challenge to the antenna measurement com-

munity. Large aperture, high fidelity antenna test facilities will
J D. Norgard, D. W Metzger, and M. Sega, University of Col- be required which have characteristics which challenge the cur-
orado rent state-of-the-art. In this paper, the characteristics of these fa-
J. C. Cleary, and M. F Seifert, Rome Laboratory, Electromag- cilities are discussed and general requirements for T/R module
netics & Reliability Directorate array testing are considered. An antenna measurement program

which was conducted at the Rome Laboratory on an exj-ri-
Abstract - An Infrared (IR) measurement technique for deter- mental 104 element, X-band T/R module array mounted on top
mining two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) mi- of a 1/10th scale RC- 135 aircraft is also described.
crowave field distributions is presented. This IR technique is
used to verify predictions made by various numerical electro-
magnetic (EM) codes. The experimental technique is based on Proceedings of the 1991 Antenna Measurements Techniques
IR thermal measurements of the Joule heating induced in a Association, 7-Il Oct 91, Boulder, CO.
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INIOLECULAR ENGINEERING BY LASER SPOT ARRAY GENERATION AND OPTICAL
CHIEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION OF A INTERCONNECTION USING
NONLINEAR INTERFACE SWITCH BIREFRINGENT CRYSTALS

J. Chaiken, Syracuse University T. Stone, Rutgers University

J. Osman, Rome Laboratory, Surveillance & Photonics Direc- J. Battiato. Rome Laiboratory, Surveillance & Photonics Direc-
tora tetorate

Abstract - The use of cascaded slabs of birefringent materials is
Abstract - Devices which have as inputs two light Pulses and investigated for spot array generation and optical interconnects.
output a third pulse depending onl whether one or both of the Experimental results and performiance limitations are pre-
twko inpuits is present are optical switches. Although a wide va- sented. Cascaded slabs of birefringent crystals or prisms may be
riety of design criteria must also be met to allow construction of used to generate arrays of spots or to interconnect emitting, re-
large scale optical computers and switching networks, discrete ceiving, or modhlating devices. The input light foreach slabcan
optical switches and smnaller scale devices constructed using be unpolarized, circularly polarized, or polarized linearly at 450

themn as components, e.g. multiplexers and spatial light inodula- to the reference plane which is defined as a plane which con-
to-s. would find immediate application in optical computing tains both the ordinary and extraordinary rays. The output light
and colmnrntications. Originally proposed by Kaplan iii 1972, for a given stage is then resolved into two linearly polarized
proof of principle research for the class of optical switches othogonial component polarizations. The crystal in thre next
kno~k n its nonrlinrear interfaces was completed over the last sev- stage is rotated by 450 so that each linearly polarized wave from
ct-al years. Development of practical devices based onl those the output of the previous stage has components parallel and
principles cur-rently involv~es dlesigning extremely specialized perpendicular to the new reference plane. This process may be
materials using thin film inorganic / organometallic pho- repeated %kith each stage doubling the ntimber of spots to be
torefractive mnaterials. I w-ill first give a little background arid formed. The thickness of each crystal slab stage controls the
their explain how the switches work. I will then dlescribe the displacemient of the spots it creates. All the stages mnay be opti
current1 state of our research and give a near termi prognosis. cally contacted or cemented to greatly reduce reflections and

scatter. This technique miay be particularly useful for suib-array

P'roceedlings, 4th Chemical Congress of North America, Auigust geeato hraspseeulrrayfbam(e.asr-
20 199 1 ducedl by a nirerolaser array with relatively wide element spac-

itngs) can be transformied into a much denser spot artray wkith ap-

proximnately, the samie lateral extent.

AN OPTICAL MEMORY ELEMIENT FOR AN
INTE( RATED OPTIICAL COMPUTER Proceedings, 0SA OVFCON 9 1, Nov 3 8, 199 1, San Jose

%I Parker, S, Libby, Rome Laboratory, Surveillance & P1hototi OFO( 1 SN( BINRATNG OP OR REECSPACE
ics Diretmorate 'F C SN R TN SF RFE PC

11 S,.%arrsor, Cornell University, Phiotonics Center OIPI'[CAL INTERCONNECTS

Abstact- Te dsig an tet rstils o al inegrbleoptcal D. Nlikolas, 11. Craighread, and D. Brown, Cornell Unriver-sit
Abstact- Te deignandtes resltsof n rtegrbleoptcal F. I Iaas. 1). 1 loirev, Romte L alwrratorv, Surveillance & Phloonics

RS flip f1lo) is presented for use as anl optical memiory elemnitt D)irector-ate
iii ;ii optical processor. Logic arid memory devices consisting
of lasers, Aa;vegtjides, satuirable absorbers and( detectors have A\histlict WO p~t-eSetrt re'sults oit thle design. fabicat loll, l\lf or
bexen itntegra ted ornto a wafer of ra~s AIGaAs nitii it iquial r It iiliiprdcinan otn o ih(laiyofaxshla
\A.ell lieterostri cttitre. flire laser based ilertiory eletmetnt to Ie ill opi~ticA focus~)in arirtetings fof high qualty optical binaer
wta~~ted ti-ses laser (lrteiichitlg for the reset operatiton itid tile srI 1 Iicrfetv k s i at itlwl rgc s~c forca i nterconet afrtcall prv ietherfst
,it-ationi of aIb-.orptrori in inutiqtit trrlirr %%ell matterial tot- the ", i i se Iw rmalee sidceota i cr1 itil nercddor ii rets an e ptox Ilmr ist.l

opertio Th monlitic 1016010411.111of hisdevie soil( I CaIn on. Ililih rrAlity optical eiliements etible tirle rise of high
serve as a key cormrponent ftot- Opt ical Coitpi it i g Inl ftilt ut- Alir neIsi ols i rtce/r ltector t-a mys. We ha ye fa I ri cat ed an ti Ireqen
IForct. technrology.iirtteelrfete rtreitSi e r'etieifni.1
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vices into current hybrid wafer-scale computers. X/2 and X/4 Abstract - Chemical Spray pyrolysis has the potential to syn
constant phase surfaces are computed, and then approximated thes .ood quality large area films on irregularly shaped sub
by short line segments which form polygons. We will discuss strate t extremely low cost. In this process soluble salts, (ni-
the methods of dealing with patterning curved grating •. nic trates, acetates, or oxylates), of the metallic precursors are dis-
tures using what are inherently rectilinear lithography tools. We solved in solution and sprayed onto a heated substrate. The sur-
will also discuss the sensitivity to overlay misalignment be- face residue from the spray contains salt conmplexes which, after
teen the phase surfaces i other unavoidable fabrication er- thermal cycling, are then converted into metal oxides. In the
rors. Measured radiation patterns for fabricated binary optic re- first phase of this research Ba-Ca-Cu-O films were prepared
flective focusing gratings are compared to the calculated pat- and thallous oxides %%ere diffused into the films to form super-
tenis. Possible integration into current hybrid-scale packaging conducting phases of the TI-Ba-Ca-Cu-O system. In that re-
schemes are discuLssed. search it was found that glycerol could be used as a chemical

binder in the solution to tie all three metallic salts into a single

Proceedings, OSA OI'CON 91, Nov 3-8, 1991, San Jose chemical complex and later fused into microcrystallites. Al-
though these initial films were reproducible, (one exhibited a

phase transition (To (p= 0) ) of 111.5K), and demonstrated pref-
MEASUREMENTS OF LIGHT EMISSION erential c-axis orientation in the plane of the substrate, phase

DURIN(; TIHE CIIARGE-2 ELECTRON stability and low critical current densities remain a problem.

BEAM EXPERIMENT
This research will focus on resolving these problems by exam-

Neil I1. Myers, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reliabil ining experimental methods to improve the process, from the

ity Directorate perspectives of solution chemistry, deposition parameters, ther-
W. John Raitt, Physics Department, Utah State University rial conversion and annealing. Materials issues related to thedesign and construction of a "flexible" superconducting tape

will also be discussed. Finally, the relative advantages of using
Abstracnt carrhed tophotom-electron caablfeamsouning r t eA other ceramic materials, such as the highly anisotropic Bi-Sr-
per,'imnent carried tw'o photometers capable of measuring 3914 Ab'a-uOo (dC)C).xsstmwihcnb

ligt eisson.On phtomtervieedtheregon hrogh Pb-Ca-Cu-O or (Nd,Ce)2CU)4-x systems, Which can be
light emnission. One photometer viewed the region through sprayed and thermally cycled in a single process st,-.',rid re-

which the electron beam propagated away from the rocket. The c e dtaydiso er ed i n syst e which ' -. nd ru-

second photometer was located opposite to the electron gun ap- perconductitg properties bit lower temper, p.,ase transi-

erture and viewed along tile vehicle skin to observe light emis-
tions, (Tc(p= 0) _< 30K) , will also be contrasted and assessed.

sion in the sheath due to electrons accelerated by the vehicle po-

tential. Photometer measurements were obtained during elec-
tron emission from 115 kin to 262 kim. The release of cold net- International Symposium on Magnetic Suspension Technology,
tral nitrogen gas increased the light emission in both the beam NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va. 23665 August

and the sheath often by more than an order of magnitude. The 19-23, 1991

light emission measured by the beam photometer was linearl)
dependent on the beam current, indicating that no beamplasnia PROCESSING- AND RADIATION-
discharge occurred. Thie sheath photometer measurements de- PRODUCED DEFECTS IN InP SOLAR
creased as the flight time increased, showing a presumed de- CELLS
pendence on the outgassing from the rocket.

American Geophysical Union Spring Meeting, Baltimore, MD, P. J. Drevinsky and C. E. Caefer, Rome Laboratory, Electro-

May 31, 1991 magnetics & Reliability Directorate
C. J. Keavriey, Spire Corporation

RECENT PROGRESS TOWARDS Abstract - This report describes the detection, characterization,

DEVELOPING A SUPERCONDUCTING and detennination of the stability of processing- and radiation-

MAGNET FOR MAGNETIC BALANCE produced defects in p-type indium phosphide by means of Deep

S I HGII-TC CERAMIC Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS). Samples consisted of
chips of solar cells and portions of wafers from which solarSI IPERCONDUCTORS. cells were fabricated. Irradiations with I -MeV electrons were at

room temperature. Comparison of defects detected in cells wAith
R J Andrevs, Rome L ,boratory, Electromagnetics & Reliabil junctions fabricated by ion itnplantation and by epitaxial tech-
ity Directorate niques reveals major differences. For samples with implanted



junctions, prominent defects are present in as-fabricated cells system w.r.t. homogeneity of the glass, phase development and
and are hole traps at Ev+ 0.46 eV and + 0.49 eV. Upon electron microstructure control
irradiation, the concentration of the shallower level decreases
and that of the deeper one increases. Samples with epitaxial American Ceramic Society Annual Meeting, Cincinnati, OH,
junctions, however, showed no DLTS peaks before irradiation. April 28-May 2, 1991
After I -MeV electron irradiation, two dominant defects are ob-
served along with two deeper levels in smaller concentrations.
The dominant defects have activation energies of Ev+ 0.30 eV
and + 0.38 eV. No minority carrier traps were detected. Studies SURFACE IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS
were mainly on samples with epitaxial junctions. The carrier re-
moval rate after a fluence of 1.OE+ 16 electrons/cm2 was 3.4. OF THIN FILM SUPERCONDUCTORS AT
Effects of thermal and injection anneal on DLTS samples and MILLIMETER WAVE FREQUENCIES
companion solar cells will be presented. Defects were corre-
lated with critical parameters of solar cells. J. S. Derov, C. Chin, A. Drehman, and R. J. Andrews, Rome

Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reliability Directorate
Third International Conference on Indium Phosphide and Re- E. Cohen, ARCON Corporation
lated Materials, April 1991, Cardiff, Wales, U.K.

Abstract - The surface impedance of thin superconducting

EVIDENCE FOR PHASE SEPARATION IN films has been measured at millimeter wavelengths. The copper

Bi-Ca-Sr-Cu-O SYSTEM cavities were used to measure the temperature dependence of
the superconducting thin films at 35, 52, and 56 G-l~z and nio-
bium cavities at the same frequencies were used to measure the

Osama H. EI-Bayoumi, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & frequency dependence at 4 K. The 4 K measurement was used
Reliability Directorate to establish a lower limit for the surface resistance of the tem-

perature dependence. A f2 model was used to fit the frequency
Abstract - A glass-crystallization route has been widely used to dependence of the measurements. Superconducting films vary-
fabricate superconductors in the Bi-Ca-Sr-Cu-O system. The ing in thickness from 1.7 to 0.3 microns were measured. When
microstructure of a glass is important because it affects the nu- the film thickness and the penetration depth are on the same
cleation and crystallization processes during the crystallization order magnitude radiation leakage occurs though the sample.
of a glass. Glasses were prepared by mixing appropriate pow- This causes an increase in the measured value of the surface re-
ders, melting and splash quenching. The resulting glass showed sistance. The measured surface resistance data has been cot-
phase separation by XRD, DTA, and TEM. The results of a de- rected for radiation loss. This data will be presented and dis-
tailed study of phase separation will be presented. In addition, cussed, along with the surface reactance measurements made at
the effect of phase separation on crystallization will also be dis- 35 GHz.
cussed. * This work supported by the RADC Laboratory Director's

Fund.
American Ceramic Society Annual Meeting, Cincinnati, OH,
April 28-May 2, 1991 American Physical Society Meeting, March 1991, Cincinnati

Ohio
MICROSTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT OF
Bi-BASED HIGH Tc SUPERCONDUCTORS Y-Ba-Cu-O S-N-S JUNCTIONS
70 ROM A GLASS CERAMIC ROUTE

A. J. Drehman, B. L. MacDonald and R. J. Andrews, Rome
Osama H. EI-Bayoumi, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reliability Directorate
Reliability Directorate P.M. Tedrow*, Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory.

Abstract - The fabrication of high Tc materials in the Bi-Ca-Sr Abstract - In order to make practical SQUID's and related cir-
-Cu-O system with oriented microstructure via glass-ceramic cuitry, it is necessary to be able to make Josephson weak links
route is limited by inhomogeneities in the melt-quenches in a reproducible manner without having to rely on substrate de-
glasses due to phase separation and unmelted CaO-rich phase. fects. We have made trilayer S-I-S structures which exhibit a
Homogeneous glass is necessary for controlled nucleation and high resistivity (> 109 ohm-cm at 200 K) for a 20 to 200 nm in-
unidirectional crystallization of a desired phase. In this report, sulating layer. By utilizing an ion milled via through the insula-
we present our recent efforts in the Pb-doped Bi-Ca-Sr-Cu-O tor, the superconducting layers are connected with a thin film of
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gold to form an S-N-S junction. This technique permits the Abstract - This paper will discuss the integration of opticaltop-
study of the insulating layer's quali1y prior to device fabrica- toelectronic processing functions capable of operating on inul-
tion. These junctions support a sr, -urrent through the gold. tiple C31 signals/data such as, surveillance, Electronic Support
The electrical properties of these d• •ions will be presented. Measures (ESM), communication, intelligence, imaging. The

processor will operate on a broad spectrum of signals (HF to IR)

*Air Force University Research Fellow at Rome Air Develop- provided by multispectral passive sensors, bistatic ESM, IR

ment Center. cameras, and multi-mode/band radar. The developed processor
will support processing requirements for multifunction airborne

American Physical Society Meeting, March 1991, Cincinnati, surveillance and advanced space sensor systems. In addition,

Ohio this paper will examine optical processors for adaptive null
steering, adaptive beamfonning, signal excision, and general

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS OF AN pos computation.

ACTIVE APERTURE PHASED ARRAY The design of this processor will be based on utilizing the mas-

ANTENNA sive parallelism provided by optical interconnects and switches
in addition to all optical memory for high volume but small

Livio D. Poles, Edward Martin, and James Kenney, Rome Lab- size. Rapid access and interconnection of memory to the pro-

oratory, Electromagnetics & Reliability Directoi. e cessor and its attendant effect will be critical to the design. The
processor, as envisioned, will be capable of delivering greater

than one trillion operations such as content addressable mem-Ab,.oract - Transmit and receive modules (T/R) utilizing GaAs

monolithic microwave integrated circuit (M IC) tchnolo ory comparisons, per second throughput and will utilize three-

for amplifiers, attenuators, and phase shifters are becoming dimensional optical memory and optical interconnects in the

tegral components for a new generation of radars. These com- implementation. The processor will be hybrid, marrying digital
electronic modules enhanced by optical interconnects, optical

ponents, when used on the aperture of low sidelobe electroni- swic and optical inter active,

cally steerable antennas, require careful alignment and calibra-

tion at multiple stages along the RF signal path. This paper de- rapidly reconfigurable machine. This high performance optical
scribesaultiplstageaon the alibro tusd pto Ti pprocessor will be able to integrate the following C31 systems:
scribes the calibration techniques used to measure the perfor- Automatic Signal Identification, Null Steering in high density
mance of an active 64 element S-band phased array antenna
that employs TR modules at every element. RF component per- cessing, and Imagery.

fonnance and phased array sidelobe characteristics are pre-
sented and discussed. "Integrated C31 Optical Processor," Robert L. Kaminski, July

1991, Proceedings of the International Society for Optical En-
Proceedings of the fourteenth Antenna Measurement Tech- gineering, Volune 1564
nique Association, October 1991, Boulder, Colorado

INTEGRATED C31 OPTICAL PROCESSOR

Robert L. Kaminski, Rome Laboratory, Command, Control, &
Communications Directorate
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E PHCOTbNTTCS Ch(arles L,. NWoizxs, Rome Laboratory, Electrotniagnetics & Reli-
AZA'A'.~L~R Liability Directorate

OIYH AL P ASE ONJU A'11 N WIH A Abstract Mlanv, optical itnage processing opeirations such as
OI~I'CAL PASE ONJUG TION IM20 0(1 MICetilianceInent ia be petfornied by suitable linear Spatial
501)1 N RAM N L SERfilters,. A broader class of operations is mnade available by ex

eni idiig thius techniu i e to nonidinear fithers. An example of this is
J I X'nogitine Tufts Ui tiixrsit'N tiet use of a opih iconlinicatity for conversion ofnndltipli-
I S Kane -I 1) R. Hemcmenir, Rome I tdsratory, FL.ectromac aietoAdt\ itc In tIi .ok .edmntaeta hs
netics & RelmaiilitN D~irectorate preserving thiresholding in (lie Fourier plan~e which linearly

traisnilits signals above a certain intensity, reduces additive Sig
Abstr-act Nc.<i, thrna enicesditrs nteue tal dependcnt noise, such as noise fromt coherent artifacts,
of rL'S. ilt .;icSNI3tenis for perfonining optical -w\avefront iniage defects atnd utiifonriiv noise.
cotI1J y i s !,)I '1*1ý,11rest h as arisen beca use resonant svstet ms

are th tic-rk ftast , %ithI resp~onse times, in the nanosecond
range. I oeeresonant systemis tend to have lower efficicn Publ islied in GSA Topical Meeting on Photorefractive Materi
c les andl greater opt itaI powecr requirements than dot plie als and] Devices Conf. P'roceedings, July 1991 (Conf. -Be.verly,
toretrictiv.e crystals, such as BaTiO3i III this paper, w~e explore MIA)
the ~ iltvof' using a hi ghI v effic ienit Rami an laser in a so
(Initni va pr cel I to obtai fiii cli cict phase conjugation at greatllv
reduced optical poxer dlensities. hi this detmonstration we use a MUUI'IPLICATIVE TO ADDITIVE
self piunix'pd Utne1ar cavity) coiater for simplicity. With this SPECKLE NOISE CONVERSION VIA
setiup, . (, have achieved phlase wonjugatc reflectivities of 2¶' PAS A CEL TONW(
\%i tti it iptilt po~kers, of only 20 \V/cmi Th1 is is otly 2q of the op) P A EC N EL A INWT
tical power density p~reviouisly reported to obtaiti comparable IPIOTOREFRACTIVE PHASE
retlecti'. ity wkith a self puimped scheme in sodium vapo~r. CONJUTGATORS

Procedigs,199 AnualMeeingOptcalSocetyof merca 1. A. Khourv atid MI. Cronin-Golomb, Tufts University, Electro-
Optics Techntology Center

IMIPACT OF SECONI)ARY CENTERS ON A. NI. Bieniacki, Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc.
THlE WAVELENGTH DEPENDENCE OF Charles L. W'otxls, Rome Iaboratory, Electromagnetics & Reli-

THlE PIIOTOREFRACTIVE EFFECT IN ability Directorate

BARIUM TITANATE

Abstract - A new technique for dealing with multiplicative
Getorge A Brost, Romei Laiboratory, Surveillance & IPlotomiics complex speckle tioise on cohierently imiagedUamplitude objects

Direcorateis presented. This technique uses phase cancellatioti via qna

dratic tioilinearitN to convert the multiplicative tnoise inito addi-
Abstract 'We diis;cuss the imlpact of secondary centers otn the tive nioise on the Fourier spectrum. This is accomplished uising
", vvletigtli dependetice of the pliotorefractive effect in a noisy fimage as the punmpand a clean platiar reference beamas
BaTi( .; T1he presenice of those traps cati lead to such results as the probe in a (degenierate four-wave mixing phase conjugator.
a Aaivcletigthi depend~enit effective emupty trap concentration The cou nterpropagat itg ptump is provided by the phase conju-

gate of the nloisy image front a total internal reflection self-
Con~ference Otil I .C17-ser Aectro Optics (C1,1G), 12- 17 May putiped phase conijugator whose input is the ticoisy image trans-
'91 in] Baltimore, Nil), /199/ Techntical Digest ,Series Volume 10, tuitted through the first crystal. The phase conjugate output is
Con~ference Edition. read off fromi the clean probe, the remaining noise on the Foum

ncer spectrum of the output imiage is additive and catn be re

PHIOTOREFRACTIVE DEAMIPLIFICATI(N tmoved( by riotilitiar filltering in the Fourier plane.

FOR ARTIFACT NOISE REDUCTION
P'ubl ish ed iii CSA T1opic-il Meetin- on Photorefractive Materi -

Jeim Khioury atid Mark C'ronuin Golotibh, flJectro Optics Tech als and IDevices Conf. P~rceeding, July 1991l (Cotif. Beverly,
tiohr g'il(ener, 'Tifts UIN tt'iivrty MA)
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FORCES ON THREE-LEVEL ATOMS SPIE Conference on Optical Data Storage '91, Vol. 1499,25-27

INCLUDING TRAPPED-STATE Feb 91.

CONTRIBUTION
THE BERYLLIUM SCATTER ANALYSIS

M. S. Shahriar, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Re- PROGRAM
search Laboratory of Electronics
P. R. Hemmer, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reliabil- J. L. Behlau, E. M. Granger, J.J. Hannon and M. Baumler, East-
ity Directorate man Kodak Company, Federal Systems Division
N. P Bigelow and M. G. Prentiss, AT&T Bell Laboratories J. F Reilly, Rome Laboratory, Surveillance & Photonics Direc-

torate

Abstract - In this paper we present a new calculation of the
force on a stationary three-level atom in a bichromatic standing- Abstract - Many groups today are researching the characteris-
wave light field. Contrary to other theoretical treatments, which tics of beryllium, in an attempt to find ways of producing high
ignore optical pumping into the tapped state, we find that a sta- quality (low scatter) stable beryllium optics. This paper dis-
tionary atom experiences no force when there is no difference cusses a two part study in which 1) an attempt is being made to
frequency detuning (i.e., when A = 0). However, when there is determine the best, raw beryllium mixture and preparation, ma-
a nonzero differential detuning (A * 0) there can be force com- chining and polishing processes, test and analysis methods, and
ponents that vary in both the wavelength of the optical fields 2) a proposed model for the prediction of scatter from beryllium
and their beat wavelength. This stimulated force can be much surfaces (based on a knowledge of surface and subsurface inter-
larger than the maximum spontaneous force associated with actions with incident wavelengths) will be refined against em-
this system. To obtain a simple physical interpretation of this pirical data. We discuss design of the experiment, the model,
force, the problem is treated in a basis that is formed from sym- and some of the early results.

metric I + ) and antis nmmetric I - ) linear combinations of the
atomic ground states. 218 / SPIE Vol. 1530 Optical Scatter: Applications, Measure-

ment, and Theory (1991)

Proceedings, 1991 Annual Meeting, Optical Society of Amer-
ica NON-LINEAR OPTICAL BEHAVIOR OF

GLASSES AND QUANTUM CLUSTERS IN
IUGH-PERFORMANCE OPTICAL DISK GLASS
SYSTEM FOR TACTICAL APPLICATIONS

Osama H. EI-Bayounmi, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics &

Mr. Fred Haritatos, Rome Laboratory, Intelligence & Recon- Reliability Directorate

naissance Directorate

Abstract - Optical non-linear behavior in solids results from a

Abstract - Optical disk storage offers several advantages which variety of processes which affect their local polarizability. This

are critical to tactical military applications. These advantages paper reviews 3 major sources of non-linear optical behavior

include: high data storage capacity, immunity to head crashes based on the 3rd order susceptibility in glasses and glasses con-

and data loss due to vibration and shock, fast random data ac- taining semiconductor quantum clusters, and one source of

cess, removable recording media and reduced susceptibility to electro-optical behavior based on the second order susceptibil-

nuclear radiation effects. In order to fully develop and ity. Recent measurements on silica-germania glasses which

demonstrate these inherent features, an R&D program was ini- support the formation of permanent optical gratings, on heavy

tiated entitled: Tactical Optical Disk System (TODS). Under cation and anion glasses with large Kerr effect, on doped

this program, a suite of three Advanced Development Models glasses with notable two photon absorption and on semicon-

(ADM) will be developed, flight tested and transitioned to the ductor quantum dots in glass are reported. The mechanisms of

Air Force. Arewritable storage material, based on magneto-op- optical non-linearity and the relative change in the refractive

tics (M-O) technology, was selected since it provides a user index and absorption coefficient associated with each process

with the ability to read, write and erase digital data. Currently, are discussed.

the TODS equipment suite will use both 5.25 and 14-inch diam-
eter recording material on a glass substrate for better perfor- 5th International Conference On Ultrastructure Processing 17-
mance under military conditions. 21 February 1991, Orlando, Florida
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AN APPLICATION OF OPTICAL SIGNAL BINARY PHASE ONLY FILTER
PROCESSING: FINGERPRINT ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY
IDENTIFICATION

Jonathan S. Kane, Phil Hemmer, and Charles Woods, Rome

Kenneth H. Fielding, Joseph L. Horner, and Charles K. Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reliability Directorate
Jehad Khoury, Electro-Optics Technology Center, Tufts Uni-Makek~au, Rome I.,boratory, Electromagnetics & Reliability ver-sity

Directorate

Abstract - An associative memory is implemented using a Bi-
Abstract - We describe an optical fingerprint identification sys- nary Phase Only Filter as the memory element. In the current
tern that optically reads a latent fingerprint for correlation using architecture, if the input contains any part of the set of stored
a binary joint transform correlator. The fingerprint is read using memories, then the entire set is retrieved at the output. In addi-
the total internal reflection property of a prism. The system was tion, the sharp autocorrelation peak and the high signal to noise
built, tested, and the experimental results are presented. ratio allows operation without necessitating a thresholding de-

vice.

SPIE Proceedings, 1991 SPIE Vol. 1564 Optical Information Processing Systems and

Architectures 111 (1991)

VARIABLE TIME DELAY FOR
RF/MICROWAVE SIGNAL PROCESSING SILICON-GERMANIUM AND

SILICON-ON-INSULATOR INTEGRATED

Edward N. Toughlian, Rome Laboratory, Surveillance & Pho- OPTICS

tonics Directorate

Henry Zmuda, Stevens Institute of Technology, Department of R. A. Soref, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reliability

Electrical Engineering Directorate
F Namavar, Spire Corporation

Abstract - This paper addresses the problem of dynamic optical Abstract - Silicon-based opto-electronics is an important
processing for the control of phased array antennas. The signif- emerging area of integrated optics with military applications.
icant result presented is the demonstration of a continuously The guided wavelength range is 1.2 - 20 pm. We believe that
variable photonic RF/microwave delay line. Specifically, it is SiGe-on-Si and Si-on-Si02-on-Si are practical waveguide
shown that by applying spatial frequency dependent optical "strategies". SOI offers tight confinement of optical modes,
phase compensation in an optical heterodyne process, variable sharp waveguide bends, and < 5 db/cm loss when the Si defect

RF delay can be achieved over a prescribed frequency band. density is kept low. SiGe/Si offers loose-to-tight mode binding
Experimental results which demonstrate the performance of the (depending upon the Ge concentration) and < 3 db/cm loss.
delay line with regard to both maximum delay and resolution SiGe/Si also opens a range of heterostructure strategies. Optical
over a broad bandwidth are presented. Additionally, a spatially modulation and switching are provided by the free-carrier
integrated optical system is proposed for control of phased array plasma effect in Si and SiGe (not including the new effects in
antennas. The integrated system provides mechanical stability, Si-Ge superlattices). Modulation is proportional to the electrical
essentially eliminates the drift problems associated with free depletion, accumulation, or injection of electrons and holes.
space optical systems, and can provide high packing density. The thennooptic effect can also be applied to modulation and
This approach uses a class of spatial light modulator known as switching.
a deformable mirror device and leads to a steerable arbitrary an-
tenna radiation pattern of the true time delay type. Also consid-ere isth abliy t utlie te ela lne s ageera potoic We have obtained 1.3 pm guiding in a 1500 A, CVD layer of
ered is the ability to utilize the delay line as a general photonic Geo018SiO.82 buried 2 pin beneath the surface of a Si wafer, and
signal processing element in an adaptive (reconfigurable) trans-
versal frequency filter configuration. Such systems are widely we simulated the operation of a 1.55 pm waveguided npn

applicable in jammer/noise canceling systems, broadband Si/GeSi/Si heterojtmction bipolar transistor, finding that a 400
pin-long device would give 10 dB of intensity modulation at
1019 electrons/cm3 injected into the GeSi base. We also investi-

gated vertical coupling and 3D integration of Si waveguides in
SPIE Vol. 1476 Optical Technology for Microwave Applica- a 6-layer SiO2-Si-SiO2-Si-SiO2-Si structure fabricated by
tions V(1991) SIMOX and epitaxy. Independent 1.3 pm guiding on two Si
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levels was observed when the intervening oxide was 3000 A studied the high intensity IR and visible PL in detail as a func-
thick; but the guided modes became coupled between Si levels tion of temperature (4-700 K), laser excitation energy (1.96-
for a 1200 A oxide separation. Currently, we are combining SO 3.80 eV), and laser pxcner (0.1-1000 moW). The measured shift
with SiGe by growing a selective-area Sit.5Geo 5 layer on an in the bulk silicon band gap was approximately linear from 300-
SO waveeuide for 1.3 pin photodetection. 700 K ( -0.22 meV/K), while the visible peak, red-shifted by -

-1.24 nieV/K over the same range. Below 300 K they both had
Workshop on Integrated Optics for Military Applications, comparable temperature dependences. The visible PL was in-
Huntsville, Alabama, 8 May 1991 vestigated at room tetiupelature in magnetic fields up to 15T; no

discernible shift in the peak position or change in the peak in-

ELECTRO;'iIECHANICAL OPTICAL tensmt\ was observed.
SWVITCIHING AND MODULATION IN

Symposium AA of the 1991 Fa', Meeting of the ,, .ials Re-
MICR( 'MACIIINED search Society, Boston, MA, December 3,1991

SILICON-ON-INSULATOR WAVEGUIDES

CARRIER INDUCED CHANGE IN
R. Watts and A. L. Robinson, Solid State Electronics Labora-
tory, Universi6 of Michigan REFRACTIVE INDEX OF Si,SiGe, InGaAsP
R. A. Soref, Rome Laboratory, Electroniagnetics & Reliability AND APPLICATIONS TO LOW-LOSS
Directorate PHASE MODULATORS AND SWITCHIES

Abstract - Novel monolithic waveguide structures are proposed Richard Soref, Rome Laboratory, Electroinagnetics & Reliabil-
for optical modulation, switching and opto-mechanical trans ity Directorate
duction using silicon-on-insulator technology. With etched well
techniques, thle silicon core of a silicon-on-silicon dioxide chan-tecniqes~he ilioncotof silicn-o-s I condioideclin- Abstract - Electrical "manipulation" of charge carriers is a
nel waveguide is formed into active optical devices which use Abstrac t E etrca l "ai ulation arg carrieimechanical deflection to alter the guided wave. Tlwo basic de- promising way to get electrooptical modulation and switching

mechnicl dfletio toaltr th gudedwav. To bsicde- in semiconductors. The prospects for devices are "good" in
vices, the micro-cantilever beam and the micro-bridge have In semiconductors The p ec for devices are "good" in
been modelled and analyzed. This paper is a theoretical evalua- group IV semiconductors (Si, Ge, SiGe alloys) and "better" inIII-V semiconductors. The advantage of GaAs and lnP materi-
tion of the voltage-controlled optical modulation and switching als stems from their direct gap compared to the indirect gap of
properties of these two devices.

Si and Ge. Although the free-carrier plasma effect is sizeable in
both Group IV and III-V materials, this effect is augmented in

1991 IFESilicon-on-Insulator Workshop,Vail,Colorado,Oc III-Vs by bandfilling and bandgap renormalization effects.

However, the plasiia effect stands virtually alone in Si and Ge.
The properties of bulk semiconductors differ from their quan-

NEA ,'i i R AND VISIBLE tunt-confined counterparts, and the features of superlattice and

PIIK" ý )LUMEINESCENCE STUDIES OF multiple-quantum-well structures are both unique and powerful

POROUS SILICON in applications. However, since other speakers will deal exten-
sively with quantum-confined structures, I shall focus on what
can be done with bulk materials. I will review the carrier-in-

E Namavar and N. M. Kalkoran, Spire Corporation duced changes in the complex index (An + i Ak) of Si, Ge, SiGe,

R. A. Soref, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reliability InP, GaAs, and lnGaAsP in the 1.3 - 1.6 pin fiberoptic wave-

Directorate length range, presenting mainly theoretical predictions and a
few experimental results. The real index of refraction was ob-

Abstract - We report photoluminescence emission and photolu- taimed from Kramers-Kronig inversion of differential absorp-

minescence excitation studies of porous silicon obtained from tion spectra. I shall illustrate the application of these index

p-type Si( lll) wafers over the range of 0.9-3.0eV (- 400-1400 changes to optical modulation and switching in channel-

nm). Strong IR emission above and below the bulk silicon band waveguide structures such as the interferometric Mach-Zehn-

gap at - 1.09 eV ( 1135 nim) at 300 K was observed. This himi - (ler intensity modulator and the 2 x 2 balanced-bridge switch.

nescence due to intrinsic band-to-band recombination, was The waveguided Si/SiGe/Si heterojunction-bipolar-transistor is

found to be enhanced by two orders of magnitude or more over another promising electrooptic device.

the IR spectrum from an unanodized wafer. The visible lumni
nescence peak that has been attributed to quantum confinement Mini Symposium on Optical Modulation using Semiconductor
effects in porous silicon was located at 18 eV (689 nm). We Plasmas, Grasinere, England, September 17,1991
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NON-LINEAR OPTICAL PROCESSES IN ADVANCES IN FABRICATION AND
GLASSES AND GLASS-BASED PROCESSING OF BULK OPTICAL
COMPOSITES COMPONENTS

Osama H. El-Bayoumi, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Osama H. El-Bayoumi, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics &
Reliability Directorate Reliability Directorate

Abstract - Optical non-linear behavior in solids results from a
variety of processes which affect their local polarizability. This Abstract - Extensive research in recent years has resulted in
paper reviews major sources of non-linear optical behavior novel and/or improved materials and fabrication processes for
based on the 3rd order susceptibility in glasses and glasses con- reflective and transinissive optical component substrates. While
taining semiconductor clusters, giving examples from our own specific requirements for materials and fabrication processes
studies. The mechanisms of optical non-linearity and the rela- depend on the application, typical goals include enhanced di-
tive change in the refractive index and absorption coefficient as- mensional stability, surface quality (figure and roughness), me-
sociated with each process are discussed. chanical integrity, lightweighting, reproducibility and fabrica-

bility (rapid fabrication in few stages as possible) . This paper
VII International Conference On The Physics Of Non-crystal- reviews selected advances in optical component substrate mate-
line Solids; 5 August 1991; Cambridge, England rials-for example, chemical vapor deposited ceramics and sol

gel derived glasses; substrate fabrication techniques-for exam-

ple spin casting, hot isostatic pressing and deposition on preci-
sion mandrels; and surface finishing-for example, ion beam
milling and multiply actuated membrane laps.

Symposium On Solid State Optical Materials, American Ce-
ramic Society Annual Meeting, Cincinnati, OH, April 28-May
2, 1991
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G. SIGNAL PROCESSING inient. The ground based jamnmer tests have been supplemented
by flight tests using a jamnmer aircraft (Little Crow) and a target

to introduce realistic dynamics to the nulling problem. This
flight data has also been processed off-line to minimize com-

PIHASED ARRAY SIMULATION WITH puter throughput requirements and to allow for fine tuning. As

NON-ISOTROPIC AND ISOTROPIC proof that the technology is translatable to the real world an

RADIATING ELEMENTS array processor was programmed to implement mainbeam
ECCM in real time.

Michael J. Callahan, Robert J. Denton, Jr., John C. Cleary, R Trty-Sixth Annual Tn-Serce Radar Sympo-
Rome Laboratory, Surveillance & Photonics Directorate Record of the Thirty-th naTS ie r m

siuan Record. WRDC-TR-90-1 146.

Abstract - Antenna patterns for a generic corporate-fed phased
array antenna were generated and analyzed at various scan an- SDI PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY
gles (boresight and thirty degree E-plane and H-plane beam
steering angles). Transmit/receive (T/R) module multiplicative Frederick D. Schmandt, Rome Laboratory, Command, Control,
amplitude and additive phase error effects, as well as the quan- & Communications Directorate
ttzation effects of four bit phase shifters, were taken into ac-
count. The array factor for the antenna at each of the above scan Abstract - This presentation details the real time signal process-
angles was generated and then multiplied by an element pattern ing program being conducted at Rome Laboratory under SDIO
to produce a far field pattern. This was done for two cases: 1) an sponsorship. This multifaceted program addresses hardware,
antenna having nicrosttip patch radiating elements; and 2) the software and architectural aspects, relating them to near and far

mie antennla, only having thin strip dipole radiating elements tenr Strategic Defense System (SDS) requirements. The focusin place of the mnicrostrip patches. The patterns generated were is on pushing relevant technology to obtain at least an order of
compared to those obtained for the samne antenra having iso- magnitude improvement, more typically 2 to 3 orders, in rele-tropic radiating elements intstead of realistic ones to demonstr-. antd mrvmnmr yial o3odri ee

vant parameters. On-going efforts in distributed processing ar-
ate the importance of having the capability to include element chitectures, scalar and vector processors, special purpose pro-
pattern effects in phiased array simulation runs. cessors and waferscale integration (WSI) packaging are sumn-

umarized. Their interrelationships are indicated within the con-IProceedlings of Computer Simulation Conference, 17 July text of overall SDS processing needs.

1990, Calgary, Alberta, Canada.

Conference of the American Defense Preparedness Associa-
"ADAPI'IVE MAINBEAM NULLING" tion, April 1990, University of Texas, Austin, TX.

Robert Purpura, Rome Laboratory, Surveillance & Photonics RADIATION HARDENED VECTOR
I ):rectorate
Robert Benrson, General Electric PROCESSOR - A mGH PERFORMANCE

PROCESSOR FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS
Abstract - Adaptive tnainbeam nulling experiments have been
performied for the purpose of reducing to practice certain theo- Frederick D. Schmandt, Rome Laboratory, Command, Control,
rettcal techniques for minimizing the effects of a jammer in tile & Comnmunications Directorate

,nainlohe of a radar. Rome Laboratory has built a 5120 dual po-
lariied phased array radar for the purpose of measuring the per Abstract - The Radiation Hardened Vector Processor (RHVP)
toriaminct., In a free space environment, of nulling algorithmlls is a versatile, high performance, programmable, scalar-vector
. ei" pe'ld to adaptively create mainlobe spatial and polariza processor capable of perforning 150 million floating-point op-

'h)iI atid sidt-1hbe -spatial nulls in the presence of a jainner erations per second (150 NFLOPS). Its flexible architecture,
Iliwse e-x peet is'rt , also deterliitled perfomtance limitations rich instnrction set and Ada progranmmlability enable the RHVP

awl the iii;or ( onirtnhtuors to thewe limitations, to address a wide range of signal processing problems, This

paper begins with an overview description of the RHVP archi-
Multiple experirments have been conducted using ground based tecture and brassboard implementation. Brassboard peffor-
Iii�,.r•in (til variotis antentina configurations and canceller al mance obtained for a multiple target tracking scenario is pre-

iilhuis Tlhis- test (data was processed off line and analyzed sented and contrasted with a scalar only implementation. The
ind Lmipared to theoretical performance levels for each exper paper concludes with a discussion of enhancements to the ar-
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architecture atnd itnplenientatlott that are cuirrentlly 11nd(ervay to i~ ~ fnnz dtNIiel iaiiatrr i~ li i'

e volve thet RIIVPI itito n space quailifiable produict. ter comparisonis. Thie 1":111111a yield fillktion is Ifore comImol)j
and represents.a more accur;aiv predlictioni for yield of coumplex

First Annual Fire Control Symposium, Oct 1990, i. S. Air microcircuits, however, tlit' C00tt660eti of' Varian1ce! COI~ailk-dn
Force Academy, Colorado Spring%, CO. within theL e-quation varied greatly between the differi-mt

iiuimiitifadtirinig prx't'sses and was not ':tsily obtainable. If the-
FuSIO AND RESEN A'IJO OF contraictor could meet the yield rv(mitrenmei1%l using hIlk- PoissomnFUSIN A D PR SENATIO OFequation which was a very pessitulisli "estimate, thetn thilt prob

MUILrI-SENSOR DATrA ability of yielding sufficient produictionl devices was high. 11h.
problemts el icounitt'red l'SSM:IS learned during ilk- eva mi

Todd P. Ilunilsbon, Rome Laboratory, C'ommand, Control, & tionl will also Ibeicusd For example the'- electrical test daut
Comimunications Directorate fronm the ring osc'illator anid delay Johisont comittitr was to bte

compared to sinnilation dlata obitainedl fromn the conitractors. I'lie
Abstract -Command and control centers are continually fixturing and loading of the devices re-mainied Coi~siamit for all
receiving newly developed or previously unavailable senisor ini- four contraclors during el-ctrical testing, however, fihe simull-
formnationi. T1his iniformiation must be mxade available to sevem l tion conditions vrt~ wteahothcorctrs. twsdf
workstations in thfe, command and control environment based ficult to determline thle loading schemets uised it) fihe simulations.

on tat orksatin's pplcaton. he olletiv volme f t is'Ilierefore only general comparisons be'tween sinuilatioim results
data cani,at times, overload thle wvorkstation and/or thle operator. anelcraltt tawrpsib.
Thlerefore, dlata reduction techniques suich as fusion and filter-
ing mutst he employed. Sensible presentationl of this informnation Uniiversity/G~overnmenitii/I ndutstmy Mircrocirciait Symtposim,
can also expedite the performnance of the command and control Jtille 1991
function.

8th Annual Conference onl C2 Decision Aids, Ft. McNair, KNOWLEDGE-BASEI) TRACKING
Washington D.C., 26 June 1991 ALGORITHM

ASSESIN PE FOR ANC OFAllan r. Corheil and Linda I Iawkinis, Techntology Service Cor-
STANDARD EVALUATION CIRCUITS FOR poration
RADIATION HARDENED 32 BIT Pauil Gilgaillon, Rome L~aboratory, Suirveillance & Phiotonics
PROCESSOR Directorate

Nancy A. Koziarz, Rome ILaboratory, Electromagnetics & Abstract - This paperdescribe~s thne Kinowledge-Ilased Trackiiig
Reliability Directora te (KBT) algorithm that was recently demonistrated in real-time-

flight, tests conducted at the Air Force's Rome Laborat.
Abstract - As part of the Rome Laboratory's Radiation Har- (AFRL). In KBT processing, thle radar signal in each resoltition
dened 32 Bit Processor developmient program there was a need cell is thresholded at a lower fihat nonnal setting to better detect
to evaluiate the. four phase I contractors to insure they possessedI lowv observable (LO) targets. Additionald signal p~rocessing, in-
the ability to accurately design, model and fabricate devices cluding knowledge-based spectral and spatial acceptance tests
capable of ineetimng thle requirements of the final 32 bit proces- and Technology Service Corporation't; (TSC) Track-Before-
sor chip set, To facilitate comparisons between contractors a Detect (TBD) algorithm, were then applied to the mnsteared
Standard Evaluation Circuit (SEC) was selected. 1This was use.d dlata to detect target tracks. Thle '1111l) algorithmn. which was,
as a gauge to evaluate thle. contitrctors wafer yield level, originally described in the 1980 Tri Service Symposium
reliabtility andf perfortuance it a ttonnal anid radiahiotn enivironi- Record, uses knowledge of' thle sensor hnoise vinvironmenti andl
metit onl thle finial product. The contractors were required ito target kin ematics to soil. L0 target tracks frott random false
deliver four lots of product over a four tmonth time period. alann events, It consists of (1) formuing tentative track itemlplates

for each threshold cross~ing, (2) a~pplyintg knowledge-based as-
This paper will discuiss the testing perforined onl the devices and sociation rules, to the range, Doppler, and az.imiuth mieasumre-
the mnethodology used to complying and comparing tlke data mnents from successive scans, and (3) using ant NI-association-
from the four contractors to allow valid comparisons. TheW cal- ouit-of-N-scan rule to declare a (k'tection.1This scanl-to-scan1 in
culatlott for final produict yield from the SEC yield data had to tegration enhances thle probabiility of 1.0 target detection while
be tailored for this study. The Poisson estimate of yield was 11.flnaitntinitg a low output fiuealaiinn,111 rate,
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For a real-tmie demionstration of tile KBT algorithm, the L- By cniployinp. ýtacked hybrid waft r scale integration arid a new
band radar at AF`RL was used to illuminate small Cessna 3 10 memory Packaging approach, the WSVP achieves very low
and Seneca 11 test aircraft. The received radar signal %%as digi- size, weight, and power, while the super-scalar vector architec-
tized and process;ed by a ST- 100 ArrY Processor and a pair ot lure sustains high throughput on important signal processing
VAX comlputers. IIn these tests, the KBT algorithmn provided 9 problems. Since the basic element of the WSIVP requires only

10 tO 13 of improvement relative to single scan perforniance. about one square inch of area within a hybrid wafer scale sub-
xtiltha nominal real time delay of less than one secotnd between strate, a wide variety of multi-elemnent WSVP architectures can
iltttinitnatiomiand display. t- considered for any particular application.

37th Annual *Fri-Service Rtadar Sympositum, Jun 91, Peterson

AFII, Colorado Springs, CO The WSVP development has closely relied upon thle family of
advanced compuiter-aided design (CAD) tools which surround
the [EEE StandLird 1076, VHSIC Hardware Description 1-an-

ARCHITECTURE FOR SURVIVABLE guage (VIIDL). The cetntral elements of the VHDL toolset in.
SYSTEM PROCESSING (ASSP) dlUde the descriptive language itself, the analyzer (i.e. coin-

[)iler), and thle simutlator.1The basic tools are available from sev-

Richtard J Wotxl, Rome Laboratory, Surveillance & Photonics eral vendors and primarily support design modeling anid hierar-
l~i retoratechical simnulationi These tools are supplemented with an ever

growing list of peripheral CAD tools which interface to the

.\bsiact [he ASSP Program is a niultiphase effort to iinple- IEEE standard language to support functions like high level at-
int-tii DOD)l and comrilydvlpdhg-ehhardware, chitecttiral assessment, design verification, design synthesis,

ý idtkre and architectutres for reliable space avionics and an Aa compiler generation.

Frouimd lxmwd systemlis. System configuration options provide

pireo'"ulg Capabilities to address Time Dependent Processing Proceedings, GOMAC '91
( IMll't O bject D~ependent Processing (ODP) and Mis~siott De-
14hlerit l'rocessittg (M1DP') requirements through Open System

*\rlutec treOSA) alternatives that allow for the enhance
tcilti. mtcorporation and capitalization of a broad range of de MILTI-SPEAKER CONFERENCING OVER

tent1111 ;1.ýSeis. I ligli techntology developments of hiardware, NARROXVBAND CHANNELS
nte.rmte~orkmng models address technology challenges of

lotg 110ceo lf titmes, fault tolerance, reliability, throughput,
tsittortos, radiation hardening, size, weight, power (SWVAP) T'. Champion, Roume Laboratory, Electromlagnetics and Reli-

iridsecuityability Directorate

Prtoceetdings. GOMAC 91

Abstract - A technique for digital conferencing over tiar-

DESIGNING A WVAFER-SCALE VECTOR rowbaiid channels is proposed which allows for the represetita-

PROCESSOR USING VIIDL tiomi of multiple simutltanieouts speakers. Theli technique takes ad-
%aniage of thle properties of multi-rate parametric vocoders

(x%%hicli includes a Sinuisoidal Transformn Coder and a Multi-
Riclhard W, Lindernian and Ralph L.. Kohler, Jr., Roume L'ibora Band Excitation Vocoder, as well as embedded coders). Thle
~.owx. Sturveilliruce & Photonics Directorate techniquje described herein performis signal summation in a

mannier similar to analog conferences, however, signal stimima -
At-Ar.it I'lue Wafer Scale Vector Processor (WSV1P) is a flex iion IS d~(lteTeCd to thle termlinal. 'lb maintain quality tor a single

'ihl. luii_, peft'~ it titce, uttilti element suiperscalar vector pro- speaker while allowing miultiple speakers, the technique adap-
e-(""Or Arclitttc ime h ttig dev-,eloped by the Air Force Rome tively alIlocates channel bandwidth based onl the number of
jis 'rutor id ath te Air Im-rce Institute of Technology tinder Spea kers to be represenied Development is in progress on a

' I)lIt) ,jhun,,otsIhIp te NVS VI'add htresses a wide rani ge ot ItighI svstimu i that a Ilo\% s t \. o slitmultaneous speakers,, alIthough ithtree
pcirtottit.uince (otiptttitug reqult-mtemints from real time, emibedt "iti1tultainvotis speiker-s is achievable.
'tel. l'.u-,d sI~iyttl ploce'itg ito floatitig [otint coprocessors it

tiý It-- te', cktp i rsa ltssl' u lasses of sumpercomtputt
1111, phi,'ttu, ItI bet~~ een. there are- imany applications. ito P1111bttshid III the proceedings of tile IFEEE W~orkshop onl Speech

H1a i d~indmi-Nid irnusytem requjirilig high throughiput ( odltg i'r f'~lt-lcom III IIiritications, September 1991
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MULTI-RATE STC AND ITS APPLICATION MULTICHANNEL DETECTION USING A
TO MULTI-SPEAKER CONFERENCING MODEL-BASED APPROACH

R. J. McAulay and T. F. Quatieri, Lincoln Laboratory, M.I.T.T.J. MCh ap nd RomeLincoln Laboratory, Eectromagetics JReiab i . H. Michels, Rome Laboratory, Surveillance & Photonics Di-T. Champion, Rome Laboratory, Eiectroinagnetics & Reliabil- retae
yDietorte rectorate

ity Diretorate P Varshney and D. Weiner, Syracuse University

Abstract - It has been shown that speech of very high quality
can be synthesized using a sinusoidal model when the ampli- Abstract - This paper considers the Gaussian multichannel bi-
tudes, frequencies, and phases are derived from a high-resolu- nary detection problem. A multichannel generalized likelihood
tion analysis of the short-time Fourier Transform. Several tech- ratio is implemented using a model-based approach when the
niques for parameterizing the amplitudes, frequencies, and signal is assumed to be characterized by an autoregressive (AR)
phases to allow for effective coding at bit rates between 2.4 and vector process. Detection performance is obtained for the spe-
8.0 KBPS are discussed. In particular, the amplitudes are coded cial case where the underlying processes are assumed to have
using a cepstral envelope, the frequencies are coded using a har- known autoregressive process parameters. Specifically, results
monic model of speech, and the phases are derived from a voic- for two-channel signal vectors containing various temporal and
ing measure and the minimum phase envelope. Since the samne cross-channel correlation are obtained using a Monte-Carlo
model is used at all bit rates, translation between bit rates can be procedure. These results are compared to known optimal detec-
done in the parameter domain independent of the original tion curves.
speech waveform. This feature is exploited in the Rome Labo-
ratory (RL) multi-speaker conferencing system, where rate-
conversion at a conferencing bridge is performed to accommo- 1991 International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Sig-
date multiple speakers during collisions. nal Processing, 14-17 May 1991, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Proceedings of the IEEE MILCOM 91 Conference, November
1991
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H. COM PUTER SCIENCE Section III provides a brief suninIary, and section IV providesa
list of references which were used in the preparation of the

paper

A DISTRIBUTED ENVIRONMENT FOR AJAA (American Institute of Aeronautics-Astronautics) Conl-

TESTING COOPERATING EXPERT ference Proceedings, 24 Oct 91

SYSTEMS
DISTRIBUTING OBJECT-ORIENTED

Capt Jeffrey D. Grinishaw and Craig S. Anken, Rome Labora- SIMULATION LANGUAGES
tory, Command, Control, & Commumications Directorate

Abstract - This paper discusses the Advanced Artificial Intelli- Clifford D. Kniivieda (Sponsored by the Air Force Office of

gence Technology Testbed (AAITT) being sponsored by Rome Scientific ResearchlAFSC)
James II. L-,ivton, Rome Laboratory, Commnand, Control, &

Laboratory. The purpose of this testbed is to provide a powerful Colnn1lunicatlons Directorate

environment for integrating dissimilar software systems includ-

ing expert systems, conventional software, databases, and sill
ulations distributed over a network. In addition, this testbed will Abstract - The object-oriented computer simulation language

provide measurement and analysis tools for evaluating the re ERIC, developed during an in-house project at the Rome Air

stilts of the various user-supplied software components. Development Center (RADC), was studied to detennine its ap-
plicability to distributed programming. Recent published re-

AGARD Conference Proceedings 499, May 1991, Lisbon Por stilts in distributed object-based languages and distributed ob-

tugal ject-based simulations were studied. These results suggest that

speedups obtained by distributing object -oriented simulation
languages are not easy to realize. A distributed version of ERIC,

SOFTWARE LIFE CYCLE SUPPORT called DERIC, was implemented at the Center, showing that

ENVIRONMENT (SLCSE) PROJECT extending an object-oriented simulation language into the dis-

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (SPMS): NOT tributed paradignl is feasible.

JUST ANOTHER PROJECT MANAGEMENT
TOOL 1991 Summer Computer Simulation Conference, Baltimore,

Maryland, 22-24 July 1991

James R. Milligan, Rome Laboratory, Command, Control, &

Comnmnicatiors Directorate TAGALOG: A NULL SUBJECT LANGUAGE
WITII VARIANT MORPIHOLOGY

Abstract - The paper describes the Software Life Cycle Support
Environment (SLCSE) Project Management System (SPMS). Michael L. Mc I Iale and Leticia S. Mc Hale, Rome Laboratory,

SLCSE (pronounced "slice") is a computer-based framework Command, Control, & Communications Directorate
for the instantiation of Software Engineering Environments

(SEEs) that are tailored to accommodate the specific needs of Abstract - The last decade has seen a lot of discussion on those
software development projects. SPMS is an extension of languages that allow null subjects, the so called pro-drop lan-

SLCSE that provides advanced project management capabili- guages. This discussion started based on data from Spanish and
ties. Italian. The first explanation for these data wvas a rich morphol-

ogy, since these languages are highly morphological in nature
Since SPMS is an extension of SLCSE, section I begins with an Huang's work in Chinese however, demonstrated that null sub-

overview of ST.CSE. The process of project management is jects can be found in languages with no morphology. This re-

then discussed in terns of its interrelated activities (i.e., plan- stilted in a dichotomized approach. Subsequent changes to the

ning, tracking, mlonitoring, assessmnent, adjtustmrient, and report- theory were the result of numerous exceptions to tile then cur-

Ing). rent model. Aiiong languages considered in this stage were

German, Dutch, Portuguese, Japanese and Irish. The final result
Section II begins with a discussion of the purpose, intended of all this iterative polishing was Jaeggli and S.fir's proposal

users, operational concept, modes of operation, and the various that null subjects are licensed by a uniforn morphology (i.e.,

automated tools of SPMS. Special features of SPMS, particui either all of the forns are imorphologically complex or none of

larly in the context of SLCSE, are then described. them are).
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Thiis pIper presenL'lts ragalOg as a cot nter e\:iniplo to hIIus itit xle. I :-\bstract Rome Laboratory has pioneered the use of finite el
A miemInbr ot the Philippine grouip of Austronesiani languages, enlient analysis ([LA) ats a compuiter-aided enginieering tool to
I'gl L ,is bC 15aconigurational language \xith variant mnorpholowx design reliability into niew and emerging electronic techntolo
thiat allox% s numlerous kindls of nutll sulbjeCtS. -nes. Rome Lab has applied ITA to a wvide variety of electronic

devices. l'liis paper presents two uinique examples. Thle first ex

'Ilie paper stalts \% liltl an overview. of lbgalog itnflectionial mor .111l)plo siiox's 5 loxi ITA is used to design highly reliable gallitum
ph olovx and thele contitrasts thiiis basic i nflect ion alI par-ad igin '% lilt a seltiide ( GaAs) mi ono lit hi c niiicrowave integrated ci rc iiit

soi 1o anuit fonni features of the language. Then the, typeIxs of (NINIIC) for ulse ini phased array radair miodules. T1he seconid ex-
null subjects allox% ed inl Tagalog are examinied- I'lies-v include apleTI shIow S 110" [LA is Used to evaluate the thiennal manage
eXpletiv\,e deletion1, per'solia adjecives. PRO drop, and seAtiteillces mlen!t st~sieni tii the so called 3 D computer whiich uitilizes the
\%Ithi tiollti iotiiiial topics slacking and interconnecting of whocle silicon wafers together

ilitoa hihspeed parallel processor.
Nuimi erous e.x am 1pies are gi ven ithIrouighouat tIie( paper. Th e exat Ii

J)c -iv eli stand ats a counter exatmpie to thet curretnt fonnlulatiotl DeIXsign Prodiuctiv ity Inaternationial Conferenice, I-ebrair 199 1
of tIlle, tiill subject theory. Vhinle this paper posits nio noew pro I lollohiilu, I lax.%aii.
pt-.' I hr thle w1ill su bject param eter, sot ai po)'ssible ex p1 ant 'ioi as
oh tilt phietiontlienol for 'aga log are consIidered.

FINUITE ELEMIENT ENTHANCEMIENT OF
First SouthEa-st A-siata L itnguistics Coniferenace, Mlay 9 12, 199 1. R O;NC E 'N
WV,a tit, St~ate I.~ lnivers-ity, Detroit, Nil

NEW M THO OLOG ES OR'lare 1). Twiaen, Rome Laiboratory, Electrotnagtietics anid Roli
NEW I ETIODO OGIE FORability D~irectorate

V'ERIFICATIION AND VALIDATION (V&V) Douglas A. Not0io, Ronie Laboratory. Surveillanice & Phiototn
IN EV'OlUT"IIONARY AC.(QUIISITFIONT ics Directorate

Ketitietli 13 1 ma~ s, ROtiieI Laboratory, commtianid, Conitrol, & Abstract - Finite elemnitt anialy sis (FIEA) of large space op~tics
communllications5 Directorate enhiances cryogetnic testing by providing ant analytical mtetliod

by\ x'dliicii to assure that a test article surv~ives proposed testing
Ah~r~it De ,iitiorPresenits tuek p~robletIIIs associated x'.ithi Uiw'aiiaix ,.e- p resen ted inti s plaper%%~ere coticerned .--itliideter

trAditliotial V&\ l itllth collte'Xt of rapid prototyPtlIg aMid (xolia Illilaling t11e reliability of a half mieter mirror in atal emiivrotllietit
tioimr vI .acqui it iot i t a iienl I tinme litness of report intg, appl)1icatOiln M~Iiere t lie exact et virontinet at l profile was utinkoiow. ITA ail
ot re,- ku irce-s tin aI hiighly dliatiliIc etiv trot i entit select ion of ro I o 'ms thle I intera ci tio betxeen the test object anrd tIhe t iv i tori

tiee.Iool iSelect iona aIld paN otf, antd d1' Pt ii an d breadthI ohti iet t to bet sitmuil ated to detect potenti al IpIroblem s pimor ito actuialI
co\ erJage. A Imrar~disiti being alppled ito ciurrenat Comm~lan~d anid testing,
(cotitrol provrartii.ý ts Oxanainlied. Thle niew% teclitiologies are (it
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FMECA, THIE RIGHT WAY tions. Through significant user interactions, the software will
progressively develop component unique reliability verification

Barry T. McKinney, Rome Laboratory, Electronmagnetics & Re- procedures, as well as perform a complete data reduction and

liability Directorate final estimation of the component's operational reliability.

Abstract - Submitted as "in-depth" and "fully compliant", an The approach being considered is an environmentally stressful,
isolated and untimely "Block-Checking" exercise is all that factorial split-plot experimental design. This technique pro-

could truly describe the Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality vides a means to quantify the relationships of various stresses
Analysis (FMECA) that lay before me. Required in conjunction and their individual effect on the component's failure rate. Once

with the development of an advanced approach radar system, quantified, these relationships will be combined to foni a cu-

the FMECA was supposed to identify all failure modes within mulative stress, failure rate acceleration model. This model es-

the system. However, a FMECA's primary contribution is the tablishes the operational reliability of the component.

early identification of all catastrophic, critical, and safety re-
lated failure possibilities so they can be eliminated or mini- IES Annual Conference, San Diego CA, May 91.
mized through design changes.

DESIGNING THROUGH TEST
In addition to being untimely and isolated, seven major defi-
ciencies were identified, five will be shown to be common Barry T. McKinney, Rote Laboratory, Electroinagnetics & Re-
among FMECA efforts. These deficiencies are the shared re- liability Directorate
sponsibility of the government and contractors: F. Michael Speed, Jr., Aeronautical Systems Division

* Lick of defined failure causes. "Abstract - Engineers at the Air Force's Rome Laboratory and" Reckless and improper sevenity classification. Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD), in an effort to extend
"* No Data Sources the design process through the entire procurement cycle, have
"* Failure to recognize deficiencies and failure modes of ear- begun software development that automates the design and

lier systems of similar design. analysis of accelerated reliability tests. Test designs and result-
"* Lack of recommendation pertaining to the operation and ing analysis will comply with standard validation requirements

support of the system. and economic considerations. The software will progressively
", Narrow scope of analysis. develop component unique, experimentally designed, reliabil-
"• Untimely submission. ity quantification procedures, as well as perforn a complete

data reduction and final estimation of the component's inherent

It is the intent of this paper to: clearly address the above deft- operational reliability.

ciencies; show, through the use of simple examples, how these
requirements should be addressed (the right way); and, AIAA Conference, Baltimore MD, Oct 91.
demonstrate how the information may be effectively utilized in
the system design and planning of operational and supporting C31 GRAPI IICAL APPLICATIONS
lasks.

Annual RAMS 1991. Orlando FL, Jan 91. Earl C. LaBatt Jr., Rome Laboratory, Command, Control, &
Conmmunications Directorate

A DESIGNED APPROACH TO Abstract - Past research efforts in the field of Command, Con-

ACCELERATED RELIABILITY TESTING trol, Communications, and Intelligence (C3 I), have concen-
trated on the application and refinement of advanced Artificial

Barry 1'. McKinney, Rome Laboratory, Electronmagnetics & Re Intelligence (Al) concepts. However, the mani-machine inter-
liability Directorate face to these advanced applications has experienced little iu-
I. Michael Speed, Jr., Aeronautical Systems Division provement and does not adequately reflect some of the Al con-

cepts embedded within these systems.

Abstract - Engineers at the Air Force's Rome Laboratory and
Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD) have begun software de- The development of more advanced computing techniques re
velopment that automates the design and set-up of accelerated quires a more sophisticated interface to the system. These en-

reliability tests. Test designs and resulting analysis will comply hiancemnents cannot be adequately conceived by a user using
with standard validation requirements and economic considera- traditional display techniques.
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Thiis pa per re \.IS if te Unlderli vr g Al cofIt ct fS that h el p faC1 S4,11 Avte i .aS per_0-ton d Th e Giran ite Sentry Progran Office wAas
tate thfe tratisfer of inffonnlatiOnl betxv eer acquired C* I data and inl the pr ocess of developing thle requirements for updatilig thle
anl ope'rator. Many Of thesec ncL~eptS are discussed II ti-nired to Air lDe ferise Operations Center computer system displays
their applicationl Ii cur-rent Tactical Air Force research Iprojects. [Toni1 a set of 14 baseline slides depicting thle uiser interface re-
InI additIon1, the paper discusses the limitations of preiouls pro qilirenients, RADC developed a scenario based on these slides
Fratin Interfaces and the current advances Iin graphical interface Consisting of 53 unique displays. It took RADC 6 petsotin %eeks.
ýOCirIIqIRiHS to generate the prototype. Approximately, 10,000 linies of code

v~ere cerierated. Thle- Granite Sentry Programi office .ýas alreadyv

A6iAJ (Cotiferetice proceedings 499 Itn the process, of prototy pinig the user interface requtiretmetits. It
took theien I person year uIsing regular programming tech-

USE IN ER ACEMO ELIGiiqiies. Mayo tiii imbiguities and inconsistencies Iin the re-
Lpilireimiti specifications were brought out fromn developing this
demi onstrationi. Prororvpinig is a very useCful techiquIte for ira1-

(iarLa I- IBiiMS. Ronile I Aboraror_, Cot 11I iiia d, ('tio,& o'in promy i ui ser in ter-face requ irem ents.
I uiititcaltiotis Directorate

*\l it ract Th e requtiretm etnts spec ifticatiotis for thle i ise r inter (Chaptet'r 1 9, ''t t rface for It fortniat ion Retrieval atnd Orinite

falce Of a Sy st eli ire oftetl airIbigpIuoWs, tImlprecise, incons is 1tent S,\st et s' At eri cat]l Society for Irifon oat iot Sc ietICe-S, 1991I

alid it CIc)tiplte( rs4 te t >,w tilrte SyStet ii is dexe lojx'd,
tilt ie ir it iterta ce does riot live lip to tIile etIl it ser's expect at iotis
Ripidly prototypitg the user interface durintg the requirements RAPID)LY IPROTOTYPING THlE USER
pt;iise of the lifecycle aids Iin itiprovitig the0 User intierfaice re. INTERFACE OF A CM1 SYSTEM
(JUti retiietS Specifications. The Rapid Protort plug Systemi
RI'S) cotitaitis a collectioti ot tools to prototype the user titeILr
face of Cotmtmanid, Control, Commntiiications, arid Ititellipetice. l"hi/abe-thi S. Keatn, Rotie Laboratory, Commnnird, Conitrol, &
((C3) systetiLs. The purpose of the RPS user interface itcioelitig Coti iiiiricatiotis Directorate
tools is to quickly generate a demnotstratiotn of wvhat the etid user
would see oil tile display v, herr thesysteml wkas developed. On1ce
the useWr interface prototype has been developed, the end user of Abstract - RetpuiretnetVIirs specificationis of large commanitd, coti-

th -tl is roughl t iti to confrift mthe reqtuiireteneits. The it ii- trot, cot IIUn ii it ii tloIS a td it irellIigetice (CM) systetm s are ofteln
plet ietitor goes thI rough Ii scen ario w.ithI thle en d uiser, w. ho pro a iiibig itfli5, it cot s istet it atnd inicom plete.- Rotme I.Ilxratorv Is

xides ~ Z7 coititt ln h .fyia oititt iiltit itvolxed Iii the evolutionary dieveloptmenit of a ROeqlitietuierirs
Ilidioh oh ects are a diftferetnt color, objects sh oulId be' located itl i hic i reetling Enivironutiierit (REE) atnd mrethodology to support

a dit toerl t areai t i t ite d isplayv, or add iti i o a ca palbiilit ies are re prototpiig tiptlie- requiiiretenetts of large C31I systemi s. One Itmiport
qiiire't. ('ianiuŽes are likely to be t Made to tihe prototype as a re anlt pr~t~t t pitl'-' activ ity is thle prototv pinrg of a systeti's user Ii
,;itll of rniirtii i thle det10iiotistrat ion for the etid user. These terface. The REF's inuten-face- prototypinig tool provides the user
chaiin, ves call b e Itncor-poratedl itnto thle prot otypex at a re Iat ivt', t he ability' to rap 1 idlIy cot striict user iit er-face cIharacter-ist ics of
Ioxk cosýt. Once the chiatuges have eti)L1 tincorporated, the 0iid C31 sx stetiis. U. ser ititetface prototypes call be developed SO
user ca n be broupilit back aga ii for hiis assessmenrt. Thiiis is atn it ratpidl ity'bca i se t I ere is rio computer programmn hrg requirired.- Ili

erative cycle atid is typical lv lio%% tile final uiser itnterface re order to verify rule feasibility' of user interface prototvpitup. a
tjuuretnenus for tile system cart be idenitified arid verified. 'lhiere' prototý pe of tile riser intirtrface of a C31 systetm %%as develots'ci
are several advanitages of using the RI'S tools. First, the proto using all existing prototvpting systeml called tile Rapid Proronvp-
ivt,' miay be created] wxithout tile need for wvriting arty softwkare Iltip SyStetni RI'S). Roliue ILaboratory' requiested the bslis
Ill,' 1<1S doess riot requiiire ext t'tis ix e ktitw I edge of I trtixt I rt' Si dtits of tili' i Upgrade ks ito) life Air De fetnse Operat iotis Celt itt'
xýpci ics; or a ~ pmicll iar programmini iirg hyi i ape to a Ilowv a to itt 0'tii iiii;id atd itContitrol Systl) t 1t`i0frti1 tue Gra nite Ser it rx Iro

proprarlutlur to dtevelop uster interface prototypes. Th'e( RI'S ,rafni ( ttice xtho xasresponsible for Iltupletiietitip th2 le up
ttxils petieraitt' the source code aiutomiatically. Aniothetr acivati djte'5 IR.ict uponl theslides, a user interface hProtok pe,' called

is hurthext~v it xluclutil' surc ctht isgt'iertedahlx~ the. 0Oiul.1tt' Senutry I'rot l jp0, %%as devxoelo'd Th e I irlhl 'ofto

a proprytaiulitr ito add alny atitlitio1lt Cat~ilthtitt'S to tht letiiot10i il ,h Ipel' vý to des"cribe. a rettutirt'lt'iettS t'tigituec-rtlu 1roct'Css
strrtitri by Sittiply ct)(itr;lp ( ani hiikinip Inuto tile aittotiiatic,1ll. iutxit'l, tIerI slt of protOt, pingy actix110 ties 'AlI ftdh pro

petierateul source codet' Finall~y, aI great attuoutu1t Of title is six0 t'110ds nt11'. ind tl dthe ui'lopiiutuIt of tile RITl,
i hv inritg the sourice c(Xfe aiutomnattcally' petierateul Itt ortdle to

det'i'riuutue the itstlitltii'ss andt oxtrall qua~lity of the 1<1S lt)Ks
tue dtix. toptittit of a riser tinter-lice pruitttyix' for a tarpt' C' ýl 'ot''hip.AI:\, oltuipiitnup itt A'ero~p~lco 8, ( )kt I )M I



C3 MODELING USING EXPERT SYSTEMS PARALLEL PROTO - A SOFIXVARE
REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION,

James L. Sidoran, Rome Laboratory, Command, Control, & ANALYSIS & VALIDATION TOOL

Communications Directorate
Jerry H. Shelton, Computer Sciences Corporation Carla Burns, Rome Laboratory, Command, Control, & Com-

munications Directorate

Abstract - The value of having a model of a Command, Con- Abstract - Studies have shown that the more costly problems of
trol, c Communication system early in the system develop- software development arise in the definition of software re-
nient life cycle is considered. An approach to modeling a Corn- quirements, not in the actual production of code. Software pro-
mand, Communication, and Control problem within the totyping is one approach which may be used early on in the
NORAD domain using co-operating expert systen;s is de- software lifecycle to identify errors in requirements. Software
scribed. By allowing for the identification and manipulation of prototyping refers to the quick development of executable soft-
relevant objects and issues of concern early in the system devel- ware supporting critical attributes of a system's software com-
opmetmt life cycle, such a model can serve as an aid in flushing ponents such as the user interface, complex algorithms or per-
out system requirements and capabilities, providing a tool to as- fornance. Rome Laboratory has recently developed a prototyp-
sist analysts in defining and testing specifications and key be- ing tool, called Parallel Proto, for specifying, analyzing and val-
havioral portions of such a complex system. idating functional software requirements which are targeted to

either sequential, parallel or distributed architecture environ-
mnents. The tool provides facilities for graphically representing

Orlando, FL the software functional requirements and parallel and distrib-
outed hardware architecture envirornments, associating the soft-

ware functions with the hardware components and interactively
SYSTEM CONCEPT MODELING executing the functional prototype. Using Parallel Proto, paral-

lelism can be explicitly identified and modeled in the require-

ments and high level design stages of software development.

lames L. Sidoran, Rome Laboratory, Command, Control, & Such a capability supports the early analysis of high level soft-

Communications Directorate ware and hardware architecture trade-offs. This paper discusses

yH. Shelton, Computer Sciences Corporation the capabilities of Parallel Proto along with an associated meth-
odology for using the tool. The Parallel Proto facilities used to
construct and execute the functional prototype are also pre-

Abstract - Concept modeling is an abstract representation of a sented in detail.

system or domain that is as close to the hutnan conceptualiza-

tion of the problem as possible [Mylopolous]. This can be a use- Proceedings, AIAA Computing in Aerospace 8 Conference,
ful tool in identifying objects and relationships between objects Oct. 1991
within a complex domain. The problem lies in scoping the

model and representing it at the appropriate level of abstraction, PARALLEL PROTO - A PROTOTYPING
and translating these abstract representation into an automated

environment. This activity is a methodological process that TOOL FOR ANALYZING AND VALIDATING
takes time, experience, and access to domain knowledge. Once SEQUENTIAL AND PARALLEL
there is a process and method for articulating concept level PROCESSING SOFT7WARE
models, various tools and techniques can assist the model REQUIREMENTS
builder in designing and implementing a concept model. The
objective of this sutmmary is to present some of the ideas for an-
alyzing domains, method and tool support for concept model- Carla Burns reLaorato
ing, initial design alternatives, and give a few examples of hor t e
concept modeling can contribute to clarity and understanding,

and articulation of requirements at system conception into re- Abstract - Software prototyping is one approach which may be

quirements, and perhaps throughout system development, used early on in the software lifecycle to analyze and validate
software requirements. Parallel Proto is a software prototyping
tool for analyzing and validating functional requirements which

2nd International IEEE Workshop on Rapid Systems Prototyp- are targeted to either sequential, parallel or distributed architec-
ing, June 1991 ture environments. Currently, most parallel processing corn-
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puter-aided software engineering (CASE) tools focus on tile the software functions with the hardware components and inter-

identification and simulation of parallelism during the coding actively executing tile functional prototype. Performance mod

stage of the software lifecycle. Such an approach does not take eling statistics aie available after prototype execution. Such ca-

into account any explicit specification of parallelism inherent in pabilities support the early analysis of high level software and

the application or an associated parallel-oriented design. Using hardware architecture trade-offs. This paper discusses the capa-

Parallel Pro* 3, paralleli:in can be explicitly identified and mod- bilities of Parallel Proto along with an associated methodology

eled in the requirements and high level design stages of soft- for using the tool.
ware development. The tool provides facilities for graphically

constnrcting data-flow-like software functional specifications

and parallel and distributed hardware architectures, associating Proceedings, 2nd International IEEE Workshop on Rapid Sys

terns Prototyping, June 1991
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1. RELIABILITY SCIENCE Throuigh those package evaluations, a number of potential reli-
ability toblenis are identified and the results provided to the

specific contractors for corrective action implementation. Typi-
cal problenms uncovered are lid material and pin corrosion.

MEASURING TIHE COVERAGE OF damage to external components and adhlLsion problems be

BRIDGING FAILURES BY INTERNAL ctween copper leads and polyimide supports, herneticity fail
ures, high moisture content in sealed packages and particle im-

ACCESS METHODS pact noise detection (PIND) test failures (internal particles).

Further tests uncover bond strength failures, bond placement ir-

Warren I. Debany, Rome lAboratory, Electromagnetics & Re regularities, voids in die attach material (potential heat dissipa-

habilit, I)irectorate tion problems), and die surface defects such as scratches and
cracks

Abstract - A method is presented that detenrines the coverage This presentation will review the specific package level physi-
of shorts (bridging failures) by internal access techniques that cal test methods that are employed as a means of evaluating re-

provide node observability. These techriques include CMOS
liable package perfornmance. Many of the tests, especially the11m monitoring, CrossCheck, voltage contrast, bed-of-niails,

guided prob-e, and boundary scan. Only good circuit simulation environmental tests-e.g., salt atmosphere and moisture resis-
tance- provide accelerated formus of anticipated conditionts and

is required It obtains the exact sets of nodes that potentially can are pro re appleed sd r ci s o a ssed c kage and

be sortd kthot bing(]eecte bya gventes vetorse- are therefore applied as destructive tests to assess package qual-
be shorted •.ithout being detected by a given test vector se- ity and reliability in field use. In addition to a manufacturer's
quiurcce tohe elethicit does not require the universe of bridgitg compliance with designated qualification procedures, the key to
falures to be" explicitly listed, package quality lies in utilizing good materials and well-con-

trolled assembly techniques. This practice, along with effective
Proeekdiings, IEEE VLSI Test Sympostum, A pril 1991, pp 2 15- package screen tests, will ensure reliable operation of very large
220 scale integration (VLSI) devices in severe military and con-

inercial environment applications.

'LSI PACKAGE RELIABILITY Itybrid Circuits Magazine (Journal of International Society for

tlybrid Electronics - Europe), Sep 1991
P S Speicher, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reliabil-

it'. l)ui ectoratte ON TIlE EQUIVALENCE BETIVEEN

SLMILARITY AND NON-SIMILARITY
A.stract I'lie challenge presented by advanced package de SCALING IN ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS
".tvOplopIlt ill the past five years has further accentuated the
cotistitit need for package quality and reliability monitoring
through extensive laboratory testing and evaluation. As pin Ratiiph A. L-rtcluinan, University of Florida-Gainesville
counts and chip geometries have continued to increase, there Robert J Norris, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reli
has been additional pressure front the military and commercial ability Directorate

sectors to improve interconnect designs for packaged chips, in-
chitirg chips directly attached to the printed wiring board Abstract - In the analysis of nhultivariable systems tti the pres-

(1NWlVy One of the options employed has been tape automated ence of stnictured uncertainties, similarity scaling and non-sim-

ibotudlng (TAB). However, this assembly technique also pres- ilarity scaling techniques have been independently proposed as

c its te,• standardization, qualification and reliability problems. methods for obtaining nonconservative robustness measures. In

l'lhertfore, at Rome Air Development Center (RADC), there is or&!r to fully exploit the unique advantages of each method, it

regpW.r asses.nient (through in-house failure analysis studies) is desirable to obtain the required non-similarity scaling matrix,

of parls d(estined for military and space systems. In addition, and vice versa, without the need for separate optimizations. In

Deparitment of Defense (DoD) high tech development pro this paper an explicit relationship is developed between the sim-

grtiiues, such as very high speed integrated circuits (VIlSIC), ilarity and non similarity scaling matrices which enables the di

have utiltied all present screening methods for package evalha rect computation of the non-similarity scaling matrices from the

tioti, and have addressed the need for developinent of more de, similarity scaling. Several applications of the results are also

finilive non dcstnlctive tests. To answer this need, two RAJ)C presented.

contracntial efforts were awarded on laser thernal atnd ultra
' 4L ItLSupelt'ton techniques 1991 American Control Conference, June 1991. WKston, MA.
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A NEW LOWER BOUND FOR THE ity of Test Program Sets (TPS). This methodology utilizes pro-

STRUCTURED SINGULAR VALUE posed IEEE tester independent data standards and resource-in-
dependent, standardization test methods to automate the TPS
development process. Automating this process greatly reduces

Haniph A. Lrtchman, University of Florida-Gainesville the costs associated with TPS development and provides a
Rob-rt J. Norris, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reli- highly cost effective method for re-hosting existing TPSs to
ability Directorate

new tester environments.

Abstract - In this paper, we examine some geometric issues re IEEE Systeis Readiness Technology Conference, Anaheim,
lated to the Major Principal Direction Alignment (MPDA) prin- California, 24-26 September 1991
ciple and propose a new and unified algorithm for computing
the structured singular value p(M). MILITARY BURN-IN REQUIREMENTS -

199)1 American Control Conference, June 1991, Boston, MA. ONE PERSPECTIVE

AT-SPEED VERIFICATION TECHNIQUE Daniel J. Burns, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reli-

FOR LRMs AND PCBs ability Directoratc

Abstract - This workshop position paper reviews military bum-
James M. Nagy, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reli- in requirements, acknowledges current industry concerns, and

ability Directorate highlights issues relating to specifying and running effective,

efficient burn-in tests. Military bum-in requirements and op-
Abstract - Current board testers are mainly used as a functional tions are referenced, and the trend toward process monitoring
tester to allow diagnostic testing down to the component level, and improvement is noted.
Board testers are satisfactory for that function but do not have
the capability to perform at-speed verification of Line Replace- It is pointed out that where a low density of point defects dora-
able Modules (LRMs) or Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs) and inate early life fallout, it is essential that each individual product
cannot perform parametric evaluation testing of these device die be exhaustively tested and screened. References are given
types. This paper presents a method to perform at-speed verifi- which discuss current difficulties, including incomplete test
cation and parametric evaluation of a LRM by testing the iood- vectors, uneven stressing, inappropriate test generation strate-
ule on a VLSI component tester and treating the LRM as a coin- gies for spot defect coverage and delay fault testing, stress volt-

ponent. The LRM demonstration was conducted on two distinct age limitation by process, and insensitivity of accepted electri-
VLSI test systems, a GenRad GR- 180 located at Sacramento cal measurements to degradation. Innovative solutions are also

ALC at McClellan AFB,CA and a Teradyne J953 located at referenced, including powerful new built-in test modes, built-in

Rome Laboratory, Griffiss AFB NY. The LRM demonstration burn-in screen test modes, and in-process screening techniques.
will be explained from the capturing of test requirements in The value of a Field Return failure analysis program to validate
IEEE proposed data foriat standards of TRSL and WAVES, screening effectiveness is noted.
the fonnation of an automatically generated test program using
a generic ATE postprocessor (IN-STEP), and the results of the Proceedings of the IEEE International Test Conference, Oct.
LRNI testing 1991, Memphis, TN.

Proceedings of the Automatic Test Conference, Sept. 1991, An- EFFECT OF DEPOSITION TECHNIQUE ON
aheimn, CA THE AS-DEPOSITED MICROSTRUCTURE

A NEW METHODOLOGY FOR TEST OF COPPER TIN FILMS

PROGRAM SET GENERATION AND) Lois Walsh, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reliability

RE-I IOSTING Directorate
N. Feilchenfeld, IBM Corporation

James P flanna and Willis J. florth, Rome Laboratory, Electro- J. Schwartz, Syracuse University

magnetics & Reliability Directorate
Abstract - Copper metallization is an ideal choice for use in

Abstract - This paper discusses a new methodology for signifi- semiconductor devices and packages. The metal's desirable
cantly improving the consistency, reliability, and transportabil- properties are low resistivity, good electromigration resistance,
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solderability, and low cost. Microstnictural differences in cop- First International Workshop on Stress Induced Phenomena in
per deposited by four techniques commonly used in the micro- Metal lizations, Ithaca, New York, 11-13 September 1991

electronics industry are presented. These differences were mea-
sured using optical microscopy, X-ray diffraction, scanning DESIGN VERIFICATION USING LOGIC
electron microscopy, Auger electron spectroscopy, and second-
ary ion mass spectroscopy. The results were correlated to TESTS
clearly define the differences in mnicrostructure among the dif-
ferent copper filns providing a basis for interpreting the effects Warren H. Debany, Heather B. Dussault, Kevin A. Kwiat, Mark
of copper film deposition method on film microstructure and J. Gorniak, Anthony R. Macera, and Daniel E. Daskiewicb
those physical properties influenced by microstructure. The Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reliability Directorate
final result is that the inicrostructural differences can be mea-
sured and used to predict the reliability and performance of re- Abstract - Design verification is the process of assuring that a
suiting fihns. design is error-free. Empirical design verification involves the

running of test cases against the design. To be effective, "suffi-
38th Annual Symposium and Topical Conferences of the Amer- cient" testing must be perforned. But to be cost-effective as
ican Vacuum Society, I1-15 Nov 1991, Seattle, Washington well, testing must be terminated when that point is reached.

There is a lack of quantifiable metrics to guide the development

VOID GROWTH AND of tests for digital logic design verification. This paper reports
ELECTROMIGRATION on the results of experiments that indicate that fault simulation,

which parallels the well-known mutation testing approach used

in software design verification, can be used to grade the cover-
Lt. J. B. Mattila, J. V Beasock, Y J. Kime, (AFOSR Associate), age of test cases used for hardware design verification.
and L. H. Walsh, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reli-
ability Directorate Proceedings, IEEE Rapid System Prototyping Workshop, June

1991.
Abstract - Studies are being pursued which center on device re-
liability as influenced by materials. Our research is focused on
understanding the fundamental cause/causes of electromigra- A METHOD FOR TIHE CONSISTENT
tion in order to eliminate its contribution to device failures and REPORTING OF FAULT COVERAGE
miniaturization limitations.

Warren H. Debany and Kevin A. Kwiat, Rome Laboratory,
The research task uses surface analysis techniques, Auger elec- Electroniagnetics & Reliability Directorate
tron spectroscopy (AES), and Secondary Ion Mass Spectros- Sami A. AI-Arian, University of South Florida
copy (SIMS), to characterize how materials and material inter-
faces influence solid state microelectronic device reliability. Abstract - A standard procedure has been developed for fault
Electronic structure modeling is being pursued as a possible coverage measurement. This paper outlines the methods pre-
method for investigating how changing materials and interfaces scribed in Procedure 5012 of MIL-STD-883. This procedure
influence electromigration. To this end Atomic Force Micros- governs the reporting of fault coverage for digital microcircuits
copy (AFM) and Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis for military applications. It describes requirements for the de-
(ESCA) will be used to confirm theoretical hypothesis with ac- velopment of the logic model for an IC, fault universe, fault
tual experimental results. simulation, and reporting of results. Procedure 5012 provides a

consistent means of measuring fault coverage for an integrated

Initially the results of previous time lapse void growth experi- circuit regardless of the specific logic and fault simulator used.
ments are being examined using digital image analysis equip- It addresses the testing of complex, embedded structures that
ment. Typical data consists of several series of scanning elec- are not implemented in terms of logic gates, such as RAMs,
tron microscope (SEM) micrographs of voids produced at ele- ROMs, and PLAs. Fault coverages for gate-level and non-gate-
vated current density. We are most interested in characterizing level stnrctures are weighted by transistor counts to arrive at an
how a void grows as a function of time, current density, temper- overall fault coverage value. The procedure addresses built-in-
attire, and location. For aluminum lines on silicon at a current self-test based on the use of linear feedback shift registers for
density of 7x10 5 amps per cm 2, observed initial void growth output data compaction. Two fault sampling procedures are
rates (< 100 minutes) range from 0.04 to 0.20 square micron per permitted. A Fault Simulation Report documents the fault cov-
minute. The shape of the void is tracked by calculating the ratio erage level obtained, as well as the assumptions, approxima-
of area to perimeter squared. Preliminary results will be shown. tions, and methods used.
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Proceedings, 1991 IEEE International Workshop on Defect and generation strategies were compared to determine their relative
Fault Tolerance in VLSI Systems effectiveness: equiprobable Os and Is; two weighted random

pattern generation algorithms; and the maximum output en-
tropy principle. The test generation strategies were compared at

COMPARISON OF RANDOM TEST a variety of target fault coverages Two statistically-based met-

VECTOR GENERATION STRATEGIES rics were used to evaluate the techniques: a large-sample test of

the difference of means and an upper confidence limit. It was

Warren H. Debany, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Re- found that the two weighted random test pattern generation

liability Directorate strategies were generally superior to equiprobable Os and Is and

Carlos R.P. Hartmann, Kishan G. Mehrotra, and Pramod K. maximum output entropy, although both of the latter techniques

Varshney, Syracuse University were optimal in some cases. For a given logic circuit, the same

technique is not necessarily optimal at every fault coverage.

Abstract - A number of random test strategies have been pro-
posed in the literature, or are currently being used in automatic Proceedings, IEEE International Conference on Computer-

test vector generation systems. In this study four random test Aided Design (ICCAD-91), November 1991.
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NORMAL INCIDENCE OPTICAL SWITCHES USING Abstract - Il multiple quantun well directional couplers, non-
FERROELECTRIC LIQUID CRYSTALS centralized input and output legs, occupying major portions of

the switches, are continuously forward biased, to produce suffi-
Richard A. Soref, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reli- cient gain in light intensity therein to overcome losses in the
ability Directorate centralized portions, to ill turn provide a transparent (ODB loss)

two-by-two coupler switch. Shot segments of the centralized
Patent Nunmber: 4,989,941 coupling portion occupying minor portions of the switches, are

switched between forward bias states and zero bias states to
Date of Patent: Feb. 5, 1991 provide light beam switching, Thus these switches employ both

carrier gain and carrier refraction. The large changes in the
Abstract - This invention comprises a new group of fiber optic index of refraction enable extremely short, low loss, switches to

switching devices that use layers of surface-established ferro- be fabricated and cascaded if desired. A second group of less

electric liquid crystals (FLCs) as the switching media. In each preferred switches employ solely the carrier refraction effect,
of the devices light inpinges upon the ferroelectric liquid crys- by injecting carriers into the wave~uides at high levels, prefera-

tal at an angle of 90' (nonnal incidence) with the surface plane. bly equal to or greater than I x 10 l/cm3.

Each FLC gives 00 or n' optical rotation, depending upon the
polarity of the electric voltage applied. A series of polarizing MECHANICALLY ROTATED DOPPLER
beam splitters are used to separate unpolarized light into its s FREQUENCY SHIFTER
and p polarization components. After ferroelectric liquid crystal
switching, other polarizing beam splitters are used to direct the John B. Morris, Uve H. W. Lammers, and Richard A. Marr,
s and p light to output optical paths. The switches discussed Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reliability Directorate
below are voltage controlled 2 X 2, 1 X 4, 1 X 6, I X 8,4 X 4, or
N X N devices that use one or more layers of surface stabilized Patent Number: 5,007,721
ferroelectric liquid crystals.

Date of Patent: Apr. 16, 1991
METHOD FOR MEASURING LARGE ANTENNA
ARRAYS Abstract - A mechanical Doppler shifting device for a high fre-

quency radiated beam -umprises a rotating helical reflector
Peter R. Franchi, and Harvey Tobin, Rome Laboratory, Electro- having its axis of rotation parallel to the beam and a plane sta-
magnetics & Reliability Directorate tionary mirror mounted parallel to the axis. The helix has a

smooth reflective surface which is at a 45 degree slope with re-
Patent Number: 4,998,112 spect to the axis so that the distance to the surface from the

source of the beam varies with the rotation of the helix. The
Date of Patent: Mar. 5, 1991 beam is reflected from the helix to the plane stationary reflector

and back upon itself to the source at a Doppler shifted fre-
Abstract - A method for measuring the far field antenna pattern quency. Also disclosed is a system using 2 helical reflectors, the
of a large phased array antenna on a conventional far field range second being a mirror image of the first and being oppositely
by applying a correction factor to the antenna phase shifters. As rotated synchronously therewith for reflecting the beam to a re-
the antenna is electronically steered to each of its scan angle, a ceiver spaced from the source of the bemn.
particular correction factor is applied to each radiating elements
to correct the far field antenna pattern to the shortened far field WAFER CLEANING METHOD
range.

Mark W. Levi, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reliabil-
LOW LOSS SEMICONDUCTOR DIRECTIONAL ity Directorate
COUPLER SWITCHES INCLUDING GAIN METHOD
OF SWITCHING LIGHT USING SAME Patent Number: 5,009,240

Richard A. Soref, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reli- Date of Patent: Apr. 23, 1991
ability Directorate

Abstract - A wafer cleaning system which cleans semiconduc-
Patent Number: 5,004,447 tor wafers by sand blasting them with ice particles is disclosed.

In this system a stream of gas is conducted by a conduit to the
Date of Patent: Apr. 2, 1991 semiconductor wafer while a spray of water is frozen into the
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ice particles by a number of cooling coil systenms which pro Abstract -- Method allows a first phase-only optical correlator

tnide into the conduit. After the semiconductor wafer is sand filter function to be written on an amplitude modulating device

blasted with ice, any residual ice is removed simply by evapo such as a spatial light modulator (SLM) by applying a bias tenn
rating it. This results in a clean wafer without the contamination to the phase only filter function great enough to obtain a second

that can accompany chemical solvents of other semiconductor amplitude encoded filter function, for use with a more economn-

cleaning and etching systems. ical amnplitude responsive SLM.

LOSSLESS NON-INTERFEROMETRIC EXTENDED DYNAMIC RANGE ONE DIMENSIONAL

ELECTRO-OPTIC III-V INDEX-GUIDED-WAVE SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATOR
SWITCHES AND SWITCHING ARRAYS

Stephen T. Welstead, Huntsville, Alabama, and Michael J.
Richard A Soref, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reli- Ward, Rome Laboratory, Surveillance & Photonics Directorate
ability Directorate

Patent Number: 5,039,210

Patent Number: 5,013,113

Date of Patent: Aug. 13, 1991Date of Patent: May 7, 1991

Abstract - An optical infornation system which uses a liquid
Abstract - Lossless guided-wave switches with more than 30 cytltlvso LT)a n iesoa pta ih
d13 of crosstalk-isolation are comprised of branched channel crystal television (LCTV) as a one dimensional spatial lighit
(113guides o ithtlaser-k crossts o c sediofs. brticancle cannel s tModulator (SLM) is presented. An optical carrier-wave is gen-
wavegiiides with laser-like cross-sections. Optical gainr, suffi erated by polarizing and collimating the output of a laser. The

cinenticurrents.Due to rcepowr-spitting los s provrided, by c ler liquid crystal television modulates the optical carrier wave with

injectiol currents. Due to its low-noise properties, the single- a digital modulating signal to output thereby a modulated opti-
qliantLiii-well stnicture is found to be optimum for cascaditig asinlAnrayophtdecrsleroialyoncs

switches into a multi-stage network. A lossless I X N network cal signal: An array of photodetectors electroptically connects

with 1024 switched outputs should be feasible. the modulated optical signal into a modulated electrical signal
which is displayed on an oscilloscope. The use of an LCT'V as

a one dimensional SLM yields higher numnerical accuracy and
MODIFIED COMPACT 2F OPTICAL CORRELATOR extended dynamic range than two dimensional SLM applica-

tions of the same equipment.
Joseph L. Horner, lBelmont; Kenneth H. Fielding, and Charles

K. Makekau, Rome laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reliability SINGLE SLM JOINT TRANSFORM CORRELATORS

Ditrectorate

atent Number: 5,016,976 Joseph L. Horner, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reli

ability Directorate

Date of Patent: May 21, 1991 lPatent Number: 5,040,140

Abstract - A modified 2f Fourier transfonn optical correlator

combines a collimation and first Fourier Transfonn lens into
one thin lens. The resulting correlator thus utilizes one less lens

relative to the unmodified 2f optical correlator. Abstract - A simple, low cost, high performance joint Fourier
transforn correlator, which requires only a single spatial light

AMPLIT'DE ENCODED PHASE-ONLY FILTERS modulator, is disclosed. Input and reference images are re

FOR OPTICAL CORRELATORS corded upon a single phase modulating SLM, and a lens pro
duces a first joint Fourier transform of the inmages upon an elec-
tro-optic sensor. The first Fourier transfonn is binarized and re

abiotyDiep oeraRte bcorded upon the single SLM electronically, and the same lens

ability 1)irectorate produces a second Fourier trantsfonn to fonn an image correla-

tion signal at a correlation plane. Also, recordation of the input
Patent Number: 5,024,508 and reference images and recordation of the joint Fourier trans-

forni upon the single SLM may be perforned optically rather

Date of Patent: Jun, 18, 1991 than electronically.
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NON-CONTACT POLISHING digital converter through analog clutter cancellation prior to
digitization. Clutter return estimates are formulated via modern

Brian S. Ahem, Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics & Reli- digital signal processing techniques, converted to analog repre-
ability Directorate sentation, and subtracted from the received waveforn. Typi-

cally, the MTI cancellation is performed on the quadrature
Patent Number: 5,040,336 components of the received signal. The complex residue is then

processed for target detection. This quadrature processing is not
Date of Patent: Aug. 20, 1991 illustrated in the figures. In practice, sampling the received

wavefonn prior to baseband down conversion, at an intennedi-

Abstract - A non-contact polishing apparatus is used for polish- ate frequency, is also feasible. Digital synchronous detection
ing semi-conductor planar substances. The substrate is set back and coherent MTI processing are then implemented in the digi-
from any surface and is held by a chuck fixed within a collar. tal signal processor. Rather than employ a radar signal proces-
This substrate holder assembly is placed within an enclosed sor which is either all analog or all digital it is beneficial to uti-
container that has a non-abrasive solution therein. The con- lize hybrid schemes which capitalize on the advantages of both.
tainer is mounted to a high speed nutating table that provides A hybrid system is disclosed in which the acoustic delay line,
random motion to the holder assembly. This action provides which fundamentally limits analog MTI canceller performance,
isotropic polishing with no polishing created defects on the sub- is replaced by a digital delay line. In effect, the transmitter crys-
strate surface, tal, delay medium, and receiver crystal are replaced by the ana-

log to digital converter, digital delay, and digital to analog con-
FIBER OPTIC CALIBRATION STANDARD verter. The hybrid clutter canceller with digital processor and
APPARATUS analog wavefonn synthesizer utilizes modern signal processing

techniques to estimate the clutter return which is subtracted

David D. Curtis, Rome Laboratory, Electroinagnetics & Reli- from the incoming analog signal. The full dynamic range of the
ability Directorate received signal is not presented to the analog to digital con-

verter, reducing the number of bits required for target detection
Patent Number: 5,056,915 in clutter. In effect, application of the hybrid clutter canceller re-

duces the A/D converter probability of saturation for a given

Date of Patent: Oct. 15, 1991 A/D converter.

Abstract - A fiber optic calibration standard apparatus having a ORTHOGONALLY POLARIZED QUADRAPIHASE
fiber optic cable pair which have difference in length of one ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATOR
quarter the wavelength of the applied modulated signal and are
coupled to a mirrored reflecting surface to provide reflection
reference signals that are utilized to generate error correction Michae C W ics DiP a te
signals. A matched termination has one end of an optical fiber
sealed in a vial of index matching fluid to absorb the optical
power incident to the fiber. Patent Number: 5,068,671

HYBRID CLUTTER CANCELLATION METHOD Date of Patent: Nov.26, 1991
AND SYSTEM FOR IMPROVED RADAR
PERFORMANCE

Abstract - A broadband multi-element antenna having desirable
Russell D. Brown, Donald D. Weiner, and Michael C. Wicks, phase, standing wave and polarization characteristics is dis-
Rome Laboratory, Surveillance & Photonics Directorate closed. The antenna is arranged as a plurality of airfoil shaped

elements located in radial planes about a central axis with the
Patent Number: 5,061,934 element peripheries collectively defining a horn shaped sur-

face-centrally disposed of which is a ground plane member of
Date of Patent: Oct. 29, 1991 preferably truncated conical shape which includes electrical

feeding arrangements having in phase and out of phase element

Abstract - A system is disclosed for use with radar systems so coupling. The antenna is suitable for radar, satellite, and other
as to reduce the dynamic range requirement of the analog to precision uses including military applications.
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COMPACT 2F OPTICAL CORRELATOR

Joseph L. Homer and Charles K. Makekau, Rome Laboratory,
Electromhgnetics & Reliability Directorate

Patent Nunber: 5,073,006

Date of Patent: Dec. 17, 1991

Abstract - A 2f Fourier transform optical correlator uses two
simple, single element lenses, with the second lens performing
both quadratic phase term removal and the inverse Fourier
transfornn operation in a compact two-focal-length space. This
correlator performs correlations quite well and uses three less
lens elements than a prior 2f system, is shorter by a factor of two
compared to the standard 4f system, and uses one less lens than
the 3f system, while still retaining the variable scale feature.
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TEC. ACCESSION
RE N NUMBER TIT AUTHOR

RL-TR-91-6 A234123 Digital Logic Testing and Testability Warren H Debany Jr

RL-TR-91-8 Mutual Coupling in a Random Array of Mono- ILt Randy J Richards

pole Elements: Experiment Results

RL-TR-91-9 The Mean and Variance of Diffuse Scattered Robert J Papa

Power as a Function of Clutter Resolution Cell Margaret B Woodworth

Size

RL-TR-91 -10 A234309 RADC Cathode Life Test Facility Mark E. Novak
Edward J Daniszewski

Dirk T Bussey

RL-TR-91-I1 A236327 Proceedings of the Fifth Conference on Knowl- Louis J Hoebel
edge-based Software Assistant Douglas A White (editors)

RL-TR-91-21 B154058 Calibration of an Actively Controlled Segmented Herbert W. Liunnpe HI
Mirror Janes D. Blum

RL-TR-91-26 B 154144L Maximal Bandwidth Expansion Joseph A Mancini

RL-TR-91-29 A233855 An RADC Guide to Basic Training in TQM Anal- Anthony Coppola

ysis Techniques

RL-TR-91-43 Practical Considerations Relative to the Design Daniel AMuilinix Capt,
and Manufacture of Microstrip Antennas USAF

RL-TR-91-44 Vehicle Potential Measurements During Electron Dr Neil B Myers

Emission in the Ionosphere

RL-TR-91-46 A235353 A Users Guide to the Texplan System Michele Kubis
Colleen AMcauliffe

RL-TR-91-47 A235604 Optical Performance Analysis of the Precision Paul L Repak
Optical Research and Tracking Laboratory
(PORTL)

RL-TR-91-48 A235354 Measuring the Quality of Knowledge Work Anthony Coppola

RL-TR-91-49 Low-frequency Scattering from Two-dimensional Thorkild B Hansen

Perfrect Conductors Arthur D Jaghjian

RL-TR-91-65 B157577 Performance of X.25 Lapb on Simuiated Radio Bradley J Hamish

Links and Type-of-service Routing Issues for Tac-

tical Gateways

RL-TR-91-71 Large Angle Bistatic Cross Sections of Birds and James L Schmnitz

Targets J Leon Poirier
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TECH. ACCESSN
REPORT NUMBER TTLE AUTHOR

RL-TR-91-80 A247350 Improvement in Radar Detection Under Scan to Dr Donal D Weiner
Scan Processing and Scan Rate Reduction Dr Joon Song

RL-TR-91-85 A Statistical Model of Radar Bird Clutter at the John Antonucci
DEW Line

RL-TR-91-87 A236148 A Survey of Reliability, Maintainability, Support- Joseph ACaroli
ability, and Testability Software Tools

RL-TR-91-88 Material Effects In Photoconductive Frozen Robert M OConnell
Wave Generators J B Thaxter

Capt Richard E Bell

RL-TR-91-113 B 156344 Post Conference Report 3rd Annual Electro-opti- Richard W Carman
cal Space Surveillance Conference

RL-TR-91-114 Scattering Experiments at the Ipswich Electro- Robert V Mcgahan
magnetic Measurements Facility: Swept Bistatic
Angle Measurement System

RL-TR-9 1-115 Electromagnetic Scattering From Dielectrics - A Marian Silberstein
Two Dimensional Integral Equation Solution

RL-TR-9 1-124 Linear Phased Array of Coaxially-fed Monopole Boris Tomasic
Elements in a Parallel Plate Waveguide Alexander Hessel

RL-TR-91-136 B155804 ANDVT Tactenn Voice Interface Unit Joseph A Mancini

RL-TR-91-138 Development Of A Liquid Phase Epitaxial Michael Gregg
Growth System for Fabrication of Indiun Phos- Kenneth Vaccaro
phide Based D

RL-TR-91-139 Dual-surface Magnetic-field Integral Equation James L Schrnitz
Solution for Bodies of Revolution

RL-TR-9 1-149, Vol I B 156765 2nd Annual Large Optics Conference N/A
Voll B 156766 2nd Annual Large Optics Conference N/A

RL-TR-91-156 Proceedings of the 1990 Antenna Applications Paul Mayes, et al
Symposium

RL-TR-91- 159 Serial Signal Breakback (u) Cpt Martin J Mersinger

RL-TR-91-169 A239572 Intelligence Analyst Associate (IAA): A Prelimi- Carrie G Pine
nary Analysis & Specification

RL-TR-91-208 C958515L Image Processing Support for JSTARS (U) Todd B Howlett

Peter J Costianes
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TEC. ACESSION
REPORTNO NUMBER TITLEE AUTHOR

RL-TR-91-248 B 158104L Adaptive Nonlinear Processing for Interference Stephen C 'lyler
Mitigation in a Spread Spectrum System John J Patti

RL-TR-91-249 B161083 The Air Force Maui Optical Staton Air and Space Deborah D Harden
Technical Symposiumn: Conference Proceedings

RL-TR-91-250 B 158127 The Air Force Maui Optical Station Air And Deborah D Harden
Space Technical Symposium: Workshop Proceed-
ings

RL-TR-91-269 A241331 Multichannel Detection Using The Discrete-Time Dr James H Michels
Model-based Innovations Approach

RL-TR-91-270 A241535 Adaptive Optical Processor Capt Michael J Ward
Capt Christopher W Keefer
Dr. Stephen T. Welstead

RL-TR-9] -275 A244 635 A Visual Programming Methodology For Tactical Capt Douglas E Dyer
Aircrew Scheduling and Other Applications

RL-TR-91-286 Charge - 2B Diagnostic Free-flyer Pneumatic James Ernstmeyer
Payload Ejector Test and Calibration Report

RL-TR-91-305 A242594 Total Quality Management (TQM), An Overview Anthony Coppola

RL-TR-91-306 B159 778L Evaluation of the 128 X 128 Element Cellular Lee A. Uvanni
Logic Image Processor (CLIP)

RL-TR-91-307 A242 838 A Performance Model of Thennal Imaging Sys- Denise M Blanchard
tems (TISs) Which Includes the Human Observ-
ers Response "State of the Art" Displays

RL-TR-91-309 B 159 805L RCS Analysis of a Tactical Target Edward M Starczewski

RL-TR-91-316 A242 837 Room-temperature Carrier Lifetimes and Optical Steven T Johns
Nonlinearities of GalnAs A I INAS and

GaAlInAs

RL-TR-91-319 B159 824 Research and Development for Intelligence Data John M Pirog
Handling

RL-TR-91-338 Analysis of the HF Antenna Performance for the Capt Randy J Richards
Ducted Satellite Experiment

RL-TR-91-347 B160 010L Back Propagation Neural Network Generator Jeffrey L Fordon

RL-TR-91-351 Analytical Characterization of Bistatic Scattering Lisa M Sharpe
from Gaussian Distributed Surfaces
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RL-TR-91-357 B160 148L Contingency Support System (CSS) Joseph D Stocks
John F Vona

RL-TR-91-359 A248 602 Variable Hold Time In Dynamic Random Access Daniel J Bums
Memories Mark W Levi

Wilmar Sifre

RL-TR-91-386 B 163 186 Predelivery Testing of the Deployable John F Vona
Joseph D Stooks
Michael J Corelli

RL-TR-91-392 Microwave Studies of High TC Copper Oxide Chi-Chung Chin
Super Conductors and NBN

RL-TR-91-400 B 160 985 A Prediction Model of a Metal CDTE-INSB Eta- Jacqueline Dacre Smith
Ion Chi Luen Wang

Prasanta K Ghosh
Ju-Tah Jung
Philipp Komreich

RL-TR-91-404 B160949 Measurement of Contrast Ratios for a Ferroelec- D C H Stanchfield II
tric Liquid Crystal Spatial Light Modulator J D Smith

Dr P Komreich

RL-TR-91-420 B161439 LSP Component Characterization & Development Jacqueline Dacre Smith

RL-TR-91-421 Optimization of the Elliptically Polarized Diffuse Robert J Papa
same as 91-360 Power Scattered fromn a Rough Surface with Two Margaret B Woodworth

Scales of Roughness

RL-TR-91-432 B- 161 568 Evaluation of Space Communications Networks Gregory J Hadynski

RL-TR-91-438 B161 848 Calibration of a Wavefront Sensor R J Michalak
M A Getbehead
P Repak
K M Magde

RL-TR-92-45 A250435 Forty Years of Research and Development at John Q Smith
Griffiss Air Force Base David A Byrd, SSgt, USAF
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